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Abstract
ACTIVIST TRAINING IN THE ACADEMY
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MASTER’S PROGRAM
IN ENVIRONMENTAL ADVOCACY AND ORGANIZING
AT ANTIOCH NEW ENGLAND GRADUATE SCHOOL
Steve Chase
Under the supervision of Faculty Emeritus Dr. Heidi Watts
At Antioch New England Graduate School
Keene, New Hampshire
This curriculum action research study begins by raising the question of
whether environmental studies programs within higher education should launch
activist training programs for public interest advocates and grassroots organizers
working for nonprofit organizations focused on environmental protection,
corporate accountability, and social justice. Answering that question in the
affirmative, the study then focuses on the theoretical issues underlying the
creation of activist training programs within the academy, specifically within
environmental studies programs, and reports on a case study of the successful
development of a master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing.
The first section on theoretical issues focuses first on the author’s own
evolution from a teacher focused primarily on critical pedagogy and citizenship
education to one focused on expanding the activist training opportunities at his
ix

own graduate school and beyond. It goes on to make both the theoretical and
historical case for activist training programs within higher education--including
offering past examples from extension, service learning, and professional
graduate programs. In the last part of this section, the study identifies 5 core
curriculum content areas that are key to teaching environmental advocacy and
organizing and then discusses the tradition of popular education as the most
appropriate educational methodology for activist training programs.
The second section reports on the case study of an insider action research
project to develop and launch a new master’s program in Environmental
Advocacy and Organizing. This section presents the author’s original proposal to
the Faculty of the Department of Environmental Studies at Antioch New
England Graduate School, explores their initial reactions, offers answers to key
questions raised by the them, and, finally, describes the basic curricular design of
the new program that welcomed its first cohort of students in Fall 2002 and has
been directed by the author ever since.
The aim of this study is to provide a useful guide for other educators in
academia who might be interested in starting similar programs at their own
schools, whether in the field of environmental studies or other disciplines.
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Introduction
The path toward sustainability and democracy has not disappeared....
[Yet] new road maps, new vehicles, and new tools for organizing within
the topography of globalization will be required. It may take a generation
or more to forge a passage that can point the way for the world's diversity
of cultures to reclaim the Blue Planet. But it can be done.
Joshua Karliner
The Corporate Planet:
Ecology and Politics in the Age of Globalization

Karliner’s call (1997, p. 223) to create new road maps and new vehicles for
moving our society toward greater sustainability and democracy presents a
significant challenge to those of us in higher education, particularly those of us in
the field of environmental studies (ES). Are we doing enough to help our
students achieve these goals? Are we educating visionary and savvy
environmental practitioners who can challenge, inspire, and mobilize people to
make meaningful changes in consciousness, government, commerce, civil
society, and their own personal lives? Does our work as educators help
graduates engage more effectively in the work of creating a more just,
participatory, and sustainable society? Are we preparing students to lead our
global society towards the inspiring values and visions articulated in such
notable public documents as the Earth Charter and the Principles of
Environmental Justice?
In many ways, the emergence of the ES field is itself a creative response to
this challenge. Thirty-five years ago, ES programs did not even exist. While
several academic environmental science programs existed, along with a handful of
professional forestry and wildlife management schools, there were few, if any,
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interdisciplinary environmental studies programs that combined science, the
humanities, and policy studies with a heartfelt urgency to help students
understand the looming environmental crisis and take effective action toward a
greener future. Today, at just the graduate level, there are close to 100 colleges
and universities offering ES programs within the United States alone. There are
even more ES programs at the undergraduate level.
These environmental studies programs represent a notable “new vehicle”
in higher education pushing for sustainability. These university-based ES
programs have trained thousands of environmental professionals working in the
public, private, and nonprofit sectors. These environmental practitioners have
sent many ripples of change, large and small, throughout society. Yet, as
meaningful as this new ferment in higher education has been, more than a few
ES educators suspect that the field has fallen far short of its original promise as
an educational engine for ecological sustainability and democratic renewal
(Bowers 1997, Bryant 1990, Marino 1997, Orr 1994).
David Orr (1994) for example, worries that ES departments all too often
“educate lots of in-the-box thinkers who perform within their various specialties
rather like a dog kept in the yard by an electronic barrier” (p. 95). He argues that
something important appears to be missing from the typical ES curriculum,
something that could help ES departments cross the unseen barrier that Orr
believes keeps many of our graduates from fulfilling their promise as change
agents for democracy and sustainability.
What then is missing from our curricula? According to Janet Ross (1998),
the Director of the Four Corners School of Outdoor Education, one key problem
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is the debilitating lack of opportunities within our ES programs for students to
study the theory and practice of environmental advocacy and organizing. As she
notes in the 1998 Four Corners catalog:
The typical environmental curriculum is incomplete! In biology class, you
can study the ecological consequences of clear-cutting our last remaining
ancient forests. In environmental health class, you can study how
exposure to toxic chemicals interferes with the human reproductive
system. But where do you learn how to organize the public to oppose clearcutting? Where do you study how to organize the victims of toxic waste
dumping? (p. 2)
Where indeed? Before I started to research, develop, and launch Antioch
New England’s now three year old Environmental Advocacy and Organizing
Program only one ES department in the country had ever offered a master’s
program in Environmental Advocacy. Back in 1972, under considerable pressure
from student activists, the University of Michigan’s School of Natural Resources
and Environment hired Bunyan Bryant and Jim Crowfoot to co-direct the first
Environmental Advocacy Program. This program survived under Bryant’s
leadership until the mid-1990s when Bryant decided to shift the main focus of the
program from Environmental Advocacy to a related, but more research-oriented
master’s program on Environmental Justice.
This shift not withstanding, Bryant (1990) clearly agrees that “students
interested in changing social and environmental politics from the grassroots level
on up have few opportunities to learn an integrated body of knowledge
assembled specifically to help them understand the use of power in social
change” (p. 1). Bryant also argues that such students need programs that not
only help them develop a “critique of culture and political economy,” but also
offer “a means of developing skills to help act on that critique” (p. 105). Bryant
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feels very strongly that “skills and viable strategies are needed to move beyond
critique to the empowerment of organizations, and the people within them, thus
enabling them to make meaningful demands on corporate and government
decision-makers” (p. 17).
The nearly non-existent activist training opportunities available within
graduate ES programs is the starting point for this dissertation. In the pages that
follow I will build on the work of pioneering ES educators like Bunyan Bryant
and describe the research, development, and launch of Antioch New England’s
innovative activist training program as a model that can be adapted and
implemented at other schools and address this glaring missing ingredient within
the ES field. My central idea is that it is time for several more ES educators to
create professional master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
organizing at their schools. My ultimate hope is that such programs will become
fairly common within the field in the years ahead and increasingly take their
place along side existing ES graduate programs in environmental education,
environmental journalism, green business management, conservation biology,
and natural resource management.
This idea seems particularly timely to me now when--as the International
Forum on Globalization’s (2001) website notes--global restructuring of the
world’s political economy is “happening at tremendous speed, without full
public disclosure of the multiple, profound consequences affecting democracy,
human welfare and the natural world, and with devastating effects upon local
economies and communities across the planet.” Training professional
environmental advocates and organizers appears to me to be one of the most
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promising educational approaches for tackling the social and ecological
challenges resulting from this ongoing global power shift.
In the rest of this introduction, therefore, I will discuss the origins of the
program development project at Antioch New England, describe my research
strategy, make a case for this strategy’s validity, and lay out the plan for the rest
of the dissertation. My hope is that this dissertation will prove useful in
encouraging new thinking about needed curriculum innovations within the field
of environmental studies and perhaps even the academy as a whole.

The Origins of This Research Project
I first presented the idea of creating a new Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing Program (EAOP) to my colleagues in the Department of
Environmental Studies at the Antioch New England Graduate School in
February 1999. Excitement about the proposal was remarkably strong. As one
faculty member responded at the time:
Here we are proponents of change and activists in our own hearts trying
to push the edges in various environmental professions, but we are not yet
focused directly on activists and organizers, or even helping students in
our current programs get the skills and knowledge base to be effective
citizens. All our people will need to be pushing for change in their
individual professional practice and in the organizations they work for.
That will become clearer I think if we have activists and organizers in the
mix here. The advocacy program would fit right into our mission. It would
just focus on one way of making change that has been downplayed or
ignored.
This initial enthusiasm was not universal within the Department, and
even some of the proposal’s early supporters felt their enthusiasm tempered by a
variety of concerns and unanswered questions. Given this lack of unanimity and
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clarity about moving forward, the faculty decided that I should move from
being an adjunct faculty member to a full-time departmental staff member to
coordinate a 3-year research project to identify all faculty and administrative
concerns and questions, and to see whether these questions and concerns could
be addressed and answered sufficiently for the faculty and administration to
decide to move ahead and launch a new master’s program in Environmental
Advocacy and Organizing. Ultimately--after many meetings, various types of
investigations, and numerous verbal and written research reports--the key
decision-makers at the graduate school decided in December 2001 that they had
enough valid information and clarity to launch the new program and name me
as the program’s Director. We welcomed our first cohort of Environmental
Advocacy and Organizing students in Fall 2002 and I have been experimenting
with and refining the curriculum plan for this activist training program through
on-going study and participant observation ever since.
Launching this kind of program at Antioch New England is perhaps not
all that surprising. A progressive ethos has existed throughout Antioch’s long
history as an educational innovator in public interest scholarship, activism, and
service. The undergraduate college in Yellow Springs, Ohio, the first campus of
what was to become Antioch University in the 1960s, was founded in 1852 by
social reformer and abolitionist Horace Mann. Since then, Antioch College’s goal
has always been educating men and women who would be “ashamed to die”
until they had “won some victory for humanity” (Watts 2000, p. ii). Antioch also
became the first private college in the U.S. to admit women to an equal
curriculum, the first to hire tenured female faculty, and among the very first to
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admit African Americans. In 1921, Antioch College also became the first liberal
arts college to initiate a regular program of service learning as a way to integrate
work, study, and community service.
By the 1960s, when Antioch established a graduate school in New
England and became a multi-campus university, the emphasis of the new
graduate school was on combining experiential and participatory approaches to
education with the “conviction that it was possible, given enough courage and
determination, to create a just and peaceful society” (Watts 2000, p. ix). This same
mission-driven spirit was carried over into Antioch New England’s Department
of Environmental Studies when it was founded in 1972.
Against this backdrop, it may seem surprising that the decision to launch
a new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing at Antioch
New England was even controversial at all, or that it required a significant
amount of time and effort to be put into research and deliberation on the
proposal’s relevance, desirability, and feasibility before the proposal was
implemented in 2002. Yet it did. My assumption therefore is that if concerns and
questions emerged at Antioch New England such concerns may be even more
intense and salient among ES faculty at other schools. If this is true, other ES
educators may well be interested in how we answered the two major questions
that came to dominate our own deliberations at Antioch New England:
1. Would creating an environmental studies master’s program in
environmental advocacy and organizing be relevant to our mission,
socially useful, economically feasible, and politically possible?
2. What would constitute a dynamic curriculum framework for
graduate programs that educate and train professional political
activists focused on environmental protection, corporate
accountability, and social and environmental justice?
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Research Strategy and Validity
To answer these two main questions, I first began to engage in what James
McKernan (1991) calls “curriculum action research.” McKernan describes action
research as “research by practitioners to solve their own problems and to
improve practice” (p. ix). This change-oriented approach to research has been
applied effectively in the fields of education, healthcare, social work,
organizational development, community organizing, and community economic
development (Stringer 1999, pp. 14-15). Often this kind of research is facilitated
and guided by a friendly outsider or paid research consultant external to the
organization involved. However, as discussed in Coghlan and Brannick’s (2001)
book, Doing Action Research In Your Own Organization, a number of action
research projects are facilitated and guided by organizational insiders. For these
insiders, there are at least three major dimensions to their research.
As an insider action researcher you are engaged in first person research
using your pre-understanding of organizational knowledge for your own
personal and professional development. You are engaging in second
person research by working on practical issues of concern to your
organization in collaboration with colleagues and relevant others. You are
engaging in third person research by generating understanding and
theory, which are extrapolated from that experience.” (p. 59)
Teachers have probably made the most use of insider action research to
increase their effectiveness as instructors and to develop and test new curriculum
plans (Altrichter et al. 1993, Bogdan & Biklen 1982, Carr & Kemmis 1986,
Greenwood & Levin 1998, McKernan 1991, McLean 1995). Some curriculum
action research theorists have gone so far as to talk of a teacher-as-researcher
movement (Carr & Kemmis 1986). This talk of a movement of teacher-researchers
seems particularly appropriate given that most of these action researchers adopt
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a normative stance where the very idea of effective practice is put in the context
of finding “ways of organizing and enacting professional and community life
that are democratic, equitable, liberating, and life enhancing” (Stringer 1999, p.
188).
Choosing the curriculum action research approach for my dissertation did
not settle all questions of research design for me, however. As the authors of
Teachers Investigating Their Work note, “Each action research project--whatever its
scale--has a character of its own, and so we hesitate to provide an elaborate stepby-step model which might limit the variety of different paths to be pursued”
(Altrichter et al. 1993, p.6). Much discretion is left to each teacher-researcher and
many different choices have to be made.

Research Design
One of the first choices I made as a curriculum action researcher involved
the scale of the project in relation to the typical cycle of action research. For many
writers on the subject, action research requires an implemented intervention in a
specific organizational setting that is then evaluated for its workability. As
Greenwood and Levin (1998) put it, “Without intervention, there is no action
science” (p. 193). Intervention, in this view, allows practitioner-researchers to
empirically test the workability of a given action plan (a locally developed theory
about how to solve a particular problem in a given circumstance). Kemmis and
McTaggart (1988) see the spiral of action research similarly. Their view can be
summarized as plan, act, observe, and reflect ... plan, act, observe, and reflect ...
and so on in ongoing iterations of action and reflection. According to McKernan
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(1991), similar views of this iterative cycle are also voiced by other action
research theorists, including Kurt Lewin, Hilda Taba, and John Elliot.
I, however, have somewhat more limited objectives for this dissertation
research project. I do not, in this single study, complete a full iteration of the
action research cycle. In this study, my focus is not primarily on what Glaser and
Strauss (1967) call theory verification--testing the workability of theories (or
action plans) and refining them in the crucible of practice. My goal was theory
generation or, more precisely, creating an informed warrant for action for others.
Certainly, the curriculum framework and program rationale generated and
presented in this dissertation is deepened by the fact that besides 3 years of
research and development, I also have 3 years of actually running Antioch New
England’s Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program under my belt.
Still, the operating activist training program described at the end of this
dissertation ultimately needs to be systematically critiqued and evaluated by
specific educators, including myself, to become more fully tested for workability
and adaptability in other academic settings. This research process does not go
that far in the conventional action research cycle.
While not offering a systematic and detailed evaluation of the first three
years of the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program’s operation, this
dissertation does offer the first two steps of developing and implementing a
promising model that will likely be useful in creating other innovative master’s
programs in environmental advocacy and organizing and even other activist
training programs within the academy—particularly when this study is
supplement by more evaluative research in the future. In bounding my research
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in this fashion, I followed Stringer’s (1999) notion of the first action research
cycle as one of looking (gathering data), thinking (analyzing and interpreting the
data), and acting (which in Stringer’s formulation can include generating and
implementing an action plan). In this view, the evaluation of the implemented
action is the beginning of a second full cycle of action research.
The next research design challenge was to define a useful stance beyond
an attempt to be a conventional objective researcher. In this study, I cannot make
any claim that I am a dispassionate observer of organizational dynamics or
curriculum decisions in my Department or claim that what I observed would
have even happened without my own active intervention and advocacy. My
presence in the mix dramatically changed our organizational dynamics.
My research approach most resembles what Coglan and Brannick (2001)
describe as confrontive inquiry, a form of inquiry where the researcher, “by
sharing her own ideas, challenges others to think from a new perspective” (p.
36). As Coglan and Brannick note, “Examples of confrontive questions would be:
‘Have you thought about doing this?’ ‘Have you considered that this ... might be
a solution?’” (p. 36). The assumption in this tradition is that “you have a view of
things as they are and what needs to change, and will be expected to share and
argue that view” (p. 37). This means that a critical skill for someone engaged in
confrontive inquiry “is to be able to combine advocacy and inquiry” (p.37). This
combination of skills is central to this particular dissertation. It is a strategy that
is consciously chosen.
The third design challenge was to figure out how, in the words of Glaser
and Strauss (1967), to transform the “normal strategy of reflective persons into a
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successful research strategy” (p. 227). Most practitioners, most of the time,
engage in reflective inquiry in a fairly haphazard way. They typically gather new
information through what Patton (1990) calls opportunistic and convenience
sampling or through their direct personal experience. They attempt to retain as
much of this new information as possible in memory as mental notes to
themselves. They then silently think about what they are learning, or perhaps
talk about it with their colleagues in informal and unrecorded conversations.
Then, after they have drawn some conclusions, they communicate their findings
within their organization, either verbally or through a written report. A
curriculum action research project, however, is aided by approaching this natural
process of looking, thinking, and acting in a somewhat more systematic way.
For this project, I actively sought out information-rich sources of data that
were relevant to my research questions, including books and articles, interviews
and conversations with informants and colleagues, field documents, and
personal observations of other activist training programs. The main emphasis in
the beginning, however, was on library research in the fields of adult education,
political ecology, and social movement theory and practice. As Glaser and
Strauss (1967) note,
Every book, every magazine article, represents at least one person who is
equivalent to the anthropologist’s informant or the sociologist’s
interviewee. In those publications, people converse, announce positions,
argue with a range of eloquence, and describe events or scenes in ways
entirely comparable to what is seen and heard during field work. The
researcher needs only to discover the voices in the library to release them
for his [sic] analytic use. (p. 163)
As Diamond (1998) argues, however, “it is wise to study related projects at
other institutions” and “use existing materials, and learn from the experience of
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others” when generating an informed vision of an “ideal” curriculum (p. 120).
I thus supplemented my library research by conducting short-term case studies
and qualitative interviews to collect data about the few advanced training
programs for environmental activists that currently exist or have existed in
recent memory. These included the School of Natural Resources and
Environment’s Environmental Advocacy Program founded by Bunyan Bryant at
the University of Michigan; the year-long, Boston-based, training program for
environmental activists sponsored by Green Corps: the Field School for
Environmental Organizers, and directed at the time of my interviews by Leslie
Samualson; and Tufts University’s Summer Institute in Strategic Nonviolence
and Social Movements, which for about five years focused on training
environmental justice activists under the direction of Dale Bryan.
Finally, I also included relevant data gathered from my applied research
work at Antioch New England Graduate School as the director of the
Department of Environmental Studies’ initiative to research and develop the
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program and then my considerable
participant observation as director of the actual program after it was launched in
September 2002. This included the qualitative interviews I conducted with the ES
faculty and staff, my mixed qualitative and quantitative survey of recent and
current ES students at Antioch New England, and my study of advocacy job
opportunities and salary levels. It also included my market research
conversations, email communications, surveys, and telephone interviews with
prospective students to Antioch’s proposed program. And, it included my
curriculum experiments over the last three years and my ongoing curriculum
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discussions with the associate and adjunct faculty I have hired to teach key
components of the program. I also tried to listen carefully to the early evaluation
feedback from my students as I fine-tuned the curriculum plan presented in the
last chapter of this dissertation.
As a way to collect my various forms of data and begin to analyze it, I
followed Altrichter, Posch, and Somekh’s (1993) suggestion to keep a research
diary for recording many of my observations, reading notes, reflections and
transcriptions of my taped interviews. This allowed me to engage in what Glaser
and Strauss (1967) call “the continual intermeshing of data collection and
analysis” (p. 224). I did not, however, always jump from this kind of journal
writing to writing chapter drafts for this dissertation. I often wrote up interim
memos and summary reports on what I was finding, or needed to know more
about. As Miles and Huberman (1994) note, these interim memos and reports
create “an organized, compressed assembly of information that permits
conclusion drawing and action” (p. 11). While not final chapter drafts, these
interim memos and reports were also in good enough shape to be shared with
others for external feedback and commentary. I believe this is a necessary process
in increasing the sophistication and quality of any systematic study.
In his book Research Design: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches,
Creswell (1994) suggests two methods that I frequently used for opening up my
research to such critical input from others: (a) running interview transcripts,
observations, and interpretations by my informants to see if my rendering and
interpretation of their different perspectives was useful, clear, complete, and
authentic to the information gathered from them; and, (b) showing my interim
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reports and chapter drafts to outside advisors and students who could offer
informed and useful feedback, and, in some instances, even challenge my
conclusions--thus sparking more reflection and data collection. In my case, this
meant asking for feedback from colleagues, students, dissertation committee
members, and my informal network of advisors. This latter group of progressive
academics, popular educators, social action trainers, and political activists were
the sources of many important conversations and email discussions on many
topics relevant to this study. Several of them also responded critically to various
drafts of this dissertation. Their feedback was invaluable.

But Is It Valid?
My research strategy for answering the two questions at the core of this
study appears to me to hold more promise for guiding my own professional
practice--and inspiring and informing other practitioners working in similar
contexts--than the unsystematic approach to problem solving utilized by most
practitioners, most of the time. Even in his classic critique of action research,
sociologist Harold Hodgkinson (1990) concedes that action research can produce
better common sense knowledge for solving practical problems in specific
settings than unsystematic reflection.
Still, Hodgkinson (1990) goes on to argue that action research does not
“measure up to the criterion” of valid scholarship because action research does
not yield “empirical uniformities” and “broader generalizations” that have
“validity outside of the [setting] in which it was carried out” (p. 78). Like any
exercise of professional judgment, there is not even a guarantee that two action
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researchers looking at the same data will come to the same conclusions. The
findings of action research are shaped in large measure by the previous
conceptions and value commitments of the researchers involved. On the basis of
this, Hodgkinson argues that “it would be better to define action research as
quantified common sense rather than as a form of scientific, empirical research”
(p. 78). From this perspective, curriculum action research would be a poor choice
for a dissertation project. This challenge is an important one to address.
Action researchers have usually responded to this charge in one of two
ways. The first cluster of action researchers accept Hodgkinson’s (1990) notion
that action research (AR) is not well equipped to add to the accumulated,
generalized knowledge of the academic community. However, they argue that
assisting the creation of more trustworthy and useful local knowledge about how
to resolve practical problems effectively is a legitimate activity in and of itself. As
these researchers argue, the aim of social research is ultimately the same for both
practitioner inquiry and academic research: “to generate knowledge/awareness
which is of a higher quality than what already exists” (Dash 1997, p. 12). What is
seen as different is the nature and scale of the peer reference community.
Curriculum action research, in this view, limits itself to the task of generating
local interpretive knowledge with internal validity within a particular action
setting and, possibly, transcontextual credibility, a form of external validity
where local knowledge can be usefully generalized beyond a single setting to the
wider peer reference community of other practitioners in similar situations and
settings (Greenwood & Levin 1998).
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In this view, accounts and reports of AR projects are not useful for
generating academic social science knowledge, but can increase the knowledge
of practitioners, including some who were not a part of the original research
effort. As Greenwood and Levin (1998) describe this process:
Meanings created in one context are examined for their credibility in
another situation through a conscious reflection on similarities and
differences between contextual features and historical factors. They are
moved from the context where the understanding was created through a
collaborative analysis of the situation where this knowledge might be
applied. Based on this historical and contextual analysis ... judgments are
made about the possibility of applying knowledge from one situation in
another. (pp. 84-85)
The criteria for determining this type of external validity are much the same as
for internal validity: Does it make sense? Is it informed and trustworthy enough
to suggest lines of action that seem both relevant and workable in additional
settings?
Another group of advocates argues, however, that AR is not only capable
of generating internally and externally credible knowledge in the realm of public
or professional action, but is also well-equipped to produce knowledge of value
to the scholarly community. Rapoport (1990), for example, is a strong proponent
of this perspective. As he puts it, action research can “contribute both to the
practical concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and to the
goals of social science” (p. 89). In this view, research is research, and for each
reference community it needs to be done carefully and competently, even if the
criteria for quality and credibility are somewhat different in each case.
For Rapoport, in contrast to Hodgkinson, the problem here is practical,
not epistemological. Rapoport (1990) has no doubt that action research can
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greatly enhance academic scholarship in a variety of fields and disciplines. The
trick, he argues, is to aid the scholarly-oriented action researcher in gaining
enough time to complete the kind of job of data gathering, analysis and
presentation that will not only provide something to use in the immediate
situation to solve current problems, but which will allow the work to be
presented to the scientific community as well in published and other forms
so as to benefit social science and benefit by being subjected to the critical
interaction that is implied in professional academic participation.” (p. 95)
If this extra time and resource can be provided, according to Rapoport, then
producing valid scholarly knowledge through AR is quite possible.
Personally, I am most persuaded by Rapoport’s (1990) notion that AR can
produce knowledge with internal credibility in a particular action setting, with
the external validity of transcontextual credibility for other practitioners in
different settings, and, finally, with enough intellectual credibility to be of use to
members in the scholarly community. I do not, however, agree with Rapoport
that all good action research should “seek to optimize the realization of both the
practical affairs of man [sic] and the intellectual interest of the social science
community” (p. 98). I can easily see why some action researchers would want to
limit their efforts to the realm of practitioners, and why others, depending on
their situation and the resources at hand, would also want to address their work
to the academic community as well.
In my case, these two reference communities are tightly interwoven given
that the practitioner group to which I belong, and am trying to inspire to
consider creating additional master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
organizing, is an academic audience--environmental studies educators
potentially interested in considering new curricular initiatives around activist
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training. The difference between a scholarly and a practitioner orientation is
not as meaningful in this particular circumstance.
While a curriculum design project grounded in practitioner research may
be an unconventional concept for a doctoral dissertation in environmental
studies, I believe it is quite legitimate as a scholarly endeavor. As Diamond
(1998) notes, “An increasing number of institutions are recognizing teaching
innovation and course and curriculum design as forms of scholarly and
professional work” (p. 5). This is evident in a flood of recent statements by a
number of academic professional associations, including the American Historical
Association, which has asserted that “limiting scholarship to [empirical] research
and publication has been a disservice” to students and faculty and “led to the
undervaluing of other activities central to the life of the discipline--writing
textbooks, developing courses and curricula, documentary editing, museum
exhibitions, and film projects to name but a few” (Diamond 1998, pp.6-7).
To be appropriate as a dissertation project, however, such unconventional
forms of scholarship and presentation need to meet some exacting academic
standards. Reviewing the criteria used to determine the scholarly value of work
in various fields, Diamond (1998) argues that the key standards that all scholarly
work must meet revolve around whether such work reflects “a high level of
discipline-related expertise,” breaks “new ground,” is “documented” and “peer
reviewed,” and has “significance or impact” that can be “elaborated on” by
others in the field (p. 7). In short, the work must make a meaningful and
recognized contribution to a specific academic discipline or an applied
professional field.
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It is not hard to see how curriculum action research can be an important
contribution to an educational field, especially to a potentially new sub-field
within environmental studies such as environmental advocacy and organizing.
Again, Diamond (1998) is on point:
As a faculty member, you can undertake few activities that will have
greater impact on your students than active involvement in the design of a
curriculum or a course you teach. As a direct result of these efforts,
learning can be facilitated, and your students’ attitudes toward their own
abilities can be significantly enhanced; they will be better prepared for the
challenges they will face after graduation. Major course and curriculum
design initiatives also tend to have an impact for many years after the
project has been completed, and, as a result, the number of students these
efforts affect is substantial. (p. 1)
I therefore believe that any rigorous curriculum action research project that
meets Diamond’s criteria for scholarly work is a worthy project for a dissertation.
My readers are invited to come to their own judgments, as they read the rest of
this dissertation, on whether I have met these criteria.

A Brief Literature Review
As previously stated, this dissertation builds directly on the work of
Bunyan Bryant (1990), who wrote the book Environmental Advocacy to describe
his pioneering program’s general curricular assumptions and historical
experience. I have also drawn many lessons from Jan Wright’s (1982) dissertation
on Bryant’s Environmental Advocacy Program at the University of Michigan’s
School of Natural Resources. Her dissertation, entitled Open Communication and
Conflict in Alternative Organizations: A Case Study of a Higher Education Program
provides real insight into this particular ES department’s response to the lack of
activist training within the field.
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I take a somewhat different approach to the subject than either Bryant
or Wright, however. For starters, I am focusing on a different master’s program
in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing. Second, neither Bryant nor Wright
explicitly advocate that other ES departments launch environmental advocacy
and organizing programs or try to answer the likely objections to such programs
which prospective program developers might face. To the degree that Bryant
even intended to shape the development of the ES field, he sought to inspire
people through the power of implicit example rather than through explicit
argument.
In contrast, this dissertation directly attempts to make the case for
such programs and uses the critical questioning of my colleagues at
Antioch New England as a guide to my research. I do not, however,
remain focused only on what my colleagues and I were putting together at
our graduate school. My ultimate aim is to make a more general argument
that addresses a variety of theoretical issues pertaining to activist training.
Given this approach, my dissertation most resembles Randy
Schutt’s (2001) book Inciting Democracy: A Practical Proposal for Creating a
Good Society. Schutt argues that progressive social movements need to find
ways to deepen the knowledge, skills, and wisdom of thousands of their
paid and volunteer advocates and organizers if they are going to be
successful in transforming the current political climate and balance of
power. His proposal to address this challenge is the development of 50
intensive, 1-year activist training programs to be launched around the
country over the next two decades. In the book, Schutt lays out his
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understanding of the social and organizational context that calls for such an
expansion of activist training opportunities; describes the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes needed by effective progressive activists; and explores
what kind of curriculum would help progressive advocacy and
organizing practitioners learn the knowledge, skills, and wisdom that
could improve their effectiveness. He also speculates on how an initial
program can be set up and then replicated and adapted in other settings
across the United States.
I cover similar ground as Schutt, but I have a specific focus on
encouraging the start of dynamic environmental studies graduate programs in
environmental advocacy and organizing. The possibility of developing and
launching such academic training programs for activists is hinted at in a footnote
of Schutt’s book, but it is not developed. That task therefore falls to this
dissertation. The first objective of this dissertation then is to offer a well-informed
argument for the idea that ES departments should create innovative master’s
programs in environmental advocacy and organizing at their own schools and
give some idea of what this would entail based on my own research and
curriculum development ideas along these lines. The second objective is to
describe what my colleagues and I have recently created at Antioch New
England Graduate School as a case study in moving from theory to practice.

The Plan For This Dissertation
Given the twin objectives of this dissertation, it is divided into two parts.
In “Part I: Theoretical Issues in Activist Training,” I include four chapters which
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make the general case for launching master’s programs in environmental
advocacy and organizing as a new direction in graduate environmental studies
programs. The first chapter, “One Teacher’s Journey Towards a New Educational
Vision,” outlines my own evolution as an environmental educator influenced by
the politically-engaged tradition of critical pedagogy, who then becomes
interested in education for citizenship, and, finally, explores the theoretical case
for starting environmental advocacy and organizing programs. In particular, I
focus on two key theoretical assumptions that I believe are axiomatic to the kind
of programs proposed here: (a) that citizen advocacy and social movements will
be necessary if there is to be any significant move toward a more just,
democratic, and sustainable society, and (b) that activist learning and education
is a meaningful way to increase the capacity for effective action by our
movements for environmental protection, corporate accountability, and social
and environmental justice.
In the second chapter, “A History of Activist Training Programs as
‘Movement Halfway Houses,’” I introduce sociologist Aldon Morris’ (1984)
concept of movement halfway houses as a way to understand the diverse history of
training visionary and effective social movement advocates and organizers over
the last century. I then go on to explore several examples of classical and
academic movement halfway houses in recent history. The goal here is to ground
the call to launch new master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
organizing in a more detailed theoretical and historical context.
In the third chapter, “What Do Environmental Advocates and Organizers
Need to Know?” I first look at how we can define learning needs and then
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outline just what knowledge, skills, and attitudes are essential to effective
practice in the environmental advocacy and organizing field. Five general
content areas are identified by looking at the stated needs of practitioners as well
as the findings of social movement theorists. These general areas include:
1. ecological literacy
2. organization-building skills,
3. social action skills,
4. “big picture” political understandings, and
5. life-skills and personal growth.
All five of these are identified as the key building blocks for any coherent
curriculum plan for an academic environmental advocacy and organizing
training program.
The fourth chapter, “What Educational Methodologies Are Most
Appropriate for Activist Training,“ draws heavily on the nonformal activist
training tradition of popular education. It opens with the story of my own
struggle to learn this approach to teaching and then moves into an examination
of the Doris Marshall Institute’s “spiral design model” of popular education
(Arnold et al. 1991, Burke et al. 2002, Nadeau 1996), which is particularly useful
in designing effective training programs for activists.
In “Part II: Creating a Master’s Program in Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing,” I include four chapters that explain (a) my decision to write a
proposal for setting up a new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing, (b) the response of the Department of Environmental Studies faculty
to my proposal, (c) the questions the faculty needed answered before agreeing to
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implement the proposal, and, finally, (d) a description of the structure of the
curriculum plan we have been using and refining since the program’s inception
in Fall 2002.
The fifth chapter of this dissertation, “Making a Proposal to Launch an
Activist Training Program,” discusses the need for decisive initiative in program
development. It argues that the type of theoretical reflection demonstrated in
Part I is necessary, but not sufficient in creating new programs. The chapter then
presents an edited version of my proposal to start a new master’s program in
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing to the faculty of the Department of
Environmental Studies at Antioch New England. It concludes with a discussion
of the decisive role of supportive organizational cultures in successful program
development.
The sixth chapter, “An Environmental Studies Faculty Responds,” is
based on extensive in-depth interviews with the Environmental Studies faculty at
Antioch New England. It focuses on their initial reactions to my proposal. In
particular, this chapter gives direct voice to both their initial responses and their
questions about educational desirability, preferred program structures,
organizational feasibility, and financial viability. It also discusses the changes in
faculty discussions caused by having faculty members’ individual interview
responses written up and shared with the whole group—something that
deepened and focused group dialogue and decision-making.
The seventh chapter, “Checking the Proposal for Relevance, Desirability,
and Feasibility,” focuses on research findings that speak to four specific
questions Antioch New England’s Environmental Studies faculty raised—and
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that any faculty might raise--about the relevance, desirability, and feasibility of
creating new master’s programs in environmental advocacy and organizing. The
key questions discussed here are:
1. Is environmental advocacy and organizing a “profession?”
2. Are such master’s programs needed or desirable?
3. Are there enough prospective students to make such programs
financially feasible?
4. Are advocacy programs too politically controversial to handle?
Unless a school’s faculty and administration can answer all four of these
questions to their own satisfaction, any effort to create a new master’s program
in environmental advocacy and organizing will likely fail.
The eighth and final chapter, “Structuring the New Program,” sketches
out the general curriculum design for the graduate program in Environmental
Advocacy and Organizing launched at Antioch New England in the Fall of 2002.
It is offered as a potential model to be considered, studied, critiqued, and
adapted by other ES educators—one that directly builds on the theoretical
insights gleaned in Part I of this dissertation. My hope is that reading this case
study will have the same effect on other environmental studies educators as
reading about Bunyan Bryant’s work at the University of Michigan had on me
several years ago.
For ease of reading, I have opted not to offer any parenthetical (personal
communication) citations to the many quotes included in the eight chapters of
this dissertation generated from my interviews and conversations. Adding such
repetitive parenthetical citations seems both unnecessary and clumsy to me in
the context of this particular project. Readers should just assume that any quote
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in the text without a formal citation is based on a personal communication.
Almost all interviews were completed during 2000, 2001, and 2002, though
quotes from students and faculty in Antioch New England’s Environmental
Advocacy and Organizing Program are based on conversations that took place
within 2002-2004.

My Ultimate Goal
The ultimate goal of this dissertation is to embody the dynamic noted by
Rabbi Abraham Heschel, a renowned Jewish philosopher who befriended Martin
Luther King in the 1960s. Concerning the value of deep conversation between
them, Heschel wrote, “What starts out as sound, ends in a deed” (Branch 1998, p.
23). I have helped turn sound into deed at Antioch New England Graduate
School. I now hope that this dissertation will help inspire other academics to act
on Karliner’s (1997) challenge to create “new road maps, new vehicles, and new
tools for organizing within the topography of globalization” (p. 223) by creating
activist training programs at their own schools.
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Chapter One
One Teacher’s Journey
Toward a New Educational Vision
I think most of the education that happens in universities is domesticating
and maintains current political relations. It’s not really aimed at changing
very much. That’s not my goal. In fact I would like to change things quite
deeply and dramatically.
Dian Marino
Wild Garden: Art, Education, and the Culture of Resistance
Over the 10 years of my teaching career, I have come to share Dian
Marino’s (1997) perspective. I have become intensely committed to changing
what “happens in universities” as a way of changing things in the wider world
“quite deeply and dramatically” (p. 5). For me, this aspiration has turned into a
very specific mission: to increase the number of activist training programs within
graduate environmental studies programs and, frankly, within higher education
as a whole. Towards this end, I have already created a new master’s program in
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing at Antioch New England Graduate
School. I have completed the 3rd year of the program as I complete this
dissertation. Yet, the central purpose of this dissertation is to report on and
extend the reach of my program development work at Antioch New England in
order to help spark new thoughts, dialogues, and collective action towards the
creation of more activist training programs at other universities.
I hope this dissertation stimulates critical questions that will assist the
process of organizational learning and innovation at your school. As Laurie Field
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(2000) notes, “people at work are continually learning from their own personal
and social environments--unplanned incidents, their family lives, the media,
social contacts, and so on” (p. 164). This ongoing learning can lead one or more
reflective practitioners at specific institutions to go beyond goal-based learning,
which seeks to enhance a group’s progress toward previously established goals,
and, instead, spark group discussions about expanding or altering the
organization’s goals and programs. What Field calls critical questioning of one’s
practice can play an enormous role in generating significant new ideas for
innovations in goals, practices, and programs. My hunch is that since you are
reading this dissertation, you are also in the process of critically questioning your
own practice as an academic and looking for new ways to contribute to your
field. Regardless of where your critical questioning leads you, I welcome you as a
fellow traveler in this important journey.
I have certainly experienced this process of critical questioning in my own
work. When I started teaching political ecology classes within the Department of
Environmental Studies as an adjunct instructor, I had not yet thought of starting
a new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing at my own
school, let alone encouraging the implementation of similar programs at other
schools. This idea, which now dominates my worklife, emerged slowly over time
and in fits and starts through my ongoing reflections on activism, teaching, and
politics. This chapter therefore starts by explaining my own evolution toward the
idea of setting up graduate programs in environmental advocacy and organizing.
It ends by laying out what I have come to see as the two key theoretical
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assumptions that justify a move toward activist training within my own field
of environmental studies and within higher education in general.

Experiments in Critical Pedagogy
At the beginning of my teaching career, I taught one or two political
ecology courses each year for the Department of Environmental Studies at
Antioch New England Graduate School. I was adjunct faculty teaching part-time
on my off hours from my full-time work as a political activist. Originally, I had
no interest in teaching full-time, but I was interested in experimenting with
higher education as a way to cultivate deeper, more critical perspectives on the
political and economic roots of the environmental crisis. I was already in full
agreement with the idea put forth by Cynthia Kaufman (2003) that while most
“social change advocates don’t focus on education as something that can make
social change happen all by itself, for many education is a critical aspect of social
transformation” (p. 293).
The key task of political education, as I saw it, was reaching people who
had serious social and ecological concerns, but did not identify as activists or
have much familiarity with the kinds of philosophies, analyses, visions, and
strategies that are emerging within environmentalism and other social
movements. Teaching in an academic setting offered a chance to work with such
people. I had already worked on such educational efforts for years as a publisher,
a free-lance writer, a public speaker, and a workshop leader; I was now ready to
try my hand at this kind of political education as an academic teacher.
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Antioch New England was a good home for my experiments. First, the
graduate school explicitly embraces values-based education and a public interest
agenda. Its mission statement expresses the conviction that “by linking the
worlds of scholarship and activism ... we promote social justice, ecological
literacy, organizational integrity, common economic good, and respect for the
whole person” (Antioch New England 2001, p. 2). Second, the Department of
Environmental Studies is not just an environmental science program; it also is
deeply committed to environmentalism, which Mitchell Thomashow (1995), the
department chair, has described as “a social and intellectual movement” that is
“dynamic, diverse, and radical” (5). Third, Antioch New England is committed
to participatory, active learning approaches, which meshed with my own ideas
on popular education and my past experience leading activist-oriented
workshops and study groups.
Teaching at Antioch New England also allowed me a chance to interact
with exactly the kind of people with whom I most wanted to work as an
educator. While unique in many ways, my first students had several things in
common. Like most ANE Environmental Studies students, they were extremely
passionate about preserving wild nature, improving public health, and creating a
sustainable way of life. Many of them were also very sophisticated in their
scientific understanding of ecology and natural history. Few, however, were
savvy about social oppression, political economy, or the history of people’s
movements in this country--including the complex history of U.S.
environmentalism. This latter fact is why the Department hired me in the first
place, and it was why I wanted to work with these students.
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While a commitment to political education as an important part of its
curriculum was not new to Antioch New England’s Department of
Environmental Studies, I soon learned that this approach is not yet the norm
within most academic environmental studies programs. According to David Orr
(1994), the Director of the Environmental Studies at Oberlin College, the
dominant approach among environmental studies program is remarkably
apolitical. As he argues:
[Most environmental studies programs] have focused on the symptoms,
not the causes of biotic impoverishment. The former have to do with the
vital signs of the planet. The latter have to do with the distribution of
wealth, land ownership, greed, the organization of power, and the conduct
of public business. These are large, complex, and to some, disagreeable
subjects, and there are unspoken taboos against talking seriously about the
very forces that undermine biological diversity. (pp. 70-71)
Orr is not the only prominent ES educator to challenge these “unspoken
taboos.” Joni Seager (1993), a feminist geographer at the University of Vermont,
has also argued that we need to foster greater awareness among our students
that “the environmental crisis is not just a crisis of physical ecosystems” (p. 3).
Like Orr, she claims:
The real story of the environmental crisis is a story of power and profit
and political wrangling; it is a story of the institutional arrangements and
settings, the bureaucratic arrangements and the cultural conventions that
create conditions of environmental destruction. Toxic wastes and oil spills
and dying forests, which are presented in the daily news as the entire
environmental story, are the symptoms--the symptoms of social
arrangements, and especially of social derangements. The environmental
crisis is not just the sum of ozone depletion, global warming, and overconsumption; it is a crisis of the dominant ideology. (p. 3)
In my own work as an activist-oriented, adjunct ES instructor, I focused
most of my attention on exploring this “real story” of the environmental crisis
and taught courses such as Ecological Resistance Movements; Environmental
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Justice; Patterns of Environmental Activism; and Corporate Power,
Globalization, and Democracy. The ES department has also long offered courses
in Environmental Law, Environmentalism and Democracy, and Ecological
Economics and Public Policy. Such efforts were all designed to push our students
to reflect on their initial assumptions about the world and to rethink those
perspectives that keep them from effectively addressing the deep social roots of
the environmental crisis.
In all these efforts, my colleagues and I participated in the dynamic
educational tradition of critical pedagogy inspired by educators such as Paulo
Freire (1974, 1978, Freire 1985, 1994, 1998), Ira Shor (1992, 1996, 1987), bell hooks
(1994, 2003), Carlos Alberto Torres (1998), and Stephen Brookfield (Brookfield
1986, 1987)—and then carried into the field of environmental studies by such
educators as David Orr (1992, 1994), Joni Seager (1993), and Mitchell Thomashow
(1995).
As Ira Shor (1992) explains, critical pedagogy “invites students to become
skilled workers and thinking citizens who are also change agents and social
critics” (p. 16).
To be critical in such a democratic curriculum means to examine all
subjects and the learning process with systematic depth; to connect
student [concerns] to larger historical and social issues; to encourage
students to examine how their experience relates to academic knowledge,
to power, and to inequality in society; and to approach received wisdom
and the status quo with questions.” (p. 17)
When done successfully, this work can foster an expansion of the
students’ critical consciousness as they prepare to become more effective
conservation biologists, natural resource managers, environmental educators, or
public school science teachers. I have seen this valuable transformation take
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place many times in classes at Antioch. Through such experiences, many
students are able to see beyond the societal myths projected by powerholders
and discover the social secret that
a chief cause of social problems is the concentration of political and
economic power in a few elite individuals and institutions that act in their
own self-interest ... while disbenefiting the majority and the general
welfare to the detriment of the sustainability of the economy, environment,
and natural resources. (Moyer 2001, p. 19)
The students are also able to discern the significant difference that can arise
between official justifications for policies and programs and the actual goals and
impacts of the policies and programs pursued by powerholders.
Fostering such critical consciousness is important because the legitimacy
of the societal myths and official justifications for bad policies has to be
questioned before large numbers of people become willing to sympathize with,
let alone participate in, progressive movements for meaningful change. This, in
fact, is one of the biggest tasks that confront social movements at the beginning
of their life cycles. As Bill Moyer (2001) points out,
Before 1963 most Americans thought everyone could vote; before 1967,
most thought the war in Vietnam was to preserve democracy for the people
there; before 1976, most Americans thought that nuclear power was
totally safe, necessary, and too cheap to meter; and before the anti-World
Trade Organization (WTO) demonstrations in Seattle in 1999, most
thought that corporate globalization was inevitable, provided good jobs for
people in the Third World, and was sustainable. (p. 16)
All such false myths must be challenged before a movement enters a take-off
phase in its development.
Many educators in the environmental studies field are not oriented to this
kind of education for their students because they hold much more conventional
understandings of the environmental crisis than people like Orr, Seager, or
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Thomashow. Some view ecological degradation as a purely technical,
scientific, or administrative problem best left to trained experts and institutional
insiders (Dryzek 1997). Others view the crisis more romantically as a failure of
popular eco-literacy, which can only be countered by better environmental
education to enlighten the ecological consciousness and the lifestyle choices of
individuals (Dryzek 1997). Missing from both views, however, is a searching
social analysis of the ecological crisis and a grounded sense of how democratic
social movements have typically been the main engines of progressive change in
this country and one of the only forces able to implement change, or defend
particular lifeways, in the face of strong opposition by powerholders.
Clearly, there is much work to be done to bring this approach more fully
into the field of environmental studies and to make sure questions of social
power are neither ignored nor downplayed within our environmental studies
programs. The late Dian Marino (1997), a former faculty member of York
University’s graduate program in Environmental Studies, spoke of this ongoing
challenge in her own department.
One of the things we’re not terribly comfortable with is political
discourse.... I once listened, in my own faculty, to a long discussion on
environmental impact assessment and community participation. It lasted
an hour and forty-five minutes, and in all that time the words power and
politics were never used, not even once. I think this is no accident. We are
extremely deskilled in talking about disempowerment or empowerment, or
just relationships of power. It can be a very unfamiliar, scary, taboo topic.
(p. 124)
Even though I support helping students develop a more critical
consciousness about environmental issues, social power, and society, I have
grown to want more. By itself, such a strong focus on critique can lead to
educated cynicism, despair, and resignation among students. I have seen this
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reaction more than a few times among my own students. This dynamic
troubles me and I have become increasingly convinced of the need to find a more
balanced educational approach. I very much agree with Cynthia Kaufman (2003)
when she argues:
We should try to be clear in seeing the depth of the social problems around
us. We should not let ourselves be fooled by dominant perspectives, which
often tell us things are fine when they’re not. But this negative intellectual
perspective needs to be linked with a spirit that is always looking for the
possibilities to make things better. (p. 303)
Other political educators have also sounded this call for focusing on
opportunities as well as threats in our educational work. Rinku Sen (2003) is the
former director of the Center for Third World Organizing, which runs a number
of organizer training programs. She is very clear on the limits of cultivating
critical consciousness alone. As she puts it:
Often, political education is depressing. It is one of the few times in
communal life that people look at the big picture and get a real sense of the
power of the conservative agenda, and it is easy to become overwhelmed
and feel hopeless. If that happens, our political-education program will
drive people away rather than inspire them to go to the next level. (p. 181)
As a result of such concerns about my own teaching, I increasingly began to
spend more time focusing as a teacher on the power of citizen engagement and
educating my students in the skills and arts of democratic citizenship.

Educating for Citizenship
The importance of educating for active citizenship has only become more
vivid for me since reading The New Student Politics: The Wingspread Statement on
Student Civic Engagement, which was written by Sarah Long (2002), an
undergraduate student at Providence College and a participant in the 2001
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Wingspread Summit on Student Engagement. The Summit, discussed at length
in Long’s report, involved 33 juniors and seniors from 27 colleges and
universities in the United States. The students were brought together for a long
weekend of discussions by Campus Compact and a variety of supportive
funders. The goal of the Summit was to gather some ideas from students on how
institutions of higher education might promote active civic engagement more
effectively than they have in the past.
These students spoke persuasively about the limits of critical pedagogy, at
least as it is commonly practiced within academia.
While the students whose words are reflected in this document speak in
almost reverent terms about inclusion and equity, they are discerning.
They choose their words carefully: they “turn away” or “loose faith”
instead of confronting or forcefully indicting systems; they employ a wellhoned, cool, detached, skepticism in their discussions and are well aware
that this uncontested skepticism is welcomed in contemporary university
culture as a sign of intellect. Yet there is an underlying poignancy to that
skepticism, as students long for ideals to believe in and for those
“idealists” who will inspire them. They look for connections to community
and want higher education to provide them with those connections. (Long
2002, p. 6)
The students at the Summit also had strong opinions about how their
colleges and universities could help students move beyond the highly critical,
but still cool, detached, and passive skepticism all too often generated at their
schools. They were nearly unanimous in their request that university faculty and
administrators sponsor more opportunities for students to engage in a wide
variety of citizen action, including advocacy and organizing, as part of their
educations. The students were quite blunt: “Overall, we have found that colleges
and universities do not teach us the community-building/organizing skills that
we need” (Long 2002, p. 8).
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Nor were these students content with some of higher education’s more
recent efforts to expand course work or service-learning opportunities in
conventional forms of political engagement like voting, participating in electoral
campaigns, or conducting voter registration drives. While recognizing the
enormous value of such efforts, these students also argued for programs to help
them learn the skills of community organizing and social movement activism as
well. According to the students, such opportunities were needed to address the
key “curricular deficit” identified at the Summit, the situation where “the most
important knowledge and skills we need for community-based work--around
advocacy, organizing, conflict resolution, community economic development,
etc.--are not taught in any courses or through any programs on campus” (Long
2002, p. 10)
These student voices are fairly recent additions to a growing call within
higher education to make good on its often-stated commitment to educate
students for a life of active, informed, and politically savvy citizenship. An
urgent focus on citizenship education has, in fact, become a major concern
among many educators at all levels of American schooling over the last 10 to 15
years. The National Council on Social Studies (NCSS), for example, now states
that the revitalization of civic education in America’s schools is their primary
goal. It even organized a Task Force on Revitalizing Civic Education to make
specific recommendations to educators. In the Task Force’s May 2001 report
(2001) “Creating Effective Citizens,” the authors spoke passionately about the
pressing need they see:
Citizenship education is as important today as at any other time in our
history. Citizens in the twenty-first century must be prepared to deal with
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rapid change, complex local, national, and global issues, cultural and religious
conflicts, and the increasing interdependence of nations in a global
economy. For our democracy to survive in this challenging environment
… [o]ur students should leave school with a clear sense of their rights and
responsibilities as citizens. They should also be prepared to challenge
injustice and to promote the common good. (p. 1)
The Task Force (2001) even went on to outline 10 specific components of
“the knowledge, skills, and values that will enable [students] to become effective
citizens” (p. 1) According to the Task Force, an effective citizen:
1. Embraces core democratic values and strives to live by them.
2. Accepts responsibility for the well-being of oneself, one's family, and the
community.
3. Has knowledge of the people, history, and traditions that have shaped our
local communities, our nation, and the world.
4. Has knowledge of our nation's founding documents, civic institutions,
and political processes.
5. Is aware of issues and events that have an impact on people at local, state,
national, and global levels.
6. Seeks information from varied sources and perspectives to develop
informed opinions and creative solutions.
7. Asks meaningful questions and is able to analyze and evaluate
information and ideas.
8. Uses effective decision-making and problem-solving skills in public and
private life.
9. Has the ability to collaborate effectively as a member of a group.
10. Actively participates in civic and community life. (p.1)
This strong focus on citizenship education has not been limited to K-12
school teachers. It has become a concern of many college and university
educators and is a key element in many service-learning initiatives within higher
education, such as the Campus Outreach Opportunity League. The NCSS itself
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serves as an umbrella organization for K-16 teachers of civics, history,
geography, economics, political science, sociology, psychology, anthropology,
and law-related education. Other college-level educators are also speaking up for
a renewed emphasis on civic education.
In his article, Saving Higher Education’s Soul, Frank Newman (2000) reports
that “preparation for civic life and democratic participation” has long been a
stated purpose of higher education and it is even “usually spelled out explicitly
in collegiate founding documents” (p. 4). Still, for many years, such talk has only
been given lip service, not credence, by most institutions of higher education.
Happily, this appears to be changing. “Over the last decade,” reports Newman,
“a growing number of universities have focused once again on this once central
mission, by making it a priority to engage students in community service.” This
includes providing many new “opportunities to gain the skills and attitudes
necessary for successful participation in society, through both the academic and
extracurricular experiences” (p. 4).
This growing attention to education for active citizenship has also made
significant inroads within environmental education circles and within graduate
environmental studies programs. As Australian researcher James Whelan (2002)
notes, “environmental education… is sometimes described in terms of three
distinct streams: education about, in, and for the environment” (p. 36). He goes on
to note how “the third approach, education for the environment, appears to have
assumed ascendancy above the other two more conservative or traditional
approaches in educational research, curriculum development, and practice in
recent years” (p. 36). This third approach is fundamentally about education for
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more civic engagement aimed at increasing environmental quality, public
health, and sustainability.
This shift towards cultivating greater civic engagement within
environmental education excites me and is a great way to overcome the onesided limits of critical pedagogy. Yet, civic engagement can mean many different
things; including direct service efforts, self-help projects, community education
projects around personal consumption choices, electoral work, public interest
advocacy, and aggressive populist organizing. As a long-time activist myself, I
am naturally drawn to teaching electoral work, public interest advocacy, and
grassroots organizing skills. Yet, this is not the norm within the field. As James
Whelan (2002) argues, even among those environmental educators most focused
on educating for the environment, “political action which targets power holders
is seldom sanctioned” (p. 36).
Mitchell Thomashow, the chair of the ANE ES department, is the
exception that probably proves Whelan’s rule. For several years, he has been one
of most vocal environmental educators seeking to overcome the roadblock
against full citizenship education within environmental studies programs. Over
20 years ago, he designed and launched a course called “Citizen Advocacy”
focused on teaching advocacy and organizing skills to the Environmental
Studies’ students at Antioch New England. He co-taught the course for several
years before turning it over to other faculty members, including me in 2000 and
2001.
In Ecological Identity (1995), his first book on teaching environmental
studies, Thomashow also tried to popularize the idea that environmental
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education should always include teaching the arts of democracy and helping
students explore and overcome their own blocks to a more engaged political life:
Environmental politics is the terrain of harshly fought battles in which
powerful interests have a great deal at stake. On the individual level,
ecological identity work can inspire insight regarding community
participation and the perception of the commons, laying the groundwork
for ecological citizenship. But the process of politics can be daunting and
intimidating. One must also prepare for the hard work of politics, the
reality of power and controversy. (p. 102)
His call to environmental studies educators could not be any clearer. According
to Thomashow (1995):
“The challenge is to design learning spaces that encourage people to
understand how they perceive power, how they can develop an effective
and appropriate political voice, and how political participation can become
an accessible, fulfilling, and fruitful experience--a means for the public
expression of ecological identity.” (pp.104-105)
My own thinking has been deeply informed by my work with
Thomashow. He has been a mentor in my own development as an
environmental studies educator. Beyond encouraging greater critical
consciousness among students, I have increasingly pushed myself over the years
to stress the importance of active citizenship for our students as they train to
become science teachers, environmental educators, nature writers, natural
resource managers, or conservation biologists. In all my classes, I have tried to
foster the knowledge among my students that their ability to make change is not
limited to their role as environmental professionals, but can also be strengthened
and enhanced by them taking on the role of citizen activists within their
communities. This emphasis on teaching the arts and skills of citizen activism
has led to some of my most satisfying moments as a teacher.
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It also has led to more critical questioning of my own practice and the
work of our department as a whole. Over time, I have come to agree with
Cynthia Kaufman’s (2003) claim that “in addition to the problem of how to
educate those outside the movement, educating those within it is also important”
(p. 294). Those inside the movement do not only include politically-aware
professionals like those I first trained at Antioch, or even active grassroots
volunteers. Those inside the movement also include the growing number of
public interest advocates and grassroots organizers working full-time in social
movement organizations to create a more just, sustainable, and democratic
society—a professional constituency that has, with one significant exception,
been given almost no attention within the field of environmental studies over the
last 35 years.
My emerging critical question soon became: “Could a graduate
environmental studies program meet the educational needs of these activists?”
As much as I loved my past teaching experiences, I began developing a strong
urge to build on, but move beyond both critical pedagogy and citizenship
education and focus more and more of my attention on activist training. It was at
this point in my evolution as a teacher that I began to play with the idea of
teaching full-time, and also toyed with the idea of proposing to my colleagues
that we set up a graduate program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing
at ANE.
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First Thoughts on Activist Training
The original impetus for my gravitating to this idea likely goes back to the
early-1970s when I was relatively new to activist work myself. During that
period, I was a beneficiary of several activist training initiatives. In a series of
weekend workshops and 2-week intensives sponsored by trainers from the
national activist network Movement for a New Society (MNS), I was able to build
on my “on the job” activist experience and deepen my skills in organizing-particularly in meeting facilitation, democratic group process, consensus
decision-making, conflict resolution, popular education, nonviolent direct action,
and demonstration peace-keeping. Such organized learning experiences were
valuable, according to MNS trainers, because
as a result of the type of education most of us received, we often are
unclear about our own needs, are confused about the nature and causes of
problems, lack concrete organizing skills, and fear conflicts which surface
when we try to make changes. (Coover et al. 1977, p. 154)
Activist training programs were seen by these trainers as a useful way to help
activists “act wisely and positively” to improve our social and ecological
conditions (p. 154).
Inspired by MNS’ focus on activist training, I organized a series of
political education study circles designed by MNS’s Philadelphia MacroAnalysis Collective. This series of study groups involved over two dozen local
activists throughout Minneapolis and St. Paul. Our aim was to help each other
see beyond our different single issues, the next demonstration, or even the next
hot button issue to come along. We intuitively sensed that we needed to go
beyond our urgent, but largely unreflective activism. We decided to work
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together for a year to develop a more dynamic and holistic analysis, vision,
and strategy to guide our work as social change organizers.
Each week 20 of us would settle in for 2 hours of reports and discussions
based on our readings and experiences. The learning process was participatory
and lively. Topics included the global environmental crisis, ecological limits to
growth, North-South relations, U.S. history, militarism, political economy, social
oppression, strategic nonviolent action, and other grassroots strategies for
change. The result of these searching dialogues, which were always ultimately
related to the concrete challenges in our activist work, was not a group
adherence to any single political line, but a dramatic deepening in our
understandings of the world, the constraints and opportunities we each faced,
and the programmatic and strategic options that might help us realize our goals.
I have never forgotten this in-depth experience of conscientization. The
power of it has directly influenced my work as an environmental studies
professor and prodded me to ask tough questions about whether I, my
department, or even our field is doing all that we can to contribute to making
fundamental social changes that could promote a transition to a more just,
democratic, and sustainable society. Upon reflection, it is not surprising that over
the last several years of teaching--in an institution that already supports critical
pedagogy and citizenship education--my own activist learning history
increasingly made me wonder about the possibility of setting up a graduate
training program that would directly focus on serving students who want to
commit their vocational lives to environmental advocacy and organizing.
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Political organizing is not the only road to needed change. All the other
environmental professions are needed as well. Yet, political organizing is vital to
the process of social and ecological renewal and restoration. For example, in his
survey of the global ecological ills of our times, geographer A. M. Mannion
(1997) argues, “All these types of environmental change could be reversed given
appropriate political action” (p. 162). As Paulo Freire argues:
To change the concrete conditions of reality means a tremendous political
practice, which demands mobilization, organization of the people,
programs, all these things which are not organized just inside the schools,
which cannot be organized just inside a classroom or a school. (Shor &
Freire 1987, p. 134)
For most critical teachers, even those committed to civic engagement, the
connection of our educational work to this concrete process of political
organizing and activism is fairly indirect. According to Ira Shor (1987), this
disconnect is usually because “students in class are a random group of the school
population ... not a self-selected pro-transformation group looking for a political
task” (p. 132). In such a setting, one cannot appropriately offer social action
training or political education that directly prepares people to work as
professional social change activists and organizers. Most critical teachers thus
have somewhat different goals. Shor probably speaks for many critical educators
when he notes:
Often all I can accomplish in each discrete class is a moment of transition
from passivity or naiveté to some animation and critical awareness.... If
students do engage each other in critical dialogue, I see that as an act of
empowerment because they chose to become human beings investigating
their reality together. If they examine critically some texts or articles I
bring in, then I take it as a sign that their resistance to critical culture is
declining and their immersion in mass culture is weakening. If they
seriously study racism or sexism or the arms race, I read this as a starting
point of transformation, which may develop in the long-run into their
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choices for social change. In thinking about what a classroom can accomplish, I
see a gradation of transforming moments. (p. 34)
Such an approach makes sense to me in many academic settings. Yet, if
the main goal of graduate ES programs is to train visionary and highly skilled
environmental practitioners, why can we not launch new master’s programs in
environmental advocacy and organizing--and directly address the educational
needs of “self-selected pro-transformation group looking for a political task”
(Shor & Freire 1987, p. 32)?

The Theoretical Case For Activist Training
My growing commitment to the idea of launching graduate programs in
environmental advocacy and organizing raises the question “Does activist
training make sense as the focus of a graduate program?” For me, the answer to
this question comes down to two theoretical assumptions that I increasingly take
as axiomatic. The first assumption is that social movements matter--that public
interest advocacy and grassroots organizing plays a significant role in fostering
any transition to greater environmental protection, corporate accountability, and
social justice. The second assumption is that activist learning can play a major
role in the relative success or failure of any activist movement or campaign. The
whole enterprise of setting up graduate programs in environmental advocacy
and organizing rises or falls on whether people accept these two key theoretical
assumptions. These assumptions thus deserve a fuller explanation here.
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The Power of Social Movements
According to long-time activist Bill Moyer (2001), social movements are
organized “collective actions in which the populace is alerted, educated, and
mobilized, sometimes over years and decades, to challenge the powerholders
and the whole society to redress social problems or grievances and restore critical
social values” (p. 10). Based on his own experience as an organizer for nearly 45
years, Moyer also argues that citizen-based social movements are a “very
powerful means for ordinary people to successfully create positive social
change” (p. 10).
While my own work over the years is clearly grounded in this
fundamental assumption, Moyer’s claim is not obvious to everyone. The status
quo of any given period and its characteristic distribution of power are often
viewed as largely given, inevitable, and stable--something very resistant to
conscious change efforts by ordinary people. Yet, rather than seeing current
conditions as inevitable, stable, and resistant to change, people like Moyer see
present conditions as the temporary result of a dynamic and often shifting
balance of social forces. My favorite conceptual tool for visualizing this more
dialectical understanding of our social circumstances is Kurt Lewin’s (1948)
classic force field analysis tool.
The key insight suggested by Lewin’s force field analysis is that the
movement of any society towards either greater or lesser justice, democracy, and
sustainability is the result of a shift in the balance of forces driving or hindering
positive or negative social change. In this view, social conditions could be much
more unjust, undemocratic, or unsustainable than they are now if the social
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forces pushing for such negative outcomes were not being held in check by
counter-forces defending current lifeways or pushing for more justice,
democracy, and ecological sustainability. Similarly, social conditions could be
much more just, democratic, or sustainable if the social forces pushing for such
outcomes could be made more powerful and the social forces that hinder such
changes weakened. In light of this analysis, the strategic task facing any social
change agent is to:
1. develop a vision beyond what is and articulate what ought to be;
2. identify the existing or potential forces driving change in the
desired direction as well as those forces hindering it, and
3. devise ways to either add to or strengthen the existing driving
forces while weakening or eliminating the hindering ones.
Historically, developing a vision, assessing the contending social forces at
play, and consciously trying to shift the balance between these driving and
hindering forces have been central to the work of successful social change
movements--regardless of whether they have relied more on adversarial or
collaborative strategies for change. Theoretically, then, it is reasonable to assume
that social movements might play a significant role in creating current
conditions, forestalling worse conditions, and opening up possibilities for
creating even better conditions in the future. If progressive social movements are
absent or weak in a society that has strong forces pushing society towards
injustice, plutocracy, and ecological degradation, conditions will predictably get
worse as social elites face little resistance in reshaping society to meet their needs
at the expense of the general public and the natural world. When social
movements are present and reasonably strong, and opposing forces are
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weakened by various means, social conditions are much less likely to degrade-and much more likely to improve, sometimes significantly so.
Moyer’s (1990) claim about the power of social movement organizing is
not just theoretically reasonable, however. It also is empirically valid. As Doug
McAdam (1995) notes, “Contemporary scholars are now blessed with a
profusion of theory and empirical research on social movements, revolutions,
and collective action” (p. 218). While several theoretical differences exist within
the growing field of social movement scholarship--about the relative importance
of mobilizing structures, framing activities, and political opportunities--there is a
remarkably strong consensus among most social movement researchers on at
least one point: Social movements have demonstrated the capacity to shift the
power balance in any given society and generate significant social changes and
reforms. That is why many academics deem social movements to be so worthy of
study. As M. Bahati Kuumba (2001) notes, the overwhelming consensus in her
field of study is that:
Many of the rights, freedoms, and protections that we enjoy daily are the
direct result of collective movements for social change. The elimination of
inhumane systems like slavery, the right for women and people of color to
vote, workplace safety and labor standards, the passage of racial and
gender equal opportunity legislation, and the independence from direct
colonial control enjoyed by many of the world’s nations can all be
attributed to the success of social movements. Though social movements
differ with respect to their specific objectives, the scope of social
transformation that they seek and their level of success, each has left its
own indelible mark on the wider society as well as on the social
movements to come. (p. 7)
While this is a common view among most respected social movement
researchers working over the last 30 to 40 years, this perspective is still a point of
contention among many ES faculty members I know. Even though the field of
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environmental studies owes its very existence to the rise of the mass-based
citizen movement, and is in some respects a part of it, many ES educators appear
to hold to the more common sense notion that social movements are largely
irrelevant and powerless in the effort to promote desirable social
transformations. As M. Bahati Kuumba (2001) notes, “Despite the fact that the
effects of social movements surround us daily, we often take the impact they
have had on our lives for granted” (p. 7).
My guess is that this skepticism about the value of social movements
grows out of an often unconscious acceptance of a dominant view of social
power--what Moyer (2001) calls the power elite model--where power flows down
from the elites at the commanding heights of society to shape the conditions of
life for the general population. Conventional democratic theory only modifies
this model around the edges, it does not fundamentally challenge it. In the socalled democratic version of the power elite model, improvements in policies and
institutions are the outgrowth of the voluntary restraint and wisdom of elites
who choose to pursue policies that are of benefit to the general public--often
including accepting some limited and institutionalized popular influence on elite
decision-making. In practice, this usually means that improvements result from
“a struggle between competing societal elites, leaving the vote as the primary, if
not the only, means by which the general population is expected to participate”
(pp. 13-14). Participation in this case means siding with one elite group over
another every few years or, at most, making persuasive appeals to powerholders
at the top of the social pyramid in an attempt to change their minds on various
issues.
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These latter efforts at elite persuasion are what some people mean by
the term advocacy--i.e., speaking on behalf of aggrieved constituencies with the
hope of changing the hearts and minds of powerholders and persuading them to
change social, business, or governmental practices, policies, and institutions in
ways that better serve the common good. Even in this more democratic guise,
however, the fundamental assumption of the power elite model still remains
intact: The majority of people are remarkably, and probably inevitably,
powerless. Their participation in decision-making and public life is at the
pleasure of social, political, and economic elites and their level of influence is
limited to voting for elite candidates or being passive members of public interest
organizations, which hire professional advocates to change the minds of
powerholders, or, if a little more aggressive, hire lawyers to change policies
through litigation.
From this perspective, the idea of democratic social movements of
everyday people becoming a central means of fostering desirable social change,
particularly in the face of elite resistance, seems ludicrous. Yet, history offers
numerous examples of grassroots social movements made up of everyday people
that emerge, grow, win majority support, challenge negative policies and elite
institutions, involve people in directly solving public problems, and ultimately
cause important shifts in how we organize and conduct our social, economic, and
political lives--sometimes even in the face of very determined and violent
resistance by powerholders (Fraser 2004). How can this be explained?
Moyer (2001) offers an alternative understanding of social power, the
people power model, as a better way to explain social reality. In this view, power
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not only flows down the social pyramid, from the elites to the general
population, but it also flows up, from the general public to a society’s decisionmakers. As noted by Moyer, “even in societies with strong power elites, whether
the United States or a military dictatorship, the powerholders’ power is
dependent on the cooperation, acquiescence, and tacit support of the great
majority of common citizens” (p. 14). In this view, elite powerholders are
vulnerable to pressure as well as persuasion. This is because organized social
movements and reform campaigns can develop the collective power to give or
deprive the powerholders what they need in order to function, be it votes, tax
revenues, labor power, purchases, or social obedience and cooperation. Thus,
when large numbers of citizens become organized; build alliances across the
social divisions of race, gender, class, and culture; start using normal advocacy
channels of influence more effectively; create and support alternative institutions
and civic efforts; become more rebellious; and name specific institutional and
policy reforms as the price for the return of social cooperation, positive change
becomes more possible.
From this vantage point, organized groups of workers, consumers, and
citizens have the potential power to control many of the actions and policy
decisions of powerholders, whether or not these decision-makers agree with the
movement’s goals. In such scenarios, which have been closely examined by
political scientists such as Gene Sharp (1973, 2005) and Peter Ackerman and
Christopher Kruegler (1994), the very source of elite power--the human and
material resources that elite power relies on to survive and thrive--begins to dry
up and new centers of popular power are created and institutionalized.
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This dynamic often increases the powerholders’ willingness to engage
in negotiations with challengers that lead to significant reforms as an elite means
of forestalling rebellions and even more revolutionary situations. For example, in
their book Civic Innovation in America, Carmen Sirianni and Lewis Friedland
(2001) tell the story of how San Antonio’s Communities Organized for Public
Service, an aggressive Mexican-American community organization, “has been
able to leverage its organizational power, based on strident confrontational
tactics in its early days, into complex collaborative projects with leaders in
banking, industry, education, and politics” (p. 6). The result of such
confrontational pressure campaigns is that the balance of forces in a society can
dramatically shift as more people become mobilized to flex their power over
unsupportive decision-makers and to work collaboratively with allies and “soft
opponents” among the powerholders who are seeking reform of their
institutions from the inside out.
The central strategic challenge in the people power model, however, is not
appealing to the conscience of powerholders. It is reaching out to the general
population, building a grassroots consensus for change through public
argument, and helping mobilize people’s latent social power into an effective
social force directed at decision-making targets that can ultimately create desired
reforms or, in certain cases, create even more fundamental changes. According to
Sirrani and Friedland (2001), when this can be accomplished,
Social movements provide the most powerful countervailing forces
available to societal actors today ... [and] generate a sense of power and
efficacy, as well as the moral leverage and cultural authority to compel
institutional elties to alter their usual ways of doing business. (p. 271)
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Advocacy, even as conventionally understood within the power elite
model, can still play a useful role in successful social movements. Yet it is rarely
sufficient by itself. As noted by activists Kim Bobo, Jackie Kendall, and Steve
Max (1991),
[A] real-life issue campaign doesn’t start out with high-pressure activities.
It starts out with reasonable people asking nicely for things to which they
feel entitled. Efforts are made to persuade on the merits, facts, and
morality of the issue. It is after people are refused things, for which they
shouldn’t even have to ask, that power must be applied. (p.13)
What is needed at this point is populist organizing: the mobilization and
organization of grassroots people power to win reforms through various kinds of
pressure tactics, direct action, and principled negotiation. As Bobo, Kendall, and
Max (1991) point out, it is not enough for activists to attempt to win real,
immediate, and concrete improvements in people’s lives and communities
through the persuasive power of professional advocates’ appeals to
powerholders. Effective organizers are also needed who can involve large
numbers of people in change activities, help everyday people develop a stronger
sense of their own power, and alter the prevailing relations of power-particularly by building strong, ongoing, democratic organizations of grassroots
people that, by their very existence, change the way powerholders make future
decisions.
It is reasonable to assume then, as I do in this dissertation, that citizen
advocacy and social movement organizing are key activities in the broader
process of social change and community renewal. The curriculum innovation
developed in this dissertation would make no sense in the absence of this
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intellectual commitment, a conviction that has only intensified in me over the
last 35 years of my own activist work and reflection.

The Importance of Learning in Social Activism
Many seasoned activists make another claim relevant to the central idea of
this dissertation. They argue that citizen advocacy and organizing requires
considerable knowledge, skill, and wisdom in order to practice it successfully.
Moyer (2001), for example, has repeatedly pointed out that there are effective
and ineffective ways to play all of the major activist roles needed in a successful
social movement. Without learning the difference, or gaining the needed skills
and knowledge for effective advocacy and organizing, the capacity of activists to
make positive change is drastically diminished.
Such a view is also the motivating force behind the work of Bobo, Kendall,
and Max, who are all trainers with the Midwest Academy. Since 1973, the
Midwest Academy has conducted hundreds of week-long training programs for
over 20,000 grassroots activists from unions, student environmental advocacy
groups, church organizations, senior citizen networks, and state and national
citizen action coalitions to improve the knowledge, skills, and wisdom of
activists.
Several academic researchers also agree with the importance of activist
learning. As Lawrence Goodwyn (1989) noted at conference on the legacy of the
Populist movement of the late-1800s, “Large scale movements happen when
they’re organized. They happen no other way. And the reason they’re not
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organized more often is that large-scale movements are agonizingly difficulty
to put together” (p. 1).
Nor is activist learning just a matter of becoming knowledgeable about
public issues or learning new organization-building or social action skills.
Activist learning also entails learning new ways of viewing the self in relation to
the social world. For example, as Moyer (2001) notes, if activists do not learn to
adopt a more realistic model of social power they will continue to
believe that they are powerless and feel that their movement is ineffective
and failing …. These beliefs and feelings can become self-fulfilling
prophesies that create a chain reaction of hopelessness, low energy,
depression, burnout, dropout, declining numbers of new participants, and
disastrous strategies and tactics, born out of desperation, that ensure the
movement’s decline. (p. 87)
Bobo, Kendall, and Max (1991) agree and focus many of their training activities
on helping people overcome a “common misconception about power, which is
that everyday people can never gain power over special interests and large
corporations” (p. 15).
Not everyone who agrees that social movements play a vital role in social
change believes that activist learning plays a significant role in increasing a social
movement’s effectiveness and its chances of success. For example, several
academics who embrace the rarified perspective of Marxist structuralism adopt a
fairly mechanistic theory of social change that views social movements as little
more than structurally determined responses to objective social contradictions at
the base of an oppressive, hierarchical, and exploitative society. As noted by
Raymond Allan Morrow and Carlos Alberto Torres (1995), most Marxist
structuralists so downplay the role of subjectivity, human agency, and voluntary
action in the process of social change that they have almost nothing useful to say
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about educational practices that can help deepen the consciousness, values,
knowledge, skills, and wisdom of individual social movement activists and
organizers. From the structuralist perspective, all such concerns are irrelevant.
Social movements are seen as merely automatic superstructural responses to the
material contradictions within the economic base of society.
Given my own personal experience, I reject this excessively structuralist
approach to understanding social movement dynamics. In contrast to the
structuralists, my call to create innovative master’s programs in environmental
advocacy and organizing rests firmly on the assumption that the quality of
activist learning can play a significant role in increasing the effectiveness of social
movements. This conviction is influenced by the work of Griff Foley (1999, 2000),
an educational researcher who has closely examined the role of activist learning
and education within social movements.
In looking at the findings of his case study research, Foley (1999) argues
“while broad economic and political changes created the material conditions for
social movement activity, these changes did not, by themselves, generate such
activity” (p. 5). In this way, he argues that both social structure and human
agency play an important role in social movements. As Foley notes, “social
action has a learning dimension and it makes political sense for activists to be
attuned to it” (p. 45). His central argument is that the quantity and quality of
learning among social activists is an important variable in the development of
successful social movements.
One of Foley’s (1999) most interesting case studies is of a successful
grassroots campaign to stop the Australian government from logging a rainforest
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in the Terania Creek area of eastern Queensland. While interviewing the dozen
or so core activists who led this 12-year campaign, Foley found that, in order to
become effective as environmental activists, every one of them had to acquire
new skills and knowledge in ecology, campaigning, and organization-building
over time. Their initial knowledge and skill base was simply inadequate to the
task confronting them. Happily, reports Foley (1999), these activists were able to
learn what they needed to know in the course of their struggle:
They developed considerable expertise in rainforest ecology, expertise that
they continued to use subsequently. They developed an understanding of
the State and its agents (public servants, politicians, judges), and skills in
working with and acting on it. They acquired analogous understanding
and skills in relation to the mass media. They also developed skills in, and
an understanding of the complexities of, building democratic forms of
organization and taking direct action. (p. 39)
Foley (1999) also found that the incidental learning that took place during
this campaign had a critical, non-instrumental, dimension that “relates to what
Freire called conscientisation, and Mezirow named perspective transformation”
(p. 39). According to Foley:
The experience of the campaign challenged and significantly altered the
campaigners’ understanding of the world. The activists moved from
assuming that the value of the rainforest was self-evident to learning that
it was something that had to be struggled for. Their initial faith in experts
and authority was replaced by an understanding of some of the ways in
which expertise and authority are embedded in social interests, power
relations and epistemologies (forms of knowledge, ways of understanding).
Finally, the activists learned that they could acquire expertise, build new
forms of organization, take action and change things. (p. 39)
Based on this research, Foley (1999) argues that incidental activist learning
plays a significant role in the development of effective social movements. He
cautions, however, that such incidental learning has its limitations. By its very
nature, incidental learning “is tacit, embedded in action, and is often not
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recognized as learning ... [and] therefore is often potential and only half
realized” (p. 3). Foley’s own experience as an interviewer suggests the power of
exposing incidental learning and helping people consciously reflect on it, deepen
it, and share it:
When I interviewed people who had participated in a twelve-year struggle
to save a remnant of rainforest in eastern Australia, they expressed
surprise and delight at the learning that was revealed. It was their
learning, but they had never articulated it. They had been so focused on
saving the forest they had not thought about learning. (p. 3)
Thus, while Foley (1999) believes that “the most interesting and significant
learning” (p. 1) among activists often grows out of incidental learning in the
midst of social action, he also argues that there are advantages to more selfconscious approaches to activist learning and education. Some social movement
organizations have shared Foley’s appreciation of intentional activist learning
and put a strong emphasis on promoting learning among their members. For
example, during an interview with Staughton and Alice Lynd (2000), long-time
organizer Marshall Ganz describes the contrasting organizational cultures of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in the 1960s and the
United Farm Workers Organizing Committee in the 1970s.
In SNCC I had learned by osmosis. In the Farm Workers, organizing was
taught as a discipline. There was a method, and you could learn it, and be
good at it, and then you could teach others. That consciousness of
organizing as a craft and an art, was something special to the Farm
Workers. (p. 18)
As both Foley (1999, 2000) and his colleague Michael Newman (2000a)
point out, the history of adult education suggests that valuable activist learning
can take place through four major means. The first is incidental learning, like that
discussed in Foley’s (1999) case study of the Terania Creek campaign. The second
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is informal learning where activists working together “become aware of the
potential for learning in their activities and make a decision to learn from those
experiences” (Newman 2000a, p. 267) through personal reflection and group
dialogue. The third approach to activist learning is nonformal education, a
planned and structured, though usually short-term, educational program for
activists consciously designed by, and often facilitated by, experienced activists
acting as educators in informal settings such as people’s homes, union halls,
community action groups, or movement training centers. The final approach-and probably the least developed in practice among public interest advocates
and grassroots organizers--is formal education, which tends to be long-term,
intensively structured, planned and facilitated by educational professionals, and
typically carried out in formal school settings.

Does an Academic
Training Program for Activists Make Sense?
The idea of creating master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
organizing builds directly on the assumption that activist learning can
potentially be fostered in all four ways outlined by Foley (1999, 2000) and
Newman (2000a), including formal education programs. However, this
theoretical assumption does not by itself automatically justify a proposal to
create formal graduate programs in environmental advocacy and organizing
within institutions of higher learning. Reading between the lines of Foley’s work,
it appears that he would actually be fairly skeptical of the central idea advanced
in this dissertation--that it would be valuable to begin educating and training
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more full-time environmental advocacy and organizing practitioners as part of
a formal, professional graduate school program.
As Foley (1999) cautions, there frequently is a clash between professional
and activist perspectives and he is concerned about the possibility of formallytrained activists coming to see themselves as elite providers of expertise and
viewing the less formally-trained activists with whom they work as incapable
clients or consumers of their expertise. His critique of most professions is that
they maintain a paternalistic relationship of dominance over clients and thus
tend to reinforce subtle power hierarchies rooted in class, gender, and racial
oppressions. This, he suggests, is hardly a contribution to the effectiveness of
democratic social movements.
Besides this, Foley (1999) also fears that incidental learning by doing;
informal learning group reflection on its members’ experiences; and the seasoned
coaching by activist trainers through context-specific, targeted nonformal
educational programs (e.g., the Midwest Academy’s week-long training sessions)
would be lost or denigrated in the typical approach to university-based
professional education. Foley suggests that this would be a huge pedagogical
mistake because it would result in poorly educated or mis-educated activists too
caught up in abstract theory and its mechanical application to be active and
reflective practitioners in the challenging and often uncertain field of social
movement advocacy and organizing.
Foley’s (2000) suspicion of formal graduate training for advocacy and
organizing practitioners is qualified, however. He admits the possibility that it
could be done well, particularly if such programs made explicit value
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commitments to progressive social change, consciously countered the elitist
ethos of many professions, and adopted a very different pedagogical model than
most formal professional education programs. This openness to the possibility of
useful formal activist education is made the most explicit in his discussion of the
conventional model of professional education, which he feels is very
problematic, and the alternative practitioner-centered model presented by
Donald Schon (1987), which Foley feels offers a promising way forward.
Like Foley, I believe that any formal activist training program should be
modeled after the creative practicum approach to professional education
developed by Donald Schon (1987), an approach to formal education that draws
on the strengths of the other three approaches to activist learning (learning by
doing, informal learning through reflection on experience, and non-formal
education run by seasoned practitioners). While Schon does not specifically refer
to formal activist training, he defines the practicum approach to professional
education as the creative “combination of the student’s learning by doing, her
interactions with coaches and fellow students, and a more diffuse process of
‘background learning’” (p. 38).
A dynamic graduate program for training emerging leaders in the field of
environmental advocacy and organizing would essentially create what Schon
(1987) calls a “virtual world” that “approximates a practice world” for the
purpose of helping adult learners become “initiated into the traditions of a
community of practitioners and the practice world they inhabit” (p. 36). Such an
educational world would stand in creative tension to “the practice world, the
‘lay’ world of ordinary life, and the esoteric world of the academy” (p. 37). It is a
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world that is “relatively free of the pressures, distractions, and risks of the real
one, to which nevertheless, it refers” (p. 37). This world would still be
challenging and relevant to becoming a reflective practitioner.
In such a setting, Schon (1987) argues, students would increasingly “learn
by undertaking projects that simulate and simplify practice” and then “take on
real-world projects under close supervision” (p. 37) and, finally, take on much
more independent projects in the field. Even in its classroom phases, such an
experiential approach to education would engage students in directly practicing
key skills needed by environmental activists, such as (a) community-building, (b)
planning and facilitating meetings, (c) resolving conflicts, (d) democratic
decision-making, (e) building alliances across diversity lines, (f) public speaking,
(g) listening carefully, (h) promoting searching political dialogue, (i) designing
and leading educational workshops, (j) engaging in participatory action research,
and (k) using computers and the Internet as tools for organizational
communication.
None of this, however, implies that formal education is the only or the
best way to learn to be an effective advocate and organizer. There are many
paths to activist wisdom, knowledge, and skill--and all have their time, place,
and value. Yet, formal activist training, at least along the lines suggested by
Schon (1987), is a potentially useful way for many people to increase their
effectiveness as activist practitioners. As Schon notes:
Picking up a practice on one’s own has the advantage of freedom--freedom
to experiment without the constraints of received views. But it also has the
disadvantage of requiring each student to reinvent the wheel, gaining
little or nothing from the accumulated experience of others.
Apprenticeship offers direct exposure to real conditions of practice and
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patterns of work. But most [organizations] are not set up for the demanding
tasks of initiation and education. (p. 37)
Schon’s reasoning suggests that formal activist education could play a valuable
role as part of the mix of activist learning options and should be explored further
by educators, within higher education in general and the field of environmental
studies specifically.
Given my own study and reflection on this possibility, I became more
interested in initiating a move in this direction within my own department,
which is the case study at the heart of Part II of this dissertation. Yet, something
held me back from moving too quickly from theory to practice. I had more
questions to ask, more issues to ponder. First among these was to get grounded
in the histories of actual activist training programs in the past--both inside and
outside of academic institutions. I was excited by the theoretical case for activist
training within academic institutions, but I now wanted to see if there was a
significant historical case for it as well. It is this question that I explore in the next
chapter.
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Chapter Two
A History of Activist Training Programs
as “Movement Halfway Houses”
To borrow a term from social movement theory, universities can be
"movement halfway houses" that educate leaders for social justice.
Melissa Snarr
The University of Social Justice
As an academic interested in activist training, I am intrigued by Snarr’s
claim (2003, p. 29) that universities can serve as movement halfway houses, a term
first coined by sociologist Aldon Morris (Morris 1984). Echoing Donald Schon’s
(1987) talk of creating virtual worlds for students seeking to become more
effective practitioners, Aldon Morris talks in very similar terms when he uses the
term movement halfway houses to describe a variety of activist training
programs in his groundbreaking book The Origins of the Civil Rights Movement.
While diverse in structure and focus, the common goal of all movement halfway
houses, according to Morris, is to increase the effectiveness of democratic social
movements by training “the leadership and the rank-and-file to bring about
social change” (p. 164). The idea of launching environmental advocacy and
organizing programs within environmental studies departments is essentially an
argument to create academic movement halfway houses.
Looking closely at Morris’ (1984) definition, however, I am skeptical of
Snarr’s (2003) claim that entire universities or colleges could function as
movement halfway houses. According to Morris, movement halfway houses
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focus on supporting social movements through activist training, are usually
small with fairly limited financia9l resources, and are only partially integrated
into the dominant institutions of society because of their social change goals. As
he argues,
What is distinctive about movement halfway houses is their relative
isolation from the larger society and the absence of a mass base. This
generally means that such groups are unable to bring about wide-scale
change or disseminate their views to large audiences. Nevertheless, in
their pursuit of change movement halfway houses develop a battery of
social change resources such as skilled activists, tactical knowledge, media
contacts, workshops, knowledge of past movements, and a vision of a
future society…. Movement halfway houses are valuable to emerging
movements because they can provide additional resources (training in
tactics, skilled activists, and the like) to augment those of the movement’s
indigenous base. (pp. 139-140)
In an era of massive military and corporate funding of university research,
right-wing watchdog groups increasingly policing the academy, and the all too
common pretense of neutrality and nonpartisanship within academia, it seems
very unlikely that many colleges or universities—at least as a whole—could
accurately be called movement halfway houses. Furthermore, there are many
other legitimate social missions for colleges and universities to pursue besides
training activists—the central focus of movement halfway houses. Yet, Morris’
(1984) definition still suggests the possibility that specific departments or
programs within colleges and universities could serve as movement halfway
houses.
Exploring this possibility is the fundamental purpose of this chapter. I first
look at some classic movement halfway houses that have existed outside of the
academy. Then, after getting better grounded in the underlying contours of
movement halfway houses through these stories, I turn the focus to a variety of
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historical examples of movement halfway houses that have been organized
within academic institutions. This second section looks in particular at examples
from university extension programs, service-learning programs, and graduate
programs for training professional advocates and organizers. These stories both
inspire and educate me. My hope is that these historical examples of movement
halfway houses might have the same effect on others.

“Classic” Movement Halfway Houses
In this brief tour of movement halfway houses organized outside of
academia, I begin with two examples examined by Morris (1984). The first is a
small national pacifist organization that was active in the U.S. civil rights
movement in the 1950s and 1960s. According to Morris, movement halfway
houses are sometimes small, highly politicized, national organizations without
much of a mass base. While such groups often engage in a variety of social action
efforts in their own name, they frequently place a higher value on educating and
training their members and other potential activist leaders in the knowledge,
skills, and personal orientations required for successful advocacy and organizing
in more grassroots venues. Morris cites the Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR) as
a good example of this particular type of movement halfway house.

The Fellowship of Reconciliation
As Morris (1984) notes, "Nonviolence was practically unheard-of in
Southern black communities before the civil rights movement" (p. 158). Yet, in
the Black freedom movement that emerged in the U.S. South in the 1950s, “large
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masses of black people ultimately became directly involved in economic
boycotts, street marches, mass meetings, going to jail by the thousands, and a
whole range of disruptive tactics commonly referred to as nonviolent direct
action” (p. ix). This dramatic turn of events was significantly influenced by the
educational efforts of the FOR.
Such an educational orientation came easily to the FOR. As one of FOR's
southern field secretaries noted in an interview with Morris (1984), the FOR “has
always been an intellectual movement ... which is accounted for by the fact that
the majority of its members are students, college professors, clergymen, or their
counterparts” (p. 159). These were people drawn to activist campaigning not
merely out of an immediate anger over a particular unjust condition, but also out
of a deeper analysis of social dynamics that makes social movement activism a
central part of their personal identities and a driving passion in their lives. Such
people are easily drawn to intellectual and philosophical discussions, to training
workshops and conferences, to reading and writing organizational publications,
and to joint reflection on the strength and weaknesses of their individual efforts
as grassroots activists and organizers--all activities that were provided through
participation in FOR.
For example, while civil rights leader James Lawson first learned the art of
public speaking and organizing group activities within the African-American
church, his activist skills and political vision were significantly deepened by his
participation in FOR. As Morris (1984) quotes Lawson, “I joined the FOR as a
college freshman. Then I became aware of a whole library of literature. Then, I
heard lectures by A.J. Muste and Bayard Rustin” (p. 163). Soon, as Lawason
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explains in Morris’ book, “I began to get the monthly magazine, to see their
bibliographies, and then I began to read into those bibliographies and began to
get some of those books and studied them” (p. 163). Through such rich
educational encounters within FOR, Lawson developed a reputation for having
“studied the entire world history of nonviolent social action” (p. 176).
Lawson, however, did not just develop his intellectual understanding of
nonviolent social change strategy as a result of his participation in FOR. He was
also encouraged to develop practical organizing skills. As Lawson told Morris
(1984) in an interview:
Even as a freshman I was participating in workshops, doing some of the
lecturing, speaking, helping to organize students for FOR. And at
different times in college the FOR asked me to organize student meetings.
They sent me to speak to college campuses, to speak and defend the pacifist
point of view. And then church groups learned of my concerns and
interests and ability [and] invited me into campuses to debate military
officers, to debate professors.... When I moved into the Southeast, even
Southern Methodists knew who I was. I knew many people already by that
time in the Southeast, from national meetings and regional meetings of all
kinds. I guess part of the answer has to be that yes, FOR was part of my
nurturing process, and it remained so. (p. 163)
After his college years, Lawson also engaged in small-scale experiments in
nonviolent direct action sponsored by FOR and its spin-off organization, the
Congress of Racial Equality. In this way, Lawson’s extensive book knowledge
became grounded in direct personal experience with activism and organizing.
All of this training and learning prepared Lawson to become a highly
effective leader of the mass nonviolent direct action campaign against the
segregation of commercial and public facilities in Nashville, Tennessee.
According to Morris (1984), “Careful organization and planning was the
hallmark of the Nashville sit-it movement” (p. 212). Lawson’s abilities as a
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“trained pacifist” were central to this outcome. He proved instrumental in
training hundreds of rank-and-file activists in the local desegregation campaign.
He was also instrumental in developing a strategy that involved dozens of
nonviolent student rebels sitting in at lunch counters; thousands of local Black
citizens supporting the students through a mass boycott of downtown stores; a
handful of mainstream reformers pursuing legal strategies for defending the
students as well as lobbying members of the White power structure; and, finally,
organizers like himself and the other leaders of the Nashville Christian
Leadership Council who actively alerted, engaged, educated, and organized the
various segments of the Black community into a successful social movement
campaign against segregation.
When the Nashville movement finally overcame the resistance of the local
White power elite and desegregated the city’s stores, restaurants, and public
facilities, Lawson was soon invited to travel “across the South to confer with
black movement leaders and to conduct workshops in their communities”
(Morris 1984, p. 165). Lawson was not alone in this work. Similar ripples of
empowering leadership and organizing were felt throughout the South by other
well-trained FOR members and staffers who also became active advisors and
organizers in the civil rights movement. Besides Lawson, this small group of
influential “FOR graduates” included such significant leaders as Bayard Rustin,
A. Philip Randolph, James Farmer, and Glenn Smiley. Both Rustin and Smiley
served as advisors to Martin Luther King Jr., and Rustin went on to serve as the
key organizer of the 1963 March on Washington (Tracy 1996).
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The Highlander Folk School
Morris (1984) describes how the Highlander Folk School, started in the
early 1930s by Myles Horton, illustrates another “classic” type of movement
halfway house. Highlander was different from FOR in several respects, but
perhaps most importantly it was not a national membership organization of
highly politicized activists. Instead, Highlander was self-consciously created as a
small, staff-led, independent educational institution designed to “assist the
oppressed in overcoming their problems by training potential leaders” (p. 143).
Horton, a working-class White southerner, was the first in his family to go to
college. He was also “an avid reader, and after absorbing the works of John
Dewey, Edward Lindeman, and Joseph Hart, he was convinced that adult
education could be used as a potent agent of social change” (p. 142). With
encouragement from Reinhold Niebuhr, his professor at the Union Theological
Seminary, Horton soon began to envision creating a school in the mountains for
mountain people. His vision, inspired by the Danish folk school tradition
(Warren 1998), was to bring poor and oppressed people together, encourage
them to grapple with their everyday social problems, provide an arena for
deeper political reflection, and, ultimately, provide training workshops in the
skills and strategies of social movement organizing.
During the 1930s and the early 1940s, Highlander focused its popular
education programs on the fledgling southern labor movement. Yet, the school’s
interest in assisting the development of an anti-racist, civil rights movement was
already evident in these early years. According to Morris (1984), Highlander
dramatically broke with Southern tradition by operating as an integrated
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educational institution. Furthermore, in 1940, Highlander “informed all the
unions that it worked with that the school would no longer hold worker’s
education programs for unions that discriminated against blacks” (1984, p. 144).
Soon after, Highlander took an additional step to assist the development of a
mass-based social movement against racism and segregation. As Morris notes:
Beginning in the mid-1940s, Horton and Highlander’s staff brought
together blacks and whites at the school specifically to confront the
problem of segregation and to discuss the United Nations, world problems,
local problems, school problems, and community organization. As time
passed, individuals who wanted to meet on an interracial basis and
discuss racial problems would hear about Highlander and find their way
there, often bringing others with similar concerns.... In this way,
[Highlander] pulled together many of the individuals who became civil
rights leaders and prodded them to become activists. (pp. 145-146)
To deepen its work cultivating the leadership abilities of emerging civil
rights leaders, Highlander hired Septima Clark, the School’s first AfricanAmerican staff member, as its Education Director. A public school teacher who
had been fired and blacklisted because of her volunteer work with the NAACP,
Clark cemented Highlander’s ties over the years with many of the people who
eventually became leaders in such key civil rights groups as the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee, and the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party. These people came
to Highlander to meet other people interested in challenging racism. At
Highlander, they were encouraged by Horton and Clark to take what they
learned and apply it in their own communities. As noted by Morris (1984)
Horton said to generations of participants at Highlander’s training workshops,
The way to use this information is not to say that we have learned a lot,
and isn’t it wonderful and great to have been at Highlander.... You’re here
to act on it. [This is] education for action.... Now, how are you going to act
on this? Let’s just plan what you’re going to do when you go back. Let’s
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start talking about how you’re going to use this new insight and
understanding you’ve got. (p. 145)
One’s diploma from the Highlander Folk School was the action performed upon
return to the local community.
The actions of Highlander’s many “graduates” are too numerous to
elaborate on here--though they are dramatically detailed in most histories of the
U.S. Civil Rights Movement. Yet, one graduate’s story can serve as a powerful
illustration of Highlander’s impact on the movement. That graduate was Rosa
Parks. This may surprise many people. The standard rendition of Park’s refusal
to go the back of a segregated bus--the act most often credited with sparking the
modern civil rights movement--assumes that Park was just a tired, middle-aged
seamstress who spontaneously refused to put up with the indignities of
segregation on December 1, 1955. The real story, however, is much more
interesting. As Paul Loeb (1999) reports,
Before the day she refused to give up her bus seat, Parks had spent twelve
years helping lead the local NAACP chapter, along with the union activist
E. D. Nixon from the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, teachers from
the local Negro College, and a variety of ordinary members of
Montgomery’s African American community. (p. 35)
Also, notes Loeb, during the summer before her famous act of civil disobedience,
she “attended a ten-day training session at Tennessee’s labor and civil rights
organizing school, the Highlander Center, where she’d met an older generation
of civil rights activists” (p. 35).
During a radio interview many years later, Studs Terkel asked Parks what
role Highlander had played in her decision not to move to the back of the bus.
She answered, “Everything” (Hurst 2002, p. 9). Through her experiences at
Highlander, Parks became
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familiar with previous challenges to segregation: Another Montgomery bus
boycott, fifty years earlier, successfully eased some restrictions; a bus
boycott in Baton Rouge had won limited gains two years before Parks was
arrested; and the previous spring, a young Montgomery woman had also
refused to move to the back of the bus, causing the NAACP to consider a
legal challenge until it turned out that she was unmarried and pregnant,
and therefore a poor symbol for a campaign. (Loeb 1999, p. 35)
In her own recollection of Park’s most important visit to Highlander,
Septima Clark reports how Parks, in the latter part of the ten-day training
session, struggled with her fears about taking the kind of daring action against
segregation being discussed by the other participants and Highlander’s trainers.
As Clark remembers it:
Rosa Parks was afraid for white people to know that she was as militant as
she was. She didn’t even want to speak before the whites that she met [at
Highlander], because she was afraid they would take it back to the whites
in Montgomery. After she talked it out in that workshop that morning and
she went back home, then she decided that ‘I’m not going to move out of
that seat.’” (Morris 1984, p.149)
With that act, Parks earned her “diploma” from Highlander and rightly became
revered as the “grandmother” of the modern Civil Rights Movement.
Numerous examples of movement halfway houses serving other
movements also exist. Morris (1984) did not describe them all. In his book
Inciting Democracy, Randy Schutt (2001) lists close to two-dozen examples of “the
many schools and training programs across the United States that have
contributed so much to progressive social change” (p. 125). Among them is the
organization that proved so formative in my own early political development-the Movement for a New Society (MNS). MNS was a hybrid of the two types of
movement halfway houses discussed by Morris. Like the Fellowship of
Reconciliation, MNS was a small national membership organization that focused
on developing the leadership capacity of its members--almost all of who were
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active in grassroots activist organizations and campaigns outside of the MNS
network. Like the Highlander Folk School, however, MNS also offered many
structured training programs for grassroots activists around the country and the
world. As Schutt notes,
The Movement for a New Society taught activists the skills of nonviolent
action and cooperative organization and living from 1970 until about
1985. Their Life Center in Philadelphia had weekend workshops, two-week
long workshops, and a two-year long training program. MNS members
also traveled around the country offering nonviolence trainings for a
variety of activists. Activists trained by MNS constituted the core of the
nonviolent direct action anti-nuclear power and weapons movements. (p.
126)
Similarly, movement halfway houses have been vital to the development
of the community organizing movement associated with Saul Alinsky (1971). As
Schutt (2001) reports, “After organizing the Back of the Yards area of Chicago,
Saul Alinsky founded the Industrial Areas Foundation in 1940 which organized
and taught organizers across the country” in a series of short-term training
sessions (p. 126). Schutt also notes how, in the early 1970s, several younger
community organizers like Heather Booth and Steve Max--many of whom had
been active in the New Left movement of the 1960s--formed the Midwest
Academy “to teach people how to organize grassroots groups to fight for
progressive change in their communities” (p. 126). The Midwest Academy
continues to be very influential and has “been instrumental in developing a
network of progressive citizen action organizations in several states, primarily in
the Midwest and Northeast” (p. 126).
The Midwest Academy’s training programs are typically 4-to-5 day
affairs. Organizations in other movements also regularly offer such short-term
training programs to deepen the skills and insights of their activists. In the peace
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movement, “the War Resisters League offers a ten-day workshop for about
twenty activists every August in western Massachusetts” (Schutt 2001, p. 126). In
the environmental movement, “The Ruckus Society conducts weeklong Action
Training Camps for activists who engage in nonviolent direct action
demonstrations, especially hanging banners and sitting in the top of endangered
old-growth forests” (Schutt 2001, p. 127). This group was also very active in the
nonviolent direct action training programs conducted around the country in
preparation for the anti-WTO demonstrations in Seattle at the end of 1999. The
Student Environmental Action Coalition also offers weeklong activist training
programs each summer for undergraduates across the country. The Sierra Club
offers weekend workshops on grassroots organizing.
Some groups, however, have offered longer-term, more formal activist
training programs, as MNS did at its Philadelphia Life Center. At the shorter
end, Schutt (2001) mentions the Center for Third World Organizing in Oakland,
California, which offers a “five-week apprenticeship program primarily for
community activists of color” (p. 127). Yet, other programs are even longer. In
their guide to the field of community organizing and development, Paul Brophy
and Alice Shabecoff (2001) note that “a few training institutes enroll practitioners
for a year or more, covering a curriculum in almost as much depth as a master’s
degree” (p. 69). Schutt (2001) mentions one example of this kind of program
when noting how “in 1969, Alinsky began a training school for organizers with a
fifteen-month full-time program” (p. 126). Schutt talks, too, about Green Corps,
the Boston-based group that was founded in 1992 by Gina Collins Cummings,
with the help of David Brower, Lois Gibbs, Ceasar Chavez, and the National
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Association of State Public Interest Research Groups. As an environmental
activist training program, this effort deserves special mention here.

Green Corps
Schutt (2001) is correct in saying that Green Corps is a particularly
powerful example of a contemporary movement halfway house. To learn more, I
visited Green Corps offices, read their literature, and interviewed then Executive
Director Leslie Samuelrich. Afterwards, I contacted and interviewed some recent
graduates to gain a deeper perspective on this field school for environmental
organizers.
Every year, Green Corps recruits 30 to 35 recent college graduates—out of
an annual applicant pool of 600 to 700—and then pays them an $18,000 stipend
to take part in Green Corps’ year-long Environmental Leadership Training
Program. The young people selected for this program start their apprenticeship
year in August with an introductory month of classroom training in Boston.
After their classroom training, which includes brief practicum experiences, the
trainees are sent out across the country to work on various issue campaigns for
different environmental organizations. All of these partner organizations have
contracted with Green Corps to run some key aspect of the organizations’
campaigns. Throughout the year, each trainee is also directly supervised and
coached by one of three Assistant Organizing Directors employed by Green
Corps to deepen the students’ learning and make sure the work gets done well
for the partner organizations. The trainees are brought back together for three
week-long training sessions in October, December, and February. In addition,
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they receive a week’s vacation in Aspen Colorado during the subsidized
annual vacation retreat for the larger, Nader-inspired public interest
organizational network that includes Green Corps, the National Organization of
State Public Interest Research Groups, Toxics Action Center, Pesticide Watch,
National Student Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness, and the Fund
for Public Interest Research.
During their apprenticeship year, the participants are expected to help
recruit the next year’s cohort and raise funds for the Green Corps program.
Leslie Samuelrich explains that this direct student labor for Green Corps is more
than just a practical way to get the organization’s work done without
overburdening the group’s on-going staff. It has also been designed to be of
educational value to the trainees:
The trainees all need to understand how to run an organization. You can
only run a campaign if you have a group behind it. If you want to be an
associate director or a campaign director, you need to know how to deal
with the organizational pieces—at least know what they are talking about.
This direct work for Green Corps shows the trainees how to build and
maintain an organization in a hands-on way.
While Green Corps’ organizing training program is financed through
traditional grantwriting and major donor fundraising, a significant portion of its
$450,000 annual budget also comes from fees for service paid by activist
environmental organizations that contract with Green Corps to have its trainees
do organizing work for them. As noted in the Green Corps Hiring Guide (2001a),
“For a reasonable price, you can deploy trained grassroots field staff who target
decision-makers and mobilize the support needed to influence them and win
victories for your campaign” (p. 2). The standard fee listed in Green Corps Hiring
Guide is $2,800 per field organizer per month.
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According to the Hiring Guide (2001a) the services offered fall into five
different categories. Green Corps’ organizing trainees can help groups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generate Media Coverage
Involve New Constituencies and Build Coalitions
Mobilize Grassroots Pressure
Hold Visibility Events
Build A Volunteer and Membership Base (p. 2)

To date, Green Corps trainees have been hired to run over 50 campaigns on
wilderness protection and public health issues for national, regional and local
groups, including: Alaska Coalition, Alaska Wilderness League, American Lands
Alliance, Appalachian Mountain Club, Center for Environmental Citizenship,
Communities for a Better Environment, Defenders of Wildlife, Environmental
Defense, Endangered Species Coalition, Friends of the Earth, The Fund for Public
Interest Research, Greenbelt Alliance, Greenpeace, Heritage Forests Campaign,
National Association of State PIRGS, National Audubon Society, Natural
Resources Defense Council, Northern Forest Alliance, Rainforest Action
Network, Sierra Club, Toxics Action Center, U.S. Climate Action Network, and
the World Wildlife Fund.
Several of these campaigns have been successful, leading many
organizational leaders to be strongly supportive of Green Corps. This support is
spoken to in the testimonials from satisfied leaders in the Green Corps Hiring
Guide (2001a). Roger Schlickeisen, President of Defenders of Wildlife, writes,
“Green Corps was invaluable in helping us reach family farmers who truly care
about conservation” (p. 6). Matt Wilson, Director of Toxics Action Center, writes,
“Green Corps provided us with a talented, energetic and dedicated organizer
who was able to jump right in and work with our local affiliate groups” (p. 5).
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Jennifer Morgan, Campaign Director for the World Wildlife Fund, writes,
“Green Corps organizers produce results time after time. I’ve hired them before
and I will do so again” (p. 3).
Drawing on the thinking of Saul Alinsky, this innovative fundraising
strategy does not appeal to the partner groups’ sense of idealism about spending
scarce organizational resources on training the next generation of environmental
organizing leaders. Instead, Green Corps appeals to the partner groups’ direct
organizational self-interest. As Samuelrich told me,
You don’t talk about the fact that new people are being trained. That is not
why they are hiring us. No one is hiring us to run their campaigns
because they just believe in Green Corps’ mission of training long-term
organizers. They are all hiring us because they need some fieldwork done.
Yet, if they already know about Green Corps and have hired a Green
Corps graduate they realize that contributing to the campaign is just one
part of what we do, but the longer-term goal is actually getting these guys
into organizations, which is the biggest value we add to the environmental
movement. Some of these people feel a lot better that they are also
contributing to the training of organizers.
In just 12 years, Green Corps has trained close to 200 organizers, the
majority of whom are now working as paid organizers or leaders in a wide
variety of environmental and social change organizations around the country.
Green Corps staff can tell numerous stories of the excellent work of its many
graduates. To give just a sample, Green Corps graduates have been hired for jobs
such as Political Director for New York ACORN, Conversation Organizer for the
Sierra Club, Organizing Director for Citizenworks, Field Organizer for Forest
Ethics, Executive Director of Power Shift, Corporate Accountability Organizer for
Global Exchange, East Coast Organizer for Rainforest Action Network, and
Organizing Director for Toxics Action Center. These graduates are becoming an
increasingly dynamic force within the environmental movement.
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Even with this success, Leslie Samuelrich worries that too high a
percentage of Green Corps graduates end up moving out of the environmental
organizing field within 4 or 5 years after their Green Corps apprenticeships. She
wants to increase the percentage of graduates who stay in the field from 60% to
80% or 90%. As she told me, “The most important thing our graduates can do to
make real change is to keep doing this work over a long time.” She recognizes,
though, that developing and maintaining a “movement identity” is enormously
difficult in our culture.
The challenges are battling the predominant cultural political paradigm
that won’t tell people to become organizers, doesn’t have them think about
themselves as part of a larger movement. Everything is working against
our students seeing themselves as part of a movement rather than
careerists. Their friends are doing different things. Their parents are
telling them to do different things. Their professors do too. That is where a
lot of people start, because that is the only thing that anyone has talked to
them about.
To counter this problem of drift that affects graduates, the organization is
beginning to strengthen its Green Corps Alumni Network. Some things they are
doing are standard, such as using listserves to keep people connected, helping
alumni find jobs in the field, reaching out to alumni for help with the current
training program, and providing an updated directory every year. Yet, Green
Corps has also begun hosting semi-annual alumni gatherings and is also talking
about providing some advanced short-term training for its graduates. The idea is
to create stronger support structures that help people develop and deepen their
“movement identity” over time, thus increasing each graduate’s long-term
contribution to environmental organizing. As Samuelrich puts it in a published
interview, “Environmental leaders don’t pop out of nowhere. They need to be
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identified, recruited, and trained. If we want to protect our public health and
environment, we need to invest in the next generation” (Gray 1999, p. 12)

Brookwood Labor College
In his book, Randy Schutt (2001) also mentions another classic movement
halfway house worth considering here. As impressive as Green Corps is, perhaps
the most ambitious long-term activist training program in U.S. history was
Brookwood Labor College. As Schutt notes,
From 1921-1936, the Brookwood Labor College in Westchester County,
New York, with A.J. Muste as director, taught a two-year program in
labor organizing for about twenty or thirty students. Students lived on
campus, but also attended meetings of their labor unions and participated
in labor activities (p. 126).
A more detailed story of the Brookwood Labor College is told in Charles
Howlett’s (1993) Brookwood Labor College and the Struggle for Peace and Social Justice
in America; Susan Kates’ (2001) Activist Rhetorics and American Higher Education;
and Richard Altenbaugh’s (1990) Education for Struggle: The American Labor
Colleges of the 1920s and 1930s.
According to Altenbaugh (1990), Brookwood was created as an alternative
to traditional higher education institutions in order to meet the specific
educational needs of labor activists--needs that were typically ignored or
undermined by most existing colleges and universities. They offered a 2-year
advanced training program in labor advocacy and organizing. Its students came
to the school from all over the country in order to become visionary and effective
labor organizers, union officers, writers, editors, and popular educators.
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Altenbaugh also reports that Muste and the other founders of Brookwood
focused on five things:
First, the formal curriculum provided rudimentary learning skills for
workers with limited educational backgrounds. Second, every aspect of the
formal curriculum sought to imbue the worker-student with class
consciousness. The social sciences dominated the curriculum and
concentrated on areas pertinent to the students' backgrounds and needs,
while activities such as labor drama and fieldwork stressed class conflict.
Third, informational courses enabled students to acquire the intellectual
skills necessary to analyze their society and determine the roots of
working-class problems. Fourth, "tool" courses emphasized the practical
means by which to ameliorate working-class conditions.... [Fifth, the
school used] pedagogical techniques combining classroom interaction with
militant off-campus activities. (pp. 92-93)
Brookwood, and the handful of other independent labor colleges that
existed at the time, were not without their critics within the broader workers’
education movement. As Altenbaugh (1990) explains, “Many critics saw the
schools as elitist, expensive, and out of touch with the everyday trials and events
of the factory, farm, or other workplace” (p. 222). These critics favored
community-based workers’ education programs that were part-time, short-term,
less expensive, and did not take their participants out of their jobs or home
communities. Such programs, they argued, could involve far more workers in 1
year than a college program like Brookwood’s could train in an entire century of
operation. The critics were certainly right about this. By itself, as even
Altenbaugh notes, “the concept of a residential labor college built on the line of
other institutions of higher learning was far from the answer to the problems of
the vast majority of workers” (p. 223). Yet, Altenbaugh breaks with Brookwood’s
critics and argues that long-term, advanced activist training programs with a
wide geographical reach like Brookwood proved to be an excellent complement
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to short-term, community-based activist training programs and made a
significant contribution to the direction and effectiveness of the movement.
Brookwood graduates, who numbered about 700 by the time the College
closed, had a significant and positive influence on the U.S. labor movement. As
John Dewey and other progressive intellectuals argued in a funding appeal for
Brookwood, “In every section of the country its graduates are giving creditable,
in some cases noteworthy, service to labor, progressive, and radical movements-in unions, labor colleges, cooperatives, labor political organizations, unemployed
leagues” (Altenbaugh 1990, p. 210). This cadre of highly-trained activists
working within the labor press, union organizations, and local workers’
education projects were not only skilled and effective; they were visionary. They
brought a renewed spirit to a labor movement that had long been dominated by
the staid, craft-oriented, business unionism epitomized by the American
Federation of Labor. In stark contrast to the conservative leadership of the AFL,
Brookwood graduates tended to embrace a vision of what Muste called “labor
progressivism,” a vision that called for an “aggressive effort to organize the
masses of unskilled and semi-skilled workers in the basic industries into
industrial unions, with special attention to such groups as women workers,
young workers, negro workers, immigrant groups” (p. 194). These activists saw
the labor movement “as not only a business proposition but as a great idealistic
force, having for its ultimate goal the good life for all” (p. 194).
Brookwood graduates were particularly influential in the formation and
successful organizing campaigns of the United Auto Workers and the Congress
of Industrial Organizations in the 1930s and 1940s. The College also played an
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important role in serving the community-based workers’ education
movement. In the same funding appeal mentioned above, John Dewey and the
other authors pointed to this second contribution as well.
[Brookwood] has given inspiration and help, has been a rallying center, for
other workers’ education enterprises, such as summer schools and local
labor colleges and classes. The members of its staff have written books and
pamphlets, which are used throughout the workers’ education movement.
Through extension classes and lecture services the school reaches each year
thousands of workers who cannot take a residential course. (Altenbaugh
1990, p. 210)
The College’s graduates also played a direct role in local workers’ education
projects. As one Brookwood graduate wrote in 1936,
When workers’ education, almost dormant, took a spurt in the last few
years, graduates of Brookwood helped supply the need for teachers.
Heading local labor colleges, teaching for international unions on the
federal relief program we have done our share to bring the message of trade
unionism to the millions of new recruits to the labor movement.
(Altenbaugh 1990, p. 254)
Ironically, in light of the criticism directed at the college, Brookwood
dramatically enhanced the reach and effectiveness of both rank-and-file
organizing and community-based labor education programs.
As noted before, theoretical discussions of adult education for social
activism have usually focused on “incidental learning which occurs as people
live, work and engage in social action; informal education and learning in which
people teach and learn from each other naturally and socially in workplaces,
families, community organizations and social action; and non-formal education-structured systematic teaching and learning, again in a range of social settings”
but usually in a one-time, short-term, or sporadic way (Foley 1999, pp. 6-7).
These three modes of learning in social action are how most activist learning
happens within most social movements most of the time. Yet, the experience of
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the Brookwood Labor College demonstrates that more formal education can
also make a significant contribution to activist learning and leadership
development. This leads me to a consideration of academic programs that have
served as movement halfway houses.

Academic Movement Halfway Houses
Brookwood Labor College had many of what Griff Foley (2000) calls the
distinguishing characteristics of formal education. Brookwood Labor College
was “organized by professional educators,” it had “a defined curriculum,” and it
took place “in educational institutions like universities and technical and further
education colleges” (p. xiv). While Brookwood Labor College was created as an
alternative to existing higher education institutions, its history and legacy
suggest the possibility that a college or university--or at least an academic
program on a campus--can serve as an effective movement halfway house. Such
programs seem particularly viable--at least theoretically--as part of community
extension programs, service learning programs, and professional graduate
programs. In practice, such academic movement halfway house programs have
been relatively rare. Yet, examples of these kinds of programs do exist.

Activist Extension Programs
One of my favorite examples of a university-based extension program
serving as a movement halfway house is the story of Moses Coady. He helped
spark a movement through his work in the 1930s as Director of the Extension
Service at St. Francis Xavier University in eastern Nova Scotia. A well-traveled
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priest and adult educator, Coady dedicated his life to the farmers, fisherfolk,
and industrial workers in Nova Scotia. According to educational historian Anne
Alexander (1997), Coady was a visionary academic who found a way to make his
university a potent force in the development of a social movement--in this case,
the Antigonish Movement, which was named after a village in eastern Nova
Scotia where Coady began his work as an adult educator. Inspired by the social
gospel of progressive Catholicism, an ideology that rejected both MarxistLeninism and exploitative capitalism, Coady sought to use the resources of St.
Francis Xavier University to inspire ordinary people to collective action to create
an economic system that offered justice, fulfilling work, and sufficient wealth to
“unlock life for all the people” (p. 116).
His double-barreled strategy during the 1930s was adult education
through the formation of study clubs, and the development of cooperative
economic ventures emerging out of the discussions of those study clubs. In this
impoverished region of Canada, Coady, his associates at the University
Extension Service, and a host of community volunteers created over 1,100 study
clubs involving over 10,000 members. These, in turn, sparked the creation of
several local lending libraries, a populist newspaper, 142 credit unions, 43
cooperative stores and buying clubs, 35 producer cooperatives, 11 cooperativelyowned apartment buildings, a residential summer leadership school to train
adult educators and coop managers and a shorter residential labor school to train
trade union activists.
This dramatic expansion of adult learning and democratic institutions
freed thousands of people from the grip of company housing, company stores,
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commercial middlemen, large banks, and absentee owners. The movement
also created new bonds among men and women; people of different faiths; and
farmers, fisherfolk, and industrial workers. This changed the region’s political
climate as well. While having no official ties to any political party, the Antigonish
Movement created a cultural climate that allowed candidates of the democratic
socialist Cooperative Commonwealth Federation to be elected to the national
legislature from several towns in the region. Perhaps the deepest changes,
though, were inside people’s hearts and minds. Where people once felt helpless
and powerless in the face of overwhelming social forces, the “program of adult
education and cooperation enabled people to understand and transform their
situations, thereby developing their self-help capacities and increasing their
sense of self-worth and power” (Alexander 1997, p. 99).
One can hear echoes of the St. Francis Xavier University Extension Service
in the activities of a few academic extension programs today. One good example
is the Education Center for Community Organizing housed at the Hunter
College School of Social Work. Founded in 1982, and currently operating under
the direction of Terry Mizrahi, ECCO has assisted over 5,000 community
organizers, both paid and unpaid, in the New York area. The Center has hosted
conferences, started a monthly Organizers' Coffee House Series, built up a
resource library open to members, provided consultations to community groups,
developed a Basic Organizing Skills training series, and published a variety of
organizing publications, including a guide to coalition-building and an online
career guide for organizers. The Center also operates several focused programs
such as the Computers for Social Change Network, the Women Organizers'
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Project, and the Coalition Project. While its impact has not been as extensive as
Coady's Antigonish Movement, the ECCO is having a positive influence on the
quality of community organizing in New York City.

Activist Service Learning Programs
The history of service-learning programs illustrates another means by
which educators who work in higher education can create programs that
function as movement halfway houses. Sparked by the rise of social movement
activism in the 1960s and early 1970s, a number of innovators within higher
education began developing an alternative educational approach combining
direct student engagement in local community organizations with structured
reflection and learning. While the motives and goals of these educational
innovators were varied, service learning practitioners Timothy Stanton, Dwight
Giles, and Nadinne Cruz (1999) have documented that the idea of training
students for effective social activism was very much on the minds of many, if not
most, of the early pioneers of service learning.
For these pioneers, service learning provided a means of linking
community organizing and academic study in order “to develop and empower
students with both a critical consciousness of the ways society functions and a
life-long commitment to change” (Stanton et al. 1999, p. 112). These educators
hoped that students would aid community organizations in meaningful ways,
and in the process learn tangible skills in community organizing and social
activism.
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Today, the idea of linking community service with academic learning
has taken a firm hold within the academy. As Stanton, Giles, and Cruz (1999)
point out:
Service-learning has grown tremendously since the pioneers began their
work. Courses and programs exist on most campuses, with numerous staff
and faculty involved. Campus Compact has made its Integrating Service
with Academic Study project a high and visible priority since 1990,
helping to support these staff and faculty and expand their numbers. There
is a growing literature, including a national journal, a national clearing
house of service-learning-related information, an Internet listserve, and
new professional organizations and national conferences entirely focused
on service-learning. (p. 206)
With the mainstreaming of service learning, however, the movement halfway
house approach has become less central to the field. In some cases it has been
actively discouraged. As Dick Couto, a founder of the Jepson School of
Leadership at the University of Richmond, told these authors, “There’s been a
deliberate effort to say that community service does not include policy and
advocacy in the recent service-learning initiatives, including the Corporation for
National Service” (p. 210). The problem here is that service is defined in different
ways. As Stanton, Giles, and Cruz also note, “Service can be understood as
charity, with the goal of addressing immediate needs, or it can focus on resolving
deeply embedded social problems and bringing about structural changes in both
social and economic relations” (p. 18). Service learning can thus either be
concerned with amelioration and the social reproduction of the status quo or
with political activism, sharpening citizenship skills, and social transformation.
While not as dominant as it once was within the field of service learning,
the movement halfway house approach is still alive. With the rise of a renewed
focus on education for citizenship within higher education, it may even be on the
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ascent again. Many contemporary service-learning practitioners draw
inspiration from past programs like Tufts University's 10-week Summer Institute
in Social Movements and Strategic Nonviolence. Directed throughout the 1990s
by Dale Bryan, the Assistant Director of Tufts’ Peace and Justice Studies
Program, the Summer Institute’s curriculum combined 30 hours a week of
fieldwork with local social movement organizations, extensive reading and
writing assignments on social movement theory and practice, and twice-weekly
seminar discussions among participants about their assignments and their
experiences in the field. While discontinued in 2002 for lack of funding, the
Summer Institute program has been adapted as a model for other servicelearning programs at Tufts and elsewhere. This innovative program model
earned Dale Bryan the Experiential Educator of the Year Award from the
National Society of Experiential Educators in 2004.
David Plante (1991) was among the first cohort of students who took part
in the Summer Institute at Tufts. He signed up for the summer program because
he was tired of the critical, but passive, pedagogy approach of the peace studies
programs he had experienced up until then. According to Plante, “Too often
students leave peace studies classrooms more knowledgeable about oppression,
injustice, conflict, and violence, but no more willing and no more able to act on
that knowledge and understanding” (p. 5). To break out of what he saw as an
educational straightjacket promoting passivity, Plante had been looking for a
peace studies program that would offer real activist training and “an experiential
inquiry into nonviolent social change” (p. 5).
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That is exactly what he found at Tufts’s Summer Institute. As Plante
(1991) explains:
Along with nine other students, I began my work in the institute in early
June 1991 and continued through the end of July. I worked thirty to forty
hours per week at Citizens for Safety, a multiracial and multicultural
community organization in Boston committed to eliminating violence in
the city by addressing its root causes. Two evenings every week, I met
with other participants in the institute to talk about theories of nonviolent
social change and social movements. We used that dialogue and analysis
to make sense of our experiences in our respective organizations and locate
opportunities within the sites for testing our ideas and hypotheses. (p. 6)
What was the result of this experience? According to Plante, “Throughout the
summer, I became a more committed and capable activist as I worked and
studied” (p. 6).
A few months after the Institute, Plante (1991) reported that he was still
“recovering from the summer” (p. 6). As designed by Dale Bryan, the Summer
Institute was an intense experience. Besides the almost full-time field work with
activist organizations, Bryan’s syllabi each year described how the students were
also expected to (a) read over a hundred pages of required reading a week, (b)
turn in substantive weekly journals in response to both their readings and their
internships, (c) give a group presentation towards the end of the seminar, and (d)
write a 15-20 page term paper on nonviolent social change strategies of particular
interest to the student. To top it off, Bryan typically listed over 30 books on social
movements and strategic nonviolence as recommended texts.
The goal here, Bryan told me in one of our interviews, was to help
students “better understand both concrete activism and the academic analyses of
social movements.” This was clearly the result for many students. Again,
according to Plante (1991),
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We investigated, integrated, and experimented with knowledge—our own, that
posited by academic literature, and that within the organizations—as we
spoke to other activists and citizens over the phone, at a gay pride parade,
over coffee in Harvard Square, or in discussions of office politics with our
supervisor. As we talked of theory, we continued to build a framework in
which to understand concrete experiences. Likewise, as we talked about
our experiences, we began to develop appropriate, helpful theories because
we were in the midst of what we were studying. We were not simply
researchers, but activists; each role informed the other. I came home at the
end of a day exhausted, but satisfied with myself and what I was doing
and excited for the next day. (p. 6)
From 1993 to 1998, the Summer Institute in Social Movements and
Strategic Nonviolence shifted its focus from peace activism to the environmental
justice movement. This effort was a collaborative project with the Boston-area
Environmental Diversity Forum (EDF). The EDF’s member organizations offered
internship sites and provided supervision for the student activists. These
members included the Native Ecology Initiative, the Dudley Street
Neighborhood Initiative, the Massachusetts Campaign to Clean Up Hazardous
Waste, the Lead Action Collaborative, the Union of Concerned Scientists, and the
South African Exchange Program on Environmental Justice.
According to Bryan, during the 6 years the Summer Institute was focused
on environmental justice, it achieved the following:
1. 57 student activists trained
2. 13,000 labor hours provided to 23 participating social movement
organization
3. Three students continued to volunteer at their organizations after the
summer was over
4. Two students were inspired to participate in EJ trips to the Phillipines and
South Africa
5. One student created and taught an EJ course to undergraduates at the
University of Vermont
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6. Four students created organizing events during the next semester at
their home campuses
7. One student published an article in an anthology on the environmental
justice movement
8. Two students joined EJ organizational boards as youth representatives
9. Five students went on to hold EJ/organizer staff positions after
graduation.
Bryan also collected “qualitative data” on the effectiveness of interns. Two
quotes from letters he read to me are representative. Ros Everdell, the
Organizing Director at Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative, had written Dale
that their Summer Institute intern “made numerous contributions to the
organization, all of which would not have been done, or not to the same depth,
without her.” Amy Goldsmith at Clean Water Action wrote Bryan, “The
Institute’s program enabled us to conduct certain aspects of our campaigns that
would have been put on hold otherwise. The interns identified new allies, turned
out citizens to public hearings, assisted in press work, and worked with our
coalition partners to determine how best to use the resources that we have to
further the effort.” When I asked Bryan about his inspiration for designing the
Summer Institutes, he replied, “Have you ever heard about Aldon Morris’ notion
of movement halfway houses?”
The spirit of Tufts Summer Institute is not dead. One sign of the staying
power of the movement halfway house approach within service learning is the
work of the Campus Outreach and Opportunity League (COOL). Since 1984,
COOL has been a key organizational player in the popularization and
institutionalization of service learning on many university and college campuses
around the country. According to its website a few years back, COOL had hosted
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20 well-attended annual conferences on service learning and civic engagement.
More recently, COOL has also added ongoing Internet networking of students,
faculty, and staff members seeking to create or expand service-learning projects
on their campuses. In addition, COOL has offered a Teaming Up Service and the
Curriculum grants program to support new service learning initiatives and
published numerous resources to guide the creation of strong programs.
For all its efforts at institutionalizing service-learning within higher
education, COOL has kept the activist fire of the early service-learning pioneers
burning. Their webpage unabashedly trumpeted their goal of making students
“an incredible force in bringing about social change” and “confronting the root
causes of social problems.” In 2000, COOL also published its Guide to Activism
and Advocacy (which unfortunately is no longer available on the web as far as I
can tell) to help service-learning professionals and participants keep their eyes on
the prize of citizenship education rather than becoming too fixated on individual
charitable service.
In 2002, the organization followed up with an on-line trainers guide called
the “COOL Civic Engagement Curriculum,” which has been updated every year
since. As noted on the group’s 2005 website:
The C.O.O.L. Idealist Civic Engagement Curriculum is designed to
provide students and campus administrators with training in the essential
tools and strategies needed to enact social change in communities and on
campuses across the country. This set of trainings is currently made up of
more than 25 workshops that can be easily used and adapted by student
leaders, community service directors, and many others on college
campuses… The curriculum addresses a variety of aspects of civic
engagement, including service, activism, advocacy, and political
involvement. (COOL Idealist 2005, p. 1)
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Through this trainers’ guide COOL is trying to help academic service-learning
programs close the activist curriculum deficit cited earlier by Long (2002). The
modules completed so far include workshop training guides for (a)
understanding the variety of tactics in advocacy and organizing, (b) creating
effective strategies for issue campaigns, (c) doing conventional lobbying and
letter-writing/phone calling, (d) organizing activist groups and coalitions, (e)
planning and facilitating effective meetings, (f) using project and time
management tools, (g) working in democratic teams, (h) preparing for leadership
transitions within activist groups, and (i) challenging the dynamics of social
oppression within many activist groups. All of this activity bodes well for the
vibrancy of an ongoing movement halfway house approach to service learning
into the future.
With COOL’s recent merger with Action Without Borders, which runs
IndealistonCampus.org--a large online resource for people interested in
nonprofit careers and professional advocacy and organizing work--COOL is also
now encouraging service-learning students who were inspired by their
experiences in civic engagement to consider these types of efforts as a life-long
commitment and maybe even as a future vocational path. This move suggests
that there may be value in creating more graduate training programs in
professional advocacy and organizing. The idea of offering advanced
professional training in social movement advocacy and organizing already has a
history within the academy.
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Activist Graduate Programs
The Antioch New England master’s program in Environmental Advocacy
and Organizing, the focus of Part II of this dissertation, is an example of a
graduate program that aspires to serve as a movement halfway house. Other
programs also exist, however. In 2003, for example, the New College of
California launched a 36-credit master’s program in Activism and Social Change.
According to its website (2005), this new program combines classroom learning
with hands-on experience in social movements and community organizations so
students can work for change while they acquire knowledge and skills for longterm activist careers. The New College’s Activism and Social Change Program
requires its students to take four core courses: (a) Social Theory of Social Change,
(b) Social Movements, (c) Globalization, and (d) Working for Change. It also
offers a variety of elective courses and fieldwork options. As a capstone project,
New College expects all of its Activism and Social Change students to complete a
thesis or final project in their chosen area of concentration. According to the
program’s promotional literature on the web, these areas of concentration may
include global justice, human rights, peace, environment, labor, health, housing,
or independent media and journalism.
Like Antioch New England, the New College of California is one of the
few alternative higher education institutions that emerged in the 1960s and the
1970s that found a way to survive while maintaining a deep connection to its
founding mission of integrating education and social change through engaged
scholarship, activism, and service. Yet, examples of graduate activist training
programs at large, established state universities also exist.
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The graduate program in labor studies established by the Labor
Relations and Research Center at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst
campus is an excellent example of a graduate activist training program housed at
a large, state university. This master’s program directly carries on the tradition of
the Brookwood Labor College. According to its website (2005), this program is
explicitly designed to train “those who want to work in the labor movement and
with organizations advocating for workers' rights” (p. 1). As the program’s online promotional material goes on to say:
Our Master's of Science degree is a multi-disciplinary program, which
combines course work and an internship in a unique and exciting
graduate program. Coursework toward the Master's degree provides not
only the skills necessary to work in and with the labor movement expertise in organizing, collective bargaining, and union leadership - but
also an opportunity to examine the larger theoretical and strategic issues
confronting workers and their unions in the new millennium. With
concentrations in globalization, labor and communities, and strategic
corporate research, students can explore a number of cutting-edge issues.
(p. 1)
Like Brookwood, the Labor Center’s program is openly committed to
deepening and extending labor progressivism. Its goal is to train labor activists
who will aid the “emergence of a new and invigorated labor movement” focused
on “organizing, making connections with communities, building coalitions, and
fighting for dignity and justice for American workers” (Labor Center 2005, p.1).
The Labor Center also seeks students who have already demonstrated their
commitment to social activism--whether through “campus organizing,
organizing against sweatshops, labor-community work, and direct work with the
labor movement” (p.1). The idea is to build on this commitment and experience
and, through advanced formal education and training, further prepare the next
generation of visionary and savvy labor leaders, organizers, and activists.
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Other examples of graduate activist training programs also exist, most
commonly in the Social Work field, which hosts several graduate programs
around the country that teach community organizing in the traditions of Jane
Addams and Saul Alinsky. The most important historical example for
environmental studies educators is the master’s program in Environmental
Advocacy, directed by Bunyan Bryant from 1972 to the late 1990s at the
University of Michigan’s School of Natural Resources.
According to Bunyan Bryant and his initial co-director Jim Crowfoot, the
idea for creating a master’s program in Environmental Advocacy was originally
championed by several students and a couple of faculty members in the School’s
Environmental Education and Outdoor Recreation Program. These people had
either worked on, or been directly inspired by, the Earth Day Teach-In on the
University of Michigan’s campus in 1970. They also came to believe that the
School of Natural Resources would have to shake itself up and create innovative
new programs to better serve the rapidly expanding environmental movement.
The interested students thus wrote a proposal with the help of faculty member
Bill Stapp and urged the School of Natural Resources to create a number of new
programs, including a new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy as
well as a program in Environmental Communications.
This particular period of the School of Natural Resources’ history was a
time of great flux and change. After Earth Day, the School’s enrollment had
tripled from 400 students to close to 1200, women were being attracted to the
School in significant numbers for the very first time, and several of the new
students had an activist sensibility different from the staid outlook of the
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scientists and resource managers that the School had historically attracted.
The upshot of these and other forces was that the students and faculty of the
Environmental Education and Outdoor Recreation Program won the School’s
support for their proposal and Bunyan Bryant and Jim Crowfoot were soon
selected to co-direct the new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy. The
new Environmental Advocacy Program was structured as a concentration within
the Environmental Education unit, alongside the Environmental Instruction
Program directed by Bill Stapp and the new Environmental Communications
Program directed by Peter Sandman. The Environmental Advocacy Program was
a 2-year, 36-credit master’s of sciences program that offered both required and
elective courses in environmental science, political theory, and applied
organizing skills.
Originally, Bryant was incredulous that the School of Natural Resources
had even authorized this program, let alone chosen him as its co-director. As he
told me, both he and the Environmental Advocacy Program were very different
from the basic tenor and history of the School of Natural Resources. As a young
African-American political activist with a master’s degree in Social Work and a
doctorate in Education, Bryant stood out at faculty meetings, which was largely
made up of older White professors teaching in the more conventional programs
in Fisheries, Forestry, and Wildlife; Landscape Architecture; Resource Ecology;
Resource Systems Management; and Resource Policy and Administration.
Remembering this discontinuity, Bryant told the following story:
I went to a meeting shortly after I had been hired. I walked into room
1040, and there were about fifty big pictures of White males all around the
room. This was the faculty and some faculty emeritus. Looking around the
room, I said, “You know, tomorrow I’m going to get my picture taken and
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put it right up there in the middle.” Within a couple of weeks all those
pictures came down even though they had been up for over thirty-five
years.
Most of the faculty had deep concerns about the School of Natural
Resources even offering an advocacy program. As Bryant told me in our 2003
interviews, “Advocacy is not a widely used term within academic circles because
it runs counter to the common notion that universities should be value-free and
objective places created solely to generate scientific knowledge.” Bryant’s work
on the new Environmental Advocacy Program certainly flew in the face of this
popular notion. “Environmental advocacy students and faculty,” reports Bryant,
“were greatly influenced by the Black Power, the civil rights, the environmental,
the peace, and the countercultural movements that gained legitimacy in the
1960s.” Also, as if his focus on environmental advocacy and organizing was not
enough, Bryant was an early pioneer in what would later become known as the
environmental justice movement. From the very beginning, he pushed his
students to expand their definition of environmentalism. Reports Bryant, “The
program always attempted to make the connections between the exploitation
and dominance of human and nonhuman life, and sought to identify the forces
exploiting the environment, natural resources, and human beings, particularly
people of color, women, working people, and the poor.” This focus on social
oppression and liberation was very foreign at the time to most of the faculty at
the School of Natural Resources.
Yet, for all of this early dissonance, the Environmental Advocacy Program
was still established at the School of Natural Resources and ran successfully for
close to three decades before it morphed—at Bryant’s initiative--into the first
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graduate program in the country in Environmental Justice. The current
Environmental Justice program still offers an elective sub-focus on community
organizing, advocacy, and dispute resolution as one of its curricular options.
Bryant was ultimately promoted to full professor, currently chairs the School’s
Resource Policy and Behavior Concentration (which includes the Environmental
Justice Program), and has now been widely recognized by both his students and
his colleagues for his many contributions to the School and his excellence as a
teacher.
The Environmental Advocacy Program succeeded in training a number of
skilled organizers who went on to do important and effective work in the field.
Bryant loves telling stories about what his advocacy students have accomplished
over the years, sometimes even before they graduated from the program. While
the School of Natural Resources did not require its Environmental Education and
Outdoor Recreation students to engage in service-learning field placements,
Bryant encouraged his students to seize “as many opportunities as possible for
students to develop and practice skills outside the formal classrooms.”
One of Bryant’s favorite internship stories is about two early
Environmental Advocacy students who worked with the United Automobile
Workers’ Conservation Department in 1976. As he proudly recalls,
These students played a major role in organizing a conference held at the
UAW Walter and May Reuther Camp at Black Lake near Onoway,
Michigan. The title of the Conference was “Working for Environmental
and Economic Justice and Jobs.” Over 350 workers, farmers,
environmentalists, and Urban League members spent four days discussing
the interface between environmental, social, and economic issues. This was
probably the first time that the concept “environmental justice” was used
publicly at a conference or event.
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Bryant also likes to talk about the activist organization that several of
his former students founded and staffed after their graduations. One studentcreated organization is the Illinois South Stewardship Alliance. According to
Bryant, “This organization was dedicated to ensuring that coal companies in
southern Illinois practiced good stewardship of the land in accordance with the
1977 federal strip mining laws.“ Other graduates went on to form PrairieFire, “a
farm organization in central Iowa working to change land tenure laws in order to
protect family farms and encourage farming practices that adhered to ecological
principles.” Graduates of the program also founded the Northern Rocky Action
Group, which for over 20 years “helped low income, peace, and environmental
groups develop their leadership and consulted on social change strategies and
organizational issues, fundraising, and other financial matters.”
Many Environmental Advocacy graduates also joined the staffs of existing
organizations. As Bryant reports, “The program helped seed dozens of
organizations where the gap between social justice and environmental concerns
could be bridged.” These organizations included ACORN, Oregon Fair Share,
the Ohio Public Interest Campaign, UAW-Ithaca, Friends of the Earth, the
Institute for Local Self Reliance, Minnesota COACT, American Friends Service
Committee, Connecticut Citizen Action Group, and Clergy and Laity Concerned.
“Besides having good organizing skill,” says Bryant, “these students’ conceptual
analysis of political economy, racism, and environmentalism was so great, so
articulate, that lots of the senior staff in these organizations were just blown
away by them.” Some senior staff even began joking among themselves about
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these graduates being part of “the Michigan Mafia.” It was meant as a
compliment. These graduates were a force to be reckoned with.

Why Not More Graduate Programs In
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing?
It does not take much of a leap to jump from this history of movement
halfway houses within academia to seriously consider the creation of new
environmental studies master’s program in environmental advocacy and
organizing at a wide variety of schools. Many parallel examples of activist
training programs, both outside and within the academy, have existed and
served a variety of social movements well over the years. Also an innovative
graduate program explicitly focused on environmental advocacy had already
been created at a major state university and it ran successfully for more than 2
decades. This is compelling information. As historian Howard Zinn (1970) notes,
“History cannot provide confirmation that something better is inevitable; but it
can uncover evidence that it is conceivable” (p. 47). There is no doubt in my
mind that creating academic movement halfway houses in environmental
advocacy and organizing is both conceivable and desirable.
Still, before I made my own decision to create a master’s program in
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing at Antioch New England, I had other
questions to answer. In her excellent book Tools for Teaching, Barbara Gross Davis
(1993) claims that the two curriculum design questions of most importance are:
“What should be taught? And how can that curriculum best be taught” (p. xiii)?
It is to these two questions that I turn in the remaining two chapters of Part I. In
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the next chapter, I explore the question, “What do environmental advocates
and organizers need to know in order to be most effective?”
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Chapter Three
What Do Environmental Advocates and Organizers
Need To Know?
In researching the core curriculum, the first major task was to chart out
“what do we need to train for?” Only after answering that question, could
one answer questions like “how long? and “who should be the trainers?”
and “which tools to use?” This list of “what do we need to train for”—
what we call Core Proficiencies—was generated from responses and
research from literally hundreds of different organizations.
Daniel Hunter and George Lakey
Opening Space For Democracy:
Third-Party Nonviolent Intervention Curriculum and Trainer’s Manual
It is easy to make the argument that social movement organizations will
be stronger if their staffs and volunteers are better trained. That much is obvious.
As Pamela Oliver and Gerald Marwell (1992) note:
Activists cannot just throw abstract time and money at a goal, nor can
they abstractly mobilize others’ time and money: they have to pursue a
specific course of action. They must choose from among those actions they
know how to do and perceive as options. Thus, knowledge is central to the
matter of how activists act. (p. 255)
What is less clear is what exactly are the particular competency areas--what
Hunter and Lakey (2004) call core proficiencies--that environmental advocates
and organizers need to develop in order to become more effective practitioners.
Answering this question will shape any curriculum development process when
creating master’s programs in environmental advocacy and organizing.
Making this an even more difficult question, however, is the existence of
some ambiguity within different curriculum planning models about how to
determine which needs are to be addressed—the prescribed learning needs
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identified by the training organization or the felt learning needs identified by
the training participants themselves. These differing approaches to defining
learning needs may not always generate the same curriculum content answers.
Clarifying which curriculum-planning model we are going to use becomes the
first step in answering the larger question of what environmental advocates and
organizers need to know in order to be most effective.
In the first section of this chapter, I attempt to identify the range of
philosophical options on the question of defining learning needs within different
curriculum-planning models, as well as illustrate this range of options with
examples of how Green Corp, the University of Michigan’s Environmental
Advocacy Program, and the Tufts University’s Summer Institute in Social
Movements and Strategic Nonviolence each approached this question. As part of
this discussion, I also lay out my own thinking about which approach is best for
academic programs in environmental advocacy and organizing. Still, as Hunter
and Lakey (2004) note, it is important to remember that different “organizations
might make different decisions or have different emphases depending on their
work” (p. 43).

Conflicting Models of Curriculum Planning
In his essay on educational program development, Michael Newman
(2000b) describes two conflicting schools of thought among curriculum planners
seeking to define the nature of learning needs to be addressed by a curriculum.
Newman conceives of the first and most dominant approach as the institutional
model (his term) and the second and opposing approach as the learner-centered
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model (my term). This basic binary framework is shared, though often named
differently, by other commentators as well (Apps 1979, Brookfield 1986, Day &
Baskett 1982, Eisner 1985). Given that both these schools of thought define
learning needs very differently, it is important to determine where one stands in
relationship to them before answering such questions as “What do
environmental advocates and organizers need to know?”
At the farthest extreme of the institutional model, the curriculum
development process is expert-driven and overseen by centralized bodies at
industry-wide, state, national or even international levels. In this approach,
“experts, in consultation with practitioners, analyze an occupation or profession,
identifying and describing the competencies needed to perform that occupation
or profession effectively, and then educators and trainers design programs
covering these competencies” (Newman 2000b, p. 74). This model emphasizes
the prescribed learning needs of students as determined by the institution
through a careful and expert analysis of the profession or discipline in question.
The felt needs of the student are paid little or no attention in this model.
One can hear a commitment to the institutional model, for example, when
Leslie Samuelrich of Green Corps asserts, “We don’t let students shape the
classroom agenda.” The curriculum of Green Corp was determined almost
entirely by its institutional founders from within the Public Interest Research
Group (PIRG) network--and three of the most powerful people within the PIRG
network still sit on Green Corps’ board of directors. Based on their years of
organizing experience, these PIRG leaders have developed very clear ideas on
the organizing model that they think should be taught to students. For them,
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letting inexperienced activists shape the program would be inefficient and
potentially lead to the wrong lessons being learned.
The learner-centered model reverses the emphasis of the institutional
model. Instead of focusing on the learning needs prescribed ahead of time by
self-styled experts, educators using the learner-centered model focus primarily
on the felt needs of the students in their programs. The program developer in
this model is an educator who serves as a facilitator, helping students identify
their felt learning needs as individuals, assisting the group to come to some
agreement about what content they want to explore together, and taking a
guiding role in designing learning experiences to address the educational
concerns that emerge from the group. There is still prior curriculum planning in
this model, but it is largely focused on process questions, not content questions.
As Newman (2000b) notes, curriculum planners working in the learner-centered
mode “are less likely to be concerned with instrumental learning, and so less
concerned with identifying and achieving objectives” (p. 76). They are also more
likely to be “concerned with group process and… with facilitation and the
opening of everything to questioning and exploration” (p. 76).
While never adopting a pure learner-centered model of curriculum
development, the University of Michigan’s master’s program in Environmental
Advocacy comes closest to this model of the three activist training programs I
studied closely. The existence of this program was driven by the felt needs of
students within the School of Natural Resources. The two co-directors, hired due
to these student’s efforts, began their determination of the curriculum in close
consultation and negotiation with these same students. This example suggests
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the possibility of creating a curriculum for a master’s program in
environmental advocacy and organizing using the learner-centered approach.
Still, while I personally can imagine a number of adult education
situations where a learner-centered approach to curriculum design would be
helpful, it does not strike me as a sufficient method in determining what to teach
in a long-term environmental advocacy and organizing training program. I find
myself in agreement with one of the Green Corp graduates I interviewed. As he
asserted, “It would just be absurd to have a group of relatively inexperienced
people try to create their own year-long organizer training program by
consensus.” Yet, to complicate matters, this same graduate also felt that Green
Corps’s curriculum design—for all its many strengths--was often too rigid, and
too tied to the institutional model to be as helpful as it could be. In this student’s
experience, Green Corp did not allow for enough student input into curriculum
design, or support students enough in exploring their differences of opinions
together, or even present enough of a variety of perspectives on organizing or
political ideology for them to consider. This Green Corps graduate, at least, was
clearly not satisfied with either the institutional model or the learner-centered
model alone. As he put it, “A balance must be struck.”
I am most sympathetic to this view, but if I had to choose one model over
the other, I would choose the institutional model used by Green Corps as my
preferred route to determining the content of a professional activist training
program. I think it is possible--independent of the felt needs of any incoming
group of students--to develop good guiding ideas about what core proficiencies
would be most useful in helping students become more effective public interest
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advocates and grassroots organizers. If this assumption is true, it makes sense
for program planners to develop their ideas about the core proficiency areas that
need to be covered by the curriculum long before any students arrive to
participate in the program.
Even as strident a critic of the institutional model as Stephen Brookfield
(1986) agrees with this assessment. As he puts it,
Although various encounter or support groups may decide to meet for no
other reason than to make contact with others of similar outlook and may
be able to spend a great deal of time negotiating purposes, for many
learning groups this will not be realistic. Community action groups,
groups engaged in advocacy, work-study groups, groups seeking to
acquire occupational skills, and groups meeting to undertake hard
intellectual analysis will most likely not wish to spend more than a small
part of their time engaged in an initial negotiation of purpose. (p. 219)
Brookfield therefore argues that the initial determination of purpose and content
is the fundamental responsibility of the program planner in all such instances.
According to him, no educator in these situations should “abdicate complete
responsibility for a group’s direction to participants” in “the name of democratic
facilitation” (p. 216).
Brookfield (1986) sees this extreme version of the learner-centered
approach as both a moral failing and a practical impossibility for educators. “It is
impossible,” he says, “because no facilitator enters an educational situation
without some (perhaps private) notions as to what constitutes important
curricular concerns and desirable purposes” (p. 216). Brookfield goes on to argue
that “teachers of adults, or those responsible for program development, will
always have purposes, intentions and notions of educational importance,
whether or not they choose to make these public” (p. 216). Similarly, I think it is
vital that the planners of master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
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organizing should be both open and thoughtful about making an initial
determination of the program’s curriculum content.
Like the Green Corps graduate quoted above, I do see some real
limitations to the institutional model and believe that some kind of balance must
be struck between institutionally prescribed needs and the felt needs of learners.
I can see several ways to create a better balance than it appears Green Corps has
done so far. First, there should be both institutionally prescribed requirements
and student-chosen electives built in to any long-term activist training program,
instead of having almost every learning activity prescribed by the training
organization. While there will be understandable differences in the ratio of
requirements to electives in different programs, the existence of both elements
should be affirmed as valuable and institutionalized in all long-term training
programs. I would suggest an approach that falls somewhere between Green
Corps’ heavily prescribed approach and the University of Michigan
Environmental Advocacy Program’s heavily elective approach. The University of
Michigan’s program did not even require students to engage in fieldwork
outside classes in order to complete the program. This level of flexibility seems to
be too extreme in the learner-centered direction.
My second suggestion for achieving a better balance of needs is that, even
within the prescribed elements of the program, times should be made available
for students to not only disagree with each other, but also with their trainers.
Both the University of Michigan program and the Tufts programs stressed the
educational power and value of this kind of respectful disagreement and
dialogue, and both made plenty of space for it within their curriculum plans and
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agendas. Making room for disagreement and dialogue is not a major
characteristic of the Green Corp training model, a problematic feature raised of
an otherwise powerful training program.
This was certainly a message I got in my interviews with Green Corps
graduates. One Green Corps graduate I spoke with had strong concerns about
this aspect of the program:
It is not a particularly reflective organization institutionally. There are a
lot of reflective people in it and a lot of reflection that happens, but it is not
build into the pedagogy at all. One of the things I would do differently is
not be so absolute about what is taught. I would love it if the ends versus
means discussion after reading the Alinsky chapter was not handled so
teleologically, where the assumption was that after that discussion in the
first week of training everyone will have come to the same conclusion that
you should always prioritize ends over means. For me, I would allow that
tension to exist in the group and be explored more deeply.
Another graduate made similar comments during his interview:
I think there should be more room for people to disagree. Too often the
trainers and organizing directors struggle with control issues. They often
try to manage the conversation and even suppress issues in a way that I
think would work out better if they just let it come up and let it be dealt
with. It would likely be far less threatening to what they are trying to
accomplish than they think.
At the very least, this more restrictive approach does not seem an appropriate
one for an academic program in environmental advocacy and organizing.
My third suggestion for achieving better balance in our curriculum
planning is that, even within the prescribed elements of the program, there
should be chances built into the curriculum plan for students to evaluate the
curriculum content together, make suggestions for changes they would like to
see, and then constructively negotiate with the trainers for some changes. Here
again, the University of Michigan’s training program made the most institutional
space for such negotiated curriculum changes. According to Wright (1982), this
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was a particularly strong element of the University of Michigan
Environmental Advocacy program. As she notes, the classes “were clearly
planned and run by the faculty member” yet the classes were all “open to
student influence and all made some alterations during the year as a result of
student suggestions” (p. 143). This was also true at the level of program-wide
design. Between the joint student-faculty committees, annual retreats, and biweekly program meetings, students had a real hand in shaping both the formal
and informal curriculum of the entire program. As Wright observed during her
research,
General functions handled by committees included planning and
implementing workshops, retreats, speakers, and other educational events;
writing or re-writing proposals for major policy changes in the program;
dealing with the program’s relationship to people and organizations
beyond itself; and working with internal program needs. (p. 151)
Given Green Corps’ firm attachment to the institutional model of
curriculum design, one might expect it to avoid any such curriculum
negotiations with the students. Yet, even Green Corps responds to student
curriculum suggestions to some extent during its three annual week-long
training workshops. Historically, many Green Corps students have pushed for
training sessions on topics such as environmental justice, civil disobedience,
consensus decision-making, or identity politics—all approaches that are
downplayed or disapproved of in the Green Corps organizing model. Some of
these student suggestions have been acted on, however. As Leslie Samuelrich
explained to me:
We try to be pro-active about this and keep our ears out for whatever is
coming as the hot conflict year-to-year. We know it will be something. If
there is one student complaining about how we view organizing, we’ll
have one of our Organizing Directors talk it through with them. Maybe
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even over a series of weeks of talking with them. Why do you think this…
blah, blah, blah, Yet, since these students are organizers, we can be victims
of our own success. If their concerns can’t be resolved in discussions with
the Organizing Directors, they will start talking to the other student
organizers and during the training we’ll sometime agree to spend a couple
of hours talking about their topic together. We usually offer one or two of
those sessions every training week.
These negotiated curriculum additions are not merely reluctant
concessions to dampen student rebellion. Samuelrich also sees educational value
in many of these student-initiated sessions.
Even if it is not part of our organizing model, it is good to have our
students know about it. These topics reflect real streams within the
environmental movement. We want people to know what else is out there,
both as context for their work during their Green Corps year and for what
they might choose to do in the following years.
Remaining open to curriculum negotiations with students seems like an
important modification of the institutional model that should be seriously
considered by all curriculum planners considering starting master’s programs in
environmental advocacy and organizing.
All three of these proposed learner-centered modifications to the extreme
versions of the institutional model are supported by Brookfield (1986). He
justifies each of these modifications as a useful way to construct a curriculum
that strikes a reasonable balance between institutionally prescribed learning
goals and the felt learning needs of students. Brookfield also offers a fourth piece
of advice to curriculum planners. He urges planners to not micro-manage our
students’ learning by creating elaborate, predetermined lists of extremely
specific, detailed, and measurable behavioral learning objectives. “It is timely to
remind ourselves,” argues Brookfield, “that we cannot prescribe for our diverse
clienteles the exact range, form, and number of learning outcomes that will result
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from their participation in our programs” (p. 219). Instead, he argues, we
need to leave room for positive, but unintended learning outcomes; for flexibility
in the teachable moment; for some student choice of objectives at the highly
detailed level, and for some variability of background, goals, and interests
among our students.
To be clear, Brookfield is not abandoning the importance of defining a
program’s purpose. Nor is he against program planners determining the core
proficiencies and content areas that they wish to teach their students. In fact, he
explicitly supports purpose, intentionality, predefined proficiency areas, and
flexible learning goals. His advice is simply a helpful caution against going
overboard about creating predetermined and detailed learning objectives as
suggested by some of the most hardcore advocates of the institutional model.
“The point is,” says Brookfield (1986), “that to insist on a close specification of
these objectives prior to the educational experience is overly constraining” (p.
217). I accept this notion and, in the rest of this chapter, I will focus on
identifying core proficiencies. However, I will not attempt to predetermine the
learning goals within each of these areas with the level of specificity desired by
hardcore advocates of the institutional model.

Core Proficiencies for Environmental Organizers
If activist curriculum planners do adopt a moderate institutional model
approach modified in all four learner-centered ways described above, they are
still left with the question of how to determine the core proficiencies needed by
effective environmental advocates and organizers. I believe there are at least two
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paths to gaining a better understanding of the core competencies needed by
environmental advocates and organizers. These include: (a) looking at the results
of existing interviews and surveys of organizers asked to reflect on their training
needs (i.e. the felt needs of practitioners); and, (b) analyzing what social
movement scholars have identified as the knowledge and skills most essential for
effective social mobilization (i.e. prescribed needs of “experts”). To this mix, I
add a supplemental look at what the Green Corps, Tufts, and University of
Michigan programs attempted to cover in their programs.
Using this method of analysis, I have identified five core proficiency areas
that I think are essential to effective practice of environmental advocacy and
organizing: (a) ecological literacy, (b) organization-building skills, (c) social
action skills, (d) big picture political thinking, and (e) life-skills and personal
growth. The rest of this chapter offers a detailed look at all five proficiency areas.

Ecological Literacy
Effective environmental advocates and organizers --particularly
professional ones--need to develop a strong sense of ecological literacy. Unlike
some other social movements, the type of knowledge the environmental
movement “articulates or is interested in” includes “the more formalized natural
and technical sciences” (Eyerman & Jamison 1991, p. 43). This may put heavier
educational demands on environmental advocates and organizers than on other
kinds of activists. Without moving beyond bumper sticker sentiments and
developing a clear sense of ecological literacy, environmental activists can all too
easily loose credibility with the general public.
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My own thinking on this core proficiency area has been deeply
influenced by the ongoing core curriculum discussions within my own
department at Antioch New England. Yet, I have probably been most influenced
in this area by the thinking of David Orr, the Director of Environmental Studies
at Oberlin College and the author of Ecological Literacy (1992) and Earth in Mind
(1994).
First, I strongly agree with Orr (1992) that it is beneficial for
environmentalists to develop “an understanding of concepts such as carrying
capacity, overshoot, Liebig’s Law of the minimum, thermodynamics, tropic
levels, energetics, and succession” as well as “our place in the story of evolution”
(pp. 92-93). Related to this, I also agree that “ecological literacy is to know
something of the speed of the crisis that is upon us… to know magnitudes, rates,
and trends of population growth, species extinction, soil loss, deforestation,
desertification, climate change, ozone depletion, resource exhaustion, air and
water pollution, toxic and radioactive contamination, resource and energy use-in short, the vital signs of the planet and its ecosystems” (p. 93). Such curriculum
content should be placed front and center in any ecological literacy curriculum.
Orr (1992) also claims that ecological literacy has a second component.
One of his most passionate claims is that ecological literacy requires more than
book learning, and should also be cultivated by “direct experience in the natural
world” (p. 91). For this reason, Orr emphasizes that to be ecologically literate,
people need exposure to the study of natural history where they get outside and
are encouraged to pay close attention to the other living beings with which we
share the planet. As Orr puts it,
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In contrast with most academic studies, which are abstract indoor activities,
natural history is concrete and requires direct involvement in nature. It
requires first hand knowledge of trees, animals, plant life, birds, aquatic
life, marine biology, and geology. It is an antidote to the excessively
abstract, overly quantified and computerized, as well as the romantic view
of nature derived from armchair ecologists. Natural history forces us to
deal with nature on nature’s terms. It also promotes the capacity not only
to seem, but to observe with care, understanding, and, above all else, with
pleasure. (p. 136)
I also believe that this more direct knowledge and appreciation of natural history
can help environmental advocates move beyond the purely anthropocentric
stance of most progressive activists, including many environmental activists.
Like Orr, I also see a third dimension of eco-literacy that should undergird
the work of all environmental professionals in the 21st century. The need here is
to move beyond only focusing on the vital signs of the planet and begin to focus
on the underlying social causes of the environmental crisis as well. As noted in
chapter 1 of this dissertation, Orr (1994) believes that this means looking critically
at “the distribution of wealth, land ownership, greed, the organization of power,
and the conduct of public business" (p. 70).
At a minimum, according to Orr (1992), “The ecologically literate person
will appreciate something of how social structures, religion, science, politics,
technology, patriarchy, culture, agriculture, and human cussedness combine as
causes of our predicament” (p. 93). As a corollary, the ecologically literate person
also needs to have at least some understanding of how each of these areas of
human social life can be transformed and, thus, become key resources in the
transition to a just, democratic, and green society. As Orr notes, “The study of
environmental problems is an exercise in despair unless it is regarded as only a
preface to the study, design, and implementation of solutions” (p. 94).
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My hunch is that there is probably little in this threefold framework of
ecological literacy that will be very controversial among most environmental
studies educators today, though some may still have a problem with Orr’s third
component focused on the social roots of the ecological crisis. Yet, even this
element of ecological literacy is an increasingly common feature of most
environmental studies programs. Still, for many environmental studies faculties,
the general consensus on core proficiencies needed by environmental advocates
and organizers probably ends with the concept of ecological literacy. It is here
that the research methodology I outlined at the beginning of this section becomes
the most helpful.

Organization-Building and Social Action Skills
One important study in determining the additional skills and knowledge
areas needed by effective environmental activists is Technical Assistance &
Progressive Organizations for Social Change in Communities of Color (Guerra 1999).
This report was commissioned by the New York Funding Exchange and was
written by Luz Guerra. To begin her research, Guerra first asked the members of
the Funding Exchange’s Saguaro Grantmaking Board what they saw as the most
needed areas of training and technical assistance for grassroots social movement
organizations. She reports that, for this initial interview group, the most common
meaning of technical assistance (TA) was the “types of assistance/training that
help an organization strengthen and develop as a nonprofit entity: board
development, obtaining and fulfilling the requirements of 501(c)(3) status, and
fundraising skills” (p. 10). Essentially, these funders were thinking of activist
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applications of the nonprofit organizational training that is routine in
continuing education and graduate nonprofit management programs.
In contrast, the many grassroots activists that Guerra (1999) subsequently
interviewed saw the situation as more complex. The first cluster of knowledge
and skills they identified was the same as identified by the majority of the
Saguaro Grantmaking Board--i.e., “technical assistance in the business of
running an activist organization ... [and] managing a progressive nonprofit” (p.
34). According to Guerra, these organizational skills include organizing revenue
generation projects; fundraising; fiscal management; office administration;
volunteer and staff recruitment, supervision and training; diversity management;
action research and long-range planning; organizational communications;
meeting facilitation; democratic group process; and conflict resolution.
This area of advocacy training is the one that boasts the most available
resources to meet the need. This is the sphere of training, for example, most
directly explored by the Conservation Foundation’s (1984) study Training for
Environmental Groups. In that study, the Foundation’s authors assert, “The
institutional resources available to meet the diverse training needs covered by
our study are impressive.... There are a very large number of organizations, both
profit and nonprofit, that either do or could provide such training for
environmental groups”(p. 82).
The results of Guerra’s (1999) Funding Exchange study suggest the need
to qualify this general assertion, however. A majority of the activists, funders,
and social action trainers interviewed for this study agreed that within the large
universe of TA providers on nonprofit management skills, there were relatively
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few providers who offered “technical assistance trainings and materials
specific to the needs of progressive social change organizations” (p. 43). The
Conservation Foundation study (1984) agreed, noting that “despite the large
number of training resources, very little of this training is directed specifically at
the needs of environmental groups” (p. 82). Guerra’s (1999) Funding Exchange
study respondents also worried that the majority of technical assistance offered
in this area “is based upon a set of corporate principles of management that may
be antithetical to our purpose” (p. 37). This training area will need considerable
attention in any advanced environmental advocacy training program.
The second main training area identified by the activists in the Funding
Exchange study was improving activists’ social action skills, what Guerra (1999)
calls “the skills needed for the day-to-day realization of the program work of our
progressive organizations” (p. 11). Such skills include choosing issues, selecting
targets, planning action strategies, running media campaigns, Internet activism,
lobbying, electoral work, nonviolent direct action, community organizing,
networking with sympathetic allies in the public and private sectors,
participating effectively in public hearings, popular education, community-based
action research, building coalitions, collaborative problem solving, and a wide
variety of cultural work. There is a wide repertoire of potential social action
options available to today’s environmental advocates and organizers. (For
example, in his classic book The Politics of Nonviolent Action, Gene Sharp (1973)
lists over 180 different nonviolent direct action tactics alone.)
Many of these skills, unfortunately, are only occasionally taught in
institutions of higher education. As one student activist recently told E Magazine,
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For the last decade, volunteerism has been a way in which students have
expressed interest in their community, but more and more young people
are realizing that while direct service meets an immediate need, political
organizing is the key to lasting change. Unfortunately, the skills of
running a press conference and building a coalition aren't taught at the
university. (Bogo 1999, p. 41)
To develop social action skills under these circumstances, environmental
advocates and organizers have most often had to learn by trial and error, reading
the few available manuals, being mentored on the job, or relying on the training
expertise of professional social action trainers from around the country. These
nonacademic training programs range from numerous weekend to 2-week long
workshops, a few longer summer institutes, and a few apprenticeship programs
for professional advocates.
Encouragingly, as Gary Delgado (1994) wrote in a Ford Foundation study
on community organizing, “the number of training intermediaries more than
doubled” between 1979 and 1991 (p. 10). Yet, even in this sphere, the activists,
funders, and social action trainers interviewed by Guerra (1999) were “not
satisfied with the training resources available [and] most would agree that there
were not enough resources, and certainly not a sufficient numbers of TA
providers” to meet all the social action training needs of their movement
organizations (p. 21). This is significant because as Delgado (1994) notes, these
training intermediaries “have been the principal instruments responsible for the
successful replication of specific organizing models” (p. 10).
These practitioner perspectives are also shared by sociologists who have
researched social movements. Pamela Oliver and Gerald Marwell (1992) have
focused extensively on the training needs of staff and volunteers working in
social movement organizations. Their essay “Mobilizing Technologies for
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Collective Action” identifies two broad types of action technologies that are
essential for effective collective action. Their use of the word technologies here is
meant to imply distinct packages of identifiable skills and useful knowledge that
may not be generally available, but, when developed and deployed effectively,
can make a difference in social outcomes. As Oliver and Marwell describe it
Production technologies are sets of knowledge about ways of achieving
goals, such as lobbying, demonstrations, strikes, or attending a public
hearing. Mobilization technologies are sets of knowledge about ways of
accumulating [and coordinating] the resources (such as time and money)
necessary for production technologies. (p. 255)
The two types of action technologies Oliver and Marwell identify correspond
directly to what Guerra (1999) calls the social action sphere of activist skill and
knowledge (production technologies) and the organizational leadership sphere
(mobilizing technologies).
The new insight that Oliver and Marwell (1992) offer, however, is that
some action technologies are better suited to being carried out by volunteers and
some by professional advocates and organizers. Fundraising, for example, is one
of the key mobilizing technologies identified by both advocacy practitioners and
social movement theorists; yet some types of fundraising are “highly
professionalized technologies,” and others are better suited to “volunteer labor”
(p. 259). In the first group are “large-donor fund-raising, seeking grants and
contracts, direct mail solicitation, paid canvassing, and telemarketing” (p. 259). In
the second group are “fairs, rummage and bake sales, brunches, car washes,
walk- or runathons or versions of the same idea, volunteer canvassing and
telephoning, raffles, ad books, and selling items on commission [as well as]
benefit concerts, fun runs or walks, and social events such as dances or dinners”
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(p. 259). (Noting the overlapping gray areas in these two lists, Oliver and
Marwell also argue that some technologies can be productively carried out by
either part-time volunteers or paid activists.)
Oliver and Marwell (1992) also find the same basic labor pattern within
production technologies focused on mobilizing popular consensus or social
action around particular issues. As they note:
In some [production] technologies it is better if fewer people make large
contributions than if many make smaller contributions. Lobbying is an
example. Effective lobbying requires getting to know people and
establishing trust. One person working full time is much more effective
than twenty working two hours a week. Creative intellectual tasks such as
writing and research are best done by fewer people making larger
contributions ... [and] the opposite holds in other technologies: in mass
actions such as marches, petition signing, or voting, each person can make
only the same small contribution, and what matters is how many have
contributed. One person marching for a thousand hours is not the same as
a thousand people marching for one hour. (pp. 257-258)
This suggests that there may be different training needs within the two
types of action technologies, depending on whether the training participants are
professional movement cadre (leaders and core staff), active volunteers, or less
active supporters and sympathizers. This insight adds a dimension not touched
on in Guerra’s (1999) study of practitioner viewpoints. Trainers not only need to
keep in mind the most important content areas required in activism, they must
also gear their efforts to particular types of participants when planning their
programs.
Of the three activist training programs I studied directly, Green Corp is
undoubtedly the strongest in both their focus on these two core proficiencies
and in their ability to train students in these two core hard skills proficiencies.
Green Corps’ laser-like focus on these two core proficiencies becomes obvious
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when one looks through the large handbook of training readings compiled by
the Green Corps staff and handed out to each new cohort of students as their
core text. Almost all of these readings are focused on organization-building and
social action proficiencies. The major topic headings for the compiled readings
includes Recruitment, Building Your Campaign or Group, Publicity, Actions,
Fundraising, and Management. Green Corps’ focus on organization-building and
social action is also made clear in Leslie Samuelrich’s (Green Corps 2001b)
statement on their outreach brochure that at Green Corps “you’ll learn the
strategies and skills you need to lead a cutting-edge campaign and build a strong
and effective organization” (p. 1). The students I interviewed also stated that
Green Corps is almost exclusively focused on developing skills in these two core
competencies.
The question of the quality of Green Corps training in these two core
proficiency areas was also addressed for me in my interviews with the program’s
graduates. For all of the concerns these students raised about Green Corps being
too rigidly attached to the institutional model of curriculum design, they were
nearly ecstatic about how much they had learned in these two core proficiency
areas. As one graduate reported to me:
It was a colossal learning experience. I came away with a real sense that
there is a lot of stuff I can do now and do well. When I look back at my
efforts, I have a strong sense of progress. The difference of what I was
capable of doing in October and then May was significant.
When I asked him to describe some of the hard skills he developed in Green
Corps, he ticked off a long list: canvassing, recruitment, fundraising, supervising
volunteers and staff, leadership development, event planning, lobbying,
developing relationships with reporters, writing press releases, and setting up
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news conferences and editorial board meetings. The other graduates I
interviewed all offered similar lists of what they had learned in their years, and
spoke as well of the good “organizer attitudes” that were cultivated in the
training, such as “Resolve to Solve;” “Be an Organizer, Not a Campaigner;” and
“Ride the Roller Coaster.” As one graduate said, “These attitudes were engraved
into our brains.”
Both the Tufts Summer Institute program and the University of
Michigan’s Environmental Advocacy Program also spent considerable time and
attention on social action and organization-building skills, though not to the
same extent or intensity. Green Corps is probably the strongest program in
teaching these skills to emerging organizers. Still, it is important to note that
these two content areas were important in all the programs I studied.

“Big Picture” Political Theory
The third core proficiency area identified by the activists interviewed in
the Funding Exchange study is more theory-based than the two skill-based
domains of social action and organization-building. A vast majority of the
respondents in the study expressed a strong desire for help in developing a more
seasoned or mature political consciousness. As Guerra (1999) reports, they were
eager for more political education “in critical political/social/economic analysis,
strategic movement building ... and [the knowledge] to carry forward our antioppression work on racism, internalized oppression, sexism, classism, and
homophobia” (p. 11). For environmental organizers, such social theorizing is an
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essential compliment to developing their insight into human ecology, natural
history, and environmental science.
Such big picture theorizing is also intimately linked to both organizationbuilding and social action skills. It is always in the background, whether tacitly
or explicitly, because one’s theoretical perspective often influences choices about
campaign strategy and tactics. In the introduction to Dilemnas of Activism, the
authors (Kling & Posner 1990) offer a useful perspective on why activists need to
focus on theory:
People who want to persuade, organize, and mobilize others to undertake
collective action--whether in relation to a major social injustice like racial
segregation or to particular issues, such as halting the construction of an
incinerator near a residential area--ask themselves certain questions about
the task they confront. Among these questions are “What will make people
willing to spend time and energy on an activity whose outcome is far from
certain?” “Are some groups more likely than others to expend the effort?”
“What ideas do people have about the proper relationship between
themselves and government (or, alternatively, corporations) that will
support or inhibit collective action for change?” “In what ways are these
grievances the result of corporate, individual or bureaucratic
incompetence, ill will, and possibly evil--and to what extent are they a
function of structural processes occurring at an economic, geographic, and
political level far beyond the particular locale where the grievance is
experience?” Not one of these questions is simply strategic or tactical.
Each is embedded in a theoretical framework. (p. 5)
According to the activists interviewed by Guerra (1999), however,
developing a more sophisticated theoretical outlook is often hard to do on the job
without at least some form of conscious political education. Fred Rose (2000)
echoes this sentiment in his book Coalitions Across the Class Divide: Lessons From
the Labor, Peace and Environmental Movements:
I entered graduate school in part out of my frustrations with activism. The
day-to-day work of organizing makes it difficult to think critically about
strategies and worldviews. I was disturbed to discover that many
movements I worked with remained vague about how to promote the
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changes they sought. I was also concerned about the narrow focus of most
organizing, which at times inadvertently contributes to the ills of others.
(p. x)
Academic programs could potentially help progressive environmentalists
develop a more mature political perspective through interdisciplinary academic
work in the areas of policy, political science, economics, history, sociology,
education, public health, and geography. While people unsympathetic to
transformative social movements and populist challenges to the status quo
usually dominate most of these disciplines, there are many bright spots within
academia. As sociologists McAdam, MacCarthy, and Zald (1996) note,
Set in motion by the turbulence of the 1960s and fueled by the myriad
movements of the last quarter century, the study of social movements and
revolutions has clearly emerged as one of the scholarly ‘growth industries’
in the social sciences in both Europe and the United States. (p. 2)
This was the academic area Fred Rose studied, getting his doctorate in sociology
from Cornell University, before becoming the Lead Organizer with the Pioneer
Valley Project, a religious and labor coalition in Springfield, Massachusetts.
Theoretical political education is a primary concern in both the Tufts
University Summer Institutes and the Environmental Advocacy Program at the
University of Michigan’s School of Natural Resources and Environment. In
discussing his program at Michigan, Bunyan Bryant (Bryant 1990) reports much
“time is devoted to consideration of ideology, to how it helps environmental
advocates explain themselves to each other and to the rest of the world, and to
how it helps organize thoughts and provide a prescriptiveness for behavior” (p.
47). Bryant also argues:
Environmental advocates must take time to learn from history, from the
strengths and weaknesses of the analyses of professional and lay writers
reporting on past events. Even if one disagrees with certain analyses of
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history, one must understand why there is a disagreement and how that
disagreement can strengthen one’s own analysis and action. (p. 15)
Such work is vital and, unfortunately, often neglected within social
change movements. “Repeatedly,” reports Guerra (1999), “the activists who
spoke with me were frustrated by organizations that seem to work without an
awareness of the ‘bigger picture’” (p. 31). As she notes, “a majority of grantees
expressed a desire for TA in this sphere, but very few people interviewed
thought such TA existed” (p. 30). After questioning TA providers and social
action trainers, Guerra concluded that these activists were largely right: “There
are not a lot of TA providers with these skills” (p. 32). Academic training could
thus be very helpful in this effort.
The need to develop big picture political understandings to guide activist
strategy and social action is also the central lesson that emerges from The
Listening Project: A National Dialogue on Progressive Movement-Building, a report on
interviews conducted by the Peace Development Fund (1999) with over 60
advocates and organizers from around the U.S. When asked open-ended
questions about the biggest barriers to effective movement-building, most
respondents voiced “a strong critique of ‘politics-free’ organizing” (p. 19). These
people felt “that providing organizational development or organizing tools
without theory or consciousness-raising is problematic” (p. 19). Several activists
asked, “If we are not developing people’s critical consciousness and analysis of
the systems, institutions, and culture that create unjust societal relationships ...
what is the purpose of our organizing?” (p. 19). These activists argued that there
was an urgent need “to increase local activists’ capacity to frame their work
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within a larger context” and stressed that “political and popular education
should be an integral part” of all activist training (p. 19).
Not all organizing traditions value this proposed curriculum focus on big
picture political philosophy, analysis, vision, and strategy for fundamental social
change. As noted by Rinku Sen (2003), community organizers in the Alinsky
tradition are often hostile to political education aimed at developing the
ideological perspectives of organizers, leaders, and activists. Sen, a former codirector and trainer for the Center for Third World Organizing, explains how in
Alinsky’s framework, “ideology is bad” because it almost always becomes
“dogmatic, undemocratic, and divisive, and can deny the organization the
tactical flexibility it needs to win” (p. xlvi). The Industrial Areas Foundation,
which was founded by Alinksy in the 1940s, still describes itself as a “nonideological organization” on their website. In their training programs, they
largely ignore the ideological dimension of activist training.
While Sen (2003) would agree that there is the potential for ideological
perspectives to “become dogmatic, undemocratic, and divisive,” she does not
feel this is inevitable. In fact, she believes that “political education has to be
added to organizing practice” (p. lxlll). As she notes, “Activists are beginning to
recognize that the nonideological organization doesn’t exist. All individuals and
organizations operate from an ideology; an ideology is simply a world-view, and
everybody has one, whether stated or implicit” (lxlll). She goes on to argue, “it is
virtually impossible for an organization to achieve long-term change without a
coherent picture of the world and a theory of how change is effective” (p. 166).
To guard against our ideologies becoming dogmatic, undemocratic, and
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needlessly divisive, she recommends keeping five key principles of good
political education in mind:
First, clarity about the purpose of our political education will help define
the approach we take and the questions we ask. Second, we need to avoid
dogmatic rhetoric by grounding our political-education work in fact and
inquiry. Third, we need to balance education with our primary goal,
political organizing. Fourth, varying the medium of education will keep
people engaged. Fifth, exploring solutions will help prevent our members
becoming depressed after political education sessions. (pp. 167-168)
What do academics concerned with social movements have to say about
political education? Somewhat like Alinsky, several social movement theorists in
the resource mobilization school of thought have ignored this intellectual
dimension of activism and focused only on action technologies. As Oliver and
Marwell (1992) readily admit, many social movement theorists have taken “the
goal toward which these technologies are directed as a given” (p. 255). David
Snow and Robert Benford (1992), two of the most vocal academic critics of this
perspective, argue that the biggest mistake these theorists make is to treat the
ideas and belief systems of movement participants “as if they spring almost
immanently from the events and objects with which they are associated, rather
than as social productions that arise during the course of interactive processes”
(p. 136).
Snow and Benford (1992) argue that rather than being automatic
developments, the collective action frames of movement participants are actually
varied, mutable, and frequently contested. As sociologist Bob Edwards (1995)
defines them,
Collective action frames are narrative maps guiding movements toward
their goals. Frames include interpretations of the injustice or immorality
of specific social conditions, an attribution of blame for them, some kind of
action agenda for solving them, and a motivation for taking that action.
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They are interpretive symbolic schemes socially constructed by movements to
orient their actions in an ever-shifting political, social, and cultural
context. Because the social and political landscape is dynamic and fluid,
movement frames evolve over time as groups revise them in light of
changing circumstances and accumulating experience. (p. 41)
These frames can be more or less empirically grounded, more or less
resonant with people’s pre-existing cultural beliefs and experience, and more or
less potent as motivators of effective movement mobilization. These variations in
depth and quality can thus have material impacts on movement outcomes. “Our
fundamental argument,” say Snow and Benford (Snow & Benford 1992), “is that
framing activity and the resultant ideational webs that some movements spin or
that emerge from the coalescence of collective action can also be crucial to the
emergence and course of a cycle of protest” or movement (p. 142).
This dynamic is well illustrated in The Making of the English Working Class,
E.P. Thompson’s (1966) historical study of the development of class
consciousness in England between 1790 and 1830. According to Thompson, the
kind of political consciousness that can successfully guide a movement toward
emancipation and social power does not spring automatically from an objective
situation of domination or exploitation. Instead, a mature and effective political
consciousness must be constructed and reconstructed by activists over time
through struggle, reflection, and self-education. Offering insight into this
dynamic process of social learning, Aldon Morris (1992) summarizes
Thompson’s key findings:
It took English workers approximately forty years to develop mature class
consciousness. During this period, workers engaged in numerous
confrontations with the capitalist class and the state. These confrontations
were usually characterized by limited goals, initiated by only particular
segments of workers and not guided by a coherent social and political
vision. Thus working-class consciousness emerged slowly through a
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process of concrete social and political struggle, information sharing, and
organization building. More precisely, these recurring struggles gave rise
to working-class leaders; radical orators, radical newspapers that
collectively constituted a radical press; intellectually and politically
charged reading societies, coffeehouses, bookstores, and pubs; political
meetings and street theater; a variety of social and political doctrines; and
especially worker associations and mutual aid societies.... [Through such
venues] workers disseminated, dissected, and internalized social and
political doctrines and analyzed, debated, and rethought class
confrontations. (pp. 357-358)
The argument that collective action frames matter echoes practitioner
concerns with big picture political education. Yet, Snow and Benford’s (1992)
insight into the core characteristics of collective action frames also suggests the
key areas for exploration through political education. For example, a first
characteristic of a collective action frame is that it identifies social or ecological
conditions that were “previously seen as unfortunate but perhaps tolerable” and
then reinterprets them as “unjust, intolerable, and deserving of corrective action
(p. 137). Moving beyond problem identification, the second characteristic of a
collective action frame is diagnostic, where activists seek to understand and
attribute responsibility or causality for perceived problems “by identifying
culpable agents, be they individuals or collective processes or structures” (p.
137). The third characteristic is prognostic, “suggesting both a general line of
action for ameliorating the problem and the assignment of responsibility for
carrying out that action” (p. 137). This, in turn, is deeply influenced by a fourth
characteristic--how activists come to interpret their political opportunities and
their own capacity for creating alliances and mobilizing resources.
All four of these frame characteristics interact and influence the nature of
a movement’s development and effectiveness. Snow and Benford (1992),
therefore, suggest the most important themes to be addressed in developing the
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theoretical knowledge that can better inform the use of social movement
action technologies. A concern raised by this political education perspective,
however, is just how specific a training program should be in its own adoption of
an ideological frame that guides its curriculum development and recruitment of
participants. Should a training program try to develop a tight alignment to a
single collective action frame among all its participants, as Green Corps appears
to do, or should it be more inclusive of a variety of contending frames and
encourage people to learn from their differences? If the latter, how open-ended
and pluralistic should the training program be?
Into this breech, Snow and Benford (1992) offer the conceptual distinction
between collective action frames and master frames. As they note, “master frames
perform the same functions as movement-specific collective action frames, but
they do so on a larger scale” (p. 138). For example, Snow and Benford cite the key
notions of “equal rights and opportunities” as the master frame for a variety of
movement-specific frames, such as the Black civil rights movement and
“movements championing women, the disabled, the aged, and American
Indians” (p. 148). A variety of specific collective action frames can be clustered
within a larger, more general master frame.
Using this distinction between collection action frames and master frames,
training programs for activists could remain both coherent and pluralistic at the
same time. They can do this by focusing on what could be described as a broad,
democratic, multicultural, eco-populist master frame. Such a progressive social
change master frame would focus on citizens within civil society both
overcoming and respecting their differences; banding together in solidarity
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regardless of differences to hold governmental and economic institutions
accountable; challenging entrenched power elites; and changing institutional
structure, policy, and practice in the public interest—as well as changing popular
consciousness--through the power of citizen participation, collective action, and
democratic social movements. An effective graduate training program in
environmental advocacy and organizing would need to assume at least this
much in common to be useful.
A broad master frame such as this would leave much room for new
learning, debate, and dialogue among people holding a diversity of activist
perspectives (eg., eco-feminists, deep ecologists, social ecologists, eco-socialists,
bioregionalists, greens, indigenous activists, human rights advocates, animal
rights activists, environmental justice organizers, liberal reformers, and many
less obviously ideologically-oriented reformers). Yet it would also be coherent
and focused--as well as usefully distinct from the related, but different
interpretive frames that guide professional training in environmental education,
conservation biology, green business administration, or natural resource
management.
The University of Michigan’s Environmental Advocacy Program was even
more pluralistic and diffuse than this roughly described master frame. In the
Environmental Advocacy Information Book given to all new students in 1976-77, a
“Boundary Report” was included that offered the following statement: “A
person in the Advocacy Program is expected by other students and faculty in the
program to … be dedicated to social change” (Wright 1982, p. 163). Social change
is a fairly vague term, however, and, according to Wright, the program did not
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“espouse a particular political position as to how this should be done” (p.
163). Another document in the Environmental Advocacy Information Book stated
that three different orientations toward social change were supported within the
Environmental Advocacy training program. “By these,” notes Wright (1982),
“they meant roughly (1) professional-technical—working as a professional, an
expert, within established institutions, (2) political—organizing people at the
‘grassroots’ level, community organizing, and (3) counter-cultural—working with
alternative organizations and living a counter-cultural lifestyle” (p. 181).
This level of pluralism seems overly broad. Only the second orientation to
social change seems completely consistent with the master frame discussed
above. I believe that an environmental advocacy and organizing program would
be best served by putting its energy into training people in the second
orientation--and leaving the other two orientations identified by the Michigan
program to be addressed in different types of environmental studies programs.
This primary focus on social movement organizing was certainly the
approach taken by Dale Bryan when he developed Tufts University’s Summer
Institute in Social Movements and Strategic Nonviolence. Yet, even though it was
more focused in its orientation than the University of Michigan’s program, there
was still a strong element of pluralism. Within this specific social movement
organizing master frame, the program still allowed for and encouraged a
consideration of a wide diversity of collection action frames by the faculty,
community partners, and students. This best represents my own sense of how to
strike a balance between focus and pluralism.
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Green Corps is also focused on the second orientation to change
outlined by the University of Michigan’s Environmental Advocacy Program. Yet,
there are two key differences between Green Corps’ approach and the Summer
Institute’s approach. The first is the degree of explicit focus on ideological
perspectives in the training program. The Tufts program was explicitly focused
on study and discussion of political social change theory. Students were expected
to do considerable reading and big picture political analysis in their journals.
They also spent considerable time during their seminar sessions discussing the
theories they were studying and generating out of their fieldwork. In contrast,
there is far less theoretical reading, writing, and discussion in the Green Corps
training program—though theoretical issues are addressed in incidental ways by
the very nature of the program and the many interactions among students, their
organizing directors, outside trainers, and staff at partner organizations. As one
graduate put it, “Green Corps is all about learning by doing. It is not even all that
much about learning by doing and then reflecting. Nor is it ever about learning
by reflection alone.” Another graduate echoed this observation:
Green Corps has a lot of politics associated with it—sometimes explicitly,
many times not. We didn’t really spend a lot of time talking about how we
might ultimately solve our problems. Not much time on big, big picture
thinking as I recall. There also wasn’t a lot of talk about movements, like
large movement strategy beyond specific campaign strategies. We never
touched on a deep analysis of capitalism. We read some money in politics
stuff and some populist critiques of the American political system, but
other than that there really wasn’t much reading or discussion. It wasn’t a
particularly intellectual program.
The second distinction between the two programs was in the diversity of
perspectives engaged and explored. In the Tufts program, Dale Bryan pushed his
students to explore a wide diversity of collective action frames existing within
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the class, within their field organizations, and within the readings selected.
While holding to the general organizer master frame discussed earlier, the Tufts
program embraced a wide diversity of collective action frames as worthy of
serious consideration and did not, as a program goal, valorize one particular
collective action frame over others. This is not true of Green Corps, which has a
single, very specific collective action frame growing out of its strong
Naderite/PIRG version of middle-class populism.
Being exposed to this important collection action frame is inspiring and
enlightening to many if not most of the Green Corps graduates. Yet the lack of
explicit discussion of the strengths and weakness of this ideological perspective,
or a deep exploration of its similarities and differences with other perspectives,
left many Green Corps student organizers feeling frustrated about the “party
line” and “ideological rigidity” of the program. Several students quit the
program each year because of this rigidity. Others felt irritated about it, but
overlooked it due to their appreciation of the many other stellar qualities of the
Green Corps training program. As one graduate observed, “There is an intense
simultaneous loving and loathing of the program among about half of the
alums.”
These choices by Green Corps over how to handle the core proficiency of
big picture political thinking are legitimate options given the program’s
organizational goals. Yet, it does not seem to be the best approach for developing
critical thinking or meeting the felt needs of many activists for more open-ended
and explicitly political education discussions. I would therefore caution any
graduate program in environmental advocacy and organizing against adopting
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this particular approach of Green Corps. While the Tufts Summer Institute’s
approach might be too bookish for many, there is much to be said for its more
explicit and open-ended approach to political education. However it is
addressed, though, I think it is important to focus on developing the
sophistication of big picture political thinking among students.

Life Skills and Personal Growth
So far, in this chapter, I have identified four core proficiency areas that
should be covered in any advanced environmental activist training program: (a)
ecological literacy, (b) organization-building skills (i.e., mobilizing technologies),
(c) social action skills (i.e., production technologies), and (d) big picture political
understandings (i.e., collective action frames). Yet, in the background of both the
practitioner and scholarly discussions are hints of a fifth area of needed
education and training--what might be called life skills and personal growth or,
perhaps self-awareness and self-mastery. Looked at negatively, the central focus
here is developing the personal qualities, wisdom, and skills needed to avoid
burnout or burdening one’s organization with unresolved personal problems.
Looked at positively, the focus is on developing the personal qualities, wisdom,
and skills to lead satisfying and energetic lives amidst the frequent chaos and
stresses involved in organizing--and thereby adding to the spirit of stability,
humor, good cheer, and mutual respect in social movement organizations.
Oliver and Marwell (1992) speak to this need. As they define it, activists
are “people who care enough about some issue that they are prepared to incur
significant costs and act to achieve their goals” (p. 252). The biggest costs Oliver
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and Marwell recognize are time and money, suggesting that activists
interested in personal effectiveness over the long haul should pay careful
attention to time-and money-management skills. These are certainly two
important life skill areas to be addressed in any meaningful activist training
program. Yet, many of the respondents in the Funding Exchange study (Guerra
1999) spoke of the personal challenges of long-term advocacy and organizing in
even deeper terms.
Guerra (1999) reports that several of her interviewees worried about their
physical, emotional, and spiritual health in the face of the frequent reality that
“activists are overworked, underpaid, and highly stressed” (p. 25). One activist
even claimed, we are “suffering in ways we don’t know how to name” (p. 25).
The activists interviewed by the Peace Development Fund (1999) also
highlighted this area of concern: “Many asked how we can better nurture the
people engaged in the struggle” (p. 15). As the authors of the report note, “There
was a strongly expressed belief that many progressive activists and
organizations ignore or underemphasize attention to internal work” (p. 22).
Such problems are discussed at length in books such as Organizing for
Social Change (Bobo et al. 1991), Grassroots and Nonprofit Leadership (Lakey et al.
1995), In the Tiger’s Mouth: An Empowerment Guide for Social Action (Sheilds 1994),
The Spiritual Activist (Horwitz 2002), Inciting Democracy (Schutt 2001), and Doing
Democracy: The MAP Model for Organizing Social Movements (Moyer 2001). The
individual solutions offered in these guides include peer counseling; support
groups; personal reflection on one’s life-mission; attention to personal
relationships; journal writing; hobbies; time in the natural world; celebrations,
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rituals and the arts; religious or spiritual practices; and learning to make
distinctions between one’s circle of concern and one’s circle of influence.
There are many avenues for learning such personal growth and self-help
skills, including books, support groups, adult education classes, personal growth
workshops, and visits to special retreat centers. Yet, the current venues for such
personal development work are not always sensitive to the special needs of
activists. Some personal development teachers even demean the importance of
collective action and personal sacrifice, having an action frame, according Snow
and Benford (1992), where “the source of personal suffering and unhappiness is
seen as residing [only] within the individual rather than within the larger
sociocultural context” (p. 139). For these reasons, it is helpful to bring selfhelp/personal growth skills and approaches more directly into our training and
education programs for activists, where they can be integrated with the other
four core proficiencies and not used in a way that demobilizes people.
Randy Schutt (2001) is adamant on this point. As he points out, a good
society--and certainly an effective movement--“cannot exist if everyone suffers
from emotional trauma and regularly acts out in inappropriate ways” (p. 70).
Schutt believes that any comprehensive educational program for activists “must
include ways for people to learn how to stop inflicting their dysfunctional
behavior on others and help them learn means to interrupt other’s inappropriate
behavior” (p. 70). He also adds that many activists can use help in learning how
“to develop the determination and self-discipline necessary to bring about
significant positive change” (p. 76).
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The full importance of such internal work comes into clearer focus
when we look at the key personal qualities that make a person a good organizer.
As Si Kahn (1982) notes in Organizing: A Guide for Grassroots Leaders, an effective
organizer likes people; builds trust and friendships easily; has a sense of humor;
listens well; helps people believe in themselves; can let others take the credit;
works hard; is self-disciplined, mature, and able to set limits; doesn’t get
discouraged too often; has a solid sense of identity and personal vision; is flexible
and open to new ideas; and is honest and courageous even in the face of stress
and fear. All of these qualities are compromised when people are in the grip of
burnout, spiritual despair, or personal neglect. Personal development and selfcare are not something activists can afford to ignore if they want to remain
effective in the long run.
In her discussion of how people can contribute to the “Great Turning”
towards a more just, joyful, and sustainable society, Joanna Macy (2000)
identifies the need for resistance holding actions in defense of our ecological and
social communities as well as a constructive approach to transforming the
structural dynamics of our institutions and creating alternatives. To this, she also
adds the need for shifts in personal life, intimate relationships, and our spiritual
orientations. Given that “all honest forecasts are for rough weather ahead,” Macy
warns of “succumbing to either panic or paralysis” and “the temptation to turn
on each other, finding scapegoats on whom to vent our fear and rage” (p. 33). By
cultivating the capacity to live joyfully amidst the chaos and suffering of our
world, by knowing and revering “the wholeness of life,” by building nourishing
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relationships with each other, Macy counsels that “we can stay alert and
steady” (p. 33).
In his book on the knowledge and skills needed in successful social
movements, Bill Moyer (2001) also asserts the importance of activists learning to
do such internal work. One of his five strategic guidelines for social activism in
the 21st century is to “include personal and cultural transformation as a central
strategy for creating a peaceful world--starting with activists ourselves and our
organizations” (p. 197). As he notes:
Ken Wilber and others point out that human society is made up of three
interconnected and interdependent parts: individuals, culture, and social
systems and institutions, the ‘I,’ “we,” and “it.” They are different aspects
of the same whole; consequently, one can’t be transformed for long without
the requisite changes in the other two. Therefore, even if a society’s social
systems and institutions were transformed ... the change would not last
without a parallel transformation of that society’s individuals and culture.
Similarly, the good society is unlikely to develop without individual
change because, outside of dictatorships, social system and institutional
change usually follows personal and cultural change on the part of at lease
some of the population. Finally to achieve personal and cultural change in
society, social activists have to lead by example, demonstrating the desired
alternative we seek. (p. 197)
While a bit amorphous, I do not believe that this sphere of activist training
should be ignored or underestimated in designing a curriculum for academic
training programs for environmental activists. All the programs I researched in
depth attended to some of the different competencies in this core proficiency
area. The Michigan program paid more attention to personal growth than timeand money-management skills and Green Corps has the opposite focus. Both foci
are needed, at least to some extent. There is certainly a felt need for a greater
focus on the inner arts of organizing and personal growth on the part of some
Green Corps students. As one graduate I interviewed put it, “What I came out of
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Green Corps knowing less about was the softer or more psychological aspects
of organizing.”

What Are The Take Home Lessons?
There are at least four major conclusions to be drawn from this
exploration of the training needs of environmental activists. First, while a balance
must be struck between institutionally prescribed needs and the felt needs of
students, it is important for curriculum planners to do their best to identify the
core proficiencies needed by effective environmental organizers and build their
program’s curriculum around these content areas.
Second, there appear to be at least five core proficiency areas that are vital
to the long-term effectiveness of environmental activists:
1. ecological literacy,
2. organization-building skills,
3. social action skills,
4. big picture political understandings, and
5. life-skills and personal growth.
All five areas show up in surveys of the felt needs of organizers and in the
discussions of many scholars who have long studied social movements.
Third, especially in a longer 1-to-2 year program, these five curriculum
areas are probably best integrated together in a comprehensive curriculum plan
in order to foster activists who are more well-rounded than is common in most of
our movement organizations today. Australian activist educator James Whelan
(2002) makes a similar claim. As he notes,
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The literature review and initial observations and interviews undertaken
during this inquiry suggested two broad schools of thought and practice in
activist training and support. The technical school primarily promotes
the development and refinement of a toolbox of activist skills…. The
affective school, on the other hand, assumes effective social change is
more directly influenced by and dependent upon values and feelings,
understanding oneself and understanding society. (p. 325)
Like Whelan, I believe it is best to avoid taking sides in this apparent dichotomy
and seek instead to integrate the considerable strengths of these two dominant
approaches to activist training and create “a more holistic curriculum and
pedagogy” (p. 380).
Finally, this discussion suggests that there is an urgent need to improve
and expand the training options available to all environmental advocates and
organizers--including through the creation of graduate environmental advocacy
and organizing programs. As Guerra (1999) notes at the close of her study:
One truth rang clear in all of the stories I heard. There are gaping needs
and open wounds in our organizations, in our organizational capacity,
and in our social movements. If we do not respond to them with all the
resources at our command, then the results will be the continued
floundering, stagnation, and decline of the groups we have entrusted with
carrying our movements forward. (p. 45)
Such urgency is useful in the push to create more graduate programs in
environmental advocacy and organizing.
A good curriculum plan cannot simply identify core proficiency areas to
be addressed. In Innovative Approaches for Teaching Community Organization Skills
in the Classroom, Eleanor Wint and Vishantie Sewpaul (2000) make a good case
“that a successful educational experience depends on two critical factors; the
teaching/learning process and curriculum content” (p. 67). In this chapter, I have
focused only on content issues. In the next chapter, I focus explicitly on what
educational methods are likely to be appropriate for an activist training program.
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As Wint and Sewpaul note, this additional focus on educational methods is
“an equally important part in determining the kinds of graduates that we
produce” (p. 67).
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Chapter Four
What Educational Methods
Are Most Appropriate in Activist Training?
People’s knowledge and understanding of their world is the consequence of
education, regardless of its source. It can be by indoctrination,
propaganda, rote memory, reflected-upon experience, or critical inquiry
and dialogue—but it is all education. The issue at hand is what kind of
education, to what end, and in whose interests?
John Hurst
“Popular Education, Labor, and Social Change”
In his essay for Teaching for Change, John Hurst (2002) points out that there
are many different educational methods that activist educators can choose to
teach their students. He also cautions educators that some approaches may not
be as effective or as conducive to their students’ long-term interests as others. For
the purpose of training effective organizers and advocates, Hurst argues that we
should rely most heavily on the principles and methods of popular education. As
Hurst notes, “Popular education is at its heart the empowerment of adults
through democratically structured cooperative study and action, directed toward
achieving more just, equitable, and peaceful societies” (p. 11). As part of this
“democratically structured cooperative study and action,” popular educators
typically employ a wide variety of participatory, dialogic, problem-posing, and
experiential learning methods, including discussions, storytelling, case studies,
exercises, simulations, role-plays, and the actual practice of skills through service
learning. At its best, popular education methods are also designed to serve
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multiple learning styles, including the needs of visual, auditory, kinesthetic,
and emotional learners.
While Hurst’s preference for popular education in activist training is
grounded in a strong historical assessment of what has worked best in the past,
including a review of the educational practices at Highlander Folk School and
Brookwood Labor College, his position is not universally accepted in all activist
training circles today. Currently, many union-based education programs for
labor activists do not utilize popular education techniques. In Education for
Changing Unions (Burke et al. 2002), the authors report that many of the worker
education projects they studied relied on “mostly lecture methods to impart
information” (p. 195) and provided “little training for either staff or worker
educators to become better teachers” (p. 192).
These same authors argue, however, that the strongest and most dynamic
programs are the one’s where the union “places a high value on participatory
education, and all education is based on popular education principles and
methods” (Burke et al. 2002, p. 195). Popular education methodology is certainly
embraced by some of the best academic labor organizer training programs.
Elaine Bernard (2002a), the director of the Harvard Trade Union Program, argues
that “popular education, as both a liberating theory and a critical, reflective
practice, is especially well suited for adult learners and is increasingly being
experimented with by labor educators” (p. 7). Bernard is excited by this trend
because she sees popular education as the best educational strategy for
“developing a critical, socially engaged, and powerful labor movement” (p. 7).
She thinks the alternative approach of “treating union members as empty heads
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that need to be given the proper view of the world or manipulated to see
things ‘our way’” (p. 7) is antithetical to progressive unionism and is either the
result of a lack of educational imagination or, worse, the result of leadership
fears of nurturing an independent-minded and powerful rank-and-file.
Popular education methods are also employed at the National Labor
College, formerly known as the George Meany Center for Labor Studies. This
academic institution has been granting degrees in labor studies and organizing
for over 30 years, first through Antioch University and, more recently, as an
accredited, independent institution of higher learning on its own. According to
NLC’s president Susan Schurman (2002), “The Labor College is explicitly
structured to try to create a synthesis between the principles and practice of
popular education and the best liberal arts traditions of the academy” (p. 209).
This synthesis has not been an easy accomplishment for Schurman (2002)
or her faculty, however. As she notes, “Because popular education has been
associated almost exclusively with nonformal education, its application to formal
degree-based study has been neglected” (p. 204). This neglect of popular
education methods within the larger academy means that--in the absence of the
careful attention, experimentation, and coaching practiced at the National Labor
College--academic educators often default to more conventional, lecture-based
teaching strategies. This is often even true when faculty members are teaching
radical democratic or progressive course content. It can even be true when these
educators theoretically embrace the value of popular education, as described by
educational theorists such as Paulo Freire (Freire 1974, 1978, 1985, 1994, 1998),
but cannot match their know why with know how.
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To understand this potentially debilitating dynamic, which could
easily undermine the effectiveness of activist training programs in academic
settings, it is important to ground the first section of this chapter in the lived
experience of one teacher’s struggle to learn to utilize popular education
methods in the academic classroom. I selected my own story for this task
because, besides being the story I know best, it might resonate with several
readers who struggle to improve their own pedagogy. This story’s potential
resonance with readers’ own experience may make it easier for readers to
connect with the more abstract principles of popular education involved in the
spiral model of popular education that is discussed in the second half of this
chapter.

First Experiments
With Popular Education in the Classroom
My first teaching experience grew out of my on-campus activism as part
of the Environmental Justice Workgroup when I was a master’s student in the
Department of Environmental Studies at Antioch New England Graduate School.
The goal of our student Workgroup was to render the invisible visible: to educate
ourselves and the Antioch New England community about the grassroots
movement for environmental justice that had emerged in barrios, urban ghettos,
rural poverty pockets, and Native lands across North America and the rest of the
world. In particular, we wanted all ANE Environmental Studies students to
explore how the power dynamics of race, class, and gender shaped how
environmental issues are experienced, framed, and addressed by various
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communities and organizations. It was our belief that Antioch would not
have a sufficiently positive impact on the environmental movement if its
graduates were not challenged to grapple with the issues raised by the National
People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit and the Citizen’s
Clearinghouse on Hazardous Waste. In particular, we wanted the Department of
Environmental Studies to build the capacity of its graduates to be politically
savvy allies, coalition-builders, and supporters of such efforts--both as
environmental professionals and as citizen activists.
Our assumption was that any faculty resistance to focusing student
attention on environmental justice issues would be due to a lack of familiarity
with this wing of the movement, rather than with any entrenched political
objection. We thus chose a collaborative and educational approach to our work
rather than a conflictual model of organizing. We donated books on
environmental justice to the library and gave the librarian several bibliographies
to guide future acquisitions. We wrote articles on environmental justice for
student publications. We also encouraged each other to speak up about the issue
in our classes and in out-of-class dialogues with core faculty members. Next, we
brought environmental justice speakers to campus and sponsored a public
performance of the Underground Railway Theater’s production Intoxicating: An
Environmental Justice Cabaret. Finally, we petitioned the Department to offer two
new courses: Environmental Justice and Diversifying Environmental
Organizations.
Our organizing efforts were successful. The Environmental Justice
Workgroup grew to be one of the largest student organizations at the school.
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Then, an anonymous graduate, who had been inspired by reading about our
work in the alumni newsletter, donated $10,000 to the Department to help
support our efforts at expanding the curriculum. We also found many allies on
the faculty. The faculty issued a unanimous statement that the Environmental
Studies Department at Antioch New England “supports and affirms the
Principles of Environmental Justice which were adopted at the First National
People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit.” The Department also
agreed to offer the two courses we requested and gave our group a strong hand
in planning the syllabi and selecting the adjunct faculty members to teach the
courses.
In the midst of taking the newly created Environmental Justice course in
the Fall of 1994, I began to seriously consider moving into a teaching role at
Antioch. I felt a pull to join the ranks of the many activists who have struggled
“to find more effective ways to challenge oppressive systems and promote social
justice through education” (Adams et al. 1997, p. 1). The adjunct professor who
taught the first environmental justice class agreed to my proposal to serve as his
co-teacher when the course was offered again in the Fall of 1995.
My first experience as an academic teacher was anything but smooth. The
second Environmental Justice course was very different from the first. In the first
course, 12 of the 15 students were members of the Environmental Justice
Workgroup and everyone was highly motivated, reasonably well-informed of
the main issues, and committed to some sort of action on behalf of environmental
justice. The majority of the first group had also spent a year working together in
a student organization and so had already created a strong identity as a
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cooperative learning community. People also knew our teacher socially
through our pre-course organizing, and all of us liked to hang out informally
after class at a town pub. This was an ideal teaching situation. The class was
energetic, engaged, cooperative, and, in many ways, taught itself. This was not
true with the second class.
None of the new students were participants in the Environmental Justice
Workgroup. Several of the new students were only mildly curious about the
environmental justice movement, and a minority reported that the course was
just a way to fulfill the credit distribution requirements for their degree.
Motivation was not particularly high, background political knowledge was
spotty at best, and commitment to the principles of environmental justice could
not be assumed. Nor was there a pre-existing sense of community among the
students and teachers.
This second course--which I was now jointly responsible for designing
and facilitating--was also perceived by most of the students as too didactic and
“politically correct” for their comfort. Early in the course, 3 of the 12 students
complained to the co-chairs of the ES Department about their dissatisfactions
with our class. They argued that the course’s content was not relevant to them
professionally and that the class dynamics did not reflect the cooperative,
experiential learning approach they were used to at Antioch.
At first, my co-teacher and I tried to deflect this criticism--and the
increasing boredom and restlessness evidenced in class--as little more than a case
of our having bad luck in drawing a resistant group of students. Yet, we did not
really have bad or difficult students. The reality was simply that we were
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reaching a different, but important, sector of the student body and we had not
adapted our approach accordingly. In bell hooks’ (1994) words, we had violated
the central insight “that engaged pedagogy recognizes each classroom as
different, that strategies must constantly be changed, invented, reconceptualized
to address each new teaching experience” (p. 10).
If anything, my co-teacher and I unconsciously adopted a very
conventional pedagogy in the face of a resistant class—making a default use of
the traditional banking approach to education so powerfully critiqued by Paulo
Freire (1974) in The Pedagogy of the Oppressed. I remember, in particular, a long,
detailed lecture that my co-teacher gave about the relative validity of the
different research designs and statistical analysis used in the nearly 60 studies
looking at the disproportionate correlation of race and the siting of polluting
industrial facilities (Goldman 1993). During the lecture, the student’s eyes glazed
over, faces went slack, and the response voiced by the only vocal student was
that statistics can always be twisted to say whatever a researcher wants and that
none of these studies could really be relied on as useful indicators of what is
actually going on in the world. Our teaching approach had backfired and
fostered confusion and indifference. We thus missed an opportunity to make the
reality of environmental racism come alive for our students and foster hot
cognition that would inspire empathetic indignation at such injustice.
Even worse, I squandered a teachable moment during the same session by
being too quick to “correct” an “incorrect” idea espoused by a student. After
viewing a videotape of the proceedings of the First National People of Color
Environmental Leadership Summit, the student spoke up in class and challenged
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the claim made by one of the Summit speakers that the “Big Ten” national
environmental groups had not done enough to diversify their staffs. The student
asserted that he felt this particular criticism was “unfair” and “there are just not
enough Black people interested in or qualified for these environmental jobs.” As
he put it, “It has nothing to do with racism.” Instead of welcoming his critical
comment and asking some key questions that would help the class explore the
validity of this student’s assertion, I sharply disagreed with him and jumped into
explaining how racism shapes not only who becomes “qualified” in this society,
but also how many organizations’ personnel practices unconsciously reproduce a
predominantly White workforce and do not reach out meaningfully to qualified
applicants of color. The student got very quiet and deflected further discussion of
the topic. I had asserted my authority, but I had also pushed the student into
resentful silence.
It was with a pained sense of irony when I finally read bell hooks’ book
Teaching to Transgress (1994). In it, she explains how she has always found it
particularly disappointing to encounter white male professors who claimed
to follow Freire’s model even as their pedagogical practices were mired in
structures of domination, mirroring the styles of conservative professors
even as they approached subjects from a more progressive standpoint. (p.
17)
I would have to plead guilty on all counts. This was not the radical and
empowering class I had hoped to create. Instead, my co-teacher and I had
unwittingly reproduced the dynamics of a conventional, teacher-dominated,
lecture-heavy classroom.
I am reminded here of the story of Linda Tubach’s efforts as a high school
social studies teacher to move from a conventional style of teaching toward a
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more popular education approach. In her essay, Tubach (2002) describes the
same problem I experienced in my first class:
After my first year of teaching high school economics and U.S. history, I
knew I had to do something different. More than half my students had
failed my classes. My social justice themes seemed compelling to me, but
my lectures were clearly boring to many students whose attention drifted
elsewhere; more and more students became disruptive as the months of
lectures, notes, chapter assignments, and tests wore on…. I was
reproducing the very hierarchies I wanted my students to learn to
challenge in their workplaces and communities. (p. 200)
Like Tubach, I too began a dogged search for a way out of the impasse I had
helped create in my own classroom.
In my effort to find a way out of this educational quagmire, I conducted a
crash self-education course in educational theory by reading and rereading
several books by the heavyweights of critical pedagogy and popular education,
including Paulo Freire (1974, 1978, 1985, 1994, 1998), Ira Shor (Shor 1992, 1996,
Shor & Freire 1987), bell hooks (1994, 2003), and Myles Horton (Horton et al.
1988: Horton, 1990 #77). This renewed my conviction, so well articulated by
hooks (1994), that empowering political education is not “just about liberatory
knowledge,” but also “about a liberatory practice in the classroom” (p. 147). The
basic educational approach I was (re)learning is probably best summarized,
however, by the seven popular education principles articulated by the Peruvian
Institute for Education in Human Rights and Peace (Flowers 2000, p. 16).
Principle 1: Start from Reality -- All learning must be based on the
needs, interests, experiences, and problems of the participants.
Principle 2: Activity -- Learning must be active, through a combination
of individual and group activity.
Principle 3: Horizontal Communication -- Learning takes place
through dialogue in which people share their thoughts, feelings, and
emotions in an atmosphere of mutual respect.
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Principle 4: Developing the Ability to be Critical -- One must
develop the capacity to be critical and to evaluate ideas, people, and acts in
a serious fashion.
Principle 5: Promoting the Development and Expression of Feelings
-- It is only possible to learn values if the training methodologies take into
account participants’ feelings.
Principle 6: Promoting Participation -- The best way to learn is by
participating, being consulted, and taking part in making decisions.
Principle 7: Integration -- Learning is most effective when the head, the
body, and the heart are integrated in the learning process.
However, I was still having trouble making the leap from general
principles to curriculum design and classroom practice. Knowing of my struggle,
one of the core faculty members in the Department graciously offered me good
coaching advice and suggested I read a book written for elementary school
teachers, but which he had found applicable to teaching at the graduate level.
The book, In Search of Understanding: The Case for Constructivist Classrooms by
Martin and Jacqueline Grennon Brooks (1993), proved to be a huge help. While
devoid of any of the political insight common in the literature on critical
pedagogy and popular education, this little book focused directly on the how of
teaching well and offered a clear vision of the kind of class experience my
partner and I wanted to create. As the authors note:
When the classroom environment in which students spend so much of
their day is organized so that student-to-student interaction is
encouraged, cooperation is valued, assignments and materials are
interdisciplinary, and students’ freedom to chase their own ideas is
abundant, students are more likely to take risks and approach assignments
with a willingness to accept challenges to their current understandings.
(p. 10)
My first foray into a self-consciously constructivist pedagogy was our
series of sessions on class and capitalism. For these sessions, I decided to develop
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activities that encouraged students to reflect on their own experience, discuss
questions thoroughly with each other, and have them generate their own
theories on the topics at hand, and then, and only then, would I lead a group
discussion interspersed with a mini-lecture or two offering missing information
or ideas that had not come up yet.
I started the first evening by asking whether anyone thought that the U.S.
was a classless society. No one did. I then pointed out that while this point is not
particularly controversial, what constitutes different social classes in America has
historically been a hotly debated topic. I then asked the students to brainstorm all
the different classes that they thought existed in the U.S. I said the goal here was
not to come up with a consensus position about the issue, but to get everybody’s
ideas on the board so we could see where people agreed or disagreed about class
stratification. The brainstorm yielded about 12 different names of classes from
“dirt poor” to “filthy rich.” We then discussed if any of the class names that
people had mentioned were about the same group and could be combined into
single categories. This brought us to about five distinct classes that people
thought existed.
I then asked people to estimate what percentage of the U.S. population fell
into each category. Here there was much less agreement and I wrote up the
range of estimates by each category. The differences in population estimates
prompted some students to ask others why they chose their particular guesses.
These students’ answers quickly revealed different assumptions about what
distinguished a particular class from others. For example, some students put
highly-paid skilled laborers into the middle-class category along with public
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school teachers who sometimes made less than these skilled tradespeople.
Others felt that the nature of the work needed to be taken into account, not just
income, and that people like plumbers belonged in the blue-collar, working-class
category.
To make these different assumptions clear, I had the class brainstorm all
the factors they could think of that might distinguish social classes from each
other, and I wrote their ideas up on the board. The class came up with such
things as property ownership, income level, source of income, nature of work
life, and educational levels. On seeing all the different ways people distinguished
class position, the students started to see why people made the different
guesstimates that they did. This led to a debate about the validity of various
people’s assumptions. I served as a facilitator for this discussion to make sure
everybody got to have their say, and to encourage good listening, yet I did not
offer my own view at this point.
Only after this discussion did I passed out a one page handout on class
stratification adapted from Dennis Gilbert’s and Joseph Kahl’s (1993) The
American Class Structure: A New Synthesis. At this point, the students seemed very
interested in considering the thinking of others who had specifically researched
this question, and to compare these ideas to their own theories. I stressed that the
handout, while reflecting my own personal view of the topic, was not the “right”
answer, but just one potentially useful way to look at the question. My goal here
was--in the words of Jacqueline and Martin Brooks--to underline for the students
“that the world is a complex place in which multiple perspectives exist and truth
is often a matter of interpretation” (Brooks & Brooks 1993).
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As we discussed the handout, most students found themselves
agreeing with the basic framework outlined by Gilbert and Kahl. One woman,
however, raised the point that the framework gave no insight into the class
position of married women who did not work at paid jobs in the formal
economy. Did that “jobless” experience define their class position, or did the
class position of their husbands define their class position? We discussed this
critical question without coming to a full consensus, but concluded that people
are stratified, and often marginalized, along several different gradients, such as
class, race, and gender. I then posed the idea to the class that looking at social
stratification from multiple lenses might yield a more accurate picture than only
looking at society through the lens of race ... or class … or gender ... or age ... or....
At this point, I wanted to take the discussion to a more personal level and
explore the diversity of class backgrounds that might exist in our small group of
Antioch students. I told the class that I was about to read a series of questions
about different peoples experiences growing up and I wanted them to stand up
briefly after each question if their personal answer to the question was yes. In
this way, students would not only reflect on their own class backgrounds as they
considered whether the questions applied to them, they could also see who stood
up for which questions, and get a glimpse of the class backgrounds of their
classmates. The questions included:
Did your parents ever complain about domineering bosses, low pay, or
dangerous working conditions?
Were either of your parents managers or supervisors?
Did you grow up expecting to go to an Ivy League school? A private
liberal arts college? A state university? A community college? A trade
school? Jail?
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Did your family have significant stock investments or financial interests
in particular companies?
Did you or your family members frequently buy lottery tickets?
Did you grow up in a single family home? An apartment building? A
public housing project?
Did your family have more than one residence at any one time? More than
two?
Has any member of your family been on public assistance?
Did you grow up feeling that the economy and the government were
stacked against people like your family and neighbors?
Was anyone in your family a debutante?
Were you ever discouraged from college prep courses and encouraged to
take “vocational” courses instead?
Do members of your family frequently serve on boards of charitable,
artistic, or educational institutions?
Did your family have health insurance?
I was worried that this exercise might feel too threatening to the students,
but in the midst of the silence between the slowly read questions, and the
interested gaze of students as they glimpsed into the life experience of their
classmates, I sensed that the students were engaging the issue of class
stratification in a highly personal way. In an attempt to deepen the discussion, I
then broke the class into four small groups and asked them to share their
personal reflections on their location in the class system with the other students
in their groups. As an aid to these “go-arounds,” I suggested some possible
questions to explore and posted them on the wall.
What class do you belong to? Have you had much intimate contact with
people from class backgrounds different than your own or do you rely
mostly on cultural stereotypes for your information about the life chances,
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worldviews, and concerns of folks from other class backgrounds? How might
the quality of your information and knowledge about other class
backgrounds affect your work as an environmentalist? As a coalitionbuilder?
The discussions in the small groups took off and were quite animated.
There was nothing dry or didactic sounding in the energetic buzz of
conversations around the room. In contrast to my relying on teacher talk,
students were constructing their own views, eagerly internalizing and assessing
outside input, and working cooperatively with each other to understand the
social world around them.
To finish off this class, I brought the whole group back together for a
debriefing of the small group discussions. People were most struck by the range
of diversity in the student body’s class backgrounds. Almost everyone had
assumed that all Antioch New England students came from middle-class to
upper-middle-class backgrounds. Yet, this was not the case in our class. While no
one in this group came from either the “capitalist” class or from an “underclass”
background, the students’ backgrounds were fairly evenly divided between the
upper-middle-class, the middle class, the working class, and the working poor.
Even the people from working class or working poor backgrounds were
surprised at the diversity of experience in the group. They had often assumed
they were the only ones who were not from middle-class backgrounds at
Antioch and were excited to see the actual diversity of experience that did exist.
The group then spent some time discussing how a middle-class bias does
seem prevalent in many environmental organizations and how this inhibits the
process of building coalitions with labor and civil rights groups, as well as
building a diverse, broad-based environmental movement itself. As we explored
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this topic, I occasionally offered up some relevant information. However, I
most often said things such as “Good question. What’s your guess about that?”
“What do other people think?” When students made strong assertions, I often
turned to the rest of the group and asked if other people held different views on
the question at hand. By the time we finished class that night, the group energy
was high and many informal discussions of class stratification continued long
after class was officially over. The tone was clearly different from our class
session on racism, and I was excited at the possibilities of teaching in this new
way.
In the follow-up class, I chose to continue my experiments with
integrating challenging political material with a constructivist/popular
education approach to teaching. My goal was to look at how the capitalist system
distributes social and environmental benefits and costs along class (and racial
and gender) lines. In particular, I wanted to focus on the concept of externalities,
where the price of a commodity does not reflect all of the social and
environmental costs involved in its production, costs which are usually paid for
by the society as a whole, but most particularly by the less powerful. My hope
was to spark a discussion of corporate globalization as a generator of social and
environmental injustice on an international scale. The assigned readings
provided a good background on all these issues. My challenge was to make this
material come alive.
Instead of a lecture, or even a class discussion about the readings, I built
the next class around a 30-minute video tape on labor conditions in the “free
trade” zones of Honduras. The video, inspired by the work of the National Labor
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Committee (Crowing Rooster Arts 1995), focuses on the exploitation of the
teenage women who make up over 90% of the Honduran labor force for U.S.
apparel companies like the Gap, OshKosh, and Gitano. The interviews with these
teenage girls, who often must work over 12 hours a day under abusive
supervisors for less than a few dollars a day, are both vivid and emotionally
stirring. I felt this videotape would not only raise important issues, but that it
could not easily be reduced to something distant and abstract. It would likely
spark an emotional as well as an intellectual response.
Prodded by the book on constructivist pedagogy, however, I did not want
the students just sitting and passively taking in information, even if it was
emotionally compelling. As noted by the Brooks’ (1993):
Constructivist teachers inquire about students’ understandings of
concepts before sharing their own understandings of those concepts. (p.
107)
[Constructivist teachers realize that] the facts that accompany topics
become more relevant for students once the students become engaged in
reflection on the big concepts. (p. 48)
Constructivist teachers encourage student inquiry by asking thoughtful,
open-ended questions, and encouraging students to ask questions of each
other. (p. 110)
Constructivist teachers engage students in experiences that might
engender contradictions to their initial hypotheses and then encourage
discussion. (p. 112)
I thus devised a class exercise to serve as a prelude to the video. I divided
the class into two groups and gave each one a cotton shirt produced in Honduras
and purchased from the GAP. I left all the labels on the shirts so the students
could see the price and any other information that would be available to them as
consumers. I then asked the groups to come up with a group statement of what
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they knew for sure about the social and environmental costs involved in the
shirts’ production, what they guessed, and what they did not have any idea or
information about. Passing the shirt around so each person could hold it and
inspect it, each group began an active discussion of what they knew, or could
guess, about the production of their particular shirt.
Both groups quickly agreed that the tags on their shirts offered little
information about production-related costs, and that the price probably did not
fully reflect these costs. Students then started making educated guesses about the
externalized production costs missing from the price: soil depletion and pesticide
poisoning involved in the growing of cotton; pollution and resource depletion
related to moving the cotton to the manufacturing plant in Honduras and the
finished goods to North America; and the social costs of low-wage factory work
and deindustrialization back in the U.S. The groups also discovered that, beyond
these few guesses, they did not really know many things about the exact impacts
of the production process--from the dyes used, the amount and type of energy
consumed, where the plant waste was dumped, or who the workers were and
how they were treated. After 15 minutes in small groups, each group reported
their theories and questions to the other group and discovered that they had
come up with similar “GAPs” in their knowledge.
At this point, I introduced the video and explained that it would offer
some information on the questions and hypotheses they had generated among
themselves. The video opened with shots of company labels on shirts, including
the GAP’s, and then dissolved into a picture of the faces of young Honduran
girls locked behind factory gates and watched over by armed guards. By the end
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of the video, many of the students had answers for their original questions
about the externalized social costs that are not reflected in the price of the shirts
they had examined. The reality of child labor, low wages, union-busting, and the
lack of meaningful social and environmental regulation in these U.S.-supported
free trade zones were now vivid for them. They now had a beginning picture of
how economic globalization and the power of multinational corporations
threatens many social and ecological communities.
Most of the class was also in tears when the lights came up, and we
discussed their feelings as well as what they had learned from the experience. I
facilitated this discussion and asked questions about what in their readings
offered them clues as to what economic structures engender such conditions. By
the end of the night, the students were asking if we were going to spend time in
later sessions exploring how people could change these kinds of conditions.
When I answered yes, and talked about some of the class topics coming up
during the last few sessions of the course, they expressed an urgency to explore
these topics and get a handle on how the environmental justice movement could
achieve its goals. This session felt like a turning point in the class, and several
students in conversations with me outside of class, and in their student journals,
said that it was after these last two class sessions that the course really came alive
and engaged them.
Building on the new energy in our class, my co-teacher and I organized a
field trip so that our students could have a direct experience of the
disproportionate environmental degradation impacting poor communities of
color and how such communities have organized effectively to meet these
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challenges. As Jacqueline and Martin Brooks (1993) note, constructivist
teachers use the “raw data and primary sources” of direct experience in their
teaching whenever possible (p. 104).
I could see the impact of this more experiential approach on our students
when we first walked into the cluttered one-story storefront of the Dudley Street
Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI) in the center of one of Boston’s poorest and most
run-down neighborhoods and the focus of the book Streets of Hope (Sklar &
Medoff 1994). The walls inside the DSNI headquarters were covered with
seemingly haphazard notices of welfare eligibility procedures, lead-paint
abatement programs, affordable housing possibilities, and crime watch alerts.
The staff at DSNI’s headquarters also reflected the demographics of the
neighborhood as a whole, and was made up of a patchwork quilt of African
Americans, Cape Verdeans, Hispanics, and a smattering of European-American
people.
Looking around, I could read in my students’ faces the underlying
question: “This is an environmental group?” Yet, when DSNI’s organizing
director began talking, the pieces started to fall into place in their minds. DSNI
seeks to improve the built, social, and natural environment where the
neighborhood’s 12,000 residents live, work, and play. This view of what the
word environment means is different from what most wilderness conservation
groups talk about, but our students began to see that it is a legitimate use of the
word.
During a guided tour of the neighborhood in our rented van, the DSNI
organizing director explained the various environmental hazards that are
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pressing for the community. Over 54 toxic waste sites are located in this 1.5
square mile neighborhood. While Dudley Street residents make up only 4% of
Boston’s population, they live amidst 10% of the city’s known waste sites listed
with the EPA. Adding to their pollution problems, the neighborhood is also
home to a number of poorly regulated industrial enterprises and it has been
declared a Lead Emergency Zone by the State of Massachusetts. The
neighborhood had also been the site of illegal dumping from solid waste haulers
from all over the city. Its many abandoned lots and poorly lit streets had acted
like a magnet for illegal dumping.
What captured the students’ imaginations most was not the community’s
victimization, however, but its response. For over 10 years, the organization has
worked on an aggressive “Don’t Dump On Us” Campaign that has challenged
and sought alternatives to the economic and political forces that have trashed
their community. With a combination of citizen lobbying, public relations savvy,
militant civil disobedience, and other political pressure tactics, the community
had also shut down three illegal trash transfer stations, changed EPA policy in
the neighborhood, improved city services, and forced the city to remove the
many abandoned cars that used to blight the streets. The community has also
reclaimed several parcels of abandoned land and created lead-free community
gardens, small parks, and newly-built, affordable housing.
In response to student questions about how more “conventional”
environmentalists can aid efforts like DSNI, the group’s organizing director
explained how DSNI has begun setting up partnerships with environmental
groups who are seeking to work in concert with urban-based environmental
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justice groups. The plus side of such a relationship for DSNI is that an
infusion of volunteers, financial support, and legal and technical assistance can
go a long way towards helping achieve their goals. However, such partnerships
are difficult if the environmental groups do not develop an understanding of the
environmental justice perspective or move beyond a paternalistic approach to
joint work. Overcoming these problems within environmental groups was held
out as one of the major contributions emerging environmental professionals like
our students could make to environmental justice organizing. Having more
partners prepared to work together effectively would be a huge help, according
to the DSNI staffer.
The van ride home took 2 hours and provided students with an
opportunity to discuss what they had experienced and learned during the day.
One thing stood out to me: They were afire with a sense of hope for the future
that had often eluded them in our class. In particular, they felt that they could
actually play a role in furthering the environmental justice agenda. In that
moment, I felt our class had been a success through its use of
constructivist/popular education teaching methods. My co-teacher and I were
able to rescue this course and create a learning environment that sparked intense
dialogue, had students examining their previous assumptions, provided them
with new experiences, and encouraged them to read deeply and think critically
about previously neglected political issues. We were also able to engage students
emotionally and explore value questions about what kind of contributions they
wanted to make in the world as environmental professionals and citizen
activists. The student evaluations of the course talked of how the course was eye-
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opening, as well as profoundly moving on a personal level. Several students
said that the course had significantly changed how they looked at their work as
environmental professionals and as citizens.
In Greening the College Curriculum, Collett and Karakashian (1996) argue
that the kind of pedagogical approach we developed in this course is particularly
useful for racially diverse, nontraditional students within higher education. As
they put it:
We know, for example, from numerous recent studies that the kind of
academic experience that worked for most faculty when they were students
(90 percent of all full-time faculty are white and 72 percent are male!) goes
against the learning styles of an increasing number of students today. The
competitive, analytic, disciplined, orderly approach that most faculty
learned to master is at direct odds with a more participatory, spontaneous,
holistic approach characteristic of African-American, Latino, and Native
American cultures, and indeed of working class white students as well. (p.
311)
My experience suggests, however, that a popular education/constructivist
approach to education also has enormous value for a so-called mainstream
student population that is White and includes many upper- and middle-class
students. The conventional banking approach to education is not well-suited to
teaching environmental justice to mainstream environmental studies students
who may not yet be aware of the social and personal importance of the issues.
Also, our almost stumbled-on approach--which encouraged participation,
personal engagement, empathy, critical thinking, field experience, and searching
dialogue--seems especially congruent when teaching a course focused on human
dignity, social justice, and democratic practice. As noted by human rights
educator Nancy Flowers (1998), “How you teach is what you teach” (p. 32).
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On the basis of my own experience, I am increasingly convinced that
the popular education/constructivist methodology advocated by educators like
John Hurst, Elaine Bernard, Susan Schurman, and Linda Tubach is the most
appropriate educational approach to use in activist training programs--including
those in academic settings. Adopting this educational approach is even
supported by general educational research (Arnold et al. 1991), which suggests
that learners retain 20% of what they hear only, 30% of what they see only; 50%
of what they hear and see; 70% of what they see, hear, and talk about; and 90% of
what they hear, see, talk about, and do. One wonders then, why lectures are still
the most used teaching tool within higher education (Diamond 1998).
This drive to move beyond a conventional, lecture-based pedagogy was
also strong in Green Corps, Tufts University’s Summer Institute in Social
Movements and Strategic Nonviolence, and the University of Michigan’s
master’s program in Environmental Advocacy. First, these programs either
required or encouraged a significant experiential fieldwork component to the
learning experiences they offered. Second, the two academic programs
consciously shifted their classroom practice to include student reflection and
discussion where peer-to-peer learning was emphasized. Third, to greater or
lesser degrees, all three programs also utilized small group projects, in-class
exercises, and role-plays as regular teaching tools in their classroom sessions.
Given its primary focus on skill development, role-playing was
particularly emphasized by Green Corps trainers—and to good effect. According
to one Green Corp graduate, role-plays were the most common and most
effective teaching tools used in their trainings:
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Green Corps is heavy on role-plays. They will try to role-play anything that
could be conceivably be role-played. Looking back, I think that these were
among the most helpful teaching tools. As contrived as these exercises
sometimes seem, people can learn a lot by doing. You can talk about
something for friggin hours, but until you just go try it, you don’t really
get it. You can tell people the principles of how to do something five or ten
times. They can even memorize it and repeat it back to you, but as soon as
they do it they will go into this automatic mode where they do things
much less effectively than they were told to. The impact of lecturing and
role-plays are totally different.
When I asked the founding co-directors of the University of Michigan’s
Environmental Advocacy Program about their pedagogical choices, they also
talked of the role of popular education strategies in their classrooms. As noted by
Jim Crowfoot,
We had our own experience, but we also went outside the University for
ideas. I remember that my wife and I went down to the Movement for New
Society training center in Philadelphia. We spent a couple of days there on
several occasions. One of the things we got there was the methodology out
of their “macro-analysis seminars.” So, right away, we built out classes in
a participatory, peer-leadership way of learning that had come out of social
movement activist education.
Bunyan Bryant asserted, “I still use that stuff,” but went on to describe his views
of teaching in more detail.
Our pedagogy was very different from the pedagogy used by my other
colleagues teaching at the School of Natural Resources. There is nothing
magical about it, though. It is just a matter of looking at students as a
resources and taking a good look at the asymmetrical relationships
between students and faculty and beginning to smooth that out so that
those relationships become much more symmetrical by drawing on student
skills and background and creating a space for them to teach and learn
from one another. That was powerful. For us it came out of popular
education, participatory action research, community organizing, and the
T-Group tradition within organizational change circles.
The value of such constructivst/popular education approaches is also
suggested by the fact that many academic business schools have begun to jettison
conventional lecture-dominated teaching methods and are increasingly adopting
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the active, engaged, dialogic, participatory, and experiential approaches long
associated with popular education in an effort to find a more effective approach
to the teaching and learning process (Bernard 2002b). This more experiential
orientation to educational methodology is also gaining ground within social
work programs that teach community organizing as part of their curriculum
(Hardina 2000).
Learning how to teach using a popular education/constructivist
methodology is not easy, however, and it will almost always require risk-taking,
experimentation, and coaching. It will also likely require busy teachers to take a
much closer look at the popular education principles and practices that have
been developed by nonformal activist educators over the years. The second half
of this chapter offers readers a closer look at one of the best models of popular
education design I have found. While hardly a last word, my hope is that the
next section will be of use to academic educators interested in setting up activist
training programs based on popular education principles and practices at their
own schools.

The Spiral Design Model of Popular Education
While I think there is a valuable perspective included in the Collett and
Karakashian (1996) quote cited earlier about the value of such a pedagogy for
multicultural and working class students, there is also an unfortunate
implication embedded deep within it. I, for one, have never accepted their
juxtaposition of a banking educational strategy that is an “analytic, disciplined,
orderly approach” and a constructivist/popular education approach that is
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“spontaneous” and unstructured (p. 310). Contrary to what Collett and
Karakashian imply, popular education done well is not at all at direct odds with
a disciplined and orderly approach to teaching. In fact, popular education
strategies require a great deal of pre-planning and careful curriculum design to
be effective. It is just not enough to come to class everyday ready to “sit and rap”
in the name of dialogue or to mindlessly throw umpteen pre-packaged
educational games and exercises at students to keep class sessions lively. Popular
education requires much more of its practitioners if they are going to design and
facilitate useful educational experiences.
For curriculum planning purposes, many popular educators adopt the
classic, four-stage model of experiential education (Knowles 1980, Kolb 1984). In
this model, an educator needs to design a learning process that allows for (a)
some shared learning experience, (b) reflection on the experience, (c)
generalization to theory based on that reflection, and then, (d) application of the
new skills and knowledge being developed, which in turn becomes a new shared
experience to start the cycle over again. Daniel Hunter and George Lakey (2004)
adopt this planning model in their own work with Training for Change. As they
note:
In the experiential education model, the process begins with the immediate
experience (the exercise) and moves to reflection on it. During the process
of generalization, facilitators elicit from the group more information,
including stories, theoretical concepts, sometimes even statistics if they’re
present in the group—all of which help participants look outside the
immediate and into the conceptual. Facilitators then add more appropriate
stories and other information that help describe other learning points the
group may not have offered. The facilitators offer theories to help
participants push the conceptual notions further. The experiential
education model is a circle, because the fourth step, application, becomes a
new concrete experience, which can then be followed by reflecting and
generalizing, and applying something new. (p. 21)
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This basic model has much to teach any activist trainer, whether
working inside or outside of academia. As Hunter and Lakey (2004) argue, “One
reason why methods of traditional education don’t work for training is that they
usually get stuck on reflection and generalization and neglect the role of action in
learning” (p. 21). The classic experiential model builds in action in both phase
one and phase four. This inclusion of active, experiential learning makes this
approach much more powerful—and much more appropriate for training
activists.
Yet, as helpful as Hunter’s and Lakey’s (2004) use of a four-stage
experiential learning model is, I have gained even more insight into the
pedagogical design of activist training by reflecting on the somewhat more
detailed spiral design model developed by the popular educators at the Doris
Marshall Institute (DMI) in Canada (Arnold et al. 1991, Burke et al. 2002, Nadeau
1996). The spiral design model is a direct outgrowth of experiential learning
among popular educators. As the DMI authors note in Educating for a Change:
We began designing and facilitating education programs by the seat of our
pants. It was only in reflecting on our own education practice that we
realized we needed some theory. We learned from books and other
experiences, including those in Central America. This led us to develop
our own approach, the spiral model. (Arnold et al. 1991, p. 39)
While the six stages in their model are not always sequential, they do
seem to cover all the key learning phases that should be built into any effective
educational workshop, course, or multi-course program designed for activists. In
many cases, these stages even flow from one to another in the order suggested in
the basic spiral design model. The six stages in the spiral model of popular
education are:
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1. Getting started as a learning community
2. Focusing on the experience and knowledge of participants
3. Looking for patterns in their experience
4. Adding new information and theory
5. Practicing skills, strategizing, or planning for action
6. Applying learning in action settings outside of the classroom or
workshop
The developers of the spiral design model of popular education also posit an
additional thread that should run throughout each stage in the model—a thread
they call “Reflection and Evaluation of the Learning Experience” (Arnold et al.
1991, p. 60).
This model has many advantages as a tool for understanding, designing,
and facilitating effective popular education efforts. For one thing, it holistically
balances the tension between action and reflection, between practice and theory,
and between participant knowledge and new input. It also utilizes the key
principles of effective and experiential adult education, but goes beyond them by
focusing on preparing participants for collective political action. As the DMI
authors of Educating for a Change (Arnold et al. 1991) note,
When [mainstream adult educators] discuss action they tend to do so in
the abstract and as a personal (or private) matter for their students. They
limit action to activities that are not too “political.” While our task as
social change educators is not to define for people how they should act, our
programs assume that change comes about because people take action,
collectively as well as individually. One of our goals is to strengthen
organizations—and organizing skills. We are involved in education for
action. (p. 58)
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These authors go on to argue, “It is in this commitment—to take action—that
social change education radically departs from mainstream adult education” (p.
58). Any activist training program will need to include these additional elements.
To better understand the key principles and practices of popular
education, the remainder of this chapter is focused on looking at each of the six
stages, and the single thread of reflection and evaluation that runs throughout all
stages. This brief look at these building blocks of the spiral model will help
would-be activist trainers to understand the strengths and weaknesses of their
own educational practice and help them become more effective popular
educators over time.

Getting Started as a Learning Community
This first stage of the spiral design model is not just about handling logistics,
introducing participants, and outlining the goals and methods of the workshop,
course, or program being undertaken. It is also a time to reassure participants
that the upcoming learning experience is designed well and facilitated by
competent people. As the DMI authors of Educating for a Change note, “It is a
paradox in democratic education practice that before you give over control to the
participants, you need to establish your credentials, to get their respect” (Arnold
et al. 1991, p. 48). The getting started stage should not stop there, however,
because as these authors also argue:
One important message people should get in the first hour is that we want
them to participate in and take ownership of the event. To help establish
this atmosphere, we choose introductory activities that give everyone a
chance to participate. Within those activities there is often an opportunity
to move the furniture around so that people will begin to claim the space
as their own. We often establish a process for our work together by putting
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forward our assumptions about the process and negotiating those with
participants. (p. 50)
To this list of goals, DMI educator Denise Nadeau (1996) adds that getting
started activities should also build a deeper sense of community among
participants by engaging the personal and interpersonal dimensions of the whole
person. For learners to become a community that feels safe, united, and dynamic,
she argues that their introduction to working together should engage “the body,
spirit, mind, and emotions of women and men in the process” (p. 21).
The getting started phase of the spiral model of popular education is
fundamentally about building a community of learners where people will feel
encouraged to participate fully, take responsibility for their own learning, and
work together in a respectful, but daring manner. The goal is to help create a
learning community that stretches people’s comfort zones and even encourages
people to risk working outside of their comfort zones for some of their time
together in order to maximize their own learning and the group’s learning. While
not explicitly mentioned in their discussion of the classic, four-stage, experiential
learning model, Hunter and Lakey (2004) also emphasize the importance of this
element of curriculum design in their own training work. They call this process
building the container. As they note,
When individuals first come to a training, their main concern is usually
relating to the group. They each ask: “Who am I in this group? How do I
fit it?” Thus, as facilitators, one goal of the first day is to encourage people
to begin to know each other—to build what we call the group “container.”
A container is where people have some familiarity with each other and
some sense of safety and trust with each other as a group. When people feel
safe to be themselves, they are able to integrate the learning more deeply.
(p. 64)
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This initial building the container stage of popular education is both
important and tricky. On the one hand--as noted by the authors of Educating for a
Change (Arnold et al. 1991)--“the mistake we most often make is not spending
enough time in building relations among people in our events” (p. 48). On the
other hand, these authors also caution that it is important “to balance this need
with the needs of task-oriented participants who want to see some hard content
early on” (p. 48). One of the ways to achieve both goals is to move subtly into the
next phase of the spiral model and begin to engage the content of the workshop
or class through participatory exercises that have the participants share a new
experience together, or share their pre-existing experiences and knowledge, in
ways that are directly related to the topic under consideration.

Drawing Out People’s Experience and Knowledge
This second stage of the spiral model of popular education is a
fundamental step that sets it apart from most conventional teaching models. As
the authors of Education for Changing Unions (Burke et al. 2002) note, “When most
of us went through school, the teacher would always start with ‘new information
and theory’—as though we didn’t know anything” (p. 58). In contrast, these
authors challenge activist educators to completely break with this norm and
ground their educational efforts in the experiences of their participants before
jumping to the step of adding new information and theory. This learner-centered
stage is usually encouraged by elicitive questions, group discussions around
problems or themes posed by the trainer, or through classroom simulations and
exercises that require the group to work together by drawing on their own
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experience and best thinking to meet a specified challenge. Such approaches
have many benefits according to these authors,
Recognizing people’s knowledge and experience helps our members
recognize that they do have something to say and that they can learn from
each other, not just from the instructor. Starting from people’s experience
also grounds the process, making it relevant to the participants… At the
same time, we (as educators) discover what people already know, which
means we won’t bore them with old information. (p. 65)
The methods of inspiring participants to share their own knowledge,
skills, beliefs, and experiences are numerous and new training tools to
accomplish this goal are constantly being invented. For example, in my own
story cited above, I focused first on my students’ understandings of class
stratification in the U.S., both through my brainstorm-enhanced discussion on
class differences and my stand-in-response-to-questions-exercise about people’s
personal life experience related to social class. Similarly, an educator can
facilitate a new and relevant shared experience for students to reflect on
afterwards as a group. I did this when I got students reflecting on economic
externalities by handing them GAP shirts made in Honduras with all their tags
still on them and then posing some questions for them to discuss in small groups
and then report back to the whole group. Hunter and Lakey (2004) also suggest
facilitating physical “adventure-based learning” experiences at this stage of the
popular education cycle (p. 32).
Given that the spiral design model of popular education is flexible and not
always linear, it is sometimes appropriate to jump from a focus on participant
knowledge to adding new theory or information. I did this, for example, when I
provided a handout on class stratification for my class to consider and discuss
right after I had the students brainstorm what social classes they thought existed,
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what differentiated one class from another, and what percentage of the
population are in each class. Yet, the jump from participant experience and
knowledge to adding new theory and information is often too quick and misses
an important step—having participants reflect on their own experiences or
knowledge and look for patterns and generalizations that might be able to be
drawn from their own collective experience.

Looking for Patterns and Generalizations
As noted by the authors of Education for Changing Unions (Burke et al.
2002), “Identifying patterns in a discussion is a crucial step that educators often
skip to get to the content they want to impart” (p. 67). This skipping of stage
three in the spiral model has two potential drawbacks. First, it can leave
“participants feeling that the experiential part was a token activity only meant to
pave the way to the ‘real thing’” (p. 67). This can leave participants feeling
manipulated and disrespected by their trainers. Second, without this phase,
educators often miss a chance to have their students propel the class into the next
phase of the spiral model because they do not give “participants the opportunity
to contribute ‘new information or theory’ before the facilitators contributes
theirs” (p. 67).
It is important to remember that the aim of popular education is to
enhance group learning and critical thinking, not to have the trainer show off as
an expert whose knowledge of a subject is always superior to the participants. As
noted by DMI authors, “In our experience, someone in the room always knows
more than we do about a particular aspect of the topic being addressed” (Arnold
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et al. 1991, p. 65). By taking the time to have participants look for patterns and
generalizations in their own experiences or knowledge, an educator can avoid
diminishing the quality of information available to everyone in the room and can
encourage pro-active learning and critical thinking.
One example of this third stage in the spiral model is how I broke my class
into small discussion groups after the stand-in-response-to-questions exercise
about social class and had each small group explore the patterns they could
discover in their common experience of this exercise. They did this through
discussing the open-ended questions I had posted on a flip chart on the wall.
This time for looking for patterns was deepened when I brought the large group
back together to debrief each small group’s insights for the benefit of the whole
class, and then launched into a large group discussion that pushed beyond the
small group work by noticing new patterns and making new generalizations.

Adding New Information and Theory
The fourth phase of the spiral model usually involves the trainer adding
new information and theory on the topic selected for the participants’
consideration. Because this is the stage that most resembles teaching in the
conventional banking model of education, some idealistic popular educators shy
away from engaging in this stage of the spiral model at all. The authors of
Educating for a Change (Arnold et al. 1991) make a strong case against falling into
this particular trap. As they note:
One of the misconceptions about popular education or social change
education is that all of the information has to come from the participants
themselves. On the contrary: we feel it is important not to limit people to
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the information and experience they have in the room. Although we want to
validate participant experience and knowledge, we do not want to
romanticize it. (p. 56)
This conviction is also echoed in David Reed’s (1981) Education for Building
a People’s Movement. In his discussion of the key principles of popular education,
he agrees with DMI educators about the need “to use the social experience of the
learners as the basic content, the raw material, of the learning process” (p. 8), but
he also argues that popular educators cannot allow themselves to become captive
to the participants’ experience or knowledge-base. Instead, he argues that the
role of the popular educator also includes adding new information and theory to
help participants “draw on the lessons and experiences of people having similar
social values and faced with parallel social conditions to improve the learners’
own practice” (p. 10).
Given my own experience of bringing popular education methods into the
classroom, I agree that there is nothing inherently oppressive or dogmatic about
a popular educator adding new information and theory in their learning
communities, even though this is the main, and sometimes only, activity of
conventional educators. For one thing, adding new information and theory is set
in a different context within the spiral model of popular education than it is in
the conventional model of banking education. For another, it is most often done
differently. This is not to say that a popular educator never lectures, makes
PowerPoint presentations, or assigns readings. Yet, these are not the only—or
even necessarily the main--ways of conveying new information and theory to
participants in popular education. Right after the authors of Educating for a
Change (Arnold et al. 1991) argue for the importance of trainers taking time to
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add new theory or information, they also caution against educators falling
into traps about how they engage in this activity. As they note, “it is true that for
social change educators whose task is to empower people, how we add new
information takes on political importance” (p. 56).
What are the alternatives to conventional lectures or presentations as a
means to add new information and theory? Even fairly mainstream teaching
texts, such as Barbara Gross Davis’ (1993) Tools for Teaching and Donna Hardina’s
(2000) Innovative Approaches for Teaching Community Organization Skills in the
Classroom take up this question. There is also a large literature among popular
educators on the topic that offers numerous ideas and activities from nonformal
activist training workshops (Barndt 1989, Clover et al. 1998, Delp et al. 2002,
Flowers 2000, Hunter & Lakey 2004, Zerkel 2001).
The popular education books written by DMI educators (Arnold et al.
1991, Burke et al. 2002, Nadeau 1996) also address this question effectively. As
the authors of Educating for Changing Unions (Burke et al. 2002) note,
How can we add new information in a creative way? For example, in one
workshop two union instructors used the bodies of participants to track
the grievance process. One person (with a bad back, who needed to stand a
lot anyway) wore the sign “complaint” and was shepherded by another
member to the steward. The two of them took the complaint to the
supervisor, and so on. You can put key points on balloons, use cartoons,
present an instructor role-play, show a video, or use songs. (p. 69)
Even with more conventional presentations, they argue that there are fairly
simple ways of making presentations more interactive, from asking open-ended
questions at different times during the lecture; to having participants organize
the information you are presenting in a different format such as a matrix or a
historical timeline; to providing well-conceived flip charts or slides that visually
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address what you are saying verbally; to asking participants to stand near flip
charts around the room that best express their views on a topic before comparing
and contrasting these different perspectives and inviting participant debate on
them. You can also tell stories from your own experience that illustrate your key
points, or invite guest speakers in to tell their own stories. Furthermore, it is
often possible to have participants do research on new theoretical material and
information and then have them make presentations to the group, either as
individuals or in small groups. Finally, organized field trips like my class’ visit to
the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative in Boston are also a powerful and
engaging way to present new information and theoretical material.
Regardless of the wide variety of methods and tools that can be used to
convey new information and theory as a supplement to—or even as a
replacement for—traditional lectures and presentations by teachers, a key
element in this fourth stage of the spiral model of popular education is linking
the new theories and information presented to what has already been expressed
about participant values, knowledge, and experiences. This element is usually
ignored in conventional education practice. As the authors of Education for
Changing Unions (Burke et al. 2002) caution: “Often there’s no connection made
between the knowledge and experience that participants have shared at the
beginning of the workshop and the new material” (p. 69). The problem with this
lack of connection is that it inhibits the integration of new information into
participants’ evolving conceptual maps. This, in turn, limits the degree to which
all the learning stages of the spiral model up to now can help participants
improve their practice as public interest advocates and grassroots organizers.
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Practicing Organizing Skills, Strategizing, and Action Planning
Focusing on improving practice is the essential element of the fifth stage
of the spiral model of popular education--and the one most often ignored in
mainstream adult education. This stage involves structured learning activities
that have participants practicing skills, strategizing, or planning for action—
before they go back into the actual world of organizing after the workshop, class,
or program. To be most effective, this practice stage also includes extensive
feedback on participant performance, both from trainers and other participants.
Tools for feedback can also include videotaping participants and letting them see
what other participants see, and having them assess their own performance of a
task as well.
I got a hands-on introduction to the power of immediate feedback on
practice, including videotaping, at an intensive, 17-day, training-for-trainers
program in popular education techniques led by George Lakey, Judith Jones,
Daniel Hunter, and Karen Ridd. Sponsored by Training for Change, the training
program included four different, multi-day workshops back-to-back. The first
was on “Training for Social Action Trainers,” the second on “Adventured-Based
Learning,” the third on “Creative Workshop Design,” and the fourth on
“Advanced Training for Social Action Trainers.” In the last workshop, the core
part of the curriculum was focused on the fifth stage of the spiral model—
practicing skills.
Two participant’s names were chosen out of a hat and the pair was given
20 minutes to assess the needs of the training group and devising a 30 minute
workshop activity that addressed the learning needs identified. Each pair then
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facilitated their portion of the program—practicing many of the workshop
design and facilitation skills we had been exploring in various ways for the last 2
weeks. While each pair was facilitating their section of the workshop, their
efforts were videotaped. Also, one of the workshop trainers took notes on the
efforts of the practicing facilitators. Furthermore, when the facilitated 30-minute
segment was completed, the other trainer sat up in front of the group along with
the two student facilitators and debriefed the experience. First, she got each
member of the facilitation pair to talk about how they felt about the experience,
what they noticed that seemed to go well, what they had questions about, and
what might they do differently next time. After this self-assessment, the
workshop trainer opened up comments from the group about what worked for
them in this particular experience, what they had questions about, and what
ideas, if any, they had about doing things differently.
After this, 2 new participant names were chosen from the hat and the
whole process started over again. During the break, when the new facilitation
team was designing the next segment of the workshop, the previous pair was
given their videotape (to watch later together) and given a print out of the other
trainer’s written observation notes (to read and discuss together). During the
break, the note-taking trainer and the debriefing trainer also made themselves
available to chat with the previous facilitators if the students wanted to, or the
trainers thought it was necessary.
The learning from practice sessions, combined with multiple modes of
evaluation, proved very powerful. I think any activist training program would
need to build in a wide variety of similar experiences into the program to be
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effective. Elaine Bernard finds it particularly useful to practice strategizing
and action planning skills through case study exercises. According to Bernard
(2002b), “Case method is an active and engaging form of instruction that places
learners in the role of decision makers facing a complicated real-life situation” (p.
219). Yet, not every practice method works in all situations. Leslie Samuelrich,
the former executive director of Green Corps, told me that they tried using case
studies in their training programs, but gave it up after a few years “because the
case method was not pleasurable or favored by the trainees.” Still, they put an
enormous amount of attention during their classroom sessions on practicing
skills, not just talking about them.

Applying Learning in Action Settings Outside of the Classroom
Green Corps’ focus on also going out and doing it “for real” leads to
consideration of the sixth and final stage of the spiral design model—applying
learning in real action settings outside of the classroom or workshop. In a single
workshop, this kind of learning activity usually happens after the workshop is
over, so it is not reflected on and debriefed as a group or even in one-on-one
sessions between the participant and the trainer. However, in a longer, multisession class, or in a 2-year-long master’s program, a wide variety of real world
experiential action learning can be reflected on together by students and faculty.
This can include fairly controlled practice sessions outside of class that actually
help an organization do some needed project, individual or group fieldwork
assignments related to course themes, supervised clinic projects where students
work together on real organizational projects but stay connected through
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seminars, and through full-fledged service-learning practica or internships.
As mentioned in chapter 1, this phase is a core characteristic of Donald Schon’s
(1987) approach to the professional training of reflective practitioners.
When incorporated into a larger training program, such action learning in
real settings offers the chance to debrief the experience and start the learning
spiral over again with the original group of participants. When done completely
after a training workshop or program it is part of the participants’ life-long
learning and, for many, it still sparks an informal experiential learning spiral.
Either way, important learning is taking place—learning that can dramatically
improve the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of organizers. Leslie Samuelson of
Green Corps is adamant on the value of experience, even when the experience
might involve defeat. As she told me:
We want to develop their politics and their commitment to this work. If
they get beat up occasionally on a campaign, all the better because then
they see that there is a strong, institutional opposition to doing the right
thing. It is not just that the CEO doesn’t know the impact of what they are
doing. It is not that everyone is really good at heart or money and power
doesn’t matter. We want them to challenge their naivety about how people
and institutions make decisions. And, then, if they haven’t already, we
want them to see themselves as part of a much bigger circle of people
working for social change. We want them to see themselves as involved in
a movement, not just doing a good job.
The decision about how much fieldwork in real organizations is expected
of training participants varies from program to program, of course. Green Corps
offers 7 full-time weeks of classroom training spread over a year and over forty
weeks working full-time in the field on actual campaigns for its organizational
partners. In contrast, the Environmental Advocacy Program at the University of
Michigan encouraged people to do fieldwork as part of their degree plan, but did
not require any of their students to do a single internship over the 2 years of their
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program. Still, regardless of different emphases different trainers might
make, it would be a mistake to ignore this last and extremely vital phase of the
spiral model of popular education.

Reflecting and Evaluating
The DMI educators do not see the act of participants reflecting on and
evaluating their learning experience as a separate and distinct stage in the spiral
model. Instead, they see it as an activity that should run as a thread throughout
the six stages that make up their spiral design model. As both curriculum
designers and facilitators, popular educators need to create space for reflection,
listen to participants respectfully, and, frequently, negotiate changes in the
structure of exercises, workshops, classes, and programs. “As social change
educators, “ note the authors of Educating for a Change (Arnold et al. 1991), “we
also want to find ways to open up our work to constructive criticism” (p. 60).
Originally, these same DMI authors (Arnold et al. 1991) saw participant
evaluation of their learning experience as a final stage in their spiral model, but
this approach did not provide them with enough useful and timely information.
We used to only do evaluations at the end of the event, asking questions
like: did we accomplish what we set out to do? Did the people who came
meet their objectives? One problem we’ve faced, though, is that
participants tend to be polite at the end of a session whereas in the middle
they are more likely to be frank because their input could affect their own
learning. Increasingly we realized that to be effective we needed
information from participants during an event about both the content and
the process so that could make the necessary changes as we went along. (p.
60)
This effort makes popular education more democratic and effective than the
conventional teacher-centered or banking models of education. As mentioned in
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the last chapter, this emphasis on evaluation by students is an important
modification of the institutional model of curriculum design. It also makes the
work of popular educators more demanding. In order to respond creatively to
participant feedback, popular educators “may have to miss lunch, stay up late,
or, preferably, build meeting times into the agenda during periods when
participants have free time” (p. 62).

Conclusion to Part I
The first four chapters of this dissertation have been designed to provide a
set of theoretical building blocks that will make it easier for academic educators
to imagine creating activist training programs at their campuses. The program
development process described in Part II offers additional insight into how to
structure activist training programs within higher education generally and
environmental studies specifically. Yet, before exploring how I moved from
theory to practice in a particular setting, I encourage all readers to dream a little,
think about their own setting, and jot down some notes of their ideas before
moving on to Part II. The second half of this dissertation will likely have even
more meaning for readers if they can relate it to their own ideas about how they
might want to develop an activist training program at their schools before
turning to my proposal to start an activist training program at Antioch New
England.
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Chapter Five
Making a Proposal
to Start an Activist Training Program
Program development is an art, not a science. Learning is a mysterious
process and deciding on, designing and then conducting a program of
learning for a group of adults will require imagination, flexibility and
willingness to take risks. Some adult education and training theorists have
attempted to tie the process down by developing sets of guidelines or lists
of steps to follow, but in doing so they deny the magic of the process…
There are accepted and proven ways of doing things, but there are very
few absolute rules.
Michael Newman
“Program Development in Adult Education and Training”
Michael Newman (2000b) is right about there being few absolute rules in
program development, but one of the most important rules is that at least one
person has to move from thinking about program possibilities and actually
decide to implement their emerging ideas in a specific setting. Many excellent
program ideas never come to fruition because their creators and supporters
never make it to this all-important commitment stage. At the beginning of Part II
of this dissertation, no other point is more important to make.

Theoretical Reflection Is Necessary,
But Not Sufficient
This assertion does not mean that the type of theoretical reflection
presented in Part I of this dissertation is not an essential part of a successful
program development process. Theoretical reflection and historical research are
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vital. Good educational programs do not develop without good ideas or
historical models to consider. The more developed and grounded one’s ideas are,
the better. I have learned this directly from my own program development
experience, but also from reading about how Myles Horton came to create the
Highlander Folk School. Here, too, the decision to create Highlander Folk School
did not come out of nowhere. Horton’s final decision to start his program was
just a vital turning point in an intellectual search that had begun five years earlier
for him—a search that in several ways parallels the intellectual journey
recounted in Part I of this dissertation. His story is worth telling here for the
lessons it offers.
In her history of the Highlander Folk School, Amiee Horton (1989) argues
that Myles Horton’s intellectual journey towards setting up Highlander began in
the summer of 1927 when he was an undergraduate student at Cumberland
University. By his senior year, Horton had been hired three summers in a row as
the organizer of children’s Bible schools for the Presbyterian Church in a rural
county of Tennessee. In the summer of 1927, however, Horton took the personal
initiative to also begin holding community meetings with adults as well as
running the children’s programs. His initial goal was simple: “I invited the older
people to come in for discussions of whatever they wanted to discuss” (p. 15).
The results fascinated him.
I remember they wanted to know about farm problems. They wanted to
know about getting jobs in textile mills. They wanted to know about
testing wells for typhoid. We discussed these things. To my amazement
my inability to answer questions didn’t bother them…. That was probably
the biggest discover I ever made. You don’t have to know the answers. You
raise the questions, sharpen the questions, get people to discussing them.
And we found that in that group of mountain people a lot of the answers
were available if they pooled their knowledge. (pp. 15-16)
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These sessions were also wildly successful in terms of attendance. As Amiee
Horton (1989) reports, “they were soon so crowded that the novice adult
educator was suspected by some in the rural program of the Presbyterian Church
of having misrepresented his attendance figures” (p. 16).
Horton’s first experiment in adult education was so satisfying for the
participants that many community people began asking Horton to stay on in
their community as an education leader and start an ongoing adult education
program for the area. “In addition,” reports Amiee Horton (1989), “a well-to-do
woman, living at Ozone, who had been hearing accounts of the lively socialeducational meetings and the unprecedented interest which they had generated,
offered her home as the setting for such a program” (p. 16). While intrigued with
this opportunity, and feeling newly committed to adult education as his life’s
vocation, Horton did not yet feel ready to begin such a project. As Aimee Horton
reports:
Deeply identified with the mountain people who had come to be his friends
and excited by the possibilities, which his experimental summer venture
suggested, he began to imagine some sort of future educational role for
himself in the southern mountains. His thinking, however, about just
what he should do, and how was unclear. At the same time, he was filled
with the need and desire to continue his own education before defining his
role. To his potential donor in Ozone, therefore, he explained that he “had
just discovered this thing and … wanted to think through it.” And to his
friends in Cumberland County he promised that he would “come back
someday” when he had “something to offer.” (p. 16)
Horton’s new effort to think through what kind of school for mountain
people he wanted to create began in earnest after this summer experience. From
1928 through 1929, Horton undertook a self-education program of reading
Southern history, including books about the Southern Populists from the 1890s.
He also read whatever he could get his hands on to learn more about the
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economic problems and social conditions facing southern poor people in the
current period. As the Student YMCA Secretary for the State of Tennessee, his
job after college, he also took many opportunities to visit and learn about the
different kinds of educational programs of high schools and colleges throughout
the state. A mentor of Horton’s, the Reverend Abram Nightingale, also began
urging him to go study at Union Theological Seminary in New York City. As
Amiee Horton (1989) recounts, “Knowing young Horton’s inner struggles to
decide what he was going to do and how, Nightingale advised, ‘They won’t give
you any answers to your problems but you need background. You just don’t
know enough’” (p. 19).
While a bit of a rural fish out of the water in many ways, Horton
immersed himself in the spirited intellectual milieu of Union and New York City
from the Fall of 1929 until the Spring of 1930. “There,” says Amiee Horton (1989),
“along with encountering a stimulating group of Biblical scholars and social
gospel theologians, he encountered Christian, Marxian and Fabian Socialism, the
progressive education movement, the industrial union movement and a number
of distinguished advocates of the new social order” (p. 19). He also ended up
doing some strike support work during this period and he visited several New
York workers education programs, including the Brookwood Labor College in
upstate New York. The writings of John Dewey also became particularly
important to Horton during this period.
In a copy of Dewey’s Democracy and Education acquired while at
Union, Horton underlined a definition of the aim of Progressive
Education, which later found its way into an early statement about the
aim of the Highlander Folk School. “It is the aim of Progressive
Education,” Dewey emphasized, “to take part in correcting unfair
privilege and unfair deprivation, not to perpetuate them.” To do this, he
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advocated a problem-centered approach to curriculum not unlike the approach
that Horton had happened upon. “It must,” Dewey urged, “take account
of the … needs of the existing community life; it must select with the
intention of improving the life we live in common.” (Horton 1989, p. 20)
Aimee Horton argues, however, that Horton gathered more than just good ideas
and experiences during his time in New York. He also “gathered a small but
important group of friends and future supporters for his southern mountains
project” (p. 23).
This gathering of wisdom--and supporters--also continued when Horton
left Union Theological Seminary to study sociology at the University of Chicago
from the summer of 1930 to the summer of 1931. At the University, as Amiee
Horton (1989) reports, he studied “the concept of conflict as a basis for social
analysis” and deepened his understanding of the stages of successful social
movements, “beginning with social unrest, leading to mass movements and
ending in the formation or modification of institutions” (p. 24). In Chicago, Myles
Horton also continued “to interact with socialists and labor groups and to seek
out creative individuals and institutions with something to teach him about how
to develop his own educational program” (p. 23). When he met Jane Addams, the
founder of Hull House, he found her “extremely helpful in discussing the rough
ideas” he had (p. 24). From that point on, he “always thought in terms of an
educational program which would use some of the techniques of settlement
houses” (p. 25). Through all these experiences,
Horton did not arrive at a “solution” to his ponderings regarding an
educational program related to mountain people. But he acquired some
rather definite ideas as to the political, social and economic problems of the
ailing industrial society and the need for a new social order. At the same
time he had become increasingly convinced of the potential role of the labor
movement and of education in bringing a new order into being. (p. 23)
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The last leg of Horton’s intellectual journey--before he made his fateful
decision to start the Highlander Folk School--was his extensive study of the
history, curriculum, and goals of the Danish Folk School movement. According
to Amiee Horton (1989), Myles Horton learned that the Folk School Movement
had begun years before “in the mind of a ‘radical minister,’ Bishop N.S. F.
Gruntvig, who, after the defeat of Denmark in the Napoleonic wars, ‘pondered
over the problem of how to awaken the people’ and decided that ‘what was
necessary was a free school for adults’” (p. 25). While pressured by his professors
to stay at the University of Chicago, Horton received support for his idea to leave
school and go to Denmark to study the Danish Folk School Movement from both
Reinhold Niebuhr, his main mentor while in New York, and from the Danishborn Lutheran minister he had met in Chicago who had first lent him books on
the Folk School Movement.
In Denmark, during the Summer and Fall of 1931, Horton visited several
Folk Schools, thought about their strengths and weaknesses, interviewed many
of their students and educators, and read even more deeply about their history,
philosophy, and pedagogy. It was also in Denmark that Horton began furiously
writing down his own guiding ideas—just as I have done in Part I of this
dissertation. In this effort, Horton was trying to put his thinking into some sort of
order, to integrate all he had learned since the summer of 1927, and to develop
real clarity on the ideas and models that now drove his increasingly strong desire
to begin work as an adult educator in earnest. This gestation period was not easy
for Horton, though. It was a challenge to sort through his ideas--and his options--
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and then come to a clear decision about his next steps. As Amiee Horton
(1989) reports,
Turning to what his role as a radical educator should be, he asked himself,
“Was not my interest in the mountains only sentimental after all? Would
not my efforts have a greater social value elsewhere?” After examining
various alternatives (including working in industrial areas “where the
opportunity for immediate results was best”) he came to the decision that
he should do what he had wanted to do: return to the South, to “the
backward mountain sections at least one hundred years behind the most
advanced parts of the country” and there help to develop much-needed
local labor leadership. (p. 27)

The Decision to Create
Only after this long period of research and reflection, did Horton become
ready to act. Amiee Horton (1989) tells the story of how on Christmas night in
1931, Myles Horton finally “made the decision to cease his note taking, as he had
his quest for an educational model, and get on with the creation of his radical
institution” (p. 31). As she quotes Myles Horton himself about that Christmas
night:
All at once I said to myself … all you have to do is get a place and move
in. You’re there. The situation is there. You start this and let it grow. You
have your idea. You know your goal. It will build its own structure and
take its own form… find the place, the people, the situation. Use your
ideas as your lodestone and move into the thing and start. (p. 31)
Things moved relatively quickly from that point on. Horton wrote up a
program proposal in early 1932 and sent it out to a variety of people he knew
who might be willing to offer him help in setting up his new project. This initial
effort resulted in a retired schoolteacher giving Horton a large house and 40
acres of farmland as the Highlander Folk School’s first campus. Horton’s
proposal also attracted another activist educator, Don West, to join the faculty.
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Soon after, West coaxed his sister to join the staff as an administrator and to
take the lead on some community outreach programs. Other people soon agreed
to teach some classes and numerous liberal and radical intellectuals and activists
became frequent visitors to Highlander and led discussions or gave talks at the
new school. Horton also attracted a number of important figures in progressive
education, the labor movement, and in radical Christian activist circles to serve
on the Highlander Folk School Advisory Committee.
Very importantly, Horton also talked a handful of supporters into
spearheading a fundraising effort to start and sustain the school. According to
Amiee Horton (1989),
The funds needed for basic supplies and equipment for the modest new
venture—furniture, books, and food—were raised, in large part, through
the efforts of Reinhold Niebuhr and a little group of radical theologians
and educators from Union theological Seminary and Columbia
University, the University of Chicago and the South. (p. 32)
Over 40 people made donations to get the school started in its first year,
including such progressive luminaries as John Dewy, Jane Addams, and Edward
Lindeman. In that first year, Highlander was able to raise $1,435.30. Within a
couple of years, Highlander was raising more than $6,000 a year. In the next
decade, it started raising over $24,000 a year.
With a new campus, new faculty, and the needed start-up funds in place,
Highlander also began attracting residential students and community
participants to its two main education efforts—its local community education
program and its fledgling labor organizing training program. As Amiee Horton
(1989) notes, “The pragmatic Highlander Folk School in these years grew from a
community-serving institution with a small workers’ education program to a
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southwide center for worker’s education” (p. 77). Not long after its founding,
Horton and other Highlander staff worked on developing strong connections
with the labor movement throughout the South, including the leaders of the
newly emerging Congress of Industrial Organizations’ first southern organizing
drive. These contacts soon bore fruit and Highlander began responding to the
organized labor movements’ direct requests for an expanded residential training
program at Highlander and the creation of a region-wide extension program run
by Highlander to help train the movements’ leadership and rank-and-file
members. Within a decade, Highlander’s residential worker education program
had trained over 800 labor organizers and its extension programs were training
over 1,300 union members per year.
Amiee Horton’s (1989) story about her husband’s efforts makes a strong
case that successful program development efforts do not fall spontaneously from
the sky. The Highlander Folk School--the most classic of the classic movement
halfway houses--would simply not have come into existence without Myles
Horton making the decision to move from theory to action on that Christmas
night in 1931. Similarly, the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program
at Antioch New England Graduate School would never have come into existence
over 70 years later if I—or someone else--had not made a similar decision to
move beyond the theoretical reflections described in Part I of this dissertation. In
fact, everything described in Part II of this dissertation flows from my personal
decision to begin doing everything in my power to make this program a reality.
If activist training programs are going to be created at other schools, a decision
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similar to Myles Horton’s decision to create a new program will have to be
made by at least one person at there campus. There is no other way.
On December 25, 1931, Horton made his firm and final decision. In my
own case, I cannot identify the exact day when I made my firm and final decision
to do everything in my power to create a master’s program in Environmental
Advocacy and Organizing. Yet, I do know that it was near the end of 1998, after 2
years of intense theoretical reflection as part of my doctoral work. While the
research and reflection required to complete Part I of this dissertation did not
stop at that point, the initiating and organizing that is described below began.
My first step, even before I made a formal proposal to the Department of
Environmental Studies master’s faculty, was to share my desire to create an
advanced training program for professional activists with two faculty members
in my department. These colleagues were remarkably receptive to the idea,
thinking it was an intriguing new direction for the field of environmental studies
and an idea deserving serious consideration by the rest of the faculty. These two
faculty members also began asking me questions that I could not answer yet,
questions that they felt needed to be addressed before I would be able to write a
compelling proposal for the entire faculty.
In response to their feedback, I researched and drafted a proposal. By the
end of February 1999, when both of these faculty members were satisfied with
the final draft of the proposal, I submitted it to the entire master’s faculty of the
Department of Environmental Studies. In the proposal, I drew on my research on
activist training developed over the last 2 years and articulated my best
argument for launching a new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy
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and Organizing at my graduate school. With that initial step of confrontive
inquiry, the change process at Antioch New England was officially set in motion.
Before moving on to how this proposal was received by the faculty, it is
important to share an edited version of the original proposal I submitted to the
core faculty. Without familiarity with the basic contours of this proposal, it will
be difficult to understand the program development process that is discussed in
more detail in the rest of Part II.

The Text of My Proposal
Introduction
The mission of Antioch New England’s Department of Environmental
Studies (ES) has always been to engage, challenge, and train reflective
environmental practitioners working in the public, private, and nonprofit
sectors for the protection of the Earth and its inhabitants. In order to choose
its educational path toward fulfilling this mission, our Department has also
repeatedly grappled with these questions listed in our doctoral catalog:
How can we be fully prepared to deal with the magnitude of
global environmental change? Where are the citizens and
professionals who will have the skills, vision, and motivation to
solve environmental problems? What must these people know?
How should they make decisions? What training do they require?
These questions have only become more pressing as we enter an era of
corporate globalization, a historic phenomenon likely to be as profound as the
industrial revolution itself--and just as likely to have an enormous impact on
local and global ecosystems, social governance, and community well-being.
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While our Department currently has strong programs in
Environmental Education, Teacher Certification, Conservation Biology, and
Resource Management and Administration, we have not yet created a program
designed to meet the specific training needs of public interest advocates and
professional organizers working in citizen advocacy groups for environmental
protection, corporate accountability, and social and environmental justice.
While such a graduate-level activist training program is not completely
unprecedented within the field of environmental studies, no such program
currently exists. Indeed, as a 1984 Conservation Foundation study found,
leaders of nonprofit environmental advocacy groups rarely mention
environmental studies programs as training resources for their staff.
While some environmental studies programs do touch on nonprofit
management and fundraising skills, only a handful of programs even offer
individual courses that focus on the larger movement-building skills and
perspectives needed by effective environmental advocates and organizers. The
only exception to this pattern of neglect within the history of environmental
studies is the groundbreaking Environmental Advocacy master’s program that
ran from 1972 to the mid-1990s at the University of Michigan’s School of
Natural Resources and Environment. Today’s dearth of advocacy training
programs within the field of environmental studies is particularly troubling,
however, given that a vast majority of advocacy leaders cited in the
Conservation Foundation study ranked training their staff as a high-priority
need that their organizations simply could not afford to address on their own.
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As an attempt to better meet the need for sustained political
education and skill training among professional environmental advocates and
organizers, I propose that the Department of Environmental Studies at Antioch
New England launch an innovative master’s program in Environmental Advocacy
and Organizing as soon as possible. Besides helping train a new generation of
progressive environmental advocates and organizers, adding an Environmental
Advocacy and Organizing Program to our offerings would also add a vital new
thread to the tapestry of programs offered by our Department. Indeed, the
infusion of new faculty, new students, new classes, and new community events
would have an important ripple effect throughout the department, deepening
everyone's understanding of the cross currents of social change they face as
environmental educators, conservation biologists, and environmental resource
managers. While the new program would be primarily focused on training staff
for advocacy organizations, it would also provide the rest of the ES student
body with a greater chance to reflect on their roles in the world as citizens and
socially-engaged professionals.

What Kind of Program Makes Sense?
I believe that it would be most consistent with our values if the proposed
new Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program embodied the following
core characteristics. Any program we create should be:
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Values-Based: Our program should openly embrace a diversity of
perspectives, but be solidly grounded in a deep heartfelt
commitment to 1) biodiversity and wilderness preservation, 2)
occupational and public health, 3) sustainable community
economics, 4) popular democracy, and 5) social justice. (Such a
values-based approach would build on the ANE ES Department's
public affirmation of the Principles of Environmental Justice
which were adopted in 1991 at the First National People of Color
Environmental Leadership Summit in Washington, DC.)

Focused on Citizen Action: Our program should place its primary
emphasis on training current and future leaders, staffers, and
volunteers of grassroots and nonprofit advocacy groups. This
would be as an important contribution to the growth of a global
civil society capable of influencing and ultimately democratizing
nation-states, multinational corporations, international finance
institutions, trade regimes, and other centers of power. In
particular, we will stress the skills of organizing, coalitionbuilding, action research, and popular education as the most
direct means of building a globally-oriented, grassroots
environmental movement and spreading what Frances Moore
Lappe and Paul Du Bois call the arts of democracy.
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Critical: Our program should explore what feminist geographer Joni
Seager calls, "the institutional arrangements and settings, the
bureaucratic arrangements and the cultural conventions that
create conditions of environmental destruction." It should place
particular emphasis on developing a deeper understanding of
global political economy, elite governance, social oppression,
consumer culture, and even the politics of the environmental
movement itself.

Visionary: Our program should encourage students to develop
far-reaching visions of democratic institutions and social
transformation to guide their work. The goal will be to envision
desirable and sustainable ways of life, grounded in a deep
environmental and social ethic, and made practical through
programmatic thinking about creative innovations in our
underlying social, political, and economic institutions at local,
regional, national, and international levels. Emphasis should be
placed on looking for the convergence of goals emerging out of a
variety of peoples' movements throughout the world.

Strategic: Our program should help students deepen their
understanding of social action strategy and how to organize
powerful grassroots movements that can cooperate effectively on
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local, regional, national, and transnational levels. Particular
emphasis should be placed on social movement history, the
dynamics of social power, movement success mechanisms, the
inter-related dynamics of collaboration and confrontation,
appropriate tactics for various stages in the life-cycle of a
movement, effective and ineffective roles adopted by advocates,
and "best practices" for our efforts in cultural preparation, crossborder organization and coalition-building, citizen lobbying,
media work, electoral campaigns, nonviolent direct action, and
creating alternative institutions.

Inspiring: Our program should also pay attention to the
development of the "whole person" and the affective dimensions
of social change and personal growth. Emphasis should be placed
on spirit, imagination, celebration, connection to the natural
world, emotional and artistic expression, building an affirming
community, and sharing reflections on the personal challenges we
face as advocates. Such work will help students avoid burn-out
and foster ways of connecting more meaningfully with each other-and the sources of their own deepest passions--to help sustain
them for the "long haul."
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Empowering: Finally, our program should encourage students and
teachers to work together as co-creators and interpreters of the
knowledge and skills needed for effective environmental advocacy
and organizing. Emphasis in the program will be placed on
honoring multiple learning styles, posing problems of emerging
relevance to students, fostering critical thinking and participatory
dialogue, encouraging personal reflection and cooperative
learning, supporting student learning initiatives, and integrating
theory and practice through extensive field experience and
experiential education.

What Would We Teach?
In his book Organizing: A Guide for Grassroots Leaders, veteran
organizer Si Kahn argues that any comprehensive training program for social
movement activists needs to cover at least four broad areas: (a) political
education, (b) organizational leadership and management, (c) organizing and
action skills, and (d) personal development. Our program should address all
four of these content areas in a balanced and interactive way. Yet, given that
ours would be an Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program, any
program we launch should also provide needed exposure to human ecology and
environmental science as well. There is little question that a basic
understanding of environmental science and human ecology is a vital ingredient
in effective environmental advocacy--as is the ability to work and communicate
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effectively with concerned scientists, green business people, environmental
educators, and resource managers.
While the design of this new program will need to be fleshed out with
much more the input of several advisors in the field and ongoing research and
discussion among our faculty, I think the following five curriculum elements
make sense.
1. We should require EAOP students to take the same 18 credits in
ecological literacy that we require of all students in our other master’s
programs in Environmental Studies;
2. We should require three to five program-related courses in political
education and the fundamentals of advocacy and organizing;
3. We should offer a variety of skill-building electives focused on
developing practical organizing and advocacy competencies;
4. We should require some sort of hands-on, group organizing project, such
as creating an annual extension training institute for activists in the
region; and, finally,
5. We should require each EAOP student to complete to at least two, 300
hour, field placement practicum projects with regional, national, or
international social movement organizations.

Who Might Be Attracted to Our New Program?
While there is still much market research to be done before launching
our Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program, there are at least four
different groups of potential students who would likely be interested in our
new program: (a) recent undergraduates interested in environmental and social
activism; (b) grassroots activists seeking to become more effective advocates;
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(c) "mainstream" environmentalists who want to move their organizations in
new directions, and (d) mid-life career changers who want more meaning in
their work. Some initial thoughts about each group are listed below.

1) Recent Undergraduates Interested in Social and Environmental Activism
The proposed program would likely be an inviting next step for many
students who became passionate about environmental and social activism
during their undergraduate years. This is a sizable group. There are several
national student activist networks such as the Student Environmental Action
Coalition, the Center for Campus Organizing, the Public Interest Research
Groups (PIRGs), the Sierra Club's Sierra Student Coalition, Campus Green Vote,
Youth Action for Global Justice, and the youth section of the Democratic
Socialists of America. Combined, these networks include well over 30,000
students on over 2,000 campuses in all 50 states. One recent national
conference of SEAC, for example, was attended by over 8,000 undergraduate
environmental activists. Most of these national groups also have web pages,
Internet discussion groups, regional and national conferences, short-term
activist training programs, and national newsletters and magazines.
Furthermore, the Center for Campus Organizing works with over 30 advocacyoriented, campus-based, student newspapers around the country.
We could also reach recent undergraduates and graduates through
intermediaries. For example, Jason Tockman, the coordinator of a state-wide
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advocacy organization that works on forest conservation and coalfield issues
in Ohio, recently wrote me to say,
I concur that the environmental movement has largely fallen
behind transnational corporations in this era of free trade and
that we need to re-think the ways in which we organize. I have
contact with a great number of graduating undergraduates that
have studied in environmental fields. They would have a strong
interest in enrolling in the training program you are hoping to
develop.
Other outreach contacts to intermediaries could be made with faculty
and counselors in environmental studies programs that pay particular attention
to the social and political dimensions of the environmental crisis. According to
the Directory of Higher Education Environmental Programs, there are well over
45 such undergraduate programs across the country alone. The potential for
recruitment from such programs is high. Recently, Bill Lynn, an Environmental
Studies professor at Green Mountain College, told me that he could think of at
least 20 students in his department who would be interested in ANE’s
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program.
Similarly, outreach contacts could be made, as time permits, with
intermediaries such as the more environmentally-oriented members of the
American Sociological Association's Special Section on Social Movements and
Collective Behavior, which includes over 500 faculty members across the
country. We could also reach out to the faculty involved in such efforts as the
International Forum on Globalization, the Eco-Justice Network, the Union of
Radical Political Economists, and the Center for Political Ecology's influential
academic journal Capitalism, Nature, and Socialism. Regionally, we could
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make contact with the Boston-based Environmental Careers Organization
and the faculty of the Tufts University's Summer Institute on Social Movements
and Strategic Nonviolence.

2) Grassroots Activists Seeking To Become More Effective Advocates
Our program would also be an inviting next step for more seasoned
grassroots advocates and organizers who want to slow down their level of
activism long enough to (a) revive their inspiration, (b) reflect more deeply on
their analysis, vision, and strategy in light of corporate globalization, and (c)
further develop their organizing, media, action research, and popular
education skills. In this way, the program could appeal to both traditional and
nontraditional graduate students, including students who might be attracted by
Antioch's non-BA admissions option. Our program would offer an opportunity for
those already active in the field of social and environmental advocacy to
improve the quality and effectiveness of their current work, as well as prepare
them to take on even greater leadership and responsibility in the future--as key
staff and leadership within grassroots and public interest organizations, larger
coalitions and networks, movement-building support organizations, foundation
program offices, and a variety of related academic and adult education
programs.
There are over 10,000 advocacy groups in the United States currently
focused on environmental protection, corporate accountability, and social and
environmental justice. Several of these groups are also active in international
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networks, coalitions, and action campaigns. Many of their staff members
seek additional educational opportunities. This can be seen in the success and
expansion of short-term political education and activist training programs,
which, according to a recent Ford Foundation study on community organizing,
have tripled in number in the last 20 years.
We can reach out to these advocates through such independent shortterm training organizations as Training for Change, the Ruckus Society,
Highlander Education and Research Center, Grassroots Leadership, the Center
for Third World Organizing, the Foundation for Deep Ecology, the Midwest
Academy, Project South, the New Majority Education Fund's Progressive
Organizing Program, the Center for Living Democracy, the Economic Literacy
Action Network, and the Social Movement Empowerment Project. We could
also--as both money and time permit--publicize the new program at political
conferences and in advocacy periodicals such as the Multinational Monitor;
Orion Afield; Wild Earth; Third Force; The Neighborhood Works; The
Workbook; Race, Poverty and Environment; Mother Jones; Dollars and Sense;
Hope Magazine; Utne Reader; and Z Magazine.
We could also inform grassroots activists of our existence through
organizational newsletters and journals of regional, national and international
advocacy groups such as Greenpeace; the Rainforest Action Network; the
Indigenous Environmental Network; Earth Island Institute; Southwest Network
for Environmental and Economic Justice; Earth First!; U.S. Greens; the New
Party; and the Center for Health, Justice, and Environment (formerly the
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Citizens' Clearinghouse on Hazardous Waste). Furthermore, we could make
links with such Internet advocacy resources as Eco-Net, Corporate Watch, and
Z-Net.

3) "Mainstream" Environmentalists Who Want To Move Their Organizations
in New Directions
Many grassroots activists are skeptical that mainstream environmental
organizations will ever become meaningful partners in the reinvention of
environmental activism. Yet, there are some hopeful signs that mainstream
environmental advocates are becoming open to exploring new directions,
particularly the younger and mid-level staffers and volunteers of these
organizations. According to environmental journalist Mark Dowie in the book
Losing Ground, many "attempts to restructure, re-inspire, and reposition
mainstream environmental organizations are being made."
This shift is even being seen as a necessary evolution by some of the
leadership of the mainstream groups. Josh Reichert at the Pew Charitable
Trust--a major mainstream environmental funder--argues, "Environmental
organizations are going to have to become adept at mobilizing ordinary
people." James Dougherty, a vice president of Defenders of Wildlife, has
announced that his organization is exploring "new methods" such as direct
action campaigns against corporate irresponsibility. Similarly, a leader at the
National Audubon's New York headquarters recently argued, "We won't be
parachuting off bridges, but we want to become more like Greenpeace."
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Besides slowly warming to the tactics of community organizing and
nonviolent direct action, several mainstream leaders also have come to see the
need to reach out to new constituencies. As the Executive Director of the
Sierra Club admitted at the First National People of Color Leadership Summit,
it is time to end the mainstream movement's conspicuous absence in the
"battles for environmental justice" and instead "reach across the table and to
build the bridge of partnership" with people of color and blue collar advocates
in the grassroots movement. Tellingly, he argued that this is not just morally
right, but also necessary if the mainstream groups are to avoid "becoming
irrelevant." Catherine Verhoff of the Natural Resource Defense Council agrees.
Speaking of the "populist grassroots movement" for environmental health and
protection, she argues, "We can go with them, work with them, and all become
part of one big movement, or we can be run over by them."
Such sentiments suggest that some staffers in mainstream groups might
well be attracted to take time out to attend ANE's Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing Program, perhaps even with some organizational support, as a way
to increase their effectiveness in helping the transformation process within
mainstream advocacy organizations. Recently, Drusha Mayhue, chair of the
Sierra Club state chapter in Montana and the listserv moderator of the national
Club's Corporate Accountability Network, told us that the program we are
proposing "is both desperately needed and unique." She added, "I wish it had
existed last year when I decided to go back to school." Reaching such staffers
and active volunteers would be possible through networking, organizational
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conferences, Internet listservs, and the in-house organizational media of
the 25 large environmental organizations that are routinely described as the
"mainstream" environmental movement. Drusha, who moderates several of the
Sierra Club's listserves, has offered to help us publicize the program to the
Club's staff and members.

4) Mid-life Career Changers Seeking More Meaningful Work
We might also be able to reach a fourth category of prospective
students--mid-life “gear shifters.” So far, I have done little research on this
group, but I think it has potential. Many accomplished professional people hit
their late 40s, 50s, or early 60s with a hunger to “do more,” to “give back,” or
“make a real difference.” As Robert Buford, the CEO of Buford Television, says
about his own shift toward nonprofit work,
It just seemed to me in my mid-forties that it was time to get
around to things that were eternal and of great significance and
importance ... The critical thing for me to learn was how to
reallocate my own sense of identity from how well I do in
business--basically a life of accumulation--to one of service,
where service is the primary driving force in life.
Our program would likely appeal to a small, but significant sector of missiondriven people engaged in this growing cultural trend by offering them a useful
way to move toward making a more meaningful social contribution “of great
significance and importance.”
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Can We Afford to Launch This New Program?
Financial viability is probably not a long-term problem. After our
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program is launched and attracting 12
to 16 new students a year, it would be fundamentally self-supporting through
tuition as are all the Department's current programs in Environmental
Education, Teacher Certification, Conservation Biology, and Resource
Management and Administration. Additional fundraising after this point would
focus on supplemental program enrichment and increasing the scholarship
money available to EAOP students—and thus increasing the attractiveness and
marketability of the new program.
The most pressing challenge then is raising the start-up costs that cannot
be covered by student tuition during the initial research, development, and
launch effort. My current cost projections are that a start-up effort would
require a little over $100,000 a year. Based on my work promoting social
change philanthropy with the Impact Project over the last 3 years, and my
contact with such progressive philanthropy efforts as the Donor Organizers
Network of the National Network of Grantmakers, I believes a workable
fundraising strategy will require two related initiatives: (a) grantseeking from
sympathetic foundations, and (b) a major donor campaign.

1) Grantseeking From Sympathetic Foundations
Our grantseeking strategy will target those foundations which are active
in the Environmental Grantmakers Association, the Funders Committee for
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Citizen Participation, and, perhaps most importantly, the National Network
of Grantmakers (NNG). We will focus first on NNG-affiliated foundations
because I already have some contacts within this network. NNG also has a
stated commitment to supporting "the work of grassroots activism" and affirms
"the vital connections among different movements for social and economic
justice" and those seeking "to restore the health of the planet." Currently,
there are about 35 foundations within NNG whose giving guidelines would cover
initiatives such as the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program
envisioned here.

2) Major Donor Campaign
As important as grantseeking is, the other leg of our fundraising strategy
may be even more important. Major donor campaigns can be more intimate and
less bureaucratic than foundation grantseeking, allowing the program to
develop on-going personal partnerships with individual funders. Major donors
also offer the possibility of very large gifts that can move a program to greater
fiscal security and diminish the desperate scramble for funds that can keep
groups with limited staff time from focusing on their program work. To be
successful, we will need to (a) identify and reach out to prospective major
donors, (b) inform them of our plans and inquire into their funding interests,
and, (c) where appropriate, personally solicit gifts between $1,000 to $100,000
from them.
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Many organizations have difficulty with this fundraising strategy. In
her book Fundraising for Social Change, Kim Klein argues that asking
individuals directly for large donations is "the most difficult fundraising method
of all." The problem is not that it is an ineffective strategy. It is actually very
successful when implemented. The problem is the internal fear that people
often experience when considering asking a friend, a friend of a friend, or a
professional contact for money. Yet, as Klein notes,
Far from being a horrible thing to do, asking someone for money
actually does them a favor. People who agree with your goals and
respect the work of your group will want to be a part of it.
Giving money is a simple and effective way to be involved, to be
part of a cause larger than oneself.
Nor does a request (or a rejection) need to have a negative effect on a
personal relationship if done with respect and awareness.
I am hopeful that a major donor campaign could provide the largest
portion of our launch budget. On the strength of an earlier draft of this
proposal alone, eight donors have already pledged a total of $68,500 toward
the start up of this program--one person offering $500, another $1,000, another
$2,000, two offering $5,000, one $10,000, another $15,000, and another
$30,000. Nor will the campaign rely only on my connections to progressive
philanthropists. The donor who pledged $2,000, for example, has also offered
to host a potential funders "house party" to introduce the Environmental
Advocacy Training Initiative to over 10 of his associates that he believes might
be interested in funding such a project. Three other people have offered to
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serve as intermediaries to potential donors they know. This suggests to me
that the program is capable of sparking major donor interest.

The Importance of a Supportive Environment
In this chapter, I have focused on the importance of at least one person
moving beyond theoretical reflection and making a firm decision to initiate a
program development process. My only worry in emphasizing this needed
leadership commitment is that it might cause some readers to ignore the other
half of the program development dynamic—a supportive community. Having,
or developing, such a network of support is another one of the very few absolute
rules of program development.
When I tell people about my finally making the decision to write a
proposal to the master’s faculty of Antioch New England’s Department of
Environmental Studies, some are amazed that I had the chutzpah--as a “mere”
doctoral student and adjunct instructor--to make such a proposal. Yet, while my
writing the proposal probably does reveal a fairly high level of initiative, risktaking, and leadership capacity on my part, it also reflects very positively on the
organizational culture at Antioch New England. In a different environment, I
might not have been so bold—just as Myles Horton might not have made the
decision to found the Highlander Folk School without the encouragement,
support, and advice he received from so many people during his 5 year period of
historical research and theoretical reflection. I personally think that the existence
of a supportive environment is even more important when a would-be program
developer is not starting from scratch as Myles Horton did, but is working to
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launch a new program within an existing institution. Dysfunctional
organizational cultures can inhibit innovations by making sure they are never
even proposed.
Since Argyris and Schon (1978) first wrote their book on organizational
learning, there has been an explosion of literature on the characteristics of
learning organizations. As Laurie Fields (2000) notes, many of these recent books
“assume that learning is always a positive and beneficial activity” (p. 162). This is
not always the case, however. As Fields argues, “in poor work environments,
employees can learn that cynicism is justified, that commitment should be
avoided, that risk-taking leads to blame, that mistakes should be denied” (p.
162). If I had worked in such an environment, I might never have made the
decision to write my proposal. Yet, Antioch New England’s Department of
Environmental Studies has long encouraged the kind of organizational culture
that—in Fields’ words—“results in employees acquiring new knowledge and
insights, sharing it with others, and applying the results to the benefit of the
enterprise” (p. 163).
Still, it is important to remember that this very high level of organizational
support is not always required to create a new educational program within
academia. The master’s program in Environmental Advocacy at the University of
Michigan’s School of Natural Resources and Environment was not widely
supported by SNRE faculty members in 1972. It had only a few champions on the
faculty at the time, almost all from the relatively new Environmental Education
Program. What ultimately led to successful implementation in this case was a
variety of larger organizational pressures from outside of the faculty.
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First, the SNRE’s student enrollment sky-rocketed after Earth Day in
1970, which provided a budget surplus that could be directed to the creation of
new programs—thus muting faculty resistance based on financial objections.
Second, several of these new students were of a more activist-bent than SNRE
had attracted before and they began actively campaigning for the creation of the
Environmental Advocacy Program—increasing the pressure on the faculty to
agree to their written proposal. Finally, in the early 1970s, the Black Action
Movement at the University of Michigan Ann Arbor campus led a successful
student strike that ultimately closed down the entire campus. The Black Action
Movement’s demands were for the University to (a) dramatically increase
minority student enrollment and faculty hiring, and (b) revise the curriculum of
all units of the University to better reflect student concerns with equity and social
justice. When the University of Michigan’s Administration agreed to these
demands, it began exerting pressure on SNRE to develop new programs that
would meet these objectives. This, in turn, pushed the SNRE’s faculty to look
more favorably on the student effort to have SNRE launch a new master’s
program in Environmental Advocacy that focused on environmental quality and
social equity.
When the SNRE faculty finally approved the program, they also had the
opportunity to hire Bunyan Bryant, an activist academic with a Social Work
background, who, according to Bryant, joined the faculty as “the first person of
color in the School’s almost 100 year history.” As Bryant told me in our
interview, “When I began this journey, I had no intention of staying in the
environmental studies field, let alone at SNRE.” The problem, he said was that he
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got very little support from most of the SNRE faculty during the early years.
“There was even a few faculty” Bryant said, “that refused to say hi to me or even
acknowledge my presence in the hall or at faculty meetings.” This situation has
changed for the better over the 32 years that Bryant has taught at SNRE, but even
a former director of School of Natural Resources and Environment told me that
faculty resistance to both Bryant and the Environmental Advocacy Program in
the early years cost Bryant promotions, pay raises, and some collegial support.
The moral of this painful story, however, is that while context matters in
program development, sometimes even minimal levels of organizational support
can yield program innovations. Still, some departments may be too inhospitable
to seriously consider launching an activist training program right away. In this
case, the first effort to undertake is to work on improving the organizational
culture of one’s department and increase its capacity to promote innovativeness.
According to the authors of High Performance Nonprofit Organizations (Letts et al.
1999), nurturing “a good product development process does not supplant the
personal creativity of individuals,” but it does foster “an environment that
supports creative, passionate individuals” even while it “imposes discipline and
coordination” (p. 60).
In my case, not only did I have many supportive friends and contacts
outside of the academy who were activists, organizers, political educators, and
social action trainers, I also had several doctoral faculty members at Antioch
New England who supported my general research interest in activist training as
well my action research plan to spearhead the development of a master’s
program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing in our Department. I also
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had the support of two faculty members from the master’s program,
including the Academic Director. These two faculty members helped me finetune and prepare the final proposal to the core faculty of the master’s program. I
was also greatly impressed with how seriously the master’s faculty took my
proposal—even though I was a “mere” doctoral student and adjunct instructor.
It is to this supportive--though not uncritical--faculty response that I turn
in the next chapter.
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Chapter Six
An Environmental Studies Faculty Responds
“It is impossible to construct research without leaving one’s own familiar
world and entering into the world of others through open and honest
dialogue. This of necessity means that you are willing to explore key
concepts and themes and attempt to construct the perceptions of others
concerning the range of issues…. What becomes important then is to
uncover the issues which are viewed by organizational members as key
and warranting attention at any point in time.”
David Coghlan and Teresa Brannick
Doing Action Research in Your Own Organization
The role of the action researcher in confrontive inquiry is not just to be an
advocate for a specific proposed change, but to also help organizational decisionmakers engage in collaborative inquiry and informed deliberation about the
proposed change. According to Coghlan and Brannick (2001), any action
researcher using confrontive inquiry within her own organization needs to pay
very close attention to the excitements, concerns, and questions sparked by her
proposal. Coghlan and Brannick repeatedly stress the need “to uncover
organizational members’ perceptions of key issues” (p. 76).
In the first departmental meeting that followed my proposal, a new round
of dialogue and questioning emerged that ultimately allowed me greater insight
into what people were thinking. However, I was not in attendance and only
learned about the excitements and concerns raised through second-hand reports.
In order to get a better understanding of what people were thinking, I conducted
hour-long interviews with every faculty member in the department as well as the
Administrative Director. My goal in these interviews was to listen closely to
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these 11 people’s excitements and concerns—and use their initial responses to
the proposal as the basis for developing a research agenda that could answer the
faculty’s questions and concerns. To further check my understanding of the ES
faculty’s perceptions, I presented my interview findings to the whole group in a
written report. This report was then discussed thoroughly at a faculty meeting,
which I attended. At that meeting, it was agreed that the report correctly
captured the range of the group’s current thinking as well as identified the key
issues that needed to be researched and discussed further before making a final
decision on whether or not to implement the proposal to create a new master’s
program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing.
In this chapter, I want to share this initial portrait of the faculty’s reactions
to the proposal. It is divided into four parts: (a) educational desirability of the
program, (b) program preferences, (c) organizational feasibility, and (d) financial
viability. Some of the concerns raised are unique to Antioch New England’s
specific situation. Yet, several of the concerns mentioned would likely be active
among any environmental studies faculty asked to consider creating a new
master’s program in environmental advocacy and organizing. To give a full
sense of the range of departmental perspectives on the proposal, I have included
as many direct quotations from the interviews as I can. I have also numbered all
quotes by specific speaker so readers can identify which respondent is saying
what even while still preserving the anonymity of individual faculty members.
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Educational Desirability of the Program
A key finding of the interviews was that even at this early point in the
decision-making process there was strong, though not unqualified, support
among the faculty for the idea of creating a new master’s program in
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing. Ten of the 11 faculty members
interviewed agreed that the new program was educationally desirable and a
legitimate concentration of study within the broader field of environmental
studies. As one respondent, said, “I don’t have any reservations about whether
activist training programs are legitimate academic endeavors, especially for a
school like Antioch” (9). Another argued, “I think we all know the importance of
having this kind of program. I don’t think there is a question about the need for
it” (10). Even the person with the biggest concerns about the advocacy program’s
organizational feasibility spoke to its educational desirability, “The proposal
makes a compelling educational argument for why such a program would be
valuable. Having more competent advocates and activists can only help the
world” (2).
The one person who disagreed with this majority perspective had very
strong doubts, however. As this respondent noted:
I don’t believe that environmental advocacy and organizing is a separate
field or a separate major in environmental studies. My sense is that
activists aren’t environmental professionals. It is not a professional field,
it is just what you should do as a volunteer or a citizen. The program you
are talking about isn’t really environmental studies. (6)
This respondent was willing to go along with the wishes of the majority of the
faculty, but claimed to need much more convincing of the relevance and
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legitimacy of a graduate-level environmental advocacy and organizing
program before personally thinking it was a good idea.

What People Liked About The Proposal
Among the 10 faculty members who found the proposed program
educationally legitimate and desirable, four different advantages were identified:

1. The program would fill a conceptual/skill gap within the department and
deepen the political savvy and citizenship skills of all ES students.
Without an advocacy program we’ve got a big gap in the department in
terms of our ultimate goal, which is for Antioch to produce people who are
skilled agents of change. I believe that it takes people with all types of roles
and skills to make change. Advocates and organizers seem like a missing
role right now. (8)
Having the new program helps us to reflect on our other programs and
think well about the department as a whole--and to think about our
mission umbrella. It adds another lens through which to look at what we
are trying to do together. That is an exciting aspect of the proposal. I think
it pushes all of us to rethink things, to open ourselves up to new ideas, and
figure out a workable departmental structure. It opens us up to growth
and change instead of having us think or ourselves as a finished product. If
there is anything that I think should be part of our mission as educators of
whole people is the aspect of educating for citizenship. (4)
One of the great benefits of this program is that it raises the issues of
advocacy for other ES students, because they may not be professional
organizers ever, but they are all citizens. (10)
This is a nice institutional fit, given the department’s heritage, vision, and
philosophy. We want to help people be involved in making a better world. I
know students in Environmental Education, Resource Management,
Conservation Biology, and the Individualized concentrations who would
be interested in and benefit from courses that are going to be servicing this
program. It would make for some exciting electives for everybody. I also
think the other faculty who are hired for this new program can help to
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bolster some of our core policy courses as teachers and curriculum advisors. I
think that is an area where we could use some new thought. (11)

2. Activist training is needed to improve practitioner performance and deepen
the scientific and ecological literacy of practitioners.
What jazzes me the most is helping advocates who run a lot on emotion
and affect to be more deliberate and strategic. I want them to become more
thoughtfully or mindfully driven. That is what really excites me. We are
saying that advocates need really good training too--that there are
important strategies and skills they can learn that will help them influence
the mainstream effectively. I like how the proposed program is very skill
driven and attentive to practical application. I like the practitioner focus.
(1)
There is always need for more advocacy and more advocacy training. So
many environmental advocates don’t really know what they are doing,
don’t have the background and context to be effective at the work they are
doing. To educate advocates in a way that supports a more comprehensive
understanding of the issues, I would support wholeheartedly. (9)
From an intellectual standpoint, the people who are going into
environmental advocacy would benefit from a deeper understanding of
biology and ecology. (3)
I think the science dimension, which gives that large foundation of how
complex systems behave when things are going correctly will give our
students more authority as advocates. People need to have some
foundational scientific knowledge if they are going to be effective
advocates, as well interdisciplinary knowledge of economics, politics, and
culture. If people are grounded in such understandings it really makes
them much more effective. (11)
The thing about working as an advocate is that it is hard to sustain. Only
a few people can stick it out and avoid burnout. Helping increase the
numbers of who can do that is important. Learning the skills to balance
your life seems essential. I think you need to help people thinking about
getting into this to develop a realistic view of things and then help them
develop the skills to handle the stresses and continue to do this work over
time. That is a real strength of the program. (7)
Folks want something in addition to “on the job” experience. The new
program could provide that space for activists and speed up their learning.
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There is an awful lot of science, history, theory, and philosophy related to
these things besides just skills. (4)
3. The program would add to the school’s reputation as “cutting edge” and
broaden our outreach, marketing, and fundraising to additional circles.
Any potential grants or scholarships that come to support this program
potentially helps the whole department. Just getting the word out about
the department to wider circles could improve enrollment in our other
programs. Being so unique, this program could attract some good
attention to our department. (7)
Over the last decade, our visibility as a department has diminished, even
though our faculty are out there more, because so many other schools are
copying what we do and using the exact same language. I think this new
program will get us more visibility, make us seem more unique again right
off the bat. My highest hope is that the program is successful and that it
distinguishes us from other programs and thus helps out other program
tracts as well. More enrollment all the way around. (11)
I think it will be good for the institution and department in terms of our
being seen as pushing the envelope. I think there are donors who already
relate to us or who already think of Antioch as a place where people are
doing cutting edge work in the field of addressing environmental
problems. I think this will encourage them and they will jump on it as
something that sounds like, “Why haven’t they been doing this before;
what a great idea?” It might even increase the enrollment of the other
programs by getting our name out to wider circles of people. We would be
doing extra outreach and putting the whole department before new people.
Might very well help other programs because it is a new, high-visibility
initiative that catches people’s attention. (3)
4. The timing seems right given the rise of an increasingly large movement for
environmental protection, corporate accountability, and social and
environmental justice.
The program feels particularly poignant and needed now since the World
Trade Organization protests. There seems to be a new activist movement
emerging that is incredibly powerful. The program feels very timely. (10)
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The timing seems to be correct. People are interested in this. Right now there
is a resurgence in citizen activism and that has really been lacking in the
last twenty years. Interest in coalition-building, corporate accountability
and globalization are obviously on the upswing. (11)

Faculty Doubts and Hesitations
While there was significant enthusiasm for pursuing the idea of setting up
the proposed Environmental Advocacy and Organizing program, some doubts
and qualifications were still voiced among the 10 faculty members who
supported the proposal’s educational relevance and desirability in principle. For
example, two sympathetic faculty members were critical of the process the
department used in considering the proposal. In addition, a few faculty members
voiced doubts about the relative effectiveness of public interest advocacy and
organizing compared to the other types of professions the department currently
serves. Also, three people reported holding negative stereotypes of activists as a
group and, while not necessarily holding these negative stereotypes themselves,
all but three faculty worried about the impact on the department’s reputation if
the department launched a new training program for professional environmental
activists.
As part of the first concern, a faculty member posed the question: How
come a proposal from a student and adjunct instructor is getting significant
faculty attention and support when proposals by some core faculty members
have been neglected or ignored in the past? Reflecting on this question further,
this faculty member said to me,
I think it is largely because under your own initiative and steam you went
out and courted funders and got some good money backing your idea. You
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were then able to float something about which the department can say, “Hey,
this is easy. We don’t have to chase anything down or commit tuition
dollars to it.” (9)
The fear was that this approach to program development might constitute
financial opportunism rather than represent the best educational decision the
department could make in relation to alternate courses of action.
This same concern was at the heart of another respondent’s discomfort
over the department’s program development process.
We are opportunistic by nature, so when someone comes in with a good
idea that has viability to it, we tend to grab it. But we would be in a very
different place right now if we said, “OK, we want to create some new
initiatives, some new programs, let’s generate some possibilities.” If the
faculty had done that, I suspect that this proposal would only be one
among many options that we would be looking at. That is how I wish we
were going about things. The entrepreneurial approach has its place, but it
is very different when it comes from the outside and shakes the
infrastructure than when the innovative idea comes from within the
existing infrastructure. (2)
Moving beyond process concerns, three faculty members were also not as
convinced of the relative value of activism in a long-term process of change as
the others. One respondent wondered about the field’s effectiveness compared to
“more traditional environmental professions.” As this person put it:
Working on the inside is actually a quicker way to change than working
from the outside. You can force some change from the outside, but it can be
long and contentious without allies on the inside. Actually, the most
powerful advocates are the ones on the inside with access. Having access
involves less public pressure and more insider negotiation. I think the
point is how do you advocate within a system. How do you advocate when
you are an executive at a Fortune Five Hundred company and third
manager down. Now that’s real. Most advocates don’t work for NGOs,
they work in government or business. (7)
This negative assessment of the environmental activism of NGOs was qualified,
however. During the interview, this person added, “I guess real change probably
needs both internal and external pressure.” Still, much of this person’s concern
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over the relative effectiveness of activism seemed to remain intact over the
course of the interview.
Another respondent echoed doubts about the effectiveness of public
interest advocacy and organizing. As this person admitted:
There is a part of me that wonders how effective citizen advocacy really is.
It’s not that I really believe that activism is so ineffective that it doesn’t
deserve our time and resources, but I do feel uncertain. I have trouble
trusting the process of activism and public engagement in political life.
How do you ever really know if what we do as citizens makes a
difference?” (8)
This respondent was uncertain of this assessment, however, and wondered if this
doubt reflected an unfamiliarity with the history of social activism more than an
accurate assessment of its actual weakness in creating social change. As this
faculty member noted, “This concern is probably completely grounded in my
own ignorance of activism.” (8)
A similar lack of exposure to the world of activism also troubled a third
faculty member. As this person reported,
I feel unprepared to make evaluations about the proposal because this
whole side of environmentalism is all so new to me. Frankly, I have
intentionally held myself apart from this political side of things in college
and in later life. That is the place I didn’t want to go--the black hole of
complexity that I didn’t want to start chipping at. I feel a little at sea
therefore in evaluating this program. That this could even be talked about
and taught in an academic environment is new to me. (4)
A few faculty members’ responses to the proposal were also muted by
their own negative views of activists as a group. As one faculty member put it:
I have my own stereotypes. I grew up in a town that houses no fewer than
50 CEOs from the Fortune 500 so I grew up thinking of citizen advocacy
and organizing as something scary and provocative. Most all of the
information I get now about activism I get from the radio, TV, or the
newspaper. From that view, activists are both unpleasant and ineffective.”
(8)
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This respondent’s view is slowly changing, however. As this person
explained during our interview,
One of the things I’ve learned during our discussions is that activism
doesn’t have to be driven by blind rage and moral zeal. It can be conducted
by thoughtful, considerate people with skills who have a key role to play in
making change. (8)
Still, this person admits that this residual stereotype has made it harder to fully
warm up to the proposed Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program.
Two other people reported holding similar negative judgments about activists as
a group. As one of them put it, “I think of an activist as someone who is not wellinformed about ecology and environmental science.” (6)
While most faculty members did not report personally holding negative
stereotypes of activists as a group, most people did express various levels of
worry about the possible reputation repercussions that might arise if the
department launched an environmental activist training program. Eight out of 11
people raised this concern in their interviews and felt it was a problem needing
to be discussed and addressed more. As one of the respondents observed:
It is not a huge worry, but the ES department has tried so hard to become
mainstream, non-threatening, and professional. We have tried to overcome
the ‘way out there’ activist image that Antioch had during the 1960s and
1970s. So, I worry a little about the populations of people who might come
in and pull that emotional rebel persona back up again. In this country, we
have defined activists as violent because of what happened in the 1970s
and the parts of movements TV likes to focus on. If we embrace citizenbased environmental activism and organizing as one of the pieces of the
puzzle here, what might happen to our image? Could we be hurt by that?
(1)
Several other faculty members echoed this concern during their interviews:
I like the proposal. Every aspect of it feels right and good. But when people
think about advocacy, what do they think? Do they see advocates as an
angry, disgruntled, fringe group or do they see advocates as effective and
trained change agents? Having an advocacy program would make our
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program unique and more compelling for a lot of people, but it might scare
others. I worry that Antioch will be seen as putting out fringe
revolutionaries. (10)
The Resource Management and Administration Program has worked long
and hard to rid ourselves of the Birkenstock tree-hugger image. The
advocacy program might bring that image back. If we are known as the
place that NGO advocates get trained, that could taint the reputation of
the whole department. (7)
People worry that without a strong science component that this program
will not fit well within the department. What happens to the perceptions of
people outside the institution if we start this program? It might
compromise the scientific credibility of our department. (2)
I got an email from an old alum this week who said that he won’t give any
more money to Antioch until we get rid of “flower children” and add more
hard science. Such perceptions may not be correct, but they determine
whether someone is going to give money or whether they are going to come
here as a student. Will this be worse if we have an advocacy program? (4)
My concern is that if one of the advocacy students gets out into an
internship site as a visible environmental advocate from Antioch and is
projecting information that is inaccurate because they haven’t had enough
science or field ecology, it will hurt the reputation of Antioch and our
other, more science-based programs. (9)
While these reputation worries were mentioned by most of the faculty,
they were not universally shared. For example, the person who had originally
been the most vocal about his/her worry about the department’s reputation
during the first meetings when the advocacy program was discussed, was no
longer worried by the time of our interview. This person had grown more
confident of the proposed program’s legitimacy and now believed the advocacy
program would enhance the department’s reputation rather than hurt it:
One thing I’ve done since our initial discussions is look at the existing
crop of students and ask myself whether or not they would have been put
off in any way by the existence of this program or feel that this was
something that raises red flags for them. I would have to answer no
uniformly and that it would even be a stronger draw for many. (3)
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Another faculty member spoke in even stronger terms:
I don’t see any reason for anyone to complain or lower their estimation of
our department if we add this program. I don’t get it. But, if some rightwing watchdog group makes a stink about this program, I would be
thrilled. We would benefit. It would be a marketing coup. Let’s face it. We
are an extremely progressive educational entity. We might as well promote
it. I think it is to our advantage. We are not promoting hot-headed,
nincompoops doing crazy stuff and that is not who we are going to attract
or educate. We are going to be training people who are highly skilled, who
understand political and ecological systems, who have a science
background and can be effective agents of change. I’m sure we can stand
up to any attacks on our reputation. (12)
Speaking for the majority of faculty members, this person also went on to
reiterate the vital role that environmental advocates and organizers play in any
successful effort for meaningful social change. As this person argued,
Hopefully, the hesitant people will see that change happens from the
grassroots up. I have never seen it happen anywhere only from the top
down. Science informs good changes, but a change effort needs organized
people to mobilize the public. It has to have legs. (12)

Program Preferences
Support for the idea of including activist training as part of the
Department’s curriculum offerings was strong, but there was some controversy
over what kind of program in environmental advocacy and organizing made the
most sense. Such a difference of opinion should be expected in the face of almost
any proposal. According to Coghlan and Brannick (2001), any proposal for
change usually “triggers discussion, debate, and arguments between people who
champion competing ideas and proposals” (p. 79). This was certainly true at
Antioch New England.
My proposal was for the Department of Environmental Studies to launch
the new Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program as a fully integrated
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core concentration within our general Master’s of Science degree program in
Environmental Studies. In this vision, the new Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing Program would share key features with the other ES concentrations
offered by the Department. Like the other 50-credit master’s concentrations, the
new program would require 18 credits of the shared core ES courses in political
ecology, natural history, and ecological science; require 8 credits of professional
practicum fieldwork; and divide up the remaining credits between required
program foundation courses and skill-building electives.
However, in early group discussions, a few faculty members hotly
contested this program structure and offered two alternative program options for
consideration. The first alternative was the idea of launching an 18 to 28-credit,
certificate program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing instead. The
second alternative proposed was for a sixteen month, Master’s of Arts program
in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing that did not require the students to
take the current 18 credits required of all other Environmental Studies students.
In the early group discussions about the proposal, it was difficult to determine
which of these options had the most faculty support or why particular people
favored each particular option.
To clear up this confusion, I focused several of my interview questions on
which program structure faculty members preferred on educational grounds and
explored what perceptions they had about the feasibility pros and cons of each of
the three proposed options. The key findings that emerged from this part of the
individual interviews were: (a) there was strongest educational support for the
full master’s program option within the existing MS program; (b) there is an
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openness to the certificate option as a strategic stepping stone to the MS
option, or as a fall back position, should the preferred MS option not prove
feasible; and (c) there are strong objections to, and no significant support for, the
shorter, MA option.

The Full MS Option
On educational grounds, 8 out of the 11 faculty and staff members clearly
preferred the option of running the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing
Program as a full core concentration within the existing MS program. Two other
faculty members were undecided. They did not reject the MS option, but said
they were not yet sure which of the three options would be best. Only one person
rejected the MS option as undesirable--along with the other two options--because
that person felt that any type of an environmental advocacy and organizing
program was not an appropriate or worthwhile goal for an environmental
studies department.
The majority’s stated reasons for supporting the full MS program over the
other options included the desire to have the advocacy and organizing students
have the advantages of taking part in the 18 credits of required core ES courses,
particularly the science courses, as well as the benefit of having all the ES
students mixing together and learning to appreciate the variety of roles needed
to create fundamental personal, social, political, and economic change. Several
people spoke to this point.
I favor a program that is a core concentration of the existing MS degree.
Let’s not turn out activists with a less strong science background that we
expect of environmental educators! Also, by having the program as a core
concentration we can better benefit the students in other programs
through different groups of students mixing and getting to know each
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other by taking core classes together. This would also help insure that our
advocacy students learn to appreciate the value of other ways of making
change and not becoming narrow or “out there” on the margins. (1)
I think at this point I lean toward the original proposal of a core
concentration within the MS degree program. I don’t favor any structure
that provides less science that the departmental core ES courses. I don’t
like the idea of having somebody come out of our department who doesn’t
have the undergirding that a more extensive program would have. This
option also allows for common courses with other students and brings the
benefits of this program to the whole department. (3)
I would be most excited about an MS program that had a core curriculum
like everyone else and the specialized courses and additional electives the
way we have the other programs. I worry about whether it is really
feasible, but I would prefer a master’s program. It feels really important to
have it interwoven with all of the other programs here. The aspect of
community is an important one educationally, particularly for the
Environmental Studies Department. It is what grounds our students,
what feeds them and fuels them. I would see the advocacy program
needing and wanting that too. (10)
My bias is that the program be interdisciplinary in focus and have a good
grounding in the basic sciences of ecology, systems theory, and complexity
theory. A certificate program is not going to get us there. I would want the
students of the new program to have to take the core science, field ecology,
and policy courses as everybody else--and have the option to take more
science courses as electives if that makes sense for their personal focus. I
also really think that for benefiting the students in our other programs
that this should be a full-fledge program and be on an equal footing with
our other programs. (11)
I very strongly believe that this program should be under the MS as a core
concentration. The certificate program idea leaves me cold. It just doesn’t
show enough institutional support, allow for science training, or mix up
our students. I’m not interested in any option that doesn’t allow us to
ground our students in science. (5)

The Certificate Program Option
No one specified the certificate option as their educational preference, but
several people thought it deserved attention as an option if it might be
significantly more feasible and less risky to launch than a full MS program. As
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one respondent said, “I’m one of those players who do not feel like a
certificate program would be meaningless.” (2) Another argued, “If our first
choice option doesn’t seem feasible, a lesser credit option might be better than
nothing.” (8) A third argued “the certificate program might be a good way to
start to build an advocacy program that leads to the big vision.” (10) While
agreeing that “it is an educational compromise not having the certificate students
taking science and other core courses with other ES students,” this person
specified several positive features of the certificate option:
I think there is a lot to be said for certificate programs, particularly for
people who have been out of school for a long time. It is a wonderful little
bite that feels manageable. When these people see their own inspiration
and confidence build and they start to connect with other like-minded
people it could really whet their appetite to do more. This would be a good
transitional piece, especially if this could be applied toward a master’s
degree later. If it is linked to the Individualized program or through a full
master’s program it could work. (10)
Two faculty members, however, felt strongly that the certificate program
was much less marketable that the MS option:
I never thought the certificate program idea ever made sense. I didn’t think
anyone would come for that. What is a certificate in advocacy? I don’t
think that would have any viability in terms of marketing and attracting
students. I really think for marketing, impact, and benefiting the students
in our other programs, that the advocacy program should be a full-fledged
program on equal footing with our other programs. (11)
I don’t think that there would be much of a marketing pull for a certificate
program. I think people would be better off getting good training and
coming out of it with an environmental studies degree. That has a lot more
weight as a credential than a certificate. I think people will want the degree
and want to deepen their scientific understanding as well as get good
activist skills and political education. That will give them more credibility
in the field. I bet a lot of the activists out there don’t have science, so this
would be part of our appeal. (1)
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The 16-Month MA Option
In contrast, there was very little difference of opinion on either the
desirability or the feasibility of the 1-year Master’s of Arts option. Nine out of 11
faculty felt that it was an inappropriate option for the proposed new
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program, and another faculty member
was deeply skeptical of it. Only one person expressed any serious openness to it
on either educational or practical grounds. Various feasibility objections were
also raised, from marketing problems, organizational complexity, and the burden
of having to go through a full accreditation process--something that would not
be necessary with either the certificate or MS option. The strongest argument
made against the MA option, however, was made on educational grounds. As
one person noted:
A lot of people believe that an MS degree is a science degree and that the
MA is an arts and humanities degree, but that is a misunderstanding. An
MS is not necessarily a science degree. It is a professional degree. You can
get an MS in any subject area as long as it is an applied, practitioneroriented degree. An MA is an academic degree. You can get an MA in
ecology, which is heavy on academic science. Yet, if you get a master’s in
wildlife management, it will be an MS degree because it is an applied field
of study. All our programs are applied professional degrees, not academic
degrees. An MA degree doesn’t make any sense for us as a department or
for the advocacy program. Our only two options should be a full MS
program or a certificate program. (11)

Other Possibilities
When I asked the faculty if there were other ES advocacy program options
they would want the group to consider, nothing emerged as a serious contender.
However, the one person who did not agree that setting up some kind of
program in environmental advocacy and organizing was educationally desirable
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suggested that the Department would be best served if it only added a few
activist-oriented electives to the current offerings and found a way to increase
the spirit of activism within student life outside of classes. As this person
contended:
Being an environmental activist should be more a part of student life than
academic work. I see activism making sense largely outside of our courses
and more focused as part of practica, professional seminars, speaker series,
and student organizations. That is the way it used to be. I can say straight
off the top that this is something that used to happen here organically
through a few electives and student life. (6)
While not preferring this option personally, another respondent mentioned that
this level of a focus on advocacy is something the Department should do, at the
very least, if the MS or certificate programs were not deemed feasible.

Organizational Feasibility
During the interviews, I also asked people what they thought were the
major organizational feasibility challenges facing the department--even if the
department were able to raise enough money and attract enough students to
make the new program financially viable. This line of questioning seemed
important. As one person I interviewed warned, “Even if the program is
financially successful, it could create big problems for our department.” (2) These
organizational feasibility concerns tended to be clustered into two general
categories: (a) practical issues and (b) less tangible, but deep, concerns about
departmental stability.
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Practical Concerns
Three practical issues were mentioned by nearly everybody:
administrative support, limited space, and fears about the new program draining
off students from the Resource Management and Administration Program. A few
people also mentioned the need for extra sections of core classes and the need for
buy-in and support from the business offices at the graduate school and the
library.
There was nearly universal consensus among those interviewed that
“additional office help has to be a part of the package because the department’s
administrative staff are carrying much too much of a load already. They are at
the limit.” (1) Most people who raised this issue suggested the need for a halftime administrative support person to be added to the ES staff. The mechanism
for this seemed fairly logistical and non-problematic. As one person noted,
“Perhaps we would hire another person, perhaps we share a support staff person
with another department. That is just a conversation that needs to happen at
some point.” (4) In and of itself, this need for additional administrative support
did not seem like a significant barrier to change, but it did raise red flags for
several people in relation to office space.
Ten out of 11 respondents cited space as a major potential barrier to
organizational feasibility. “Space is the big question!” blurted out one
respondent. Such comments about office space were common and often intense.
I think the concerns I have are just space. The fact that we can’t even offer
you your own office with a dedicated phone line is a problem right now.
Imagine the problem if we had you as a full-time core and probably an
associate or two, as well as some additional administrative personnel. That
all takes space we don’t have! (10)
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A long-term solution to this problem seemed feasible, however. As one
respondent noted, “We could make the program work if ANE’s president would
help us with the space problem by renovating downstairs and giving us enough
office space for this new program.” (10) The worry here was that other
departments might have their eyes on any newly available office space as well.
As one person said, “We need clear commitments from the President about office
space.” (1) If we got this, according to another person, “there will be enough
space in the long-term for the advocacy program. I’m not worried about that, but
we may have an interim year or two to worry about.” (12)
The other main potential growing pain noted was the potential stress on
classroom space, which about half of the respondents mentioned. This was a
major concern to one person who was very worried about the prospect of what
would happen to classroom space “if we increased population by up to 40
students a year.” (2) As this person explained:
The place already feels too small, too maxed out. I know what my troubles
are to get a room on Friday for my class, because of mess-ups downstairs.
Add another two or three courses per slot and this could be a significant
problem. The building looks empty a lot of the time, but there are crunch
times. There also need to be break out rooms and our students already
can’t find places to use to have their small meetings if they are working in
groups of six. Then I only have a choice to have an interior room, which
my students hate. All that stuff can build and become a kind of subtle,
toxic influence in the school. (2)
At the other end of the opinion spectrum, another person argued:
I just don’t feel student space is an issue. Outside of Ph.D. weekends there
are always extra rooms--a number of them. The Student Alliance did a
study and checked this out already. They found that we had several extra
rooms--mornings, afternoons, and evenings. So, I am not concerned about
classroom space. (11)
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In the middle of the opinion spectrum were a few other people who
mentioned classroom space as a possible concern and suggested getting more
quantitative information on the issue. As one person argued, “I think there is
sufficient classroom space, but you should check with the administrator in
charge of scheduling to be sure. Things do get tighter on ES doctoral and
Organizational and Management master’s weekends, particularly on those
Fridays.” (10)
Perhaps the most common organizational feasibility concern raised, next
to space, was whether the new advocacy program might drain students from the
Resource Management and Administration (RMA) program--and thus threaten
its existence. Eight out of the 11 faculty members interviewed mentioned this
worry. The difference with the office space issue, however, was that on this point
there was little consensus on whether the RMA issue would actually prove to be
a real problem. While everyone felt that office space was definitely a big
problem, no one felt sure that the feared loss of RMA students to the advocacy
program would, in fact, materialize.
Four people said it was a non-issue or, at the very most, a minor worry:
This program is not going to take anyone out of RMA. I don’t see the
advocacy program competing with the other programs in any serious way
for students of other programs. This will bring in a whole different cohort
of students. I really don’t have any concerns about that. (12)
I know that one of the worries is about the advocacy program
undercutting RMA. I don’t hold that perception myself because I think
they are very different animals. RMA offers a more “internal” way to
influence institutional policy and EAOP offers a more “external” way to
influence things. You need both, but they are fairly distinct. So, I just
don’t share the concern. Though there may have been a few RMA students
who would have felt better served by the advocacy program, I don’t see
this as being a big problem for us. I don’t see it crippling the RMA
program. (8)
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Other programs here have already carved out pieces of the RMA program
and pulled students away from RMA, but I don’t have a big concern about
RMA and the advocacy program. I do think, however, that all the
programs need to be clear about their specialty and how it is different from
other programs. If we make more distinctions we can target our marketing
to specific different places. (4)
I don’t think the advocacy program will have any significant effect on
RMA enrollment, but my deepest worry is that this is going to be seen as
a threat by RMA and that the advocacy program will not be approved. My
hope, instead, is that this initiative will help RMA define its niche more
clearly and move ahead. (1)
One other person suspected that there probably was not much to fear in
this area, but this person reported understanding why the RMA faculty might
see the advocacy program as a potential threat to their program’s viability.
It has been a while since the RMA program felt strong and not constantly
wondering if they are going to bring in enough people. They must feel like
they are teetering on the edge. The advocacy program might feel
threatening to them. In my mind, the certificate program became an option
earlier, even though most folks hoped that we would create a full program
that was co-equal to the others, to make sure it wouldn’t draw off students
from RMA--which it might, but I am far less concerned about that now.
(3)
Three other people did not feel they knew enough yet to determine
whether or not there would be an RMA enrollment drain caused by the advocacy
program, but they felt the matter should be looked into more.
One worry is will a full degree program drain students from RMA. I
support the idea of surveying past graduates to see if they would have
switched to the advocacy program if they had had a chance. I would add to
the survey questions about what their current employment is and their
hopes for the future. (2)
Those who are more stand offish about this proposal are worried that an
advocacy program will take people away from RMA. I like the idea of a
survey to check that out. (5)
One of the issues we have from RMA’s perspective is taking away
potential students. It is still an issue. RMA has seen a lot of attrition with
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the addition of new programs before. I like the idea of surveying recent ES
graduates and seeing if they would have switched to the new program if it
had existed when they went to school here. (7)
Some respondents also noted that if the department launched a full MS
program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing, the department would
need to expand the number of students in core ES classes or add extra sections.
This was seen as less a financial problem than an organizational one. As one
faculty member observed: “We’ve seen that when class size gets too big it can
lead to problems…. Setting up new sections might be financially feasible, but
getting quality faculty is not always easy.” (9) It also causes extra work when
someone on the faculty has to recruit, mentor, and evaluate adjunct faculty for
core courses. This kind of additional work is, according to one respondent,
“contributing to burnout here.” (8) This person also noted that there is “lots of
turn over at the adjunct level and without active mentoring so adjuncts
understand our pedagogy, you can wind up with a lot of disgruntled students
and extra problems that need to be managed.” (8) However, this person
suggested that this could be made easier, depending on financial feasibility, by
adding associate and “core faculty where we have more accountability and
quality control” (8). Such a solution, however, would require developing a
staffing plan that lays out the “number of core associate and adjuncts tied to
costs and revenues.” (1)
The other extra work involved with expanding sections is in resolving
potential scheduling problems. As one respondent noted:
Our whole tracking plan is designed to avoid these problems as much as
possible, but adding 30 to 40 new people to the mix will require some
creative problem solving. I can see the administrative staff rolling their
eyes at that prospect. (9)
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While this might be solved with extra administrative support help, more than
one person felt that “additional students will add to this challenge.” (10)
A few respondents also wondered about the question, posed by one
respondent, “Does the [business office] support this and will they work
cooperatively with us?” (1) A second person mentioned that the department has
sometimes “had difficulty before with new programs getting the library support
we need,” adding that the “library is under a lot of stress” and their “budget has
been cut.” (4) A third person agreed with these assessments:
There will also be some institutional stress with enrollment services and
the library. When the tuition money goes up through more students, that
helps, but a lot of this money goes to the University so things can still get
tight. I hope it may not prove to be a big deal having 30 more students in a
school with 1200 students. It might not be that big of a leap. It is a small
percentage. (9)
The key to determining organizational feasibility in this area, according to
everyone who raised this concern, was establishing a good relationship with the
staff and administrators in enrollment services and the library and involving
them directly in problem-identification and problem-solving. As one person said:
Keep talking with the first floor folks. I think the department has had some
problems historically with these folks by not including them soon enough
in discussions. These people can make or break a new program. Pay lots of
attention and listen to their needs. They are a vital part of the institution.
They need to be on board if this is going to work. (4)

Less Tangible Fears
While all the problems listed above can be studied and addressed in
practical ways, three people warned of less tangible threats to departmental
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stability posed by the new program. One person spoke to this worry early in
the interview.
On a more subtle note, I think any change to our organization can be
painful. That is the subtle stuff, the unspoken stuff, the stuff you won’t get
on tape, the stuff that people won’t say to you straightforwardly--how if
we integrate the advocacy program into the department--it will affect
people’s psychologies. Even good growth can be damaging to the
department. (2)
This respondent gave one example of potential negative effects of “good growth”
by asking what would happen emotionally within the Department if the
proposed new program was successful at securing scholarship money for its
students.
This is where territories come into play. Imagine you succeed at getting
scholarship money for your students. All of a sudden you have the
program with scholarships and I don’t. Don’t you see that this is an added
fear. (2)
Another respondent spoke even more strongly about the potential
organizational stresses if this program were launched:
My biggest fear is the weight of a new program will destroy the
department. You are basically going to be creating a crisis for us. It has
nothing to do with your program, or your intent, or who you are as a
person. But we are just not well-organized enough to handle this program
addition without a lot of distress. Your program will force the issue of
underlying departmental problems that have nothing to do with you, but
it will effect our decision-making about your program. It is not that
adding this new program has to break people’s backs, but it could spark
flashes and if those flashes come too close together it could be pretty
difficult for everybody. Our faculty used to be open to exciting new things,
but we are more over-worked and gun shy now. The advocacy proposal
will fall into that stretched context. (7)
The third person who voiced such concerns was less concerned than the
two other respondents on this point, but it was still on this person’s mind: “The
other concern I have is with the internal structuring of the department. I think a
lot about that right now, partly because the structure is always changing and it
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never seems satisfactory.” (4) Still, this person was ambivalent about the
problem and noted: “If we can’t adjust to a new program, new people, and new
ideas then something is really wrong with us. We are having some problems
interpersonally or structurally.” (4)
Such concerns about the department’s underlying stability and capacity
for change are more difficult to address in practical terms than the ones raised in
the previous section. Yet, time and dialogue would likely be able to address such
fears about the group’s ability to embrace change. A fourth respondent spoke of
just such a gradual calming of fears over time.
I suppose that anytime you throw in a new element into something there
is some uncertainty and anxiety. We are not quite sure how things are
going to tip, how things are going to change, how the change is going to
look. Yet, the whole concept of the new program is sitting better with me
now. I feel good about things now. (3)

Financial Viability
Financial viability seemed to be the most important question for nearly
everyone interviewed. One person spoke for the majority when asserting,
“Money is the key for me.” (5) Another person answered the question of what is
the biggest practical barrier to change by saying: “Money. If you get more startup grants and show student interest, I think we are all set.” (5) This overriding
concern for financial viability seemed to fall into two basic categories: (a)
marketability and (b) fundraising. Particular stress was placed on the first
category. As one respondent said:
As important to me as the question of start-up funding is, it is much more
important whether there are prospective students out there that we could
attract to our program on a regular basis. Without students we are dead in
the water as soon as the start-up funding runs out. Is there any hard data
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out there to suggest we will have students? That is the number one thing I
want to see. (11)

Student Recruitment Targets
When asked whether people thought an advocacy MS program would be
financially viable if the program were able to recruit an average of 15 students a
year, 8 out of 11 people agreed with the person who said, “Yeah, we could make
the program work with an average of 15 people.” (10) Some of the other
comments on this topic included:
If we are bringing in that many students on average, we do OK. RMA is
at the range of 12 to 15 a year which is doable, but pretty tight. There is
still a lot to budget out, but 15 students a years seems to be safe for us.
That is true of all our programs. Eighteen to 20 makes it work great. (7)
My guess is that 15 students will make for a viable program. I have never
run the numbers. I’m just basing this on the fact that when we run our inhouse budget those programs that have 15 or more students are always in
the black. Below 15, at around 10 or less, we are in the red. Between 10
and 15 you are in trouble, but not too dangerously so. If you are between
15 to 18 a year you are really in the black. (11)
Full integration in the curriculum as a core concentration within the ES
department would probably work with 15 students. When you stack up
other programs here an average of 15 new students a year is what works
for the other concentrations. When there are less students than that the
department has to bail out the program…. When we average 15 or more
the program is able to stand on its own feet. (9)
Two people did not offer an opinion on this question, however, and one
respondent did not have enough information to make a determination without
more detailed budgetary information comparing costs with revenues.
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Factors Influencing Successful Recruitment
The discussion quickly turned to how possible it would be to reach the
desired recruitment target. Four people reported feeling confident of there being
a sufficient market of interested students. Other people’s opinions ranged from
hopeful, but unsure to somewhat skeptical. Several factors influencing successful
recruitment were named, particularly (a) the extent of student interest in the
field, (b) vocational options and post-graduate salary levels, and (c) our ability to
lower student costs. These were all seen as key research areas in terms of
financial viability.
For some, the prospect of reaching the target enrollment level of an
average of 15 students a year was primarily seen as a function of the number of
students interested in the field of environmental advocacy and organizing. As
one respondent said, “I think that if people are really passionate about
something, they go into it whether they get a high-paying job or not.” (11)
Another suggested that we “target specific undergraduate schools, student
advocacy organizations, and short-term training programs and see what interest
might exist.” (9) The focus here was on determining if there was sufficient
interest among prospective students.
For others, the bigger hurdle was whether a graduate program would be
seen as a worthwhile investment in a student’s vocational future.
I tend not to think in financial terms, but I do hear students talking about
this when they talk about why they came here. People are making an
investment and borrowing money to come here. They want to be able to
justify that to themselves and their spouses. It is important to find out
from employers if they would be interested in hiring our graduates. (4)
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I haven’t looked for a job in a long time, so I haven’t looked at job postings. I
don’t really know what advocacy organizations are looking for these days.
I think it might be helpful if you would share with people the job
opportunity listings that you see. Where do the come from? Where are
they listed? If you can get enough information and share it with everybody
that would strengthen the case for the program. If you get the first fifteen
students through here and they all get jobs that will turn into 45 students
and then more and more applicants. (6)
When a student comes in here for a full degree program, they expect to be
going out of here with a certain pay scale. They are basing their decisions
on what they can expect to make with their degree. It is not the only
motivation, but for somebody to come in here and spend all that money to
earn a degree and then go to work for an NGO that probably pays less
than the public or private sector is probably a big hurdle. Is it worth the
investment for a relatively low salary? The top of the RMA field is
$100,000. That affects the decision to come here. Their spouse is looking at
the money going out and thinking about the return. This creates real
pressures in making a decision to enroll in a program like yours even if
they are personally interested. These decisions are very sensitive to
cost/benefit analysis. (7)
Another respondent agreed with the notion that the number of jobs and
salary levels available would be an important factor in the enrollment decisionmaking of prospective students. Yet, this person also noted “things don’t always
work like you would expect.” (8) As this person explained:
There is a raft of Conservation Biology (CB) students who don’t have
jobs. Many of them are having a very hard time getting jobs. For the most
part, RMA folks aren’t having any problems getting jobs or good salaries,
yet RMA’s enrollment is weaker than CB’s. CB is the big seller. (8)
This assessment of the CB “anomaly” was also noted by two other respondents.
As one of them pointed out:
Some people are not constrained by the realities of whether or not there are
lots of jobs out there. Any student from CB is going to have a hard time
finding a job. The jobs are out there, but it is still not easy. Yet we
continue to have strong enrollment because this is something people love
and they want to find a way to be useful. (3)
From these observations, it would appear that employment possibilities and
salary expectations may make a big difference in some student decision-making,
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but other factors can make a graduate education appear beneficial for
interested, motivated students.
Several respondents also suggested that lowering the costs of the program
would likely affect students’ cost/benefit analyses in a positive way. This was
seen as the main marketing benefit of offering a certificate program instead of a
MS program. Fewer credits translate into less student money needing to be spent
on the advocacy program. The problem with this approach, however, is that it
would also offer less educational value to students. It would require significant
educational compromises, particularly through the loss of the 18 credits of core
ES courses, including 12 credits of environmental science and field ecology.
Some respondents suggested that increasing student scholarship
opportunities would increase the marketability of the program without the need
for making educational compromises. These faculty said that any scholarship
funding for this program, or for the department as a whole, would make them
feel the advocacy program was more financially viable. As one person explained:
I believe the students are there, but ongoing scholarship money would be
helpful. Is there evidence of such interest among donors? One thing is that
if we had really bright people coming in they would be eligible for Switzer
Fellowships because this year the Switzer Foundation has broadened out
beyond a sole focus on environmental science to the whole environmental
arena and they are particularly looking for people who are going to make
change. Advocacy students would look good for this. The Doris Duke
Foundation is also starting to provide graduate fellowships to
environmental studies departments. We should check into that. (11)

Fundraising Potential
This talk of generating scholarship money led to the broader topic of
fundraising—particularly the need for start-up funding, which was seen as
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essential. Yet, four people also wondered about the potential for ongoing,
supplemental fundraising. This seemed to be an increasing concern within the
department.
All of us are realizing that ongoing fundraising is needed. Is there a
reason to believe that this program can generate more than tuition dollars
to cover costs? (1)
One of my greatest hopes is that the advocacy program would be more
beneficial than difficult, that it would help sustain us. I think we are
financially strapped. We spend what’s in our check books every year. We
just get by. We have no deep resource base. Maybe this program can help
to alleviate some of those kinds of burdens. (2)
We’ve been very tuition driven and we are trying to get away from that. It
just doesn’t work. It doesn’t cover things. The department is trying to
bring in other sources of money. (5)
The main emphasis for most people, however, was on start-up funding.
As one person noted: “Having money after the start-up would be nice, but not a
big deal. The key question is getting some sense of start-up funding” (11).
Another person agreed and talked about the need for “solid up-front funding so
there won’t be much financial risk” (6). The questions that came up around this
topic included: “How do we assess the fundraising potential” (10)? “What are
the philanthropy trends that influence the viability of this program” (8)? There
was not a single faculty member who believed that launching this program is
doable without outside funding to cover our start-up costs.

How Interviews Improved the Deliberation Process
At the beginning of this chapter, I mentioned how I presented the above
portrait of the full array of faculty excitements and concerns to the entire ES
master’s faculty in a written report and then discussed it thoroughly with them
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at a faculty meeting that I was invited to attend. Not only did the faculty
agree that this portrait was accurate, they also said the report allowed them to
see their situation in a new, more helpful light than just discussing the issue in
group meetings had. Each person’s perception of other people’s concerns and the
relative weight of support for different positions shifted after reading the report,
sometimes dramatically.
This new information allowed for more decisive deliberations by the
faculty. For example, when presented with a portrait of their own opinions and
reasoning about program options, the faculty immediately decided to drop all
consideration of a shorter MA program and decided to put off any further talk of
starting a certificate program unless it was determined by further research and
deliberation that launching a full MS program in Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing would be unworkable. The full focus of attention was now on seeing
whether we could make a full MS program in Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing work.
Furthermore, upon seeing the widespread support for the new program
proposal, the faculty also upgraded my mission. From that point on, my charge
from the faculty was to research, develop, and—if at all feasible—launch a new
master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing at Antioch New
England by September 2002. While the faculty was not yet convinced that
starting this program was feasible, and thus was withholding final approval until
more research and problem-solving negotiations were completed, it now agreed
for the first time that its objective was to create the new master’s program if at all
possible.
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To coordinate this effort, the faculty and I formally agreed to create the
Environmental Advocacy Training Initiative, a collaborative project of the
Department of Environmental Studies and the Antioch New England Institute,
the graduate school’s nonprofit community education and consulting program,
and I was chosen to direct this new effort. Through the Antioch New England
Institute, I was provided with office space and administrative support services,
something the Department of Environmental Studies was not yet able to provide.
The faculty also set up an Advocacy Program Advisory Committee made
up of the Department’s Administrative Director and representatives from the
Environmental Education, Conservation Biology, and Resource Management and
Administration programs. This group met with me every 2 weeks for several
months to help coordinate my research and program development activities and
offer any faculty assistance needed. They also refined my job description. In a
memo to the rest of the core faculty of the Department, they wrote:
In his 1st year as Senior Project Manager of the Environmental Advocacy
Training Initiative, Steve’s job will be to:
- raise the 2-year program development and start-up costs,
- set up an informal advisory board of seasoned advocates and
scholars working in the areas of environmental protection,
corporate accountability, and social and environmental justice,
- collaboratively flesh out the vision of the program’s overall
curriculum and delivery model with the Department of
Environmental Studies and ANE’s administration,
- conduct or oversee more thorough needs assessments, market
research, and feasibility testing, and
- serve as an advocacy resource for current faculty and students
through consultations, in-class presentations, workshops,
committees, and teaching advocacy-related courses.
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In the 2nd year of his work--assuming we do not discover any substantive
reason not to move into a launch phase--Steve’s responsibilities will be to:
- raise additional start-up funds as well as scholarship funds for
our students, particularly for historically under-represented
groups within the ES Department’s student body such as African
Americans, Native Americans, Hispanics, Asians, and Pacific
Islanders,
- help design a program website and admissions recruitment
strategies and materials,
- actively recruit prospective students,
- assist the library in strengthening its environmental advocacy
resources,
- assist the practicum office in developing more contacts with
regional, national, and international advocacy organizations,
- search out, hire, and coordinate needed associate and adjunct
faculty members and social action trainers,
- prepare to teach up to 15 credits a year once the program starts
offering classes, and
- continue to serve as an advocacy resource for current faculty and
students.
Many research questions remained unanswered at this point. Yet, some of
the issues raised by the faculty during my interviews with them were relatively
easy to research and resolve. The President of the graduate school made a
commitment of extra office space; full start-up funding was raised externally so
there was no drain on the Department’s budget; the library and business offices
expressed considerable support for the new program and worked collaboratively
with the ES Department to move this project towards full acceptance and
implementation. Similarly, the classroom space question was resolved by
running different simulation scenarios to see what the impact of 30 to 40 new
students in the ES program would have on classroom space. The less tangible
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concerns about threats to the Department’s stability were handled through
discussion and by allowing more time for research and development before
making a final commitment to implement the new program.
The concern about whether a significant number of potential RMA
students would be attracted to the new Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing Program was addressed by a survey of recent ES department
graduates and current students. Out of 146 ES students surveyed, representing
over 3 years of students, only 16 suggested that they might have seriously
considered enrolling in the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program
had it been an option at the time that they enrolled at Antioch New England.
Furthermore, it was determined that only one of these students had been in the
Resource Management and Administration program.
Some research questions were more difficult to research and resolve,
particularly those that were not unique to Antioch New England and would
likely be of keen interest to any environmental studies department seriously
considering creating a new master’s program in environmental advocacy and
organizing. It is to four of these questions—and their answers—that I turn in the
next chapter.
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Chapter Seven
Checking the Proposal
for Relevance, Desirability, and Feasibility
“When a change idea is first mentioned, but also as it is developed,
implemented and monitored, each of the individuals involved in it will be
continuously asking questions like the following: Is this relevant.... Is this
desirable.... Is all of this feasible?”
Geoff Scott
“Understanding and Achieving Successful Change in Adult Education”
Creating change within existing education programs is a complex and
challenging undertaking, an undertaking whose winding and often
unpredictable course is profoundly influenced by a wide variety of factors.
Internal factors include organizational structure, culture, and climate; the group’s
prior experience with innovation efforts; its financial position; the clarity and
appropriateness of its mission; and the leadership skills of its most active change
agents. External factors include social trends, government policy, relationship to
external funding bodies, and the resource position of prospective students.
In light of all of this, Geoff Scott (2000) counsels educators seeking to be
change agents within their organizations to view the change process not as a
single event, but as “a complex learning and unlearning process” (p. 175).
undertaken by a group of individuals with diverse perspectives and motivations
and who have pre-existing patterns of cooperation and conflict. For such a group
to embrace a major change proposal as their own, it needs several questions
answered about relevance, desirability, and feasibility. As Scott notes, “If the
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answers to such questions are predominantly negative, the individual’s [and
group’s] motivation to persevere with the change effort will fade” (p. 183).
In this chapter, I offer answers to four key questions that emerged from
the faculty interviews I conducted at Antioch New England. I believe these four
questions would need to be answered at any school considering launching a
master’s program in environmental advocacy and organizing. These questions
are:
1. Is environmental organizing really a profession?
2. Are more environmental activist training programs needed?
3. Are there enough interested students to make such programs viable?
4. Are activist training programs too politically hot for academia?
After exploring the answers to each of these four questions in turn, I conclude
the chapter with a discussion of how making a commitment to launch a master’s
program in environmental advocacy and organizing is more than an empirical
question, but is also a fundamental question about a faculty’s values and vision
as educators.

Is Environmental Organizing Really a Profession?
The first big question that emerged in my interviews concerned relevance.
One can agree, for example, that movement halfway houses play an important
role in successful social movements, but still object to the idea that movement
halfway houses should be housed within environmental studies departments
that offer graduate training for environmental professionals. As one dissident
faculty member revealed at Antioch New England, not every environmental
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studies educator agrees that activists can be legitimately considered
environmental professionals. The question of whether environmental advocacy
and organizing is really a profession has to be addressed then before any serious
consideration of launching graduate training programs for environmental
advocates and political organizers can begin in earnest. If environmental
organizing cannot be legitimately viewed as a professional practice or
occupation, it is hardly relevant or appropriate for a professional graduate
program to offer a master’s program in the field of environmental activism.
What is at issue here is how we define the words profession and
professional. As educational theorist Malcom Tight (1996) notes, the word
“profession presents problems of definition” (p. 84). If, for example, you reserve
the word only for the classic professions--such as medicine, law, or the ministry,
vocational communities that have long trained their practitioners in academic
professional schools--it is more difficult to justify academic training programs for
political organizers. Such a narrow definition of profession might well exclude
the fields of social work, school teaching, nonprofit administration, publishing,
performing arts, and even hotel management--all of which now have graduate
training programs devoted to them within several higher education institutions.
These programs are justified by a looser, more common sense definition of a
profession as any paid vocation that requires a high degree of theoretical
knowledge; practical skill; and artful, reflective practice.
It was this definition that Antioch New England’s ES faculty eventually
agreed on when considering my Environmental Advocacy and Organizing
Program proposal. Some educators might still not even feel that environmental
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advocacy and organizing fulfill this looser, more common sense criteria for
determining if a vocation is a profession. As Randy Schutt (2001) notes,
Progressive change is one of the few complex endeavors in which it is
assumed that, after watching others do it a few times, activists will be able
to do it themselves.... [It] is often lumped in with other ‘simple’ tasks like
eating, washing dishes, or driving an automobile. (p. 47)
Yet, as Randy Schutt explains,
It is at least as difficult as building a skyscraper, programming a
computer, performing surgery, or assembling a television.... Many of the
skills required of activists are the same ones required of managers,
planners, lawyers, social workers, and therapists--skills taught in
multiyear college programs and honed through years of practice. (p. 47)
While most people who have looked seriously at the issue would
probably agree with Schutt’s (2001) general assessment, some can still argue that
environmental advocacy and political organizing is not a paid professional
vocation. This particular skepticism about whether political organizing is a
career showed up among one of the ES faculty at Antioch New England. This
position is quite understandable. While there have long been numerous paid
practitioners working within nonprofit religious organizations, hospitals, social
service agencies, international aid societies, and educational and research
institutions, the same cannot be said about the advocacy/social movement sector
of the nonprofit world. The advocacy/social movement sector has historically
been much more ephemeral and dependent on volunteer labor than all the others
segments. Furthermore, the advocacy/social movement sector suffered a period
of relative decline and stagnation for the first half of the twentieth century. As
sociologist Michael O’Neill (1989) notes, outside of the union activism of the
1930s, “World War I, the Depression, World War II, and the Eisenhower era
made social reform movements seem almost a thing of the past” (p. 118).
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A great break in this pattern emerged with the rise of the civil rights
movement in 1950s and 1960s, however. According to O’Neil (1989) this eruption
of social activism soon inspired the formation of many other social reform
movements--including a “reinvigorated feminist movement, the United Farm
Workers and other Hispanic liberation organizations, the American Indian
Movement, gay-lesbian liberation, and others” 9p. 118). The 1960s and early
1970s also saw the rise of a mass-based anti-war movement, an environmental
movement, a consumer protection movement, and a new wave of the
neighborhood organizing movement. Citizen activism was dramatically on the
rise during this period, and numerous organizations were formed to press citizen
demands for change or to defend their existing values and ways of life.
To get a picture of just how much growth in the advocacy/social
movement sector took place during this period, political scientist Jeffrey Berry
conducted a study of 75 of the largest national public interest organizations in
1972 and found that over half of these organizations were started after 1968
(Shaiko 1999, p. 8). The growth in the advocacy sector was not just the result of
the founding of new organizations, however. Even the groups that were
organized before 1968 (including some of today’s largest conservation
organizations) showed a remarkable rate of growth in both membership and
budgets during the 1960s and early 1970s. At the beginning of the 1960s, “the
environmental movement in the United States included about 150,000 citizens
who belonged to environmental groups” (Shaiko 1999, p. 25). Yet, after the first
Earth Day in 1970, in which 20 million Americans reportedly participated, things
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were very different. As former New York Times correspondent Philip
Shabecoff (2000) points out:
The institutions most immediately and overwhelmingly affected by the
surge of public interest generated by Earth Day, of course, were the
environmental groups themselves. The old-line conservation clubs and
societies, the ancien regime of the movement, though slow off the mark,
were swept into the rushing current. The membership of most of these
groups doubled and doubled again. So did the size of their staffs. (p. 121)
Other researchers have also noticed an unexpected expansion of paid
positions within the advocacy/social movement sector during this same period.
Researchers soon began talking about an unprecedented era of
professionalization among social movement organizations. One of the most
influential books on social movements during this period was The Trend of Social
Movements in America: Professionalization and Resource Mobilization (McCarthy &
Zald 1973). Such analyses posited three related factors to account for the
increasing professionalization within the advocacy sector. The first was an
expanded financial resource base due to expanding memberships, greater
economic prosperity, and a significant redirection of foundation dollars to
advocacy groups. The second was the urgent desire among many activists to
devote themselves to advocacy work full-time instead of scheduling small
amounts of volunteer time around their less satisfying, paying jobs. The third
key factor was the strategic need on the part of advocacy organizations for a
consistent, talented, and focused labor force. As sociologists Pamela Oliver and
Gerald Marwell (1992) note, “although collective action often involves the
sporadic need for low-skill activities that can be performed by volunteers ... the
central work of most collective action requires long-term ongoing involvement
and cumulative experience and knowledge, not occasional labor” (p. 258). The
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upshot of these three forces was a growing desire on the part of social
movement organizations for paid staff whenever possible.
This trend has only grown stronger over the last three decades. As Oliver
and Marwell (1992) note, “There have always been some paid activists, but the
past thirty years have seen a proliferation of professionalized technologies and
professional activists” (p. 270). In an extensive study of trends within the public
interest sector, Ronald Shaiko (Oliver & Marwell 1992) argues that the world of
professional political advocacy and organizing is now much larger, more
diverse, better funded, and better staffed than in the 1960s and early 1970s.
According to Shaiko, “there are indeed more public interest organizations active
in the political arena today than at any time in our nation’s history” (p. 12). There
has actually been an “exponential increase in the number of groups,” and he
adds that “of the more than 3,000 [national] public interest organizations in
existence today less than one-third were organized three decades ago” (p. 7).
More than half “did not exist when Berry conducted his analysis in 1972” (p. 8).
Internationally, the growth of international NGOs operating in two or
more countries has been even more dramatic. The Yearbook of International
Organizations “puts the number of international NGOs at more than 26,000, up
from 6,000 in 1990” (Chase-Dunn 1999, p. 21). This is considered a conservative
estimate by the British business journal The Economist and is credited to the rapid
expansion of international NGOs concerned about the impacts of corporate
globalization and which focus on “the environment, labour rights, human rights,
consumer rights and so on” (Chase-Dunn 1999, p. 21).
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The situation at the regional, state, and local level is similar, but not as
well-documented. As Philip Shabecoff (2000) laments, “There are no reliable
estimates of the number of grassroots organizations” (p. 35). There is, however,
considerable agreement that the number of regional, state, and local advocacy
groups has grown significantly over the last 25 years. Shaiko (1999) puts the
current number at tens of thousands. While hardly exact, such a rough estimate
seems reasonable as a ballpark figure. For example, according to Philip Shabecoff
(2000),
The Center for Health, Environment and Justice (formerly the Citizens
Clearninghouse for Hazardous Waste), run by Lois Gibbs, organizer of the
Love Canal Neighborhood Committee, works with a network of some 8,000
to 9,000 local grassroots groups with memberships ranging from a half
dozen activists to several hundred. (p. 36)
This number represents just one sliver of the entire advocacy/social movement
sector. It is even just one sliver of the grassroots environmental movement.
Today, paid positions for political organizers and advocates focused on
environmental protection, corporate accountability, and social and
environmental justice can be found in at least eight different kinds of
organizations:
1. State and National public interest advocacy organizations, which
usually work on a single issue or single set of issues through
research and education, lobbying, litigation, high-level
negotiations, inter-group coalition building, and popular
mobilizations.
2. Grassroots organizations and larger organizing networks and
clearinghouses, which mobilize specific communities and
constituencies to take collective action through community
organizing, popular education, community development,
alternative institutions, and direct action campaigns.
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3. Labor unions and professional associations, which represent and
mobilize their members on political, economic, and social issues of
interest to members and the public.
4. Progressive electoral public policy groups, which include third
parties, major party caucuses like the Rainbow Coalition, nonpartisan groups, and political action committees.
5. Social action training and political education groups and centers,
which work with other advocacy organizations and activists to
build up their individual and organizational capacities as advocates
and organizers.
6. Research and data management organizations, which help meet the
information needs of social movement organizations, often in direct
collaboration and, sometimes, even with the full participation of
community and public interest groups.
7. Progressive media and cultural groups, which (a) produce
documentaries, radio shows, books and periodicals, web-pages for
both other activists and the public; (b) offer public relations
assistance to activist groups seeking to influence the mass media;
and (c) create art, music, and theater that inspire activists and the
public.
8. Progressive, social change philanthropy groups, which include
individual foundations and coordinating groups like the Funding
Exchange, the National Network of Grantmakers, and the Donor
Organizers Network.
This vast expansion of social movement organizations has also witnessed
a significant growth in the average size of the paid staffs for individual
organizations. Among national public interest groups, “the percentage of
organizations with staffs of more than 10 employees has more than tripled since
1972,” moving from 23% in 1972 to 75% by 1995 (Shaiko 1999, p. 11). The
percentage of national public interest organizations with paid professional staffs
of over 40 employees also jumped from 5% to 22% during the same period. Both
of these percentage jumps are even more impressive given the fact that the total
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number of national public interest organizations increased dramatically
during this period.
This trend has also been noticed in international groups. The expansion of
the Dutch section of Amnesty International is a good example. As sociologist
Bert Klandermans (1997) notes, the Dutch group started in 1968 “with volunteers
only,” but “the organization grew rapidly and at the end of the seventies 18 paid
officials and 150 volunteers were working at the national headquarters in
Amsterdam” (p. 132). “In 1991,” adds Klandermans, “there were 57 paid officials
and 130 volunteers” (p. 132).
Environmental organizations in the United States have played a
significant part in this trend toward advocacy professionalization. According to
the Environmental Careers Organization (1999), the 30 largest national
environmental advocacy organizations now collectively employ 4,000 staff
member. There has also been considerable, though less easily quantifiable,
growth at the grassroots level. It is likely that the majority of paid environmental
advocates work on small staffs of less than 10 employees amid the tens of
thousands of local, state, regional, and smaller national or international groups.
While many grassroots environmental groups still “operate entirely out of living
rooms, churches, and community centers,” Brian Tokar (1997) argues that
increasing numbers now “have small offices and small staffs” (p. xxi). RESTORE:
The North Woods is a good example of this trend. According to a staff member I
interviewed, the group started through the volunteer efforts of movement
entrepreneurs in the early 1990s and by 1995 had grown to a paid staff of three.
Five years later, the staff has grown to eight employees.
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While hardly offering as many environmental job opportunities as the
private or public sector, the advocacy/social movement sector of the NGO world
has expanded enormously over the last 30 to 40 years and offers a variety of
professional opportunities in environmental advocacy and organizing focused
on environmental protection, corporate accountability, and social and
environmental justice. During the last decade, a new multi-issue professional
association--the National Organizers Alliance--has emerged, grown to 3,000
members, and begun offering publications, conferences, and health insurance
programs.
Upon surveying the expanding employment opportunities within the field
of environmental advocacy and organizing, the faculty at Antioch New England
felt even more secure about attempting to develop a new master’s program in
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing. Such a program was clearly relevant
to the educational mission of our graduate school and our department.

Are More Environmental Activist
Training Programs Needed?
One can agree that political organizing is at least as legitimate a
professional field as publishing or hotel management, both of which boast
established graduate programs in the United States, yet still question whether it
is a serious priority for environmental studies programs. This question goes to
the heart of the proposal’s desirability and it was raised in various ways by some
Antioch New England faculty members in the Department of Environmental
Studies. The underlying question here is whether the need for additional
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environmental activist training programs is particularly pressing. Political
educator Randy Schutt (2001) is perhaps the most adamant on this point. In his
book, Schutt argues that there are five main obstacles to progressive social
change and the creation of a good society. These obstacles include:
1. adverse power structures;
2. oppressive cultural norms and conditioning;
3. dysfunctional emotional conditioning of individuals;
4. scarcity of progressive resources, and
5. widespread ignorance
For Schutt (2001), the final obstacle--widespread ignorance--is both the
cause and effect of the other four. As he notes,
Many people have limited knowledge about how society functions, and
they passively accept conventional notions about democracy, free
enterprise, addictions, personality disorders, and so forth. Most are also
woefully ignorant of progressive alternatives. Hence, when people do learn
about a useful alternative idea or method, they usually have little idea how
to implement it in their own community. (p. 47)
Schutt (2001) also argues that a high level of political ignorance also
afflicts many committed activists. In fact, he is very blunt about this assessment.
Activists typically have limited progressive change experience, only a
rudimentary understanding of how the world functions, and only dim
visions of possible alternatives. Their ignorance and lack of experience
often lead to inefficient, ineffectual, or even counter productive change
efforts. (p. 47)
Schutt goes so far as to claim that
the reason that progressive activists have not yet created a good society ...
is simply that they lack the knowledge skills, strength, and endurance to
overcome the sizable opposition they face from the power structure,
destructive cultural norms, dysfunctional emotional conditioning, and
widespread ignorance. (p. 54)
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A look at the recent history of the U.S. environmental movement
suggests he may be right. While the 1990s were once poised to be dubbed the
Environmental Decade, many movement leaders now concede that
environmentalism lost considerable ground during the last two decades (Dowie
1996, Gottlieb 1993, Shabecoff 2000, Tokar 1997). The declining fortunes of the
movement were perhaps most initially obvious on the legislative front. Even
before the November 1994 Republican election victory, the fifteen largest
environmental groups in the country sent out an unprecedented joint letter to
their constituents. In it, they warned that “even during the
Reagan/Watt/Gorsuch years, we never faced such a serious threat to
environmental laws in Congress” (Montegue 1994). As the League of
Conservation Voters pointed out, the 103rd Congress had the worst
environmental voting record of any Congress since the mid-1960s. Since the 1994
election, things have gotten worse. The corporate-sponsored wise use/private
property rights movement, once thought of as a right-wing fringe group, has
become a more powerful player in shaping environmental deregulation. And,
with major pieces of environmental legislation having come up for
reauthorization in Congress in the 1990s, some of the environmental victories
won during the last thirty years have been whittled away.
This problem is not just due to the Republicans' electoral resurgence in the
mid-1990s or even George W. Bush’s two terms as president. Environmentalists
have not been able to rely on most Democrats for effective public policy
leadership either. Bill Clinton and Al Gore--who were once seen as solid
environmental allies at the time of their elections--retreated from many of their
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environmental campaign promises. Worse, the Clinton-Gore Administration
aggressively pushed the North America Free Trade Agreement and the World
Trade Organization through Congress against the protests of many
environmental groups, civil rights groups, and labor unions. This restructuring
of the global economy has made it even harder for citizen movements to
implement and defend effective corporate and governmental accountability
(Wallach & Sforza 1999). Thus, even with the increase of Democratic seats in the
House and the Senate in 2000, we did not see a significant shift in the antienvironmental momentum within Congress because of it.
Only organized people’s power can create such momentum. As rightwing fund-raiser Richard Viguery notes, “a well-organized minority can often
defeat an unorganized majority” (Dowie 1996, p. 195). Only recently have many
environmentalists fully grasped how much of the corporate sector has emerged
between Earth Day 1970 and 1990 as a strong, well-organized opposition to
environmentalism--or how these same power elites are now using their
dominance within the mass media, academia, international finance, and the U.S.
governance system to block new environmental initiatives; roll back past
victories; and mute public concerns over wilderness preservation, biodiversity,
public health, sustainability, and healthy global eco-systems (Beder 1997,
Helvarg 1994, Rowell 1996, Stauber & Rampton 1995).
The challenge for environmental advocates in this era of corporate
globalization is daunting (Athanasiou 1996, Burbach et al. 1997, Danaher 1994,
Derber 1998, Gould et al. 1996, Greider 1997, Karliner 1997, Korton 1995, Mander
& Goldsmith 1996, Wallach & Sforza 1999). The environmental movement will
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not regain its initiative unless larger sectors of the public--and the activist
community--come to understand this dimension of the environmental crisis and
learn to act effectively on this knowledge. The old strategies of mainstream
environmental groups that rely on passive memberships and Washington-based
professional staffs focused solely on national lobbying and litigation are no
longer sufficient. Nor is it enough to rely on a grassroots activism that focuses
only on local conditions or takes a purely defensive approach to advocacy and
organizing.
What is needed now is a concerted effort to reinvent environmental
advocacy and organizing. In this effort, effective advocates will need to recreate
environmentalism as a grassroots social movement that is unafraid to challenge
the negative features of corporate globalization, to articulate alternative visions
of democratic community and economic life, to integrate a social justice
perspective into environmental thinking, and to overcome the remaining blocks
to effective coalition-building and transnational organizing. Starting innovative
activist training programs for grassroots environmental advocates that tackle
these issues head on could help train a new generation of environmental
movement organizers and leaders capable of facing these challenges, just as
Brookwood Labor College encouraged a new spirit of labor progressivism within
the once floundering labor movement of the 1920s and 1930s.
This call for increasing the number of advanced training opportunities for
environmental organizers is strongly echoed by Charles Foster (1993) in his
discussion of Conservation Leadership Project (CLP) study of the training needs
of over 500 environmental advocacy groups. According to Foster, the CLP
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researchers concluded that the leaders and staff people of environmental
advocacy organizations are “often poorly prepared and trained, isolated from
their peers, and substantially disconnected from their grassroots constituencies,”
particularly from working-class citizens and people of color (p. 24). The
researchers CLP went on to argue that “academia should be utilized more
extensively for leadership development and training, particularly at the graduate
level of study” (p. 24).
Many key figures in the environmental movement also agree. In
supporting the creation of Green Corps, for example, David Brower, the former
chair of the Earth Island Institute, pointed out an important fact: “The Earth,
which is taking a beating at human hands, is awash with people who express
concern about it, but there is a drought of people able to organize to stop the
abuse” (Green Corps 2001b, p. 2)). Training programs are an excellent way to
turn such concern into ability. Adding just one program that can train 30 people
a year probably does not exhaust the need for such training programs. For
example, Bob Bingaman, the national field director for the Sierra Club, argues
that “there are hundreds of young people who want to do activist work” and
“there are a lot of environmental groups with a demand for people who have
these grassroots organizing skills, but don’t have the resources to train aspiring
activists” (Gray 1999, p. 12).
Ultimately, after much discussion, the ES faculty at Antioch New England
came to agree with Brower, Bingham, and the Conservation Leadership Project
and actively endorsed the creation of a new master’s program in environmental
advocacy and organizing as a vital contribution to the environmental movement.
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Still, there remained the important question of whether or not there would be
enough prospective students willing to pay graduate school tuition in order to
gain these skills.

If We Build It, Will Students Come?
Several faculty members were still hesitant to launch the new program for
fear that there would not be enough interested and paying students who would
seek graduate training for a field that pays such modest salaries. Without enough
interested students, these faculty members argued, such a program would be
financially unfeasible. While all the ES faculty members were comforted to hear
that Green Corps’ environmental organizer training program currently attracts
over 600 applicants a year for a maximum of 35 slots, all noted a significant
difference between Green Corps’ program, which is structured as a paid
internship, and a master’s program, which charges students tuition. The question
remains then: would enough prospective students be willing to enroll in a 2-year,
master’s program in environmental advocacy and organizing?
The answer for many prospective students appears to be “yes.” Even
though pay scales in the organizing and advocacy field are relatively modest,
there does not appear to be any good reason to suspect a shortage of students
willing to invest time and money in advanced political education and skills
training in environmental advocacy and organizing. For example, over 14,000
students graduate from master’s-level social work programs every year; yet, 31%
of social workers make between $15,000 and $29,999, and the next 38% earn
between $30,000 and $39,999 (Kaplan Education Centers 1998, p. 19). The
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willingness of thousands of students to pay for graduate school in the face of
such modest salary levels suggests the power of mission over money. As the
authors of the Kaplan Graduate School Admissions Advisor (1998) note,
Many people who pursue social work as a career are driven by a strong
sense of altruism and a desire to help the poor, oppressed, or vulnerable to
achieve general well-being. Job satisfaction is often derived from
contributing directly to the welfare of others and by serving as an agent of
change. (p. 17)
Similarly, no one becomes a public interest advocate or a social movement
organizer to get rich. While professional advocates and organizers need to make
enough money to live on, they typically look toward other rewards for their
primary job satisfaction. In its booklet on “careers in social change,” (nd) the
Advocacy Institute (nd) in Washington, DC identifies several of these nonmonetary benefits:
First, you work for what you believe in. Advocates have an opportunity to
contribute to making their neighborhood or the world a better place. They
attack many urgent social problems head-on. Second, most public interest
advocates are awarded a great deal of responsibility early in their
careers.... Third, there is a sense of community and commitment within
public interest organizations that comes from working together as social
activists. Whether it’s playing for the office softball team or just sharing a
brown bag lunch with colleagues, you’re likely to find philosophically and
intellectually compatible people. (p. 9)
The Institute also contends that advocates typically respect and trust their
employers more than most people because “the spirit of working in the public
interest is such that organizational managers take seriously the idea of caring for
their employees and addressing internal problems” (p. 10). Within the limits of a
group’s resources, advocacy organizations “try to take the lead in providing
benefits that can improve the quality of life and work for their employees” (p.
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10). Some of these groups are also run more democratically than is the norm
in more hierarchically-run governmental or corporate workplaces.
Such modestly-paid, mission-driven professional work does not appeal to
everyone. Yet, it appeals to a significant number. Looking at recent surveys of
“value sub-cultures” within the U.S., researcher Paul Ray (1996) argues that a
growing U.S. sub-culture--which he dubs “the Greens”--now includes 13% of the
adult U.S. population, or about 24 million people. Compared to other value subcultures, these people are more “altruistic and idealistic, and often less concerned
with success or making a lot of money” (p. 23). Their values tend to be centered
“on the environment and social concerns” as well as on “interpersonal
relationships” (p. 23). A majority of them also embrace “voluntary simplicity”
and “citizen action” as ideals while, at the same time, rejecting “big business, and
the success orientation, hedonism, and materialism of Modernist media,
consumer, and business culture” (p. 38).
These Greens have a higher percentage of people with undergraduate and
advanced degrees than any other value sub-culture, but their annual median
income is in the mid-30s. This suggests that while people in this value cluster
frequently seek out education opportunities, their primary goal is not usually
maximizing their financial return. It is reasonable to assume that if the advocacy
and organizing field offers salaries in line with other mission-driven
professionals fields, there will be little financial obstacle to recruiting activistoriented students to get advanced training in their chosen field—outsides of the
challenges of getting the word out and marketing the program to a large circle of
likely potential students.
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My research suggests that professional advocates and organizers do
make comparable salaries. While the Bureau of Labor Statistics does not track or
calculate the median earnings of people working within the advocacy and
organizing sector, Harley Jebens (1996) offers a good general sense of advocacy
and organizing salary ranges in his book 100 Jobs in Social Change. According to
Jebens, most advocates and organizers can expect to make “from $19,000 to
$50,000” depending on a person’s position, experience, education, locality, and
type of organization (p. 12). On the low end of the pay scale are office managers
for activist organizations who “can expect to make from $16,500 to $25,000 a
year” (p. 22) and volunteer coordinators, whose salaries “range from $20,000 to
$25,000 a year,” but, in smaller groups, the wages can “be a bit lower, perhaps
starting at $18,000” (p. 138).
Moving into the middle salary range, Jebens (1996) mentions organizing
directors and other program directors who, in smaller, local organizations, might
start “from about $20,000 to $24,000 a year,” but “can expect to earn from $40,000
to $70,000 a year” in larger groups, particularly at the national level (p. 26).
Similarly, the pay “for someone working in the research-advocacy area could
range from the mid-$20,000s, all the way up to $70,000 or more for those working
in high-level policy think tanks” (p. 30). However, research work for most
nonprofit groups “will tend to be on the lower end of that spectrum, with the
average salary at about $40,000 a year” (p. 30). Also in the middle range, but
creeping up, are positions such as lobbyists, whose starting salaries run between
“$20,000 to $24,000 per year” and quickly “rise to $30,000 a year or more” (p. 18).
Depending on the lobbying organization, lobbying salaries “can rise as high as
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$100,000 or more yearly” (p. 20). Similarly, local and state political party and
campaign workers and directors “can expect to make from $15,000 to $30,000 a
year,” though “higher-level workers can expect to earn from $30,000 to $80,000”
(p. 40).
At the higher end of the advocacy salary range, says Jebens (1996) are
executive directors of large national organizations who can make six figures
salaries; development officers who “start out at $30,000 to $35,000 a year,” but
can soon rise into the upper five, and even lower six, figures in some
organizations (p. 126); and progressive foundation program officers funding
social change groups whose “salaries can range from $30,000 per year up to
$80,000, with senior program officers and supervisors earning slightly more pay”
(p. 158).
One can get an even clearer picture of the salary ranges for various activist
jobs by looking at the advocacy and organizing job notices in monthly job listing
publications like Environmental Opportunities. I looked at the 48 advocacy
positions that were posted in Environmental Opportunities between December
1999 and May 2000 that also listed specific starting salary ranges. The lowest
starting salary offered was $18,000, and the highest was $80,000. The median
starting salary was $30,750.
When I ran the same analysis for the 52 similar environmental education
job listings in the same six issues of Environmental Opportunities, I found that, on
average, environmental education jobs pay less than advocacy jobs. The lowest
salary offered for a full-time environmental education job was $13,200 and the
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highest salary was $60,000. The median salary level was $25,200--close to
$6,000 less a year than the median earnings for advocacy positions.
While this analysis was based on a limited sample, when combined with
Jebens’ (1996) informed estimates, it suggests that the salary levels available to
advocates should not be a significant limiting factor in recruiting students. The
Environmental Studies Department at Antioch New England Graduate School
has had success at recruiting environmental education students seeking
advanced training even though the salary levels that these students can
realistically expect in their field are lower than those available to environmental
organizers. Many other graduate schools have offered degree programs in
environmental education as well.
There was also good reason to believe that students with the kind of
advanced activist training offered in an environmental organizing graduate
program would be in high demand in the advocacy and organizing job market.
As one activist employer told me:
I know that my organization would be grateful for the kind of job
applicants your new program would create. When we hire for a position,
the single greatest frustration is that new graduates come in with very
predefined notions of “environmental policy” or “environmental
education.” It is rare to come across a recent graduate with the kind of
fervor for political organizing and movement-building that is essential to
work in this field. Usually that only comes after years of experience on the
job, and even then it is rare. So, as our organization continues to grow,
ANE advocacy graduates would be very competitive candidates for
positions in our organization.
The Environmental Careers Organization (1999) argues that today’s
environmental advocacy organizations are increasingly looking for well-trained
staff members who have strong “leadership skills;” the ability to foster “an
environmental movement that appeals to all Americans, regardless of class, race,
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and ethnicity;” and the political vision to return to the grassroots “with the
understanding that a concerned, involved, informed, and politically savvy
citizenry is essential for environmental success” (pp. 22-23).
One other reason to expect that there would be interested students is the
fact that Bunyan Bryant’s master’s program in Environmental Advocacy at the
University of Michigan’s School of Natural Resources and Environment recruited
enough students to survive for over two decades before the program evolved
into an Environmental Justice program. These students also found paid work in
the field. As Bryant (1990) notes:
Alumni of the program are involved in building both direct-action and
support organizations in many social and environmental change arenas.
Some of the activities EA graduates have been involved in to date are: (1)
fighting rising utility rates; (2) protesting high property taxes; (3)
stopping the building of expressways that destroy neighborhoods, relocate
people, and take much-needed property off the tax roles; (4) resisting the
building of nuclear power plants that are unsafe and have the power to
destroy the planet; (5) taking action against industries which wantonly
pollute and foul air and water and destroy land; (6) taking action against
government incumbents to increase the allocation of moneys needed for
solar power research; (7) building alternative institutions and
cooperatives; (8) organizing better health care programs for citizens; (9)
saving wilderness areas from development; (10) encouraging the
development of national parks; and (11) supporting peace initiatives and
demonstrations. Other graduates of the program advise organizations by
providing technical skills for organizational change, development, and
direct-action strategies. They provide skills and support to action
organizations, helping them to develop hiring and firing procedures,
organizational accountability, staff evaluations, affirmative action
programs, long-range planning, and collective decision making. (pp. 5455)
It is even possible that not all prospective students for such a program
would require landing a paid organizing job in the future in order to feel
inspired to take part in the program. A minority of prospective students may
even be willing to support their future social change work through conventional
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part-time or temporary jobs, a supportive spouse, their own independent
wealth, or contributions from benevolent sponsors among their friends and
family. At Antioch, we have already received some inquiries from prospective
students in these categories and two have matriculated into our program.
At Antioch New England, the faculty was also encouraged by the
response of prospective students to Antioch New England’s proposed new
master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing. Within the first 3
months of our proposed program’s website being set up, we received over 90
inquiries from prospective students, at least 61 of which seemed like they might
possibly be ready and able to sign up for such a program in the next few years.
The enthusiasm for the program reported by these prospective students was
strong. As one representative student put it:
The proposed Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program is just
what I have been looking for in a graduate program. The subjects it
embodies (social justice, globalization, organizing skills, history of social
movements) provide the exact elements I feel are missing from most
environmental studies programs.
To get a better picture of how strong this interest was--and to see how
likely it was that we could recruit 10 to 15 new students a year once the program
had been around a few years--I worked with Antioch New England’s
Admissions Office to create a survey of all 61 prospective EAOP students who
seemed serious and had contacted me between June 1, 2001 and August 30, 2001.
The original survey was sent via email on September 11, 2001 (very poor timing),
with a reminder sent to non-responders on the 19th, and another follow up on
September 27th. Twenty-eight people from the sample of 61 responded fully. Six
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emails would not go through, and three others could only complete part of
the survey for various reasons. The results, however, were encouraging:
2 prospective students agreed with the statement: “I’m ready to apply
for this program now. Just let me know when you are accepting
applications!”
7 prospective students agreed with the statement: “I lean very strongly
to applying to this program as my most favored option for grad
school.”
10 prospective students agreed with the statement: “I’m seriously
considering Antioch’s new program as a possible next step for me,
along with one or more other graduate school options.”
9 prospective students agreed with the statement: “I’m very drawn to
your program, but the practical obstacles are too great for me to
seriously consider applying.”
2 prospective students agreed with the statement: “Upon reflection, I
don’t think a program like this is the best educational next step for
me, at least not at this point in my life.”
Such a survey is hardly conclusive. Yet, set against the backdrop of the
other findings it was sufficient for the ES faculty at Antioch New England to
decide that there was a large enough pool of interested prospective students for
the Department to take the risk of setting up the new program. This survey also
suggested that if the new program also proved successful at raising scholarship
funds for its students, this pool of prospective students would likely increase.
Tuition costs were one of the biggest practical obstacles mentioned by students.
The other major practical obstacle to consider when applying to Antioch
New England’s new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing was location. Some students were unable or unwilling to move to
New England for 2 years to take advantage of this new program. This suggested
the possibility that the existence of 5 to 10 similar programs spread throughout
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the country could pull in more of the potentially interested students than a
single program. Happily, though, the first cohort of students for Antioch’s new
program included students from the West Coast, the Mountain States, the
Midwest, New England, the South East, and a Fulbright Scholar from Benin,
Africa. This location obstacle appears not to be so strong as to preclude attracting
some students from around North American and even the world.

Are Activist Training Programs
Too Hot to Handle?
For many academics, environmental advocacy and political organizing
may seem too controversial to touch. While sociologist Michael O’Neill (1989)
calls the advocacy/social movement wing of the nonprofit sector “the conscience
of a nation,” he rightly observes “advocacy organizations are the most
antiestablishment, independent part of the independent sector” (p. 109). As he
notes: “Some parts of the nonprofit sector, such as health, education, and welfare,
work closely with the [public and private] sectors. Advocacy organizations,
however, thrive on making business and government uncomfortable if not
furious” (p. 109). Bunyan Bryant (1990) notes the same thing. As he argues,
“environmental advocates ally themselves with oppressed groups as opponents
to well-established power and authority, seeking fundamental change of the
status quo” (p. 40). This suggests that academic programs seeking to train
professional advocates and organizers working on environmental protection,
corporate accountability, and social and environmental justice may meet with
resistance.
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These objections have little to do with practical concerns about
relevance, desirability, or feasibility, though they may be cloaked in such
language. These objections are ideological. As human rights educator Garth
Meintjes (1997) notes, “Education designed to empower people at the grassroots
level is sometimes viewed as threatening to elites and potentially antagonistic
toward certain types of government institutions” (p. 65). Certainly, repressive
forces have tried in the past to impede the work of activist educational programs
like Highlander and the Brookwood Labor College. Highlander, for example,
was a frequent target of White vigilante violence and the State of Tennessee
closed the school at one point and arrested several faculty members. Labor
Colleges like Brookwood were also investigated by government commissions,
harassed by police, and attacked by right-wing political groups. As Altenbaugh
(1990) notes, the “objectives and activities of the labor colleges incurred the
wrath of employers, reactionary groups such as Christian fundamentalists and
the Ku Klux Klan, and an occasional politician, mobilizing the resources of the
state” (p. 171). Ironically, in Brookwood’s case, some of the strongest slander
attacks and efforts to cut off funding for the college came from conservative labor
bureaucrats in the national leadership of the American Federation of Labor.
Today, within North American colleges and universities, the pressures
against an activist-oriented educational practice are rarely as severe or as overt.
Yet, we would be naive to ignore the hand of power and privilege within most
higher education institutions. It is not hard to find examples (Feldman 1989,
Soley 1995, White & Hauck 2000) of how the liberatory impulse to foster critical
consciousness and democratic action is often blunted by the decisions of
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university administrators and trustees; hypocritical notions of disengaged
“value-neutral” scholarship; the covert pressures of corporate and government
funding; harassment by right-wing “watchdog” groups; self-censorship by
young academics desperately seeking tenure; the conformist habits ingrained in
many older professors; elitist patterns in student admissions; and the narrow
career goals held by many students seeking a more advantageous place within
an insecure labor market.
It was just these selection pressures against critical teaching, let alone
activist training, that led the founders of Brookwood to launch their labor college
as an alternative institution independent of any of the established universities of
their time. As one founder, James Maurer, argued:
The universities ... reflect the dominant views of big business, of the
militarists and imperialists. Workers’ education functions to rip free the
dogmas and illusions which clutter up the social sciences and present to
the workers an understanding of social life that will make possible an
analytical survey of existing institutions. (Altenbaugh 1990, p. 195)
David Orr (1994) is among those environmental studies educators who
have also decried a similar lack of a liberating spirit within U.S. higher education
today. As he warns:
[Higher education] has become an adjunct to the commercial economy. It
has hired itself out to the forces of growth and development, which as far
as I can tell, is the effort to make the world safe for big capital. Taken as a
whole, education has lacked the courage to ask itself what kind of world its
graduates will inherit and what kind of world they will be prepared to
build. (p. 129)
Sometimes, the pressures toward conformity and accommodation to
powerful vested interests play out in obvious and overt ways. In the late 1960s,
for example, Helen Lewis was teaching at a branch campus of the University of
Virginia. There she started the first Appalachian Studies program in the country
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and, as a pioneer in service-learning, she helped her students investigate the
region’s politics by getting them involved in local community action projects that
interested them, including the anti-strip mining movement and the United Mine
Workers union. The result was a strong corporate counter-attack. As Lewis
reports:
According to the former chancellor of the college, the coal companies
offered $7 million to get rid of the program. They said get Helen Lewis and
the students back in the classroom where they belong. I was a tenured full
professor by the time I lost my job. If they want to get rid of you, they can.
They did away with the whole program and put me in an untenable
situation, where I would have had to completely change the way I teach. I
could no longer take students out of the school. I could not bring outside
people in, such as welfare rights people or union people, to talk to the
students. I had no budget for telephone, no budget for film. I was placed in
a business and public administration department. (Stanton et al. 1999, p.
92)
Besides threatening wayward academics like Helen Lewis with a “stick,”
the power elite’s control of funding can also work as a subtle “carrot” to
encourage academics to engage in teaching and scholarship that is less
challenging to the status quo. For example, The Regulation Game, a book written
for corporate managers and lawyers, discusses this dynamic as a conscious
strategy. In The Regulation Game, as quoted in Soley (1995), the authors explain
their strategy for muting an industry’s academic critics. The text is quite telling.
[Corporations and regulated utilities] should be prepared whenever
possible to coopt these experts. This is most effectively done by identifying
the leading experts in each relevant field and hiring them as consultants or
advisors, or giving them research grants or the like. This activity requires
a modicum of finesse ... for the experts themselves must not recognize that
they have lost their objectivity. (Soley 1995, p. 80)
This “carrot” approach to inspiring conformity and accommodation has a
long history within academia. In the 1960s, for example, one of the key dangers
to the liberatory spirit in American higher education was academia’s increasing
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dependence on a massive infusion of federal research dollars used to support
research beneficial to U.S. militarism and its imperial foreign policy. This
situation was so extreme that even U.S. Senators worried aloud about the
problem. In his book on academic freedom, Jonathan Feldman (Feldman 1989)
quotes Senator William Fulbright from a speech in 1969:
Tempted by lucrative government contracts, many universities--especially
the big and famous ones--have become neglectful of their paramount
responsibilities and have gone dangerously far toward becoming servants
of the state. Because the major source by far of government contract funds
is the military establishment, the universities have been drawn primarily
into military, or military useful, research in physical and social sciences,
becoming in the process card-carrying members of the military-industrial
complex. (p. v)
Today, the sources of corruption are more complex. The military contracts
remain, of course, and have only accelerated since September 11, 2001. Yet,
corporate funding of the academy--along with many strings attached--has also
skyrocketed in recent decades. In Leasing the Ivory Tower: The Corporate Takeover of
Academia, researcher Lawrence Soley (1995) makes a case that “the story about
universities in the 1980s and 1990s is that they will turn a trick for anybody with
money to invest; and the only ones with money [besides the military] are
corporations, millionaires, and foundations” (p. 5). The impact of this infusion of
corporate money has been significant. As Soley notes:
Corporate, foundation, and tycoon money has had a major deleterious
impact on universities. Financial considerations have altered academic
priorities, reduced the importance of teaching, degraded the integrity of
academic journals, and determined what research is conducted at
universities. The social costs of this influence have been lower-quality
education, a reduction in academic freedom, and a covert transfer of
resources from the public to the private sector. (p. 145)
Many of our nation’s colleges and universities are hesitant to swim
against this mercenary tide--a tide that frequently ends up serving the interests
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of a ruling class of the rich and powerful while neglecting the public interest.
Such funding dynamics also probably help explain why the field of
environmental advocacy and organizing is almost non-existent within
environmental studies departments, yet programs in environmental mediation
have spread rapidly over the last 10 to 20 years. Bunyan Bryant (1990), for
example, argues that environmental mediation has become widely accepted as a
field of study within academia and supported by corporate executives, at the
same time that environmental studies programs still shun environmental
advocacy.
The advantage of environmental mediation programs for corporate
interests, says Bryant (1990), is that environmental mediation claims to be “valuefree, neutral, and objective” while it is usually “conservative in character,
supporting only incremental change and protective of the status quo” (p. 40).
According to Bryant, environmental mediation practitioners typically “fail to
observe they work within an overall system that is less than just and fair” (p. 37).
Environmental mediators thus seek to de-escalate conflict and seek cooperative
resolutions to micro-problems, while ignoring the “asymmetrical power relations
between environmentalists and their opponents” or questioning “the role of the
political economy and its effects upon micro mediation” (p. 41). In Bryant’s
experience, mediators also frequently “try to reduce complex value-laden social
and environmental issues to simplistic terms, thus disempowering
environmentalists by making them look unreasonable” (p. 41).
Maintaining an anti-advocacy orientation within academia involves more
than using corporate and government dollars as a carrot and a stick. This anti-
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advocacy orientation is also strengthened by a culture-wide campaign to
demonize activists in the popular imagination (Beder 1997, Rowell 1996). As Bill
Moyer (2001) warns:
Keep in mind ... that a chief strategy of the powerholders is to discredit the
movement in the eyes of the public by portraying the movement as violent
or anti-American. In the United States, powerholders have attempted to
characterize activists as repugnant to Americans and the American way of
life. (p. 23)
Such a PR strategy makes it almost unthinkable for many educational
planners to even consider creating advanced training programs for political
organizers—even for faculty members who personally share a vision of a more
just, generous, and sustainable world. The problem is not that there are “bad” or
“morally weak” people teaching in environmental studies departments--or even
people with strong vested interests in the dominant institutions that often exploit
human beings and the natural world. The situation is that the life experiences of
many ES educators--and the institutional pressures they face--frequently push
against their developing a sufficiently critical and liberatory perspective.
For these educators, it is often hard to look deeply at the underlying
institutions of social oppression in our society, to face the full reach and impact
of transnational corporate power, or to imagine themselves as participants in a
broad social movement aimed at making fundamental changes in how our social,
political, and economic lives are organized and conducted. Even for those who
do hold more progressive views, it is still often hard to feel powerful or hopeful
in the face of the strong institutional forces and cultural biases that so shape our
common lives. Many unwittingly subscribe to the power elite model as their
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means of understanding the social world, which can, in turn, lead people to
hold very curtailed and minimal visions for their work as educators.
This common dynamic within academia is well captured, I think, by
Italian social theorist Antonio Gramsci’s (Forgacs 2000) interactive notions of
hegemony and counter-hegemony. Gramsci, who was imprisoned by Mussolini’s
Fascist regime in the 1920s, believed that whenever possible most dominant
elites seek to preserve their anti-social rule through tacit popular consent or
acquiescence rather than brute force. Achieving this objective, however, requires
that the institutions of civil society are so structured that they promote “common
sense” ways of viewing the world that support existing institutions and patterns
of power (or, at least, do not challenge them at any fundamental level). The goal
here is to confine people
within the boundaries of the dominant worldview, a divergent, loosely
adjusted patchwork of ideas and outlooks, which despite heterogeneity,
unambiguously serves the interest of the powerful, by mystifying power
relations, by justifying various forms of sacrifice and deprivation, by
inducing fatalism and passivity, and by narrowing mental horizons.
(Femia 1987, p. 44-45)
In this view, it is essential for the powerful to get inside people’s heads. “As
such,” says Gramsci scholar Peter Mayo (1998), “social institutions such as
schools and other educational establishments are not ‘neutral’; rather, they serve
to cement the existing hegemony, and are therefore intimately tied to the
interests of the most powerful social groups, especially the bourgeoisie” (p. 36).
One of the key hegemonic ideas within the academy is the myth of
objectivity and neutrality. This myth has frequently been used to discredit
openly progressive programs in critical pedagogy, citizenship education, and
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activist training within academia. Harvard professor Elaine Bernard (2002a) is
very critical of this ploy, however.
Most labor education, and certainly the best of it, is advocacy. Many
educators from other fields shudder at the notion of advocacy, arguing that
good education should be ideologically neutral. But I would argue that
there is no such thing as “neutral”education. Even public educational
institutions such as universities are advocates whether they admit to it or
not. Business schools, which see themselves as “neutrals,” are
unapologetic advocates of capitalism, markets, and profits. I can’t think of
a single business school that gives equal time to nonprofit or even public
enterprise, that balances its presentation of management philosophy with
perspectives on workers’ rights. The acceptance of advocacy by business
schools and other professional programs within universities stands in
marked contrast to labor education and labor studies programs, which are
constantly under fire in the academy for their advocacy on behalf of
working people and unions. (p. 6)
Gramsci, however, was neither a conspiracy-theorist nor a determinist.
For one thing, he did not believe all the social processes that fostered a
hegemonic worldview were self-consciously planned by the economic power
elite or other dominant social groups. For another, he did not believe that those
institutions and social interests that promote a hegemonic worldview were
always in control and effective. As Mayo (1998) notes, Gramsci believed that
hegemony is a non-static, interactive process that is “incomplete,” “open to
negotiation,” and vulnerable to “counter-hegemonic activity, which can be very
effective at highly determinate moments” (p. 38). Gramsci placed great hope in
human agency, critical consciousness, and democratic, counter-hegemonic
education and organizing.
While Gramsci focused most of his personal attention on non-formal adult
education projects directly tied to the workers’ movement, he argued that it was
important for critical intellectuals to work within formal educational institutions
in order to carry out counter-hegemonic work in these arenas as well. “For
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Gramsci,” explains Mayo (1998), “the terrain wherein hegemony can be
contested is the very terrain that supports it, namely that of civil society, which is
conceived as a site of struggle” (p. 38).
By its very nature, any proposal to create environmental advocacy and
organizing programs within environmental studies departments will be counterhegemonic. Yet, as we have seen, such programs are not impossible to create
within academia. For all the truth of what David Orr (1994) and Dian Marino
(1997) say about the suppression of the critical spirit and academic freedom
within higher education, there do exist pockets of resistance and creativity within
mainstream higher educational institutions, as well as a number of innovative
alternative schools like Antioch New England. North American higher education
is still a fairly decentralized system, even with all the pressures coming from
government, the corporate sector, and right-wing pressure groups. The existence
of such a liberatory counter-current within American colleges and universities
can be seen, for example, in Miriam Weinstein’s (1999) Making a Difference College
& Graduate Guide: Outstanding Colleges to Help You Make a Better World or in Food
First’s guide Education for Action: Undergraduate and Graduate Programs that Focus
on Social Change (Brooks & Knowles 1995).
Such public interest programs, and the existence of hundreds, possibly
thousands, of critical educators working within more conventional departments,
are a sign that some measure of academic freedom and critical thought is alive
and well within North American higher education--even if such programs are
often the targets of verbal attacks by right-wing pundits. Critics of liberatory
education, such as Roger Kimball (1990), lament that the ivory tower has been
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taken over by tenured radicals from the 1960s and is now indoctrinating
nearly all North American college students with “politically-correct” ideas on
human rights, feminism, multiculturalism, and ecological awareness--along with
a critical perspective on corporate capitalism and the U.S. role in the
international community. Such claims are wildly exaggerated, of course, yet it
would be folly to deny that a liberatory counter-current does exist within
academia, at least at the margins.
It would also be folly to argue that there is no basis to faculty worries that
launching new master’s programs in environmental advocacy and organizing
might damage the academic reputations of existing programs and make student
recruitment for those programs more difficult. In a survey of the 169 master’slevel ES students that have enrolled in the ES Department at Antioch New
England during the last 3 years, we received 147 responses, 16 of which raised
concerns about the Department’s reputation if Antioch New England went ahead
with its effort to launch a new Environmental Advocacy and Organizing
Program. As one worried student responded:
I am concerned that introducing the new advocacy concentration may
repel some potential students. I have to admit that I have an aversion to
the word “advocacy.” I have an even stronger aversion to the word
“activism.” One could argue that ANE is a forerunner and needs to be a
controversial and forward-thinking institution to start the wheels turning
toward acceptance of advocacy and organizing, but I am not convinced.
This cultural stigma against activists and activism clearly presents a
challenge for those seeking to launch environmental advocacy and organizing
programs. Yet it may not be as big a stumbling block as people imagine. For
example, in the student survey just mentioned, 131 students raised no concerns
about the department’s reputation and, among the 16 students who did raise
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reputation concerns, all reported that they would have chosen to enroll at
Antioch anyway even if the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program
had been established when they were considering applying. Furthermore, 85% of
the 146 respondents reported being personally excited about the addition of the
new program, and 72% stated that they thought the addition of the new program
would enhance the overall educational value of their current programs in
Conservation Biology, Environmental Education, Teacher Certification, and
Resource Management and Administration. This suggests that the addition of
environmental advocacy and organizing programs would not likely hurt the
marketing position of current ES programs in any significant way. In Antioch
New England’s case, the proposed new program was actually seen as
strengthening the marketing position of the department as a whole by the
majority of polled students.
Ultimately, however, the ES faculty at Antioch New England recognized
that the question of whether launching the proposed master’s program in
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing would be too controversial to handle
was largely a question of values and vision, rather than a purely empirical
question. The underlying questions we focused on in our deliberations were:
How committed are we to a politically transformational approach to education?
How bold are we willing to be? What limits us from pursuing our own best
instincts as educators? In wrestling with these questions, the ES faculty at
Antioch New England decided that it was consistent with their deepest values
and visions to engage in the counter-hegemonic practice of launching a new
master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing.
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Making an Organizational Commitment
It remains an open question how many other ES faculties will follow suit
and launch master’s programs in environmental advocacy and organizing at
their schools. Hopefully, reading this chapter will help faculty members answer
“yes” to the key research question addressed here: “Would creating
environmental studies master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
organizing be relevant to the mission of ES education, socially useful,
economically feasible, and politically possible?” At the very least, the research in
this chapter was persuasive to the ES faculty at Antioch New England. Yet, the
faculty’s decision to launch the new master’s program may be less attributable to
the quality of the research itself and more a testament to the commitment of
Antioch New England’s faculty to their values and visions as educators.
At Antioch New England, out faculty is probably given more support for
making progressive innovations in our programs than many faculty members get
at their institutions. Yet, it is easy--and probably comforting--to exaggerate
administrative resistance to innovative educational programs for training
political organizers. In his classic essay “Knowledge and Power,” Noam
Chomsky (1969) rightly shifts much of the responsibility for the absence of such
daring, counter-hegemonic programs within academia onto our own reluctance
as faculty members to innovate and take chances. As he notes:
It is convenient, perhaps, but mistaken to pretend that the problem, up to
now at least, has been the unwillingness of trustees and administrators to
tolerate such attempts. Cases of repression can be found, and they are
deplorable, but they do not constitute the heart of the problem.... The great
problem has been, as noted, the failure to make the attempt in a serious
way.... I would be inclined to speculate that the faculty will prove more of
a barrier than trustees and administration. (p. 193)
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Inspiration for crossing this self-imposed barrier can come from many
sources. Yet, for me and many other educators, the work of Paulo Freire (1974,
1978, 1985, 1994, 1998) is one of the most valuable touch stones. While he has a
few detractors within the field of environmental studies for being too
anthropocentric (Bowers 1997, Bowers 1987, Wayne 2000), a strong grounding in
Freire’s work will likely help those wishing to start environmental advocacy and
organizing programs at their own schools. For one thing, Freire has credibility
with many educators, including many ES educators. Freire has inspired many
thousands of educators around the world--some working as popular educators
in informal community settings and others working as critical educators within
formal academic settings. Even people who have not studied him closely, often
know of him and have a favorable impression of his dynamic vision of
transformative, democratic, and participatory education.
Freire’s work is also directly relevant to an underlying philosophy for
educating environmental activists. Freire not only suggested that what and how
we teach matters, he suggested that it matters politically. As Richard Shaull
(1974) argues in his foreword to Freire’s groundbreaking classic Pedagogy of the
Oppressed, the vital heart of Freire’s educational philosophy is the conviction that:
There is no such thing as a neutral educational process. Education either
functions as an instrument which is used to facilitate the integration of
[people] into the logic of the present system and brings about conformity
to it, or it becomes “the practice of freedom” the means by which men and
women deal critically and creatively with reality and discover how to
participate in the transformation of their world. (p. 15)
In this book, Freire (1974) plainly challenges educators to teach against the
grain if necessary, to foster critical consciousness, to encourage popular
empowerment, and to prepare the ground for democratic participation and
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social transformation. In his later discussions with Ira Shor (1987), Freire also
points the way beyond critical teaching toward activist training by encouraging
teachers to “reach to the limits and extend ourselves” beyond the kinds of
programs typically found in higher education and to develop programs that
directly serve the educational needs of “social movements” such as “the
women’s liberation movement” or “the environmental movement” (p. 38).
Encouraging the formation of environmental advocacy and organizing
programs within ES departments is to bring Freire’s liberating spirit more fully
into the teaching of environmental studies. Yet, Freire’s vision also echoes earlier
educators like John Dewey who saw education as a means to encourage engaged
democratic citizenship and social reconstruction (Shapiro 1999). Dewey’s vision
also echoes the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), which was
adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1948. In that remarkable document, the
international community asserted that every human being has a right to an
education “directed to the full development of the human personality and to the
strengthening of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms” (Flowers
1998, p. 140)). Exploring such values and visions with one’s colleagues may be an
important way to increase the chances that they will seriously consider creating
new master’s programs in environmental advocacy and organizing—assuming
that they can also answer the questions above about the proposed program’s
relevance, desirability, and feasibility.
After much research, deliberation, and soul searching, Antioch New
England’s Environmental Studies faculty and administration decided in
December 2001 to authorize the launch of a new master’s program in
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Environmental Advocacy and Organizing. They named me Director of the
new program, which opened its doors to the first cohort of EAOP students in Fall
2002. The final question to be addressed in this dissertation, then, is just what
kind of activist training program did we set up? While our experience of
establishing a master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing at
Antioch New England Graduate School is not the last word, or the only way to
structure such programs, it is one possible model to consider. In the next and
final chapter of this dissertation, I offer readers a close look at the basic contours
of how we structured our own program in the hope that this new model will
stimulate thought and debate among other environmental studies educators
about how they might structure their own activist training programs at their own
schools.
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Chapter Eight
Structuring the New Program
Some changes have already been tried, “debugged” and enhanced at one
location and provide educators in other locations with a sound working
model as a starting point. Others are untested and ground-breaking, and
the staff involved find themselves entering completely uncharted territory.
Geoff Scott
“Understanding and Achieving Successful Change
in Adult Education”
Most activists, most of the time, have improved their practice as activists
through incidental learning during social action, informal learning through
individual and group reflection on their activist experience, and, finally,
organized but nonformal education programs led by more seasoned activists
who have a knack for training. This does not mean, however, that those of us
who want to establish more formal training programs for environmental activists
are entering what Scott (2000) calls “completely uncharted territory” (p. 181). Just
as I have learned from several formal activist training programs that existed
before I undertook my own efforts to set up Antioch New England’s
Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program (EAOP), other people can
now look at the EAOP curriculum plan for ideas and clues about how they might
want to structure similar programs at their own schools.
In creating the structure of the EAO Program at Antioch New England, I
had the good fortune to be able to research and develop the curriculum plan for
close to 3 years of full-time work before the first students arrived. Not everyone
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will have this grant-supported luxury. When hired to co-direct the University
of Michigan’s master’s program in Environmental Advocacy, Bunyan Bryant and
Jim Crowfoot had to pull together their new program within one semester while
only working half time. They described their efforts as “seat of the pants”
curriculum design. To create their curriculum plan, they relied on their own
activist experience, chatted with interested students, visited activist training
centers like Highlander and the Philadelphia Life Center of Movement for a New
Society, and talked with outside advisors such as George Lakey, Si Kahn, and
Carl Braden. In each of these consultations, they asked what people saw as
important, how they thought the new Environmental Advocacy program should
be structured. What Bryant and Crowfoot came up with was remarkable, but I
am pleased that future curriculum planners will now also be able to consider the
curriculum plan developed at Antioch New England.

The Basic EAOP Curriculum Plan
Whether or not I have come up with a curriculum plan that is any more
useful than Jim Crowfoot’s and Bunyan Bryant’s hurried “seat of the pants”
curriculum design will be up to others to decide. Still, for all the many
similarities between the two programs, there are some significant differences
worth mentioning. For starters, Antioch New England’s program is a longer, 50credit program, instead of a 36-credit program. For another, Antioch New
England’s EAOP curriculum plan is much more prescribed than the University
of Michigan’s program, suggesting a greater reliance on an institutional model of
curriculum design on my part. Besides having more required courses built into
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our curriculum, the curriculum plan also includes two required semesters of
2nd year students working together in our Advocacy Clinic as well as two
required individual 300-hour practicum placements doing fieldwork in activist
organizations.
Our students, however, still have considerable room to customize their
own course of study within the program--a feature that makes our curriculum
distinct from Green Corps and modifies the hard-core institutional model
considerably. For one thing, EAOP students can choose their practicum field sites
depending on their interests and practical needs, and they have considerable
input into what organizational projects will be chosen for student work in the
Advocacy Clinic. There is also room built into the program for students to take
elective courses, including supervised individual study projects if the selection of
available courses does not meet their needs. There is even support for noncredited, student-initiated, educational events such as discussion groups,
speakers, and film series. Additionally, several of the assignments in each of the
courses can be customized to topics of particular interest to individual students.
Doing a thesis is also optional in our program. Finally, like the University of
Michigan program, there is room for students to negotiate changes in the
curriculum—in specific classes or at the program-wide level.
To provide a better sense of the overall structure of Antioch New
England’s Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program, I offer a list of the
graduation requirements of the program as well as a recommended course
sequence and a brief description of key courses below. After that, I move on to a
discussion of the role of fieldwork in this plan, offer thoughts on how we help
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build a community of learners, and discuss the limitations of this dissertation
for those seeking to start their own activist training programs at their campuses.

EAOP Graduation Requirements
I. Core ES “Eco-Literacy” Courses: (18 credits)
•

Two “Biospheric Science” Courses
Earth Systems Science
Second course selected from menu of options

•

Two “Natural Community” Courses
Community Ecology of the New England Landscape
Second course selected from menu of options

•

Two “Civic Ecology” Courses From Menu of Options
Recommendations for EAOP students:
Patterns of Environmental Activism
Corporate Power, Globalization, and Democracy

II. Required EAOP Program Courses: (15 credits)

•

Organizing Social Movements and Campaigns

•

Diversity and Coalition-Building

•

Nonprofit Leadership and Management

•

Advocacy Clinic I

•

Advocacy Clinic II

III. Required Practica: (8 credits)
•

Two 300-Hour Field Placements Within Activist Organizations

IV. Elective Courses: (9 to 15 credits)
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Recommended Course Sequence
Sem

Credits

Fall
1

12

Spr.
1

Sum 1

Fall
2

12

4-7

8-12

Course 1

Sum
2

8-12

Course 5

Earth
Systems
Science

Program
Meetings

(3)

(3)

(3)

(0)

Corporate
Power,
Globalizatio
n, and
Democracy

Diversity &
CoalitionBuilding

Natural
Communitie
s #2

Biosphere
Science #2

Program
Meetings

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(0)

First
Practicum

Elective

(4)

(2-3)

Advocacy
Clinic I

Nonprofit
Leadership
&
Management
(3)

Elective

Elective

Program
Meetings

(2-3)

(2-3)

(0)

Advocacy
Clinic II

Elective

Elective

Elective

Program
Meetings

(3)

(2-3)

(2-3)

(2-3)

(0)

4
Final
Practicum

50-56

Course 4

(3)

(4)

TOTAL

Course 3

Patterns of
Organizing Community
Environment
Social
Ecology of
al Activism Movements/ New England
Campaigns
Landscape

(3)

Spr.
2

Course 2
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This recommended course sequence chart is a template, not a program
plan set in stone. While the first two semesters are fairly well set, several features
in this recommended course sequence can be modified to better meet the
learning goals and needs of individual students. First, students can choose to do
one or more of their practicum projects during a Fall or Spring semester in the
2nd year of the program instead of doing all their practicum projects during the
summer semesters as suggested in the chart. That kind of flexibility is built into
the program. The advantages of doing practicum projects in the two summers of
the program, however, are that: (a) students can put more time and attention into
their practicum by not having it competing with as many classes as would be
true of a Fall or Spring semester; and (b) by doing practicum projects in the
summer, when there are no other required classes, students are free to take
practicum positions anywhere in the country or even internationally because
they are not necessarily tied to campus for weekly courses.
Second, a student may opt not to take one or both of the EAOP
recommended Environmental Issues courses and instead substitute other
available Environmental Issues courses during the 1st year. The EAOP program
requirements allow this, even though we think most EAOP students would be
best served by taking Patterns of Environmental Activism and Corporate Power,
Globalization, and Democracy. The final decision is left to a discussion between the
student and the EAOP faculty member who serves as the student’s advisor.
Other possible courses that can be used to fulfill the core Environmental Issues
requirements include Ecological Economics and Public Policy and Environmental
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Law, two courses we recommend that most EAOP students consider taking in
their 2nd year as electives.
Third, we have structured this program to be credit-heavy in the 1st year,
but potentially less demanding in terms of credit levels in the 2nd year so the
fieldwork required in the Advocacy Clinic can be completed with less
competition from other classes. However, a few of the required core credits can
also be shifted to the 1st summer or the 2nd year to balance the credit load out if
desired by a student. Also, some students, particularly those without work or
family responsibilities, might chose to take 12 credits in the Fall and Spring of
their 2nd year, and go over the 50 minimum credits needed to graduate, as a way
to intensify their learning. Such pacing decisions can be negotiated between
students and their advisors.
Finally, some students may want to create an extended program plan that
allows them to take fewer credits each semester by taking more than six terms to
complete their program. The goal of the extended program option is to make our
curriculum plan fit better into a life with strong competing demands such as
families, full-time jobs, or other special circumstances. Unlike Green Corps, we
are not limiting applicants to undergraduates in their 1st year out of school
before they have sent down roots, had families, or begun other jobs. Therefore,
we feel the need to create a slower version of doing the program to accommodate
the logistical needs of a wider variety of participants. Several of Antioch New
England’s students have families and/or part-time (and sometimes even fulltime) jobs while they go through our programs. The EAOP has designed itself to
address the special needs of these students as well.
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Course Descriptions for Key EAOP Classes
Our hope is that at the end of 2 years, students will have earned more
than a master’s degree in environmental studies. We also want our students to
develop the confidence, connections, skills, and insights to make a significant
long-term contribution to the field of environmental advocacy and organizing. In
particular, we want our graduates to have a good start on a life-long learning
effort aimed at improving the five core proficiencies that we have identified as
key to effective environmental activism: (a) ecological literacy; (b)
organizational-building skills; (c) social action skills; (d) big picture political
thinking, and (e) life-skills and personal growth. Our program requirements
attempt to address all five proficiency areas. To give a better sense of how this is
done, I finish out this description of our basic curriculum plan by providing brief
course descriptions of six key EAOP classes and a listing of the elective options
we currently offer our students.

1. Patterns of Environmental Activism
Environmentalism is a broad and diverse social movement, with many
different streams and tributaries—some mainstream, some radical, some
progressive, and some reactionary. In this course, students not only explore the
diversity of the last four decades of environmental thought and activism in the
United States, but also the thoughts and actions of earlier advocates of
preserving wildlands, protecting public health, and promoting more sustainable
approaches to living on the earth. The goals of the course are to: (a) explore the
diversity of response thoughtful people have had to the negative environmental
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consequences of our urban, industrial capitalist society; (b) develop a more
critical understanding of the forces pushing for and against moving our society
in the direction of greater justice, democracy, environmental protection, public
health, and long-term sustainability; and (c) identify what each of us can
contribute to the future of a renewed environmental movement as professionals,
consumers, and citizens.

2. Corporate Power, Globalization, and Democracy
The future of the world ultimately depends on how people decide to
organize and conduct their economic and political lives. This course takes a
critical look at neoliberal economic theory and public policy perspectives in an
era marked by transnational corporations, "free" trade regimes, the international
debt crisis, and structural adjustment. In particular, we explore the economic
and policy mechanisms that members of the global justice movement argue drive
corporate globalization's "race to the bottom" in working conditions, human
rights, democratic participation, environmental protection, public health, and
ecological sustainability. The course also examines a range of economic and
policy alternatives put forward by global justice movements that might help
create more just, democratic, and sustainable societies.

3. Organizing Social Movements and Campaigns
This class attempts to identify the best strategies and tactics of progressive
social movements and campaigns in the United States and considers case studies
of movements from around the world. Attention is given to exploring theories of
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social power, stages of movement mobilization, action strategies, activist
roles, power-holder responses, and the mechanisms and levels of social
movement success. The goal of this course is to help students see themselves as
part of a long activist tradition and reflect on how best to build powerful social
movements, win the active support of key sectors of the populace, and achieve
campaign objectives even in the face of power-holder opposition. The course
includes 20 hours of fieldwork and a group campaign strategy-planning project.
4. Diversity and Coalition-Building
Historically, social movements have been strongest when they involve
large numbers of people who unite across social barriers such as race, class, and
gender for a common purpose. Social movements are weakest, however, when
the prejudices and power relationships of the larger society remain unchallenged
within their own organizations. This situation often leaves environmental
movements vulnerable to “divide and conquer” strategies by power-holders and
reduces the creativity and effectiveness of movement organizations by
marginalizing the voices, insights, and potential contributions of women, people
of color, working-class activists, or ethnic and religious minorities. Now, more
than ever, building an environmental movement based on solid working
relationships, a spirit of trust, shared interest, and solidarity across the social
boundaries of race, gender, class, geography, and culture is a prerequisite for
lasting democratic transformation. This class focuses on: (a) understanding the
dynamics of social oppression, (b) building effective relationships across
difference, and (c) addressing the challenges of creating diverse organizations
and effective coalitions.
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5. Nonprofit Leadership and Management
Just as the human body requires healthy organs to function well, a social
movement requires well-run organizations. To become effective organizational
leaders, activists need to develop self-awareness, a healthy and balanced
approach to life and work, good listening and communication skills, a keen
understanding of group dynamics, and the ability to facilitate productive
meetings. Organizational leaders also need to be visionaries who can manage
time, money, emotions, and other people competently. This course, which
includes 20 hours of volunteer fieldwork, focuses on such skills and explores
how they can be combined to improve our personal effectiveness in creating
growing, healthy, and successful organizations.

6. Advocacy Clinic I & II
This set of two hands-on, project-based, methods courses during the 2nd
year of the program offers participants an opportunity to engage in supervised
service learning fieldwork on behalf of actual "clients"--organizations at the local,
state, national or international level working for environmental protection,
corporate accountability, and social justice. Working in small group teams and
individually, students choose, design, conduct and evaluate advocacy projects
from a wide variety of client proposals. The goal of these two methods course is
to provide students with a strong supervised experiential learning opportunity
in the field with more group support, attention to theory, and supervision than
an individual practicum placement usually allows.
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7. Current Elective Possibilities
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Ecological Economics and Public Policy
Environmental Law
Writing for the Real World
Financial Administration
Proposal Writing and the Grants Process
Effective Fundraising for Not-for-Profit Organizations
Dispute Resolution
Community Planning Techniques
Geographic Information Systems
Hazards on the Landscape
Groundwater Protection Policy
Organizational Behavior
Elements of Organizational Strategy
Organizational Development
Information Technology: Concepts and Applications
Systems Theories and Organizations
Conflict Resolution
Human Resource Development
The Practice of Management
Coaching for Excellence
Entrepreneurial Leadership
Various Field Study Trips
Supervised Independent Study (SIS)
Optional Master’s Thesis

Building a Strong Community of Learners
Perhaps the most important aspect of the University of Michigan’s
Environmental Advocacy Program that I have incorporated into the EAOP
curriculum plan is its emphasis on building a strong community of learners. Jan
Wright (1982), who researched the Michigan program for her dissertation, argues
that to understand their master’s program one has to look at it not just as an
academic program, but also as an alternative organization characterized by
cohesion, trust, equity, playfulness, open communication, democratic group
process, and strong interpersonal relationships. This element of a curriculum
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plan is not obvious in a list of graduation requirements, suggested course
sequences, or brief course descriptions. Yet, it can be decisive to the quality of a
program.
During the 1980s, according to both Bunyan Bryant and Jim Crowfoot, the
University of Michigan’s top administrators were looking for programs to cut for
both political and financial reasons. To justify these anticipated cuts, they hired
teams of outside evaluators to determine which programs were the least
effective. The team of four researchers who evaluated the School of Natural
Resource programs met with Crowfoot and Bryant towards the end of their
work. According to Bryant, they exclaimed, “We have never seen students so
excited in our lives. What do you do to cause this?” In my own interview with
Bryant, he relayed his answer to them.
We explained to them that we go on retreats at least once a year--every
September and sometimes in January too. We get together, cook our own
food together, run workshops, and build a community. We come back and
every two weeks we have program meeting, which are sometimes led by
faculty, but mostly led by students. Then we set up committees where the
students help with both the recruitment and selection of new students and
help run other aspects of our program. We have all kinds of student
involvement.
None of this made much sense to the academic evaluators, who replied, “No,
what do you really do? What do you do to turn these students on?” According to
Bryant,
They felt we were holding back, that our community building activities
couldn’t explain it. Like we had a magic wand or something and wouldn’t
let them see it. Yet, they finally said, “Whatever you are doing, keep doing
it.”
A significant amount of educational research and theory supports
Bryant’s enthusiasm for building community as a key element of a strong
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curriculum plan. Yet, according to Gordon (2000), “this may be the most alien
to many higher education faculty” (p. 9). Because of this, the value of community
building is doubly important to stress here. As noted by Paloff and Pratt (1999),
education can become much more transformative and energized when it taps
directly into “our human yearning for a sense of belonging, kinship, and
connection to a greater purpose” (p. 25). For them, this means taking the time as
educators to help our students become an active part of
a dynamic whole that emerges when a group of people share common
practices, are interdependent, make decisions jointly, identify themselves
with something larger than the sum of their individual relationships, and
make a long-term commitment to well-being (their own, one another’s,
and the group’s). (pp. 25-26)
In chapter 4, I discussed in some detail how to do this at the workshop or
class level by using the active, experiential, collaborative, and value-based
methodologies of popular education. However, community-building also
deserves to be thought about at the program level as was done so successfully in
the University of Michigan’s Environmental Advocacy Program. Building off the
experiences of both the Michigan program and Green Corps, the EAOP
curriculum plan also includes student-faculty retreats, program meetings, social
events, student involvement in running the program, and, increasingly, the
construction of an active EAOP Alumni Network. While the EAOP is still
experimenting with each of these elements of community-building at the
program level, I believe that a dynamic curriculum plan for any environmental
advocacy and organizing program should consciously build in such elements.
The one innovation to community-building that has emerged in the EAOP
curriculum plan is the annual creation of an on-line book club for incoming
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students the summer before their first classes begin. In June or early July, I
send out a copy of Paul Rogat Loeb’s (1999) The Soul of a Citizen: Living With
Conviction In A Cynical Time to all incoming students as a welcoming gift. In my
cover letter to them, I invite them to join a listserve where incoming students will
introduce themselves and discuss the book together as a way to get to know each
other and start exploring their views of activism before school starts. Once
everyone is signed up on-line, I post the following instructions:
1. Post a short introduction of yourself for the rest of the class. Consider
answering such questions as: Why you want to be apart of the EAO
program? What motivates you to take action on public issues? What
issues do you feel most passionate about? In what circumstances have you
acted in accordance with your deepest values? In what circumstances have
you been apathetic or fearful and avoided action that would have been in
alignment with your values? What public actions have you taken that
have left you feeling frustrated? What public actions have left you feeling
fulfilled? What images do you associate with the words "citizen,""rebel,"
"reformer," and "organizer?"
2. Start reading as much of the first 116 pages of Loeb's book as possible
and pick one or two passages or paragraphs from the Loeb book that strikes
you as particularly moving, interesting, or challenging and post it and a
few paragraphs of commentary on what it means to you.
3. Post replies to at least two other people's posts about the
book over the next 6 to 8 weeks.
In all 3 years that I have facilitated the on-line book club, the new students
have quickly started sharing their stories as well as their hopes, dreams, and
fears about the EAO Program and about working as activists for the long haul.
People’s posts are remarkably funny, tender, insightful, supportive, and
expressive--all before they have even met each other. To help build the sense of
community, I also participate in the discussion--telling personal stories about
myself, talking about my own visions and doubts, responding to the students’
hopes and fears, and sometimes even disagreeing with a student to show how
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differences of opinion are to be expected and explored in our program. For
example, in the most recent year’s book club, a student wrote in a post arguing
that successful “change cannot happen based on anger.” I took exception to her
claim and responded:
This is an interesting position about anger, but I'm not sure I agree. I
would say instead that good change efforts cannot be built on anger alone.
Still, I do believe that one of the reasons people do move from passivity to
activism around particular issues is often their anger over injustice,
mistreatment, greed, or thoughtlessness in relation to other people or the
natural world. I fear that if we ignore or oppose anger we give up on
something inside us and loose a good hook for getting people agitated and
ready to take some action. Anyway, while I do agree that anger needs to be
channeled constructively, and movements need to be inspired by more
than anger, I do think it can and should play an important role in many of
our movements and campaigns. Would you (and others) agree or disagree
with this way at looking at things? Why or why not? This would be a
great question to discuss I think. BTW, folks don't have to agree with me.
Some of the best learning happens when we respectfully disagree with each
other and push ourselves to dig deeper. If you disagree with my view of the
positive role of anger, please let it rip and don't hold back just because I
don't currently agree with you.
I am always excited when students start respectfully disagreeing with each
other, me, or the book. During the second cohort’s summer book club, student
after student wrote in talking about how inspired they were by how Loeb (1999)
illuminated the many different spiritual and psychological dimensions of
activism. I am always touched to hear how much students are getting out of this
book, but I was thrilled when another student had the courage to write in and
offer a different perspective.
As for the Loeb book, I have mixed feelings. I will say that despite my reservations
there is indeed a lot in the book that I think rings true. Some things I underlined
were the Cornel West quote describing leaving one's comfort zone as "stepping out
on nothing, hoping to land on something" and Loeb’s statement "Our personal
lives are to a great extent shaped by decidedly impersonal forces. And we have far
more power to influence those forces than we know. By retreating, we don't escape
from the world so much as submit to it," and, finally, "True strength comes,
paradoxically, from vulnerability, from knowing our limitations, and from a
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suffering that opens the door to compassion." Boy, are those things pertinent
to my life right now. Yet, I tired a bit of the way Loeb talks about social
involvement as a way to enrich one's life, like a hobby, when for many it is a
means of mere survival, and for me it seems a very important responsibility. And
I'm not sure sometimes of his constant use of the word "we," like who he's
including in that and who he's expecting to feel included, because sometimes it
seems he speaks from his own experiences as a white man which aren't the same as
everybody's. Also, I have a bit of a reaction to the word "citizen," as I can't help
but associate it with being a citizen of the U.S. which is a nation state I don't
really believe has the right to exist, and for which citizenship is sort of set up to be
an exclusive privilege. Though I know "citizenship" goes beyond the U.S., it still
comes from an ancient Greek system in which only elite men were "citizens.”
Such student contributions model real engagement and integrity for the entire
group. They also help people realize that this new community of learners that is
forming-and the larger EAOP it is part of--does not require any of them to give
up individuality or conflicting perspectives in order to be a member.
It is likely that many books would work well as the initial discussion
starter, but Loeb’s (1999) book has repeatedly helped new students talk
personally about their dreams and visions as well as their doubts, fears, and
hesitations. Most students also find that reading and discussing this book with
other incoming students helps them loosen or let go of their fears. Part of this is
because the book is built around the personal stories of activists, not abstract
theories. The students thus tend to respond by telling their own stories and
offering very personal responses to the book.
The themes of Loeb’s (1999) book are also a key to its usefulness as an
initial community-building tool. In just the first 116 pages, Loeb sketches out
both the personal lure and spiritual limitations of the dominant culture’s retreat
from public life and does it in a way that many students can look at deeply and
admit their own ambivalences about being or becoming an activist. Loeb also
tells the stories of dozens of ordinary people who found the courage to break out
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of the private sanctuary that mentally imprisons them and become engaged
more deeply in public life. By taking this approach, he is able to build a strong
case that, for all its terrors and uncertainties, becoming an activist can lead to
personal growth, greater integrity, joyful living, richer relationships, and
developing the power to make a positive difference in community life. He also
shows how many ordinary people have been able to outwit the learned
helplessness, the fear of making mistakes, and the delusion that one must be a
saint to be an activist, which holds many concerned people back from becoming
activists. This book thus speaks powerfully to the existential needs of most
incoming students to our program. While I only ask students to read 116 pages of
this book, almost everyone in the last 3 years has read much more on their own
and several have finished the entire 384-page book. Most, for example, choose to
read the chapter “Coping with Burnout.”
I have never tried to start the EAOP school year without using this
introductory community-building tool, so I cannot say for certain that it makes a
positive difference in creating a stronger community of learners than would have
developed in the first semester without it. Yet, I have no doubt that this
introductory summer book club makes a significant difference in fostering an
educational environment where students feel committed to each other’s learning
and to the program as a whole. This seems to me to be one useful and important
way to achieve this goal. Yet, regardless of which community-building tools
selected, the take home message of this section is that paying close attention to
building a strong community of learners at the program level--not just at the
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classroom level--is an important element in any solid curriculum plan for a
master’s program in environmental advocacy and organizing.

The Central Role of Fieldwork in the EAOP Curriculum
In the EAOP curriculum plan, we require more fieldwork than the
University of Michigan program, which required no external field experience in
order to graduate. As noted in Part I of this dissertation, I believe it is essential to
engage organizing students in action beyond the classroom to help them more
fully develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to become effective and
competent advocates and organizers. Without a strong fieldwork component, we
would not be able to answer yes to the question posed by educator Rick Gordon
(2000): Does your course or program “adequately prepare students to not only
have exposure to key concepts and ideas, but have experience applying these
ideas, to develop the skills needed for success, to have the habits of mind
demanded by the field” (p. 7)?
For me, the need for a strong field component was brought home most
forcefully during one of my interviews with a Green Corps graduate. As this
graduate said
It strike me that some of what you are calling the five core proficiencies
lends itself to classroom instruction—ecological literacy and, arguably, big
picture political education, although even that is best done in tandem with
practice I think—but the other areas are very hard to learn in a
classroom—even with role plays and a final internship requirement. In
Green Corps, the ratio of field time to class time is probably 10 to 1 or
higher. There is NO WAY that I would have gained as many skills in
social action and organization-building if I had spent 8 to 10 months in the
classroom and then 2 to 4 in the field. I am very sure about this. Because
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the learning was so rich and constant in the field, and the classroom stuff only
began to make sense in the practice.
While not offering as high a ratio of fieldwork to in-class work as Green
Corps, our approach still takes this graduate’s remarks seriously and
significantly increases the fieldwork component beyond what is expected in
many professional graduate programs--even the excellent Environmental
Advocacy master’s program that Bryant and Crowfoot designed at the
University of Michigan.
I also believe that a lower fieldwork to classwork ratio than Green Corps
is educationally justified given the fact, expressed by the Green Corps graduate,
that our 2-year curriculum is explicitly trying to address five core proficiencies
instead of just two proficiencies, and some of these proficiencies lend themselves
well to classroom study. Our middle path approach to fieldwork is also justified
in terms of addressing additional learning styles than might be typical of the
majority of Green Corps participants. Many students I have talked with
appreciate a somewhat slower immersion in fieldwork experiences than is the
norm in Green Corps. Our program may do a better job of meeting these
students’ learning needs. Even Green Corps graduates note that Green Corps’
almost immediate and intensive immersion approach to fieldwork is not for
everybody, including some of the people among the close to 30% of Green Corps
participants who drop out of the program every year.
In the EAOP curriculum plan, there are three different stages in an
escalating amount of independent fieldwork over the course of the 2 years of the
program. In stage one, primarily during the first two semesters, there are various
projects that build the students’ capacity to do effective fieldwork, including
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some short-term pilot fieldwork projects directly related to the learning goals
of particular courses. In stage two, the students work under the supervision of an
EAOP faculty member on real projects submitted by organizational partners to
our Advocacy Clinic Program. In stage three, the students complete at least two
individual 300-hour practicum field placements in activist organizations under
the guidance of organizational site supervisors.

Fieldwork Capacity-Building
In the anthology Problem Based Service Learning, Rick Gordon (2000) argues
that while there “is no shortage of [research] support for service learning in
higher education,” there are still many questions about how to do it well (p. 2). In
the approach outlined in Gordon’s book, a considerable emphasis is put on
preparatory capacity-building activities that will enable students to be successful
doing extensive fieldwork later on to solve real problems within real
communities and organizations. As Gordon notes,
Knowing what your students need to be successful problem solvers in
their service-learning projects, allows you to “design backwards” (plan
with the end in mind) to prepare students with the knowledge, skills, and
abilities to be ready for their PBSL project. (p. 10)
In this effort, Gordon stresses the importance of using in-class case studies, roleplays, and exercises built around simulated practice challenges. This is valuable
because it gets students used to thinking and acting like engaged practitioners
and problem solvers, rather than just hearing about such practitioners.
At Antioch New England, most of the ES Department’s courses utilize
such active, problem-posing learning activities within their classroom work.
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Students routinely have to complete simulated individual and joint projects,
ponder case study situations to generate their own answers to the practice
challenge presented, and role-play and practice a variety of hard and soft skills.
This type of education is also a key part of the constructivist/popular education
pedagogy recommended in this dissertation for all activist training programs.
Also course readings, presentations, and discussions are designed to help
students consider the kinds of theoretical questions that would be helpful to have
under their belts as they begin to move into more extensive fieldwork in the
Advocacy Clinics or their two required practica during the 2nd year of their
program.
Another means of building fieldwork capacity that we have begun to
experiment with is bringing community activists into our classrooms with our
students as joint participants in activist training. For example, the Spring 2004
class Nonprofit Leadership and Management included two intensive weekend
workshops with Andy Robinson, a trainer with the Institute for Conservation
Leadership. In order to deepen the students' learning experience, create more
networking possibilities for them, and provide a free training opportunity to the
nonprofit activist community, the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing
Program also made 20 weekend workshop slots available to nonprofit leaders
already working on environmental protection, corporate accountability, and
social justice. Most of the community participants in the two weekend training
sessions were from the New England area; one community organizer came up
from New York City and another came all the way from Georgia. The workshops
were a great success and very hands-on and lively. The Environmental Advocacy
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and Organizing Program was so pleased with participant feedback about this
educational experiment that we have decided to organize each year's Nonprofit
Leadership and Management class the same way.
For the purposes of directly building fieldwork capacity in our students,
this training format got our students interacting and building relationships with
people in the field much more than is possible in a normally structured course.
Also, by bringing working nonprofit staffers into the training situation, the
practical organizational experience within the room was increased and was
amplified when drawn out as the basis for group discussions and exercises. This
allowed the EAOP students to hear directly from active practitioners about what
they saw as their organizations’ biggest challenges and work together with these
practitioners in the workshop to try to resolve these issues. This extra dose of
realism was much appreciated by the EAOP students, as the three different
student comments below attest:
What I especially liked about the workshop was the interaction between
students and community participants. Without the community
participants this workshop would have been very different, merely a
theoretical exercise. Their real-world experience helped me to better
understand good and bad examples of the various components of nonprofit organizations and it helped me to be able to apply more realistically
the concepts that were presented. (1)
I particularly liked the weekend leadership training. It seemed to me that
people were very candid in using their experiences as learning
opportunities for the group. The exercises and small groups were designed
to bring this out and were dynamic, creative, and succeeded in
illuminating particular skills and applying other skills. In addition to
learning and applying a wide variety of "hard" leadership skills, I really
appreciated emphasizing the health of the whole person in being an
effective leader. (2)
The interaction between community members allowed for a wonderfully
rich learning experience. The energy that we as students have to offer was
appreciated and complemented by the real-world experience and wisdom
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from community participants. These workshops and new relationships have
inspired me to use new and creative ways of working with a diverse group
of people to build our own capacity as leaders in social movements. (2)
The final way we help build our students’ capacity to be successful in
their Advocacy Clinic and individual Practicum work is to run small servicelearning pilot projects during a variety of their 1st year classes. For example, in
Organizing Social Movements and Campaigns and Nonprofit Leadership and
Management, the students are expected to do 20 hours of volunteer fieldwork
with an organization of their choice focused on either social action or
organization-building skills, depending on the course. These students are
encouraged to keep journals for their individual volunteer work, talk about their
experiences in class, and write up final reflection papers on their experiences. In
the reflection papers, the students are expected to answer such questions as:
1. What are your organization’s mission, goals, projects, and
organizational structure?
2. What did you do for the organization?
3. What did you find most interesting about the work you did or the
organization?
4. What surprised you the most?
5. What do you want to learn more about in the future?
6. What was your emotional response to the work or the organization
during your volunteering?
7. How are you feeling about your volunteer experience now?
8. How might you have pushed yourself to get even more out of this
experience?
9. What in our class readings was most relevant to your volunteer work.
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In some of the 1st year EAOP classes, we have also build some student
assignments around actual projects needed done by area organizations. For
Patterns of Environmental Activism, for example, I developed a partnership
agreement with the New England Grassroots Environmental Fund (NEGEF),
which paid each of our students $150 to research and write up an extensive case
study report on one of their former grantee organizations. This was a direct help
to NEGEF, which did not have the staff time available to do follow-up research
on the successes of their grantee groups, and it provided the students with a real
task that got them out in the field and talking to grassroots people who had
moved from being “inactivists” to grassroots environmental activists. Such pilot
projects in problem-based field work, which builds on simulated in-class
exercises, appears to be good preparation for the type of problem-based service
learning students need to undertake in their 2nd year of the program through the
Advocacy Clinics and their practicum projects.

Advocacy Clinics
In my original proposal to the faculty, I argued “we should require some
sort of hands-on, group organizing project, such as creating an annual extension
training institute for activists in the region.” However, in the months that
followed, particularly in discussions with Abigail Abrash Walton, a long-time
human rights and environmental justice activist who helped me think through
this element of the curriculum plan of the new program, my vision of what
would constitute the best “hands-on, group organizing project” changed.
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What emerged in Abrash Walton’s and my discussions was the vision
of a two-semester Advocacy Clinic modeled after a legal clinic run by law
students and supervised by a practicing lawyer committed to these students’
development as competent practitioners. In our case, EAOP students (and any
other ES master’s students who wish to sign up) would be responsible for doing
pro bono practical advocacy work on behalf of Clinic “clients”--organizations at
the local, state, national or international level working for environmental
protection, corporate accountability, and social justice. As noted by Abrash
Walton, “Grounded in their substantive knowledge of environmental science
and the activist skills gained in their 1st year at Antioch, students in the Clinic
would provide advocacy research, strategy, analysis, action planning and
communications development to organizational partners.”
In this plan, students are no longer solving simulated practice problems,
or just doing small pilot projects for real organizations. Almost all of their
assignments in the Advocacy Clinic are significant projects for real organizations
working on real environmental and social problems. Yet, the range of projects is
much greater than running an annual extension training program for area
activists and involves greater interaction for the students with a wider variety of
activist organizations. After much discussion, Abrash Walton and I decided that
the Clinic idea seemed like the best hands-on, group organizing project to anchor
the 2nd year of the program. The Clinic is also a classic example of what Rick
Gordan (2000) means by problem-based service learning.
In September 2003, the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program
launched its two semester long Advocacy Clinic under the direction of Abigail
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Abrash Walton for the first cohort of EAOP students. In that 1st year, the
Clinic received 29 project proposals from local, national, and international
organizations based in Africa and North America, with a heavy concentration
from the New England region, as well as inquiries from organizations in Eastern
Europe and Latin America. Organizations chosen as clients by the students in the
early weeks of each semester included: ALCRER (Organization for the Struggle
Against Regionalism, Ethnocentrism and Racism), Americans for Campaign
Reform, Brattleboro Climate Protection, Canary Committee, CHAIN (Coalition
for the Health of Aggregate Industries Neighbors), Friends of the Earth-USA,
Massachusetts Climate Action Network, the Monadnock Freedom Forum, and
Neighborhood Pesticide Action Committee. As Abrash Walton reported to me, in
the first year of the Advocacy Clinic, EAOP students succeeded in:
1.

bringing the award-winning investigative radio news show
"Democracy Now!" to the Monadnock Region on behalf of a local civic
education/engagement group;

2.

developing and implementing a media strategy for a Connecticut-based
healthy schools grassroots organization of teachers, parents and
concerned citizens;

3.

designing and testing a member development strategy for a national
campaign finance reform group;

4.

drafting a major funding proposal and identifying potential funders for
a Benin, Africa-based human rights and good governance organization;

5.

developing a template for municipal climate change action plans on
behalf of a Massachusetts-based organization;

6.

developing an energy-efficiency loan program for homeowners in
Southeastern Vermont;

7.

researching and helping to frame a campaign to pass an ordinance that
would end the use of toxic pesticides on public lands in the Boston area;

8.

9.
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completing legislative analyses and policy briefs on proposed
legislative initiatives promoting U.S. corporate international-right-toknow information, a Massachusetts computer take-back program, and
an independent safety assessment of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Plant; and
completing corporate profiles of Aggregate Industries (mining),
Entergy (nuclear energy), WalMart (retail sales) and Verizon
(telecommunications) for various activist groups.

In addition to the benefits of the Clinic work itself, Abrash Walton reports
that there has been a strong multiplier effect in terms of leadership development
and network-building for EAOP students and Clinic clients.
One Clinic client has invited its student project leader to join the
organization’s board of directors. Two other Clinic project leaders will
conduct practica during the summer of 2004 with their client
organizations, and another Clinic project leader continues to serve as an
advisor and coordinator for two of her clients.
All of this Clinic work—with its group support and direct supervision by a
trusted faculty member—is also a form of further capacity building for the
individual practicum projects organized by students during their 2nd year,
where, unlike the Clinic, the students are much more deeply enmeshed in the
organizational life of their chosen organizations and are directly supervised by
an organization staff member on-site rather than by a faculty member.

Practicum Projects
As noted in chapter 1, Donald Schon (1987) argues that the graduate
programs most able to educate skilled and insightful practitioners are built
around the notion of a reflective practicum. In such a setting, students
increasingly “learn by undertaking projects that simulate and simplify practice”
and then “take on real-world projects under close supervision” and, finally, take
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on much more independent projects in the field (p. 37). Taking on such
independent projects is the third type of fieldwork built into the EAOP
curriculum plan.
In the EAOP, most students undertake their first self-negotiated, 300-hour,
independent practicum project working in the field under the direct supervision
of an activist organization during their first summer. This is the initiation phase
of the third stage of fieldwork for EAOP students, one that starts with
experimentation and the sometimes quite rude shock of organizational life
without the weekly support of fellow students and teachers. This third stage of
independent fieldwork is completed, however, through the final practicum
project undertaken in the second summer of the program after all classes and
Clinic projects have been completed and the students are at the height of their
mastery and self-confidence. This final practicum project represents the capstone
project of the entire EAOP curriculum and marks, once completed, the students’
readiness to enter the field of professional advocacy and organizing as talented
and reflective practitioners.
This inclusion of independent practicum projects also helps our program
address a problem identified by a Green Corps graduate, who felt somewhat
limited by Green Corps taking full responsibility for negotiating the work
contract with their partner organizations and then providing the supervision of
Green Corps’ trainees instead of the trainees being supervised at an
organization’s offices by an organizational site supervisor. As this graduate
explained,
In terms of the client organizations, we almost never talked directly with
them. If the client organization wants something they will talk with [the
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Green Corps Director] or the Assistant Organizing Directors, not us. And,
while this is not always true, most of the sites where we actually work are
PIRG offices, not the organizations we are doing contract work for.
The benefit to the graduate in this arrangement was the ability to stay
focused on the Green Corps organizing model and their “best practices”
perspective. It also meant that, just like in our Advocacy Clinic program, the
student was supervised day-to-day by someone who was as firmly committed to
his leadership development as to the quality and timeliness of his contracted
work for the client organization. This is not always true of organizational site
supervisors who are often pressed for time and focused almost solely on getting
the job done.
The limitation in this arrangement is that it does not fully expose students
to the messiness, unpredictability, and wildly different skill levels within most
activist organizations—something that can lead to some culture shock when
students take their first job in the field after graduation. According to a Green
Corps graduate I interviewed,
Something that should be fitted into the Green Corps program is how to
work for different types of organizations that aren’t like Green Corps,
where people don’t share a common philosophy, a common language, a
general view of strategy, teleology, and competence. So, when people leave
Green Corps and go to work for another group, what do you know, things
aren’t like they used to be. So, in a sense, Green Corps graduates are not
quite prepared for that reality. It is mentioned and talked about, but it
isn’t built experientially into the program design. I believe that we should
be better prepared to move along organizational change and leadership
development within an organization, or in a coalition where you are
dealing with organizational equals or people with even a higher title than
you have.
This type of preparation is experientially built in to our program by
complimenting the Advocacy Clinic fieldwork with the two required
independent practicum projects where students work out of their chosen
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organization’s offices, participate in the day-to-day life of their organizations,
and are directly supervised by a staff member within the partner organization.
EAOP students are not entirely on their own during their independent
practicum projects, however. They are each assigned a practicum advisor from
the department’s faculty and take part in an on-line practicum seminar with up
to 15 other students working on their own practica at the same time. In these online seminars--modeled on the computer mediated distance learning model
proposed by Palloff and Pratt (1999)--students post progress reports, respond to
their practicum advisor’s discussion questions, and write notes of support to
each other. The student can also arrange email exchanges, phone calls, or
meetings with their practicum advisor as needed throughout the summer.
Sometimes, the practicum advisor visits the student’s site and meets with the
field supervisor to help iron out any problems that emerge on the site between
student learning goals and organizational expectations. Still, even with all this
support, the students are acting in the world more independently than at any
other time during the program.
To maximize the learning from the practicum experience, EAOP students
are expected to seek feedback and reflect on their experiences. At the end of the
practicum project, for example, each student is expected to meet with their field
supervisor in an exit interview and seek out their field supervisor’s view of what
went well and what could have been improved in their performance. The field
supervisor also submits a written evaluation of the student. The students are
expected to write up site evaluations and offer their ideas for how to better
integrate interns even more helpfully in the future. EAOP students are also
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expected to create portfolios of their practicum work and write in-depth
reflection papers on their experience, which are shared with the other
participants in their practicum seminar as well as with their practicum advisor,
who assesses their learning and offers further feedback to the students.
Such reflective steps are a vital way of deepening the students’ learning by
doing. Assessment, reflection, and the transfer of learning to other arenas are, in
fact, stressed as necessary components to maximizing the value of problembased service learning. As Gordon (2000) argues,
Reflective activities ask students to look at their work and assess what they
did well and what they need now. It pushes students to go beyond simply
finishing the assignment to ask the “So what?” and “Now what?”
questions that inspire action and continued growth. This reflection can
help students transfer their leqrning, from a particulur experience, such as
their PBSL project to future work… Students are led to consider what
knowledge, skills, and attitudes they employed in their work and how these
connect to what lies ahead of them. (pp. 12-13)
Without such attention to student reflection and transfer, the practicum
projects, particularly the final one during the second summer of the program,
would not be as strong a capstone project for the entire program. The importance
of the reflective aspect of our program was also brought home to me during my
interview with Leslie Samuelrich of Green Corps. In it, she stressed that the
Green Corps program is based on three key components: “classroom training,
field campaigning, and evaluation/reflection.” Yet, reflecting on her own
program, she added, “I’m sure we don’t do nearly enough reflection. In fact, I’m
sure of it.” Taking a cue from her, I have tried to build a strong reflection
component into the EAOP curriculum plan at Antioch New England.
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The Limitations of This Study
In this study, I have laid out some of the key theoretical issues involved in
thinking seriously about including activist training within environmental studies
programs in particular and within higher education programs in general. I then
focused on the particular case study of Antioch New England Graduate School’s
effort to set up a new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing that I led as an insider action researcher.
In this final chapter of the dissertation, I have tried to complete this study
by describing the structural elements of the curriculum plan my colleagues and I
developed for our new program. I first listed the graduation requirements, the
recommended course sequence, and then provided brief descriptions of key
EAOP courses. In the next section, I emphasized how the effectiveness of this
activist training program likely depends on utilizing a wide variety of
community-building tools, which, in Hunter’s and Lakey’s (2004) words, help
build the container for an intimate, cooperative, engaged, and risk-taking
community of learners. In the last section, I laid out a three-stage program of
increasingly independent fieldwork that is at the heart of the EAOP curriculum
plan. These are the main curriculum elements of our program beyond clarifying
the five core proficiencies identified in chapter 3 and the constructivist/popular
education methodologies discussed in chapter 4.
My main hope is that both the theoretical section and the case study
section of this dissertation will help intrigue, inspire, and inform environmental
studies educators who are interested in adding a strong activist training
component to their departmental offerings at their own schools. Second, I hope
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that this dissertation will make other educators more receptive and
supportive of such initiatives put forward by their colleagues. Still, before ending
this dissertation, it is important to look at some of the limitations of this study so
as to not overstate the case for launching additional programs in environmental
advocacy and organizing along the lines of the master’s program developed at
Antioch New England in the Fall of 2002.
The first major limitation of this study is that it does not include a
systematic evaluation of the program described in this last chapter. As noted by
Diamond (1998), a complete curriculum design cycle includes evaluation and
revision--not just the stages included here of selecting a project, assessing needs
and possibilities, reflecting on ideal elements that should be embedded in any
such curriculum, and then generating an operational program design for a
specific setting. The systematic testing for workability, and making wellinformed revisions in the operational design of the program, remains to be
done—at least in a formal way. Until such time as a thorough evaluation is
completed, readers, would be wise to view the curriculum plan developed in this
dissertation as suggestive, rather than as tested, revised, and made definitive.
Besides the differences in context that might suggest changes in the EAOP
curriculum plan when replicated in other schools, there may also be design flaws
embedded in the very curriculum plan that future evaluation research would
identify, clarify, and correct at Antioch. This limitation suggests approaching the
EAOP curriculum plan developed here experimentally.
The second limitation of this study is that, due to time and institutional
pressures, I may have jumped too quickly into planning a curriculum that would
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work in my particular institutional context, instead of focusing sufficiently on
what an ideal curriculum plan would look like. As Diamond (1998) observes in
Designing and Assessing Courses and Curricula:
[It] is most efficient to start with the ideal and then modify it according to
the specific administrative, material, and human constraints that exist.
Limiting the original design to meet anticipated constraints unnecessarily
limits the creativity and openness of the process and thus results in an
inferior product. (p. 19)
I have tried my best to focus on the components of an ideal curriculum in Part I
of this dissertation--by providing a variety of historical examples of activist
training programs to draw from, by making a case for a moderate institutional
model of curriculum design with four specific learner-centered modifications, by
identifying the five core proficiencies to be addressed in any environmental
advocacy and organizing curriculum, and by outlining the spiral model of
popular education in my teaching methods chapter.
Still, once I moved into discussing the case study at the heart of Part II of
this dissertation, I developed a curriculum plan that was heavily shaped
according to what Diamond (1998) calls “the specific administrative, material,
and human constraints” (p. 19) that exist in the Environmental Studies
Department at Antioch New England. For example, it was clear to me that for
any new curriculum plan to be acceptable at my school, it would have to have a
parallel structure with all the other Environmental Studies programs offered at
Antioch New England. The curriculum plan would have to require 50 credits to
graduate, include the 18 credits of core eco-literacy courses, include 8 credits of
practicum fieldwork expected of all master’s students in our department, and
involve weekly face-to-face classes taught on Thursdays and Fridays (and a few
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weekends). Because of these a priori constraints, I did not seriously consider
designing a low residency, computer mediated, distance learning delivery model
with a higher ratio of fieldwork to course work—an approach that possibly
deserves serious consideration in other settings.
Similarly, because of resource constraints at ANE, I have mostly adopted
existing elective course options that were already available. While I have added
some new electives to the mix, such as a 10-day field studies course to
Louisiana’s “Cancer Alley” called Environmental Justice in the Mississippi Delta,
there are many more elective course offerings I would suggest in a more ideal
situation. My own list would include:
•

Working Through Normal Channels: Citizen Participation,
Lobbying, and Electoral Politics

•

Working Outside the Box: Corporate Campaigns and Nonviolent
Direct Action

•

The Politics of Place: Community Organizing and Civic
Environmentalism

•

The Arts of Social Change: Creative Cultural Work as Movement
Building

•

Knowledge Is Power: Advocacy Muckraking, Strategic
Investigations, and Action Research

•

The Virtual Activist: Internet and Computer Skills for Organizers

•

Training for Change: Popular Education and Workshop Design

•

Strategic Communications: Media and Public Relations Skills for
Activists

•

Spirit in Action: Mobilizing the Moral and Material Resources of
Religion and Faith for Social Change

This limitation means that people using this dissertation as a tool in designing
activist training programs at their own schools should take the time to consider
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what kinds of new additional electives they would want to offer, assuming
they have a stronger resource-base than what existed at Antioch New England
when I first designed the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program.
A third limitation of this study is that it does not actually verify the
assertion made in chapter 7 that there are likely enough prospective students to
support the generation of multiple master’s programs in environmental
advocacy and organizing. The University of Michigan’s Environmental
Advocacy Program began with 4 students in 1972 and, according to Bunyan
Bryant, averaged about 10 new master’s students a year until the program was
discontinued in the mid-1990s. The new Environmental Advocacy and
Organizing Program at Antioch New England has not fared much better in its
first 3 years of recruitment. The first cohort began with 10 new students, the
second with 10, and the third with only 7. The recruitment prospects for future
years may well come closer to our target of 14 to 18 new students a year. Yet,
nothing about this future potential is conclusive yet.
One possible reason for this relatively low level of recruitment success at
both the University of Michigan and Antioch New England is that there is just
not a strong enough market among prospective graduate students who are
willing to pay 2 years worth of graduate school tuition for this type of activist
training. If this is true, it would be a significant blow to the proposal set forth in
this dissertation to create multiple activist training programs within the field of
environmental studies and with higher education in general.
Other explanations of the Environmental Advocacy and Organizing
Program’s low recruitment to date are also possible, however, and may be even
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more plausible and hopeful. For example, successfully hitting recruiting
targets at one or more master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
organizing might well be achieved if more strategic and well-resourced
marketing and recruitment efforts were put into place than have so far existed.
The School of Natural Resources did not aggressively market University
of Michigan’s Environmental Advocacy Program and the marketing resources
available to the new program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing at
Antioch New England have also been relatively meager. While the ANE program
has an engaging website, no mailings, posters, or targeted ads have yet been
used to market the program. There have also been few recruitment trips made
around the country and almost no efforts to represent the program at
appropriate academic and activist conferences. The major recruitment push so
far has been through relatively cheap, but labor-intensive Internet marketing.
Putting more resources into recruitment, using multiple marketing path ways,
and being ever more strategic in one’s marketing efforts might well reach a
sufficiently large group of prospective students who are ready to commit to such
programs. The size of this group of prospective students would almost certainly
grow even more if scholarship money and assistantships were made available to
lower tuition costs.
Part of the reason that Green Corps has 600 to 700 hundred applications
every year for its 30 to 35 training slots, is that Green Corps not only does not
charge participants, it pays them a stipend for their training year. Lowering the
tuition cost for this already identified pool of interested prospective students-most of whom are rejected by Green Corps--might well yield expanded
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recruitment success for master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
organizing. Another reason for Green Corps’ success at recruitment is their wellresourced and strategic recruitment plan. Every year, they have 5 staff people, 8
board members, 30 current students, several alums, and the entire PIRG network
actively promoting the next year’s program through phone calls, emails,
mailings, and numerous campus visits. The Green Corp recruiting model is
impressive and inspirational. If graduate programs in activist training were able
to duplicate a small portion of this effort, it is quite possible that the recruitment
targets of several programs could be met. Yet, there is no certainty to this and
any environmental studies educators inspired by the idea of establishing activist
training programs at their schools need to be aware that the existence of a large
enough pool to sustain one master’s program in environmental advocacy and
organizing, let alone several, has not yet been firmly proven in practice.

Looking Toward the Future
The upshot of all these limitations is that environmental studies educators
interested in starting activist training programs at their schools still face a task
fraught with some uncertainty and risk. While this dissertation offers some good
ideas and models to help design new initiatives, it is not an infallible blueprint
for creating additional master’s programs in environmental advocacy and
organizing. Educators drawn to the ideas and models in this dissertation will still
need to proceed carefully and experimentally in their own program development
work at their specific campuses. Yet, I believe that such efforts at creating solid
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activist training programs within academia are worth all the risk and
uncertainty. Now is simply not a time to be timid.
Former New York Times correspondent Philip Shabecoff (1993, 2000) is one
of the most thoughtful analysts of the U.S. environmental movement. In his
book, Earth Rising (2000), Shabecoff turns his attention away from the past and
present state of the environmental movement and explores what the
environmental movement will need to do differently in the future. While noting
several past victories and a number of current strengths, he argues that the
movement will simply not be effective enough to fulfill its mission in the 21st
century without several new initiatives to re-energize, expand, and empower
itself. As he notes,
The most immediate and urgent task facing the environmental movement,
therefore, is to builds its capacity to be an agent of broad social change, to
focus on what Mark Van Putten, president of the National Wildlife
Federation, called “the tough, long-term, not often satisfying work of
institution building.” (p. 180)
While Shabecoff (2000) offers several ideas about how to build capacity
and transform the environmental movement, he repeatedly comes back to one
key idea—the “imperative” to train “a cadre of aggressive, competent field
organizers” (p. 183). According to him, “To exercise power, the environmental
community will have to do something it has largely neglected in the past—
organize for power” (p. 126). Accomplishing this, says Shabecoff, “will mean
building an army of grassroots political organizers, both volunteers and paid
staff, who will operate in every state and in thousands of communities” (p. 126).
This, in turns, will require both new and existing environmental organizations to
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take up the “critical but neglected task” of training this “cadre of organizers”
(127). He quotes David Korten (1990) in arguing that
one of the most important roles of nongovernmental organizations in a
democracy is to “provide a training ground for democratic citizenship,
develop the political skills of their members, recruit new political leaders,
stimulate political participation, and educate the broader public on a wide
variety of public interest issues.” (p. 127)
Given this pressing need to rejuvenate the environmental movement, I
think it would represent a failure of both nerve and vision if the academic field of
environmental studies did not attempt to create more than one activist training
program for public interest advocates and grassroots organizers in the decades to
come. Creating such programs is an important way for us to rise to the challenge
of our times. As environmental studies educators, the choice is in our hands.
At Antioch New England, we chose to “go for it” because of a shared
vision. We took the time to imagine a situation ten years out from our launching
an Environmental Advocacy and Organizing Program. In this vision, a new
cohort of close to 20 EAOP students has just arrived for their first day of classes
at Antioch. Sixty to 80 students had already gone through the program and
remain connected to each other through a lively Internet blog and bi-annual
alumni events. Through such on-going support, and the training our graduates
received at Antioch, each of these graduates is now helping each other make a
significant contribution to a renaissance within an environmental movement that
is increasingly addressing the challenges of corporate globalization and coalitionbuilding. Looking toward the future of our movement, these graduates also
regularly make themselves available to new students of the program, offering
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tips and suggestions for good internship sites, providing informational
interviews, and coming back to campus to discuss their current work in the field.
In our vision of being ten years into the EAOP, the program is now not
only financially self-supporting, it is affordable. Ongoing fundraising has
supported a robust scholarship program that has dramatically diversified the
program’s student body. Word of this innovative program has now spread and
many intermediaries are talking up the program to prospective students.
Student-organized extension program events like Advocacy Training Institutes
are becoming an anticipated annual event among activists throughout the
Northeast, deepening the leadership capacity within regional groups, and they
have even begun to attract people from around the country. Besides serving the
immediate needs of hundreds of activists, these organizing institutes are also
attracting new students to the advocacy program and other Environmental
Studies programs at ANE. Increasingly, other environmental studies programs
throughout the world look to Antioch New England as a model and are adding a
larger advocacy and organizing components to their courses and programs.
For me, this ten-year-out vision of accomplishment has made our efforts
to launch a new master’s program in Environmental Advocacy and Organizing
worth the hard work and the risk. If we get anywhere close to this vision, our
program will be a small, but vital part of what is needed to help meet the
challenge of the current era of global crisis and opportunity. I hope you will
imagine such possibilities for your school and consider creating strong activist
training programs at your campus.
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